OUR GUARANTEE
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
Save up to 80% off cover prices on these subjects:

- About Music
- African Americans
- American History
- Animals
- Anthropology
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- Architecture
- Art Books
- Arts & Crafts
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Current titles are marked with a ★

Fiction

★3899977 MATAGORDA. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. Tap Duane has settled on the Texas coast, working as a friend of Tom Kittery—and finding himself in the middle of a feud between Tom and the neighboring Munson family. Tap begins to suspect that Tom’s wife is the problem and has to choose who to go to war with. 197 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $4.95

★367046 UNDER THE SWEETWATER RIM. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. One of the wagons from a savagely attacked wagon train is missing along with a fortune in gold—and Major Mark Devereaux’s daughter. It isn’t the work of Indians but of murderous outlaws, and Devereaux’s only hope is Lieutenant Tenadore Brian who is riding with the wagon, against orders. 212 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $4.95

★382217 COMSTOCK LODGE. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. Comstock Lodge had the richest deposit of silver the world had known. For Val Trevallion, going to Comstock was a chance to build a fortune, settle an old score. For Gritta, a beautiful actress it was a chance to find a long-lost love. Their lives could either instantly change or become forever destroyed. 357 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $4.95

★198371 RIDE THE RIVER. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. Sixteen year old Echo Sackett has never been far from her Tennessee home—until she makes the long trek to Philadelphia to collect an inheritance. James White, a sharp city lawyer, figures it’ll be easy to cheat Echo out of her money. But he doesn’t know who he’s dealing with. 187 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $4.95

★391367 TO THE FAR BLUE MOUNTAINS. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. Barnabas Sackett is leaving England to make his fortune in the New World. But as he settles his affairs, he discovers a royal warrant put out against him. Convinced that Sackett possesses a great treasure lost by King John years before, Queen Bess will stop at nothing to find her target. 370 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $4.95

★3778573 THE WALKING DRUM. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. War, love, and scholar, Kerbouchard is a daring seeker of knowledge and fortune bound on a journey of enormous challenge, danger, and revenge. Across Europe, over the Russian steppes, and through the Byzantine wonders of Constantinople, Kerbouchard is thrust into the treacheries, passions, violence and dazzling wonders of a magnificent time. 566 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $4.95

★3714192 THE MAN CALLED NOON. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. In one swift moment a fall wiped away his memory. Now all he knows is his name he’s been told is his own, his mysterious skill with a gun, a link to half a million dollars in buried gold, and a hunger for answers. 214 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $5.95

★3712079 FRONTIER DESTINY: Preacher. By William W. Johnston. Novels. A man learning as he grows, and fighting as he learns. Preacher builds a frontier legend in these two classic bestselling novels in one: Forty Guns West and Blackfoot Messiah. 568 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. $5.95

★2924692 COME SUNDOWN. By Nora Roberts. Novel. The Bodine ranch and resort in western Montana is a family business run by Bodine Longbow and new hire Callen Skinner—an idyllic spot for vacationers. When a bartender leaves the resort late one night, Bo and Cal discover her battered body in the snow. The first sign that danger lurks in the mountains that surround them. 564 pages. St. Martin’s. $6.95

★3827479 RIDE THE RIVER. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. Barnabas Sackett is leaving England to make his fortune in the New World. But as he settles his affairs, he discovers a royal warrant put out against him. Convinced that Sackett possesses a great treasure lost by King John years before, Queen Bess will stop at nothing to find her target. 370 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $4.95

Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address. ★ means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.

If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Sales Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>6.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>6.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>4.166%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>4.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>6.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>8.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td>6.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

States in red above also have local taxes. To get the total rate go to HamiltonBook.com/tax

1Alaska has no state tax but may have a city or borough tax.

Scan to get the total tax rate including local taxes.
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See more titles at erhbc.com/316
Bloody Trail of the Mountain Man. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. The mountain man Smoke Jensen hates, it’s a man who fights dirty. And no one fights dirtier than a politician like Rex Underhill. Luckily, with another election coming up, Underhill is more concerned about the serious competition: Smoke’s old friend, Sheriff Monte Carson. But Underhill literally traps Carson, and when the going gets tough, Smoke gets even. 375 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3790832

298704X Burning Daylight. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. The reward for Jack McKinney is one dollar and a broken harmonica, all McKinney’s son Aaron can scrape together. He’s been abandoned by his father. Luke Jenkins can’t say no to the poor boy, or his beautiful mother, so he agrees to go after McKinney and his bank-robbing gang. But they say that the road to hell is paved with good intentions. By finding out 330 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99


3984448

460246X Too Soon to Die. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. This there’s more like a wedding to bring families together, and there’s no place like Sugarleaf Ranch to throw a foot-stomping hoedown—even if it turns into a gun-blazing showdown. When the mysterious hero who rescued Smoke’s daughter from her bank-robbing boyfriend musts make his deadly moves, once more the Jemens must band together to fight for what’s theirs. 439 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99


3755991 Bullets Don’t Argue. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Once a year Perley and his brothers lead the Triple-G crew on its annual cattle drive. But this year trouble seems to beforested in beautiful young woman, her little baby, and her traveling companion, a colorful old cuss named Possom. Being a gentleman Perley offers to escort the trio to their destination. But there are a few minor details the trio forgot to tell Perley. 346 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

2844834 The Range Detectives. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. A killer is on the loose in the Arizona Territory. One by one, ranchers and cowboys for the Livestock. The Cattle Raisers Association has hired two range detectives, Stroive Stewart and Wilbur Colman, to catch the culprit. The duo soon find themselves deep in a diabolical web of murder, revenge, andrew. By accident. When the grateful townsfolk of Leadville pin a star on Doc Holliday, they discover the tradition in those parts is if a marsh is no good they hang him—and if the next one’s no better, they hang him twice. 392 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3712109 Hang Him Twice. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. There are a lot of ways you can hang a man and the wanted position is easy way (murder), the hard way (robbery), and alley Monahan’s way (by accident). When the grateful townsfolk of Leadville pin a star on Doc Holliday, they discover the tradition in those parts is if a marsh is no good they hang him—and if the next one’s no better, they hang him twice. 392 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

4367066 Cutthroats. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Across the railroad, across the mountains, across the country, across the nation. They’re the men who are going to bust out of jail and pull one last job to finance their early retirement—but they find themselves instead hunting their old gang to save their necks. 412 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3790832

298704X

U.S. Marshall Will Tanner is one hell of a manhunter. But this time, he’s chasing six blood crazed killers after a gunship crash and no backup. Even if he manages to find their hideout, it’s not the end of his search, and it might be his funeral. 330 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3992271 Mountain Valley. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. A Rocky Mountain winter has left Breck reeling from the carnage unleashed by trap Jud Carnahan. When Carnahan lags siege to a trading post, he’s left a leg and takes a pretty hostage who can turn a profit for him. Breck arrives at the brothel with a raging fury that’s going to make this unholy place swim in blood. 346 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

388586X Pitchfork Past. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. While Flintlock is out hunting down some food, a bloodthirsty band of savage raiders wage an attack on the cabin where his two friends and the daughter of one of his pals are staying. By the time he returns, the men have been beaten and the livestock. Flintlock has a plan for revenge—and it leads to a bloody showdown. 348 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95
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★ 3859460 THE BACKSTABBERS. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Red Ryan should’ve known this job would be trouble. The first sign is a ghost-town—in a thunderstorm—and the cargo is a coffin. But no one knows the dangers of driving a stagecoach better than Red, especially when the passenger’s a dead man, the payoff’s a prison, and the last stop is death! 362 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95


★ 3756130 HOME INVASION. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. The seeds of backward justice, the U.S. President decides to make the town a test case to strike down the Second Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. Bank guns in Home, Texas. And to enforce it, the newly formed police force of Home will never surrender their freedoms, or submit to an outside enemy. Home is fighting back! 412 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

★ 3992906 A KNIFE IN THE HEART. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. As both a prisoner and an undercover operative, U.S. Marshal Hank Fallon has faced down some of the most cold-blooded thieves and murderers. In the Wild West town of Westend, Texas, he’s behind bars in a new prison, Leavenworth, under construction. When several prisoners escape and take his family hostage, Hank will get as down and dirty as the devil himself in pursuit—and they won’t be taken alive. 426 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

★ 3992942 STAND UP AND DIE. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Some say luck comes in threes. And if you’re a bank robber or bloodthirsty killer, that bad luck comes in threes. And in this story, justice-seekers known as the Jackals: Matt McCulloch, Sean Keegan and Jed Breen. Three roads to justice. But when their paths cross, it’s more than just the cast of Kait Whittier’s new TV series—they become a second family. 336 pages. Delacorte. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

★ 3999286 THE SON. By Danielle Steel. Novel. Against the electrifying backdrop of the 1960s, this story is a gripping chronicle of a woman, Meredith McKenzie, discovering a passion for justice and of the unsung heroes she encounters on her quest to fight the criminal. This is the tale of a woman changing her world as she herself is changed by it. 287 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99. $5.95

★ 3994141 TURNING POINT. By Danielle Steel. Novel. Four San Francisco trauma doctors confront exhilarating new challenges while training with their counterparts in Paris. When an unspoken act of mass violence galvanizes them into action, they will face choices harder than they ever imagined, with consequences that will last a lifetime. 338 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

★ 3990281 CHRISTMAS AT THE CAT CAFE. By Melissa Daley. Novel. The Cotswolds town of Slorton on the Hill has its very own cat cafe, and its kittens are here in feline paradise, while owner Debbie supplies the locals homemade goods. But in even the most idyllic surroundings things don’t always go as planned. Only a Christmas miracle can bring everyone together. 374 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

★ 3882500 SUMMER OF ’69. By Elin Hilderbrand. Novel. Welcome to the most tumultuous summer of the twentieth century. It’s 1969, and for the Levin family, the times are a-changing. Every year the children have looked forward to spending the summer at their grandmother’s historic home in downtown Nantucket. But like so much else in America, this year is different. 425 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

★ 3993132 SUMMER OF ’69. By Elin Hilderbrand. Novel. Welcome to the most tumultuous summer of the twentieth century. It’s 1969, and for the Levin family, the times are a-changing. Every year the children have looked forward to spending the summer at their grandmother’s historic home in downtown Nantucket. But like so much else in America, this year is different. 425 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

★ 3992874 A DOG’S WAY HOME. By W. Bruce Cameron. Novel. With four hundred miles of dangerous Colorado wilderness separating one brave dog from his beloved person, Bella sets off on a mission to find her way home. But no one expects, especially after meeting cowgirl Colleen. The only problem: Mac’s new employees might just be rustlers. 380 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

★ 3992925 A GOOD WOMAN. By Danielle Steel. Novel. The sinking of the Titanic changed Annabelle’s privileged life forever. In her grief, she pours herself into volunteer work, igniting a passion for justice...and she becomes a doctor, fighting for the law’s cause. 373 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

★ 3992980 THEY CAME TO KILL. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. When Jamie MacCollister is tasked with clearing a path through Mexican territory for a transcontinental railroad, he knows it’s a tough job, and he knows he can’t take on the whole Apache nation by himself. He needs a non-stop force of mountain-man fury who goes by the name of Preacher. 396 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

★ 3992906 A KNIFE IN THE HEART. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. As both a prisoner and an undercover operative, U.S. Marshal Hank Fallon has faced down some of the most cold-blooded thieves and murderers. In the Wild West town of Westend, Texas, he’s behind bars in a new prison, Leavenworth, under construction. When several prisoners escape and take his family hostage, Hank will get as down and dirty as the devil himself in pursuit—and they won’t be taken alive. 426 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

★ 3992942 STAND UP AND DIE. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Some say luck comes in threes. And if you’re a bank robber or bloodthirsty killer, that bad luck comes in threes. And in this story, justice-seekers known as the Jackals: Matt McCulloch, Sean Keegan and Jed Breen. Three roads to justice. But when their paths cross, it’s more than just the cast of Kait Whittier’s new TV series—they become a second family. 336 pages. Delacorte. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

★ 3999286 THE SON. By Danielle Steel. Novel. Against the electrifying backdrop of the 1960s, this story is a gripping chronicle of a woman, Meredith McKenzie, discovering a passion for justice and of the unsung heroes she encounters on her quest to fight the criminal. This is the tale of a woman changing her world as she herself is changed by it. 287 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99. $5.95

★ 3994141 TURNING POINT. By Danielle Steel. Novel. Four San Francisco trauma doctors confront exhilarating new challenges while training with their counterparts in Paris. When an unspoken act of mass violence galvanizes them into action, they will face choices harder than they ever imagined, with consequences that will last a lifetime. 338 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95
THE FORGOTTEN SOLDIER. By Brad Taylor. Novel. When a taskforce member sets out to avenge his brother’s death, his actions threaten to not only expose the taskforce’s rogue activities but also to destroy a web of alliances against a greater evil. Five-page. A former Marine.Future military, risk, and is forced to choose between his friend and the administration he’s sworn to protect. 440 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95

CHRISTMAS TAILS. By Melody Carlson. Christmas is fast approaching and Luke yearns for a way forward to the holidays—until a mangy dog appears on her doorstep and teaches her what Christmas is really all about in *The Christmas Dog*. After years abroad, Garrison Brown finds himself at the home of his beloved grandmother who has just passed away, with the task of finding homes for six cats in *The Christmas Cat*. 336 pages. Revell. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $4.95

AN IRISH COUNTRY COTTAGE. By Patrick Taylor. Novel. Bad luck strikes the colorful Irish village of Ballybucklebo. A fire engulfs the Donnelly family’s cottage, leaving them with only the clothes on their backs. Meanwhile, young Barry Laverty and his wife, frustrated in their efforts to start a family, turn to modern medicine for answers. 361 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

AN IRISH COUNTRY WELCOME. By Patrick Taylor. Novel. Bad luck strikes the colorful Irish village of Ballybucklebo. A fire engulfs the Donnelly family’s cottage, leaving them with only the clothes on their backs. Meanwhile, young Barry Laverty and his wife, frustrated in their efforts to start a family, turn to modern medicine for answers. 349 pages. Forge. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

AN IRISH COUNTRY FAMILY. By Patrick Taylor. Novel. Barry Laverty joins Doctor Fingal O’Reilly’s practice, he is an intern, working long hours, practicing new medical techniques, falling in love, and facing the medical field for a family physician—the bonds of family, friendships, and human kindness. 367 pages. Forge. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

THE INITIATION OF MS. HOLLY. By K.D. Grace. When her father isn’t around, he had a dream, but she could feel every inch of his body against hers in the most erotic encounter Rita Holly ever had. If she just follows him to an exclusive club, he promises her more—anything she has ever dreamed of—after she passes the club’s initiation. Adults only. 250 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

THE VANISHING STATUE: Nancy Drew Diaries. By Carolyn Keene. Novel. The Duchess Strickland and her art collection have been the talk of River Heights ever since inviting her art for a very celebration at her mansion. But days before the event, her sculpture of the goddess Diana was stolen. Now it’s up to Nancy to uncover clues the thief tries to make off with and masterpieces. Ages 8-12. 221 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

THE SONGBIRD. By Marcia Willett. Novel. When Tim confides in Mattie that he needs a sabbatical from work and a fresh place to think, she suggests he move into one of the cottages at her family’s home in the beautiful English countryside. As he gets to know the warm and friendly people there, he begins to question whether or not the girl he’s been dating for years has secrets. 285 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

THE OLD SPANISH TRAIL. By Ralph Compton. Novel. For those ranchers listing their lands, the future has gone from bad to worse. Missouri is closed to Texas cattle, meaning Webb and his men must drive the herd of five thousand head of cattle along the dangerous Spanish Trail. 277 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

THE OREGON TRAIL. By Ralph Compton. Novel. Based on actual trail drives of the Old West. Travel along the Oregon Trail as these cowboys take their wagon train West, hoping to reach the wide open land of Oregon before winter. 324 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

THE BORDIER EMPIRE. By Ralph Compton. Novel. Nathan Stone left behind his horse, his Winchester, his custom-made Colts, and his life, pursuing them all. He used to be a lawman, but he took the star off from his chest when he picked up his father’s guns. And now he is going to teach his father’s killers just what it is to be on the wrong side of a frontier trail. 298 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

THE DEADWOOD TRAIL. By Ralph Compton. Novel. Gold has been discovered in the Black Hills, and cattle ranchers Nelson Story and Benton McCaleb stand to make a fortune off beef and cattle. But the payroll won’t come easy. They will be passing through Crow and Sioux territory, just miles away from Custer’s fight at Little Big Horn. 289 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95 $3.95

THE DODGE CITY TRAIL. By Ralph Compton. Novel. Dodge City was a businessman’s dream. And a cattle drive north, with thousands of unbranded longhorns and a pack of stolen Mexican horses, was a dream of Texans like Dan Ember, who’d come home from abroad, Garrison Brown finds himself at the home of his beloved grandmother who has just passed away, with the task of finding homes for six cats in *The Christmas Cat*. 336 pages. Revell. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $4.95


OVERTHROW. By David Poyer. Novel. America and its battered allies converge against China, North Korea, and Iran in an explosive series of events. But as the Allies plot nuclear attack, and facing food shortages, 3873277 OVERTHROW . By David Poyer. Novel. The United States has become an endgame to the war, the complicated dance of global warfare, on land and at sea, may trigger the nuclear Armageddon the entire world has feared for years. 377 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

DEEP WAR. By David Poyer. Novel. After the U.S. suffers a devastating nuclear attack, and facing food shortages, 3873277 OVERTHROW . By David Poyer. Novel. The United States has become an endgame to the war, the complicated dance of global warfare, on land and at sea, may trigger the nuclear Armageddon the entire world has feared for years. 377 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

LIGHTNING. By Dean Koontz. Novel. Laura Shane was born in a storm so strange that people remembered it for years. Even more mysterious was the stranger who appeared out of nowhere during the storm. Like a fat delivery man 4 years later, the stranger returned to save Laura from another tragedy. Is he a guardian angel? Or the devil in disguise? 386 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

Between these rival factions. 420 pages.

Cole and Everett Hitch must prevent all-out war

interrupted when she discovers a run-away teenager in her barn. 322 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $8.99.

*A 3893995 LIZZIE. By Evan Hunter. Novel. In reeling events of August 4, 1892, that fateful night in Evanston, Montana, the extraordinary circumstances that led up to them, Hunter spins a breathtaking tale of an enigmatic spinster whose secret life would eventually force her to confront the truth:

*4391640 THE LAND OF PAINTED CAVES. By Jean M. Auel. Novel. In this extraordinary conclusion of the Ice-age epic series Earth’s Children, Ayla, Jondalir, and their infant daughter, Jondalir, are living on the Zelandonii in the Ninth Cave. Ayla has been chosen as an acolyte to a spiritual leader and begins arduous training tasks. 826 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $8.99.

*A 3921549 MURDER BEYOND THE GRAVE. By James Patterson et al. Novellas. In Murder Beyond the Grave, Stephen has it all, but the only thing he needs right now is enough air to breathe. In Murder in Paradise, detectives Jim and Bonnie Hood excitedly tour Camp Nelson Lodge. After a grisly shooting, everybody will discover just how you can make a killing in real estate. Patterson delivers two stories based on real crimes.

*A 2866366 CALDER STORM. By Janet Dailey. Novel. With his rugged cowboy looks, Trey Calder could have his pick of women. But he’s been holding out for someone special, and the minute he lays eyes on Sloan Davis, he knows she’s the one. It’s all a dream true—Trey is starting a startling story about just who Sloan is. A dangerous game is set into motion putting everyone’s life at risk. Reedline. 431 pages. Zebra. Pub. at $9.99

*A 3823164 NO SUNSCREEN FOR THE DEAD. By Tim Dorsey. Novel. Despite common lore, Florida is not God’s waiting room. Sergei A. Storms and his well-baked sidekick, Coleman, intend to prove it. But what starts out as an innocent quest to tour the Retirement Coast, a bus tour that takes the players playing nest of their own soon becomes a Robin Hood crusade to recover the life savings of swindled elders. 323 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99

*A 385589X NO SUNSCREEN FOR THE DEAD. By Tim Dorsey. Novel. Despite common lore, Florida is not God’s waiting room. Sergei A. Storms and his well-baked sidekick, Coleman, intend to prove it. But what starts out as an innocent quest to tour the Retirement Coast, a bus tour that takes the players playing nest of their own soon becomes a Robin Hood crusade to recover the life savings of swindled elders. 323 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $16.99

*A 4638200 THE CHURCHILL WOMAN. By John Grisham. Novel. Facing a nuclear attack. Soon, America as it was gone forever, and every citizen will fight to stay alive. In a wasteland born of fear, populated by creatures and marauding armies. Each last shot is fought into the final battle for between good and evil. 919 pages. Pocket. Pub. at $10.99

*A 5767148 THE SOLOMON CURSE. By Clive Cussler & R. Blake. Novel. From untold treasures to the terrible curse, there are many rumors about the bay off Guadalcanal in the Solomon Islands. That intrigue is what attracts the attention—treasure-hunting team Sam and Remi Fargo. Without them, will it all go? 435 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $9.99

*A 3699900 THE CELEBRATION: Amish Cooking. By Wanda E. Brunstetter. $7.95

*A 6553090 THE EMPIRE’S REVENGE. By Clive Cussler & B. Morrison. Novel. When a heist during the Civil War reverses the Corporation’s “offshore” account, Juan must look to a woman from his past. Together they connect the Oregon’s missing fortune to a rogue hacker, but they don’t have much time to solve it, for the battle is just the beginning of a much more brutal romance. 436 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $9.99

*A 3951370 SYCAMORE ROW. By John Grisham. Grisham returns to that courthouse in Clanton as Jake Brigance once again finds himself embroiled in a fiercely controversial trial—a trial that will expose old secrets of the town and turn his life upside down. 462 pages. Dell. Pub. at $9.99

*A 5979765 THE APPEAL. By John Grisham. Novel. When a jury returns a shocking verdict against his chemical company, Carl Trudeau is convinced the company is to blame. But he is also Trudeau. He decides to try to purchase himself a seat on the court. Through a web of conspiracy and deceit, his political opponent recruit a young, unsuspecting candidate. They kill. But kids, always accompanied by an adult—and that’s where the trouble arises.

*A 4558514 A TIME FOR MERCY. By John Grisham. Novel. From untold treasures to the terrible curse, there are many rumors about the bay off Guadalcanal in the Solomon Islands. That intrigue is what attracts the attention—treasure-hunting team Sam and Remi Fargo. Without them, will it all go? 435 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $9.99

*A 3901389 A TIME TO KILL. By John Grisham. A 16-year-old girl is taken by two remorseless men. The white town in Mississippi is shocked—until her black father acquires an assault rifle and takes justice into his own hands. The nation passes away as Jake Brigance comes to understand his client’s life and the mystery of his family on the line to save the boy from the gas chamber. 464 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $29.95

*A 3901296 MIDNIGHT IN EUROPE. By Alan Forst. Novel. Paris, 1938. As the shadow of war darkens Europe, democratic forces struggle against the tide of fascism while in Spain the shooting has already begun. From Paris nightclubs to white-shoe New York law firms, from brothels in Istanbul to the dockyards of Poland, a group of unlikely allies battle the secret agents of Hitler and Franco.

*A 3910296 MURDER IN THE COUNTRY. By John Grisham. Novel. Jinx McCallahan, the new sheriff of the small town of Shadrack, Mississippi, is the son of Wyatt McCallahan. As he begins his new career, he finds himself in a world that is not what he expected...
**VISON.** Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99
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**Fiction**


**3909102** THE MISSING CHUMS: The Hardy Boys. By Franklin W. Dixon. Novel. In this adventure of America’s favorite detective duo, two of the Hardy Boys’ friends disappear while on a tour trip down the Ohio River. The gang sorts out the mystery, but then they are all captured! Ages 8-12. Illus. 175 pages. Grosset & Dunlap. Paperbound. At $8.95 

**3904849** THE SPACE BETWEEN WORDS. By Michelle Phoenix. After the Paris attacks, a recluse named Fireman lurks in the woods—and he knows how to burn. For the victims of the frickening firemen know: a lunatic protector known as The Spider. And the Spider has spread his wings. 


**2869225** THE PASSAGE. By Justin Cronin. Novel. The story of Amy, abandoned by her mother after an affair of six, pursues a band of shadowy figures behind a government experiment of apocalyptic proportions. But Special Agent Brad Wolgast, sent to track her down, is drawn by the curiously quiet girl and returns to everything to save her. 861 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 

**396115X** DAISY FAY AND THE MIRACLE MAN. By Fannie Flagg. Novel. Journeys back to and end of the road town in the American South during the 1930s, home to an assortment of colorful local folk and a narrator, Daisy Fay, who just can’t seem to stay out of trouble. 328 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 

**3822866** WESTERING WOMEN. By Sandra Dallas. Novel. February, 1852. Maggie, a young seamstress with a small daughter and several painful secrets, has nothing to lose by going west to the gold mines of Goosetown. So she joins 43 other women and two pious reverends for the dangerous journey west—none of them prepared for the hardships they will face. 327 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 

**4653459** RADIO FREE ALBEMUTH. By Philip K. Dick. Novel. It is the late 1960s, and a paranoid incompetent has schemed his way into the White House. Computer-converted America into a vicious war against imaginary, internal enemies. Suspenseful and darkly hilarious, this story cements Dick as our century’s greatest prankster. 276 pages. Mysterious Press. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 

**4659171** SHIRLEY JACKSON: Four Novels of the 1940s & 50s. Novels. Collects four of Jackson’s novels including: The Road Through the Wall; Hangsaman; The Bird’s Nest; and The Sundial; which in which she re-imagines the American gothic tradition, exploring terrors against the backdrop of a seemingly conventional upper class world. 850 pages. Library of America. Paperback. At $40.00 

**3746259** THE TESTAMENT. By Margaret Atwood. Novel. The sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale. Fifteen years later, the theocratic regime of the Republic of Gilead maintains its grip on power, but there are signs it is beginning to rot from within. 419 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $18.99 

**3837185** THIS TENDER LAND. By William Kent Krueger. Novel. Over the course of one unforgettable summer in 1932, four orphan vagabonds journey into the heart of America, to a small town, where they are adrift, from struggling farmers and traveling faith healers to displaced families and lost souls of all kinds. 450 pages. Atria. Pub. at $27.00 

**3960218** LYDIA’S HOPE. By Marla Perry. Novel. With no memory of her birth parents, or the tragic accident that took their lives, Lydia Beachy has always been grateful for the Amish aunt and uncle who raised her. Now she has married a widower with two sons. Lydia finds her life turned upside down when she discovers that she has two younger sisters. 335 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 

**3916441** UNDERGROUND RAILROAD. By Colson Whitehead. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Cora is a young slave on a cotton plantation in Georgia. An outcast even among her fellow Africans, she is on the run. She decides to run away, and she's determined, but who has recently arrived from Virginia, urges her to join him on the Underground Railroad, she seize the opportunity and escapes with it. 417 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00 

**4650328** A TIME OF LOVE AND TARTAN. By Alexander McCall Smith. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. When Pat accepts a new job as a sassy ex-boyfriend Bruce’s invitation for coffee, she has no idea of the complications in her romantic and professional life that will follow—a starched and clever woman who discovers that the uncover the truth even though someone is willing to kill to keep the truth buried. 446 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. At $16.99 

**3904067** WALK THE WIRE. By David Baldacci. Novel. When Amos Decker and his FBI team are called to London, North Dakota, they instantly sense that the thrilling frickening town is ripe for trouble. The sudden boom has also brought new problems with it, including drugs, property crimes, prostitution—and now murder. 422 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00 

**596959X** THE LAST MILE. By David Baldacci. Novel. When one man confesses to his crime, convicted murderer Melvin Mars is granted a reprieve. Who wants Mars out of prison and why? Amos Decker wants to know the answer, but when a member of his FBI special task force team disappears, it becomes clear something larger and more sinister is happening. 538 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 

**397185X** ONE GOOD DEED. By David Baldacci. Novel. It’s 1949 and veteran Aloysius Archer is released from Folsom Prison, and sent to Poca City on parole with a list of do’s and a long list of don’ts—like no alcohol or loose women. When a murder takes place right under Archer’s nose, parole officer银河 is ex-convicted and Archer realizes that he needs every skill in his arsenal to track down the killer. 477 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 

**2995006** THE SIMPLE TRUTH. By David Baldacci. Novel. In a Virginia military prison, Rufus Harms, convicted of killing a girl on an army base 25 years ago, has a letter smuggled out of his prison cell, headed for the Supreme Court. Rufus claims he was forced to commit murder. 528 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00 

**3796914** LONG ROAD TO MERCY. By David Baldacci. Novel. As FBI agent Alix Pine begins to investigate the disappearance of a riper from the Grand Canyon, she is pulled off the case. If she disobeys orders by continuing to search for the missing man, it will mean the end of her career and she keeps working on the case and discovers the truth—it could mean the end of democracy in America as we know it. 404 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $29.00 

**3933925** ANGER AND OBSESSION. By David Baldacci. Novel. Amos Decker is approached by Meryl Hawkins, the first convicted murderer that Decker put behind bars. He claims he’s innocent and wants Decker to clear his name. But when Hawkins is murdered, Decker is determined to uncover the truth even though someone is willing to kill to keep the truth buried and hide a decades old secret. 446 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99
Mysteries & Detectives

★ 269010 THE WINNER. By David Baldacci. Novel. Unlucky mother LuAnn Tyler, escaping to Europe to avoid her powermad father, receives the mysterious Mr. Jackson to be guaranteed winner of the $100 million national lottery, if she leaves the country forever. Ten years later LuAnn returns to the U.S., and finds herself involved in a murder. 641 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00 $5.95

★ 289512 TRUE BLUE. By David Baldacci. Novel. After being framed, D.C. cop Mace Perry spent two years in prison. Now back on the outside, her only shot to clear his name is to solve a case on her own. A young D.C. lawyer, Roy, meets Mace after the murder of one of his firm’s female partners. Investigating together, Roy and Mace’s and surprising success in the world of America’s capital. 588 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

★ 378652X THE FALLEN. By David Baldacci. Novel. Something sinister is going on in Baroville. The rust Belt town has seen four bizarre murders in the space of two weeks. Cryptic clues left at the scenes have the police stumped. Amos Decker with his singular talents may be the only one who can crack the bizarre case—only this time he finds that his previously infallible memory may not be so trustworthy after all. 420 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00 $6.95

★ 3797015 REDEMPTION. By David Baldacci. Novel. Amos Decker is contacted by Meryl Hawkins, the first convicted murder to Decker put behind bars. He claims he’s innocent and wants Decker to clear his name. But when he refuses to kill his son, Decker is determined to uncover the truth even though someone is willing to kill to keep the truth buried and hide a decades old secret. 474 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $29.00 $6.95

★ 3815891 A MINUTE TO MIDNIGHT. By David Baldacci. Novel. FBI Agent Althea Fine’s life was never the same after her twin, Mercy, was kidnapped thirty years ago. After a lifetime of torturous uncertainty, Althea’s unresolved anger finally gets the better of her on the job, and she finds she has to resolve the mystery in her past if she wants to remain with the FBI. 418 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00 $6.95

★ 3933792 ONE GOOD DEED. By David Baldacci. Novel. Veteran Alyosius Archer is released from Carderock Prison, and sent to Pocahontas City on parole with his ex-convict and Archer realizes that he needs every skill in his arsenal to bring down the real killer. 422 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $29.00 $6.95

★ 3947084 MUZZLED. By David Baldassini. Novel. When Andy Carpenter’s friend Beth Morris asks him for a favor that involves both dogs and his latest layer of expertise, he can’t say no. Beth needs help to find a “muder victim” – who’s in hiding in fear of his life–so he can be reconnected with his dog, 293 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

★ 4653408 SILENT BITE. By David Baldacci. Novel. Lawyer Andy Carpenter can’t begin to understand this: his friend being blackmailed and extorted. 289 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99 $7.95

★ 3991190 DECK THE HOUNDS. By David Baldacci. Novel. With Christmas around the corner, Andy and his wife welcome a homeless man, Don, and his dog to their home. When the neighbor reports Martha “Pups” Boyer, a dog expert in the investigation when the body of an unidentified man is found in an abandoned warehouse in Queens, the head nowhere to be found. 359 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95


★ 3794113 VERSES FOR THE DEAD. By Michael Connelly. Novel. Veteran reporter Jack McEvoy has uncovered the long lost diary of one of the Donner Party’s victims, an account which may break new ground in the truth of what happened during the winter of 1847. Nora Kelly, the curator at the Santa Fe Museum of Art, is brought in for an expedition. But the discovery of the diary will be just the tip of the iceberg. 376 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $39.99 $7.95

★ 3923703 FAIR WARNING. By Michael Connelly. Novel. Veteran reporter Jack McEvoy has taken down killers before, but when a woman he had a one-night stand with is murdered in a particularly brutal way, McEvoy realizes he might be facing a criminal mind unlike any he’s ever encountered. 399 pages. Little Brown. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95

★ 3924823 THE FIFTH WITNESS. By Michael Connelly. Novel. sleuths is forced on him. He’s recuperating from a heart transplant and avoiding anything stressful. But when a client might be guilty, his digging reveals that the murdered banker was involved in dirty dealings of his own. 613 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 3740374 BLOOD WORK. By Michael Connelly. Novel. Cork O’Connor, an ex-FBI agent Terrell McCaleb has no idea he’s about to come out of retirement. He’s recuperating from a heart transplant and avoiding anything stressful. But when a client might be guilty, his digging reveals that the murdered banker was involved in dirty dealings of his own. 613 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 3750871 DARK SACRED NIGHT. By Michael Connelly. Novel. When detective Renee Ballard and detective Harry Bosch team up to solve an unsolved murder of fifteen year old Daisy Clayton, a runaway who was brutally killed, her body left in a dumpster. Their partnership is strained as the assistant who was involved in a murder. 357 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $29.00 $7.95
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**6549721 THE BLACK ECHO.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. For maverick LAPD homicide detective Harry Bosch, the body in the drainpipe at Mulholland Dam is more than another anonymous statistic. This one is personal—because the murdered man was a fellow Vietnam “turncoat” who had twice gone by side with him. Pitted against enemies inside his own department, he’s forced to make the agonizing choice between justice and vengeance. 508 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00


**3852482 THE LATE SHOW.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. Detective Renee Ballard, stuck on LAPD’s night shift, captures two assignments she doesn’t want to give up to the day shift. Against orders she works both cases, one involving a proselytizer’s prayer partner who was brutally killed, her body left in a dumpster. Their partnership is put to the test when the case takes an unexpected and dangerous turn. 433 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.00

**1834440 DARK SACRED NIGHT.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. Detective Renee Ballard and detective Harry Bosch team up to solve an unsolved murder case. Meanwhile, Harry Bosch shoots the suspect in a series of grizzly murders, everyone believes the city’s nightmare is over. But then the dead man’s widow sues Harry for killing the wrong man, which rings true when another corpse is found with the killer’s calling card. Now for the second time, Harry must hunt down a ruthless killer before he strikes again. 550 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00

**3857721 DARK SACRED NIGHT.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. Detective Ballard joins forces with retired detective Harry Bosch to find the killer of fifteen year old Daisy Clayton, a runaway on the highways of Hollywood who was brutally murdered and left in a dumpster. Forging a fragile trust, the two detectives are put to the test when the case takes an unexpected and dangerous turn. 473 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99


**3859682 LOST LIGHT.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. Harry Bosch was taken off the Angela Benton murder case when the production assistant’s death was linked with the violent theft of two million dollars. This time, he’s forced to work on a case in which he is not only a suspect but may be the only suspect. 471 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**2895137 TRUNK MUSIC.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. LAPD Detective Harry Bosch, hungry for action after an involuntary layoff, takes the case of the murder of Tony Aliso, a B-movie producer. Bosch soon unravels Aliso’s life, times, and ties—from his Mob, his beautiful wife, to the disgraced FBI agent who just happens to be Harry’s ex-girlfriend. 529 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00

**3859374 THE NARROWS.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. FBI agent Rachel Walling finally gets the call she’s dreaded for years, the one that says the serial killer, Poet, has resurfaced. Former LAPD detective Harry Bosch gets a call too—from the widow of an old friend, whose ties to the hunt for the Poet made Bosch dig deep. 461 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00

**3808901 THE LATE SHOW.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. Detective Renee Ballard, stuck on LAPD’s night shift, captures two assignments she doesn’t want to give up to the day shift. Against orders she works both cases, one involving a proselytizer’s prayer partner who was brutally killed, her body left in a dumpster. Their partnership is put to the test when the case takes an unexpected and dangerous turn. 433 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.00

**3852480 THE BLACK ICE.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. Working the case of a narcotics officer found murdered, LAPD detective Harry Bosch is reminded of the primal police rule he learned long ago: don’t look for the facts, but the glue that holds them together. This bone-dry manhunt will see them running from reality comes to a deadly price. 266 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**2804832 MISTLETOE MURDER.** By Leslie Meier. Novel. As if baking holiday cookies, knitting a firey orange-colored scarf, and making a special daughter’s angel costume for the church pageant weren’t enough, Lucy Stone is taking time out to investigate what really happened to her boss. Ruled a suicide, the sleuth in her knows something just doesn’t smell right. 235 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**6953255 WICKED WITCH MURDER.** By Leslie Meier. Novel. The bewitching Diana Ravenscroft comes to quiet Tinker’s Cove and opens a quantum little shop. But a fire, a murder, and a discovering witch’s secret: The town’s oldest attorney—with surprising ties to Miss Tilley—has killed! 270 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95

**3879127 BIRTHDAY PARTY MURDER.** By Leslie Meier. Novel. The whole town of Tinker’s Cove is looking forward to the celebration of Bag Lady Katie’s birthday. But when her private investigator friend, Ward Howe Tilley’s ninetieth birthday. Lucy Stone, Miss Tilley’s closest friend, dreamed up the party idea, but now finds herself looking for a killer in her own library. A reader’s suicide, the sleuth in her knows something just doesn’t smell right. 328 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**3898031 ’TIS THE SEASON MURDER.** By Leslie Meier. Novels. Christmas has come to Tinker’s Cove, and sleuthing skills are needed at the top of Lucy Stone’s wish list in these two beloved mysteries: New Year’s Eve Murder and Christmas Carol Murder, collectively known as ’TIS THE SEASON MURDER. 616 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

**3870997 BACK TO SCHOOL MURDER.** By Leslie Meier. Novel. It’s back to school time in the peaceful Maine town of Tinker’s Cove, and sleuthing skills are needed at the top of Lucy Stone’s wish list in these two beloved mysteries: New Year’s Eve Murder and Christmas Carol Murder, collectively known as ’TIS THE SEASON MURDER. 616 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95


**3699061 CAT IN THE CUPBOARD.** By Rita Mae & Sneaky Pie Brown. Novel. When a killer Elizabeth bears down on Aunt Sally’s big bash and a board member goes missing, it falls to Harry and the murderer of a troubled young man. Bosch enlists the help of former LAPD producer. Harry now has ended, Lucy Stone and her daughter Elizabeth are ready to ring in the New Year in style. Elizabeth has won mother-daughter makeovers in Manhattan from ’Joe magazine! But all the expenses paid trip is bound to have some hidden costs, and one of them is murder. 303 pages. Kensington. Paperbound.
Mysteries & Detective

466148 WHISKERS IN THE DARK. By Rita Mae & Sneaky Pie Brown. Novel. Death stalks the Blue Ridge Mountains in this centuries old mystery resurfaces and murder marks the lead up to an annual beagle competition. Along with her crime solving cats, Kit’s grandmother Twerp, and her Tucker the Congi, Mary Minor “Harry” Harristen sniffs out the foes among friends. 268 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95

291069 DANGEROUS MINDS. By Janet Evanovich. Novel. Emerson Knight likes nothing better than solving an unsolvable, improbable mystery. And it doesn’t get much more improbable than a vanishing island. When clues lead to a sinister secret guarded by America’s National Park System, he strolls through a Riley Moon and his cousin Vernon to help expose a conspiracy that’s 100 years in the making. 317 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $22.00. $6.95

3959593 TEN BIG ONES/ELEVEN ON TOP. By Janet Evanovich. Novel. Stephanie Plum’s boyfriend Joe Six Pack is looking when he warns her that she’s in too deep. But the gang’s after won’t let her bow out in Ten Big Ones. Trouble seems to find Stephanie no matter where she goes. And again, she’s struggling with her tagged, love life and her God-given gift for destroying every car she drives in Eleven on Top. 550 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

200236 HARD CORE TWENTY-FOUR. By Janet Evanovich. Novel. Trouble comes in bunches for Stephanie Plum, and events take a dark turn when headless bodies start appearing across town. But when a homeless man is murdered and dumped behind a church, Stephanie knows that she’s the only one with a prayer of catching this killer. 294 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95


3989714 TWENTY-SIX. By Janet Evanovich. Novel. Stephanie Plum has made a career out of tracking down named, Minnesota comes up with a scheme to put his this group of wildly impassioned, diaramatically opposed zealots. 421 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

3981493 LOCATION TWENTY-FIVE. By Janet Evanovich. Novel. Nothing’s more than a good deli, and Red River Deli in Trenton is the best. Trouble is the last three managers have vanished. Stephanie Plum, Jersey girl and bourbon hunter extraordinaire, is the manager’s shoes. But if she intends to avoid appearing, she needs to find out who took the previous victims—while avoiding giving out all the clues, and make sure there are no more deadly tidings this Christmas. 380 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

3879003 STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE MURDER. By Joanie Fluke. Novel. When the president of Hartland Flour chooses cozy Lake Eden, Minnesota, as the spot for their annual First Dessert Festival, it’s all the more reason to be the head judge. But when a fellow judge is found stone-cold dead, face down in Hannah’s strawberry shortcake, Lake Eden’s sweet ride to her own holiday cupcakes sou. 316 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

3996603 CHRISTMAS CUPCAKE MURDER. By Joanie Fluke. Novel. As December turns Lake Eden into the North Pole, the heat is on in Hannah Swensen’s kitchen to home bake irresistible holiday cupcakes—and preventing a person who attempted murder from succeeding the second time around. 385 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $22.95. $17.95
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When game warden Joe Pickett tries to lay down the rules for a wealthy drone operator, he’s asked by the FBI and the DOJ to stand down, making him suspicious. Meanwhile, bodies are piling up in Joe’s district and he begins to fear that the Victor, four vicious vigilantes from a remote mountain cabin. What appears to be a suicide is soon revealed as something much more sinister. 397 pages. St. Martin’s Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**BROKEN BONE CHINA.** By Joana Lindsey. Mississippi. Windsor has one crashes into a hot-air balloon, causing its three passengers to plummet to earth in a fiery explosion and killing the CEO of a local software company, Theodosia Browning jumps into the investigation, but soon realizes that even she may not be above the danger, 306 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $7.99

**A TIME FOR MURDER: Murder, She Wrote.** By Jessica Fletcher & J. Land. Novel. When librarian Charlie Harris decides to take a college class, he and his Maine Coon cat, Diesel, find themselves entangled in a deadly lovers’ quarrel on campus that resulted in murder. As he and Diesel step further into the tangled web of relationships, someone else is viciously murdered. Was it passion or a more sinister motive? 289 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00

**A TIME FOR MURDER: A TIME FOR MURDER:** By Miranda James. Novel. When librarian Charlie Harris takes his first taught for a former colleague’s retirement party, the college winds up dead, and his death has links to Jessica’s first murder case. With nothing to lose, the pair sets out to guide her. She embarks on a quest to find out what really happened all those years ago. 326 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $7.99

**THE PASTWRIGHT TRUTH.** By Miranda James. Novel. When librarian Charlie Harris takes his friend to a high school where she first taught for a former colleague’s retirement party, the college winds up dead, and his death has links to Jessica’s first murder case. With nothing to lose, the pair sets out to guide her. She embarks on a quest to find out what really happened all those years ago. 326 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $7.99

**3897990 CAT ME IF YOU CAN.** By Miranda James. Novel. Charlie Harris and his feline companion, Diesel, along with Charlie’s fiancée are heading to Asheville, North Carolina to spend a week at a bouqet hotel and participate in a gathering of the mystery reader’s club. When an intuitive and uninvited guest turns up dead, Charlie and Diesel know that every murder plot has an unexpected twist.

**PLUM TEA CRAZY.** By Laura Childs. Novel. At the request of the owner of a Chouteau Tea Shop owner, Theodosia Browning investigates the tragic death of a guest. Soon she is up to her neck in suspects with motives, but only one resorted to murder to settle accounts, and Theodosia has what it will take to put the real killer on ice. 327 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00

**GLITTER BOMB.** By Laura Childs. Novel. Scrapbook shop owner Carmen Perozzo is asked by a Mardi Gras official to commence with the marching of the Pluvius parade. But the revelry suddenly turns to disaster when her ex-husband Shamus’s float crashes and explodes. When he makes clear the CEO of a local business is found dead–and the finger points to Shamus. Carmela needs to track down the real killer fast! 310 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $7.99

**THE BITTER ROOTS.** By C.J. Box. Novel. When game warden Joe Pickett tries to lay down the rules for a wealthy drone operator, he’s asked by the FBI and the DOJ to stand down, making him suspicious. Meanwhile, bodies are piling up in Joe’s district and he begins to fear that the Victor, four vicious vigilantes from a remote mountain cabin. What appears to be a suicide is soon revealed as something much more sinister. 397 pages. St. Martin’s Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**A TIME FOR MURDER: A TIME FOR MURDER:** By Miranda James. Novel. When librarian Charlie Harris takes his friend to a high school where she first taught for a former colleague’s retirement party, the college winds up dead, and his death has links to Jessica’s first murder case. With nothing to lose, the pair sets out to guide her. She embarks on a quest to find out what really happened all those years ago. 326 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $7.99

**THE DISAPPEARED.** By C.J. Box. Novel. When game warden Joe Pickett tries to lay down the rules for a wealthy drone operator, he’s asked by the FBI and the DOJ to stand down, making him suspicious. Meanwhile, bodies are piling up in Joe’s district and he begins to fear that the Victor, four vicious vigilantes from a remote mountain cabin. What appears to be a suicide is soon revealed as something much more sinister. 397 pages. St. Martin’s Paperback. Pub. at $9.99
SIX CATS A SLAYIN’. By Miranda James. Novel. Her college roommate’s new cat Exhausta is acting so erratic that the roommate calls the shelter to have her put to sleep. But the shelter won’t agree—Exhausta is pregnant! Now it’s up to Charlie, the town librarian, and his Maine Coon cat, Diesel, to deck the halls for the holidays when an unexpected delivery of kittens and the shocking murder of his neighbor Gerry, conspire to shake up the season. Charlie and Diesel have to wrap up their Christmas mystery before they’re swept up in the spoils of the season. 294 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $9.95

THE SILENCE OF THE LIBRARY. By Miranda James. Novel. When a celebrated author’s visit to Athena inspires an unruly swarm of mystery buffs—and one devious killer—to Athena, Mississippi, it’s up to librarian Charlie Harris and his cat Diesel to solve the case. 308 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $9.95

PAPERBACK. Pub. at $7.99


MRS. JEFFRIES AND THE ALMS OF THE ANGEL. By Emily Brightwell. Novel. Wealthy widow Margaret Starling wasn’t the sort of woman anyone expected to be murdered. But money alone won’t protect you when someone decides it’s time for a maker. Turns out Margaret wasn’t as well regarded as she’d thought she was, but Mrs. Jeffries and Inspector Witherspoon know that justice isn’t a popularity contest and won’t rest until they catch a sinister scrooge. 281 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

MRS. JEFFRIES DELIVERS THE GOODS. By Emily Brightwell. Novel. On a cold night in February, the popular Lighterman’s Ball turns into a high-powered guest, Stephen Bremner, goes into spasms and abruptly collapses. Once again, Inspector Witherspoon revisits the Wrexley Hotel to investigate the help of Mrs. Jeffries’ polished detection skills. 274 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

THE SILENCE OF THE LIBRARY. By Miranda James. Novel. When a celebrated author’s visit to Athena inspires an unruly swarm of mystery buffs—and one devious killer—to Athena, Mississippi, it’s up to librarian Charlie Harris and his cat Diesel to solve the case. 308 pages. Berkley Prime Crime. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $9.95


3906841 ROBERT P. PARKER'S OLD BLACK MAGIC. By Ace Atkins. Novel. The heist that went up in smoke when the priceless paintings disappeared from one of Boston's premier art museums. When the museum begins receiving detailed letters from someone who knows all about the paintings, they enlist Spenser's help—and he soon finds himself on a trail of hidden secrets and murder. 334 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

3593932 ANOTHER MAN'S MOCCASINS. By Craig Johnson. Novel. In this fourth installment in the Longmire series, Walt Longmire gets a lot more than he bargained for when a newcomer to town, Santiago Saizarbitoria, along with the sheriff into an intricate investigation of Basque vendettas. 319 pages. Putnam. Paperback.

3627864 ROBERT P. PARKER'S LITTLE WHITE LIES. By Ace Atkins. Novel. Connie Kelly thought she found the perfect man online, a handsome former CIA agent and a frequent guest on national news shows. She fell so hard for him, in fact, that she wrote him a $300,000 check. When he vanishes with the money, Connie's therapist gives her Spenser's card. And Spenser knows how to sniff out a phony. 347 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99


2894978 THE FALLEN. By Ace Atkins. Novel. The bank robbers wreaking havoc across the South are carrying out their heists with such skill and precision that they remind Tibbehah County Sheriff Quinn Colson of the raids he once led as an Army Ranger. If he stands any chance of preventing another massacre, he needs the help of old allies, new enemies, and a lot of luck. 358 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

2982064 ROBERT B. PARKER'S OLD BLACK MAGIC. By Ace Atkins. Novel. The heist that went up in smoke when the priceless paintings disappeared from one of Boston's premier art museums. When the museum begins receiving detailed letters from someone who knows all about the paintings, they enlist Spenser's help—and he soon finds himself on a trail of hidden secrets and murder. 334 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


2894346 THE WESTERN STAR. By Craig Johnson. Novel. An old photograph—along with an upcoming parole hearing for one of the most dangerous men Sheriff Walt Longmire has encountered—hurts the sheriff into a head on collision of past and present, placing those he loves most squarely on the tracks of runway revenge. 295 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

3110867 NEXT TO LAST STAND. By Craig Johnson. Novel. Sergeant Wyatt Foster joins accident victim Nicky, who is shot twelve times—and when the cops arrive, his wife is holding the gun. Detective D.D. Rick arrives on the scene claiming to know the woman. Unfortunately D.D. is delusional or is there more here than meets the eye? Detective D. D. Warren arrives on the scene and recognizes the woman. Unfortunately D.D. is delusional or is there more here than meets the eye? 401 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $9.95

3103548 KINDNESS GOES UNPUNISHED. By Craig Johnson. Novel. Walt Longmire has been Sheriff of Absaroka County, Wyoming, for almost a quarter of a century, but when he joins his good friend Henry Standing Bear on a trip to the City of Brotherly Love to see his daughter, Cody, he’s in for a shock when Cody is viciously attacked. Now it’s time for some Western-style justice. 298 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $7.95

3589653 THE NAMELESS. By Ace Atkins. Novel. Two New York-based reporters show up in Tibbehah County, Mississippi, asking about a twenty-year-old suspicious death. But Sheriff Quinn Colson, who was just a kid himself at the time, has reason to believe that this cold case to worry about—like shutting down the criminal syndicate that’s had a stranglehold on Tibbehah for years. 446 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

3594872 THE REVEALERS. By Ace Atkins. Novel. Shot up and left for dead, Sheriff Quinn Colson has revenge on his mind. With the help of his new wife, Maggie; rehabilitation, and sheer force of will, he plans to resume his work as a Southern lawman and track down those responsible for his attempted murder—but someone is standing in his way. 386 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

3740145 THE UNDERTAKER'S DAUGHTER. By Sara Blaedel. Novel.Already widowed and with two small children, Ilka Nichol and Jensen, a school portrait photographer, finds a modest, regimented, and uneventful life in Copenhagen—until unexpected news rocks her world. Her husband has died, and she has left something in his will: his funeral home in Racine, Wisconsin—along with an unsold mortgage. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

391044X THE RUNNING GIRL. By Sara Blaedel. Novel. It's clearly no time for dreading. When a young girl is pulled out of the watery depths, a piece of concrete tied around her wrist and two mysterious circular patches on the back of her neck, Detective Louise Rick is immediately called out to Holbaek Fjord, 364 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

3393562 THE DROWNED GIRL. By Sara Blaedel. Novel. It’s clearly no time for dreading. When a young girl is pulled out of the watery depths, a piece of concrete tied around her wrist and two mysterious circular patches on the back of her neck, Detective Louise Rick is immediately called out to Holbaek Fjord, 364 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

3775429 NEVER TELL. By Lisa Gardner. Novel. A man is dead, shot three times in his home office. But his office has been shot twelve times—and when the cops arrive, his pregnant wife is holding the gun. Detective D.D. Rick arrives on the scene and recognizes the woman. Unfortunately D.D. is delusional or is there more here than meets the eye? 401 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

295638X THE KILLING HOUR. By Lisa Gardner. Novel. Each time he strikes he takes two victims. Now two girls have disappeared and the deadly countdown begins. Joining forces with her father, FBI profiler Pierce Quincy, rookie FBI agent Kimberly Quincy will be on the case when the new mob boss and his lieutenants are killed. Now the clock is ticking for her victims and for Kimberly. 465 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

1883690 THE NEIGHBOR. By Lisa Gardner. Novel. At one time it was speaking about her family, but now she is talking about her husband as the prime suspect. 483 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $5.95

398927X LOOK FOR ME. By Lisa Gardner. Novel. It is a case that is speaking about a young woman, and a young woman, blind and pretty, disappears without a trace from her South Boston home, leaving behind her four-year-old daughter as the only witness and her stepfather as her husband as the prime suspect. 483 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $5.95

3080629 THE MIDNIGHT WITCH. By Lisa Gardner. Novel. A young woman is found strangled in the park, and a male journalist has been killed in the backyard of the Royal Hotel in Copenhagen. Detective Louise Rick is fast on the scene and recognizes the woman. Unfortunately D.D. D.D. examines the baffling clues left behind by this young woman who, whether as victim or suspect, are silently pleading: look for me. 501 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

3977884 NEVER TELL. By Lisa Gardner. Novel. A man is dead, shot three times in his home office. But his computer has been shot twelve times—and when the cops arrive, his pregnant wife is holding the gun. Detective D.D. Rick arrives on the scene and recognizes the woman. Unfortunately D.D. is about to discover that in this case, the truth will be a devilishly elusive thing. 402 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

389827X LOOK FOR ME. By Lisa Gardner. Novel. It is a case that is speaking about a young woman, and a young woman, blind and pretty, disappears without a trace from her South Boston home, leaving behind her four-year-old daughter as the only witness and her stepfather as her husband as the prime suspect. 483 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $5.95

389827X LOOK FOR ME. By Lisa Gardner. Novel. It is a case that is speaking about a young woman, and a young woman, blind and pretty, disappears without a trace from her South Boston home, leaving behind her four-year-old daughter as the only witness and her stepfather as her husband as the prime suspect. 483 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $5.95
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* FIELD OF BONES. By J.A. Jance. Novel. Joanna Brady has just given birth to a new daughter and she is determined to see her maternity leave through. But a serial killer has transformed Joanna's small corner of the Southwest into a field of bones. As much as she would rather stay home with her newborn, Joanna finds herself overseeing a complex investigation. 437 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

* 3735276 PANDEMIC. By Robin Cook. Novel. When a seemingly healthy young woman collapses on the New York City subway and dies, her case is an immediate priority for the Atlanta Centers for Disease Control.
**389964X DREAMING DEATH.** By Heather Graham. Novel. Ever since she was a child, Stacey Harrington has heard things and sometimes they come true. Her skills and experience led her straight to the FBI's Kiroe of Hunters. Now a serial killer is stalking Washington, D.C. Stacey's和 her two talented clairvoyant friends in order to track down the real killer. 291 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3959406 A NIGHT'S TAIL.** By Sofie Kelly. Novel. Spring is coming to Mayville Heights, and Kathleen Paulson's cat can't help but notice. But not everything goes as scheduled when one of Ethan's bandmates gets into a fight with a man, who later turns up dead. Kathleen and her two talented cats are in for quite a surprise when they find out that the killer is none other than... 291 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**2982013 DYING FOR DEVIL'S FOOD.** By Jenn McKinlay. Novel. It's going to take every ounce of Kevin Wentworth's detective skills to keep his good friend, Fred the dog, from getting buried alive at the annual dog show, until the dog food sponsor is found dead and Betty is the prime suspect. Scarlett Parker and her two cats agree to enter the competition in Betty's place to help catch the killer before Betty is collared for a crime she didn't commit. 290 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 $12.95

**3955310 WORN TO THE WIRE.** By Jenn McKinlay. Novel. Life is all sugar and spice for the Fairy Tale Cupcake bakers–Melanie is engaged to the detectable Jack Musicman, her husband is savoring married life, and the bakery is bustling–until one of their most valued cupcake connoisseurs ends up dead. And when it’s discovered the victim’s cupcake was poisoned, it’s up to Mel and Angie to find out who poisoned her and why. 259 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3955418 MRS. MORRIS AND THE WITCH.** By Traci Wilson. Novel. Halloween is the biggest holiday of the year in Salem, Massachusetts, but when B&B owner Charlene Morris finds the dead body of a witch, she starts getting cozy with the local coven, looking for clues to Hallowe'en. 323 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3959218 MRS. MORRIS AND THE GHOST OF CHRISTMAS PAST.** By Traci Wilson. Novel. Kathleen Morris and her two cats are in town for Christmas, and her mother is driving her up a tree. Her B&B’s resident ghost, Jack, isn’t fond of her–or his–showing off with his bony hands. And when Kathleen’s bandmate can’t help but notice. But not everything goes as scheduled when one of Ethan’s bandmates gets into a fight with a man, who later turns up dead. Kathleen and her two talented cats are in for quite a surprise when they find out that the killer is none other than... 291 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3955704 SECRETS TO THE GRAVE.** By Traci Wilson. Novel. As Sheriff Detective Joel Mendez and child advocate Anne Leon begin to peel back the layers of murder victim Marissa’s life, they find clue fragments here and there. And what about the cat who took her words and turned them into a song? The two clues to the grave, they uncover a fact that puts Anne and Haley, Marissa’s daughter, directly in the sights of a killer. Marissa never expected... 584 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95
**Mysteries & Detectives**

- **DEEPER THAN THE DEAD.** By Tami Hoag. Novel. California, 1985. Four children in the ancient rock of the Grand Canyon make a gruesome discovery: a partially buried female body, her eyes and mouth glued shut. A serial killer is on the loose, and the very bonds that hold them together are about to be tested as they race to the breaking point. 548 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

- **NIGHT SINS.** By Tami Hoag. Novel. A young boy disappears in a peaceful Minnesota town. There are no clues—not a note, a footprint, or a trace. The case is officially closed, but Detective Lindsay Boxer and her friends in the Women’s Murder Club have much to celebrate. But then a former criminal known only as “Loman” seizes control of the headlines and he is planning a deadly surprise for Christmas morning. Now the month of December is the Women’s Murder Club, and avoiding tragedy is the only holiday miracle they seek. 344 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $20.99 $21.95

- **THE 19TH CHRISTMAS.** By James Patterson & M. Paetro. Novel. As the holidays approach, Detective Lindsay Boxer and her friends in the Women’s Murder Club have much to celebrate. But then a former criminal known only as “Loman” seizes control of the headlines and he is planning a deadly surprise for Christmas morning. Now the month of December is the Women’s Murder Club, and avoiding tragedy is the only holiday miracle they seek. 344 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $20.99 $21.95

- **14TH DEADLY SIN.** By James Patterson & M. Paetro. Novel. The Cluety of Caerphilly’s history—and finds that the toucan may be the key to the crime, before she’s the next victim. 339 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

- **CUT AND RUN.** By John Grisham. Novel. Cullen Post, a lawyerNearly twenty years before, Amos Decker, a former police consultant, was beaten into a comatose state at a crime scene and nearly killed. He awakens to find his memory of that day gone—along with his career as a detective. But with the help of his sister, his former mentor, and a few old friends, Decker begins to piece together the story of his life before the accident and the events that led to his current circumstances. 286 pages. Doubleday. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

- **TRUTH AND JUSTICE.** By Fern Michaels. Novel. Alexis T Kron recrui ts the Sisterhood to investigate a terrible theft. Soon they uncover a con artist on an obsessive mission and tracking the culprit behind such a cruel scheme won't be easy. But with their combined skills, Hattie and Deuce are determined to overcome any obstacle, the Sisterhood will make sure that this story ends on a note of triumph. 311 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

- **HOT SHOT.** By Fern Michaels. Novel. Alex's partner Cosmo Cleft is back, and they can't do anything to cover a deadly danger in the City of Sin. 328 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

- **TRADING PLACES.** By Fern Michaels. Novel. Atlanta police detective Adajia is still recovering from the near-disabled woman who takes the life of her partner and former boyfriend. Though not ready to get back to work, you won't be able to keep her away from the action. She's got a token who can help her and her quest for vengeance—her identical twin sister. 239 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

- **SAFE AND SOUND.** By Fern Michaels. Novel. When millionaire Eleanor Langendorf's grandson's life is in danger from his greedy step-parents, Isabella Flanders Turns calls on the Sisterhood for help. Armed with vast resources and a loyal network of allies around the globe, the Sisterhood will not rest until every wrong is righted. 314 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

- **THE GUARDIANS.** By John Grisham. Novel. Post is hired to work with a Guardian, a small nonprofit that helps people who were wrongfully convicted, investigating the case of Quincy Miller, a man who gets more than he bargained for, because the powerful and ruthless people who really murdered the victim don't want Quincy to expose the truth. They killed a lawyer once, and they will kill another without a second thought. 370 pages. Doubleday. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $14.95

- **CAMINO WINDS.** By John Grisham. Novel. When a hurricane and a contract killer both make landfall on Camino Island, Bruce Cable must investigate the death of his wife, a writer who was being stalked by thrillers. Bruce begins to wonder however, if the shifty characters in his novels, might be more real than fictional. 292 pages. Doubleday. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $14.95

- **THE GUARDIANS.** By John Grisham. Novel. Post is hired to work with a Guardian, a small nonprofit that helps people who were wrongfully convicted, investigating the case of Quincy Miller, a man who gets more than he bargained for, because the powerful and ruthless people who really murdered the victim don't want Quincy to expose the truth. They killed a lawyer once, and they will kill another without a second thought. 370 pages. Doubleday. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $14.95

- **EIGHTEEN BELOW.** By Stefan Ahnhem. Novel. On a hot summer’s day the police chase a speeding car through the streets of Helsingborg. When they reach the bridge, the driver slams on the brakes and dives into the cold, dark waters of the Oresund strait. Fabian Risk and his team are confident this is a suicide—until the autopsy reveals something unexpected. 551 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95
**Mysteries & Detectives**

4665309 **GRACE IS GONE.** By Emily Elgar. Novel. Everyone in Ashtonford, Cornwall, knows and loves Meg and her daughter Cara. So when Meg is found bludgeoned in her bed and Grace is missing, the community is rocked. A local journalist, Jon, and Meg’s neighbor Cara, become unconnected allies for the truth. What emerges is a tragedy more twisted than anyone could ever imagine. 322 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

**3719243 A DANGEROUS MAN.** By Robert Crais. Novel. When the only witness to an assassination he chased the men down and they are arrested. After posting bail the abductors are murdered and the intended abduction victim disappears. As they investigate, Pike and his friend, Elvis Cole, discover a twisted family story that involves corporate whistle blowing, huge amounts of cash, and lies. 339 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

**3962091 A DANGEROUS MAN.** By Robert Crais. Novel. When Joe Pike witnesses an abduction he chases the men down and they are arrested. After posting bail the abductors are murdered and the intended abduction victim disappears. As they investigate, Pike and his friend, Elvis Cole, discover a twisted family story that involves corporate whistle blowing, huge amounts of cash, and lies. 369 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3984966 THE KILLINGS AT KINGFISHER HILL.** By Sophie Hannah. Novel. Hercul Poitou encounters a woman who claims that Poitou sent her a letter accusing her of the murder of a man she has never met. The letter was written on a note left by another visitor who is waiting for him, claiming to have received a similar letter. How many more letters of this sort have been sent in his name--and why? 338 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**3922537 DEMOLITION ANGEL.** By Robert Crais. Novel. When a seemingly innocent bomb call explodes into a charred murder scene, ex-bomb squad technician, Carol Starkey, catches the case and embarks on an investigation of a series of  explosions that the local authorities are designed expressly to kill bomb technicians. 464 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3758893 THE MONKEY’S RAINCOAT.** By Robert Crais. Novel. Ellen Lang hires Elvis Cole to find her husband and young son. Elvis isn’t thrilled, neither is his partner Joe Pike. When their search leads them deep into a nest of nefarious dealers, sex and murder the case takes an ugly turn. Because everybody, from cops to startles to crooks, has declared war on Ellen and Elvis. 307 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**3955650 LULLABY TOWN.** By Robert Crais. Novel. A Hollywood director wants Elvis Cole to come up to the country for a wedding that could be dummaged years ago. When Cole finds the ex-wife in a small Connecticut town, she has some unwanted and very nasty mob connections, which mean Cole could be opening an East Coast branch of his office at the bottom of the Hudson River. 338 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3783451 THE FORGOTTEN MAN.** By Robert Crais. Novel. In an alleyway in Los Angeles, an old man stumbles to the ground gasping his last words to a cop. The victim claims to be P.I. Elvis Cole’s long-lost father—a stranger who has always haunted his son. Now a hunt for his killer gives Cole a frightening glimpse into his own past. And he can’t tell if it’s the forgiveness or a bullet that’s coming next. 392 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3922618 L.A. REQUIEM.** By Robert Crais. Novel. The day start’s like any other in L.A. The sun burns hot as the Santa Ana winds blow ash from ancient times. But it’s only a front. For private investigator Joe Pike the city will never be the same again—his ex-lover Karen is dead, brutally murdered with a gunshot to the head. 542 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

**3838102 SUNSET EXPE ET.** By Robert Crais. Novel. Prominente restaurateur Teddy Martin is facing charges in his wife’s brutal murder. But he’s not going down without a fight to build a bundy like this—his hotshot attorney hires P.I. Elvis Cole to find proof that Detective Angela Rossi tampered with the evidence. 402 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**378346X FREE FALL.** By Robert Crais. Novel. Elvis Cole is just a detective who can’t say no, especially to a girl in a terrible fix. Five minutes after she leaves his office, Elvis and his partner, Joe Pike, find themselves in an extremely situation as they plummet into a world of South Central gang, corrupt cops, and consilinces of silence. 325 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


---
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3946215 WITCH HUNT. By Cate Conte. Novel. Violet Moomy owns The Full Moon crystal shop in quaint Nantucket Harbor. When her cousin, Maddy, is hired by the mayor to tackle her-to-do list. But when a big-name writer who’s on the island working on a new project winds up floating in the canal, Maddy realizes that even the neighbors she’s known all her life might be keeping secrets that go deep into the heart of this small seaside town. 326 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3939558 ABOVE THE PAW. By Diane Kelly. Novel. When a rash of college students fall seriously ill after ingesting a lemon-flavored “drug” also known as ecstasy, Officer Megan Luz and her K-9 partner Brigit are tasked with tracking down the dealers and busting up the drug trafficking ring. Can the K-9 team take down those in power? Or are some criminals simply above the law—and paw? 370 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3960789 LIAR, LIAR. By Lisa Jackson. Novel. Noah, now running his own BT. firm, resurfaces in Remi’s life, determined to find out what happened that long-ago night when Remi’s half-sibling and her mother disappeared. As they dig deeper, the truth about Remi’s family begins to emerge. A story of greed and twisted lies, that someone will kill again and again to keep hidden. 365 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3935742 FRAUGHTERED TRUTH. By Susan Furlong. Novel. Not long after donning the uniform of the McHenry County Sheriff’s department in Bone Gap, Tennessee, Ex-Marine Brynn Callahan faces her first homicide when the remains of a young woman are found in an Appalachian Mountain cave, and she’s forced to track down a serial killer and keep the town in the dark. 289 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

3959937 THE LONG CALL. By Ann Cleeves. Novel. A case of murder calls Detective Matthew Venn back to the people and places of his past. The couple he left behind and the cast of characters hidden at their hearts are revealed, and his new life is forced into a collision course with the world he thought he’d left behind. 387 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

292871X WILD FIRE. By Ann Cleeves. Novel. An English family moves to the remote Shetland islands, eager to give their autistic son a better life. But when a young nanny’s body is found burned in the hamlet beside their home, rumors of her affair with the husband spread like wildfire and Inspector Jimmy Perez is called in to investigate. 398 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99 $15.95

3984865 THE DARKEST EVENING. By Ann Cleeves. Novel. After finding a child inside a car that had skidded off the snowy road, and no driver in sight, Vera Stanhope takes the child and drives on, arriving at the Brockburn manor house, a place she knows only too well. The first body discovered is that of a man. A holiday party is in full swing, a blizzard is approaching, and a woman lies dead in the snow. 373 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95


2876183 DEATH OF A KINGFISHER. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. After the village of Braking offers visitors a chance to view kingfishers, it isn’t long before coach tours begin to arrive. When a kingfisher is found dead with a noose around its neck, and vandalism erupts, the village turns to Hamish Macbeth. But violent strikes again, and Hamish’s investigation turns from animal cruelty to murder. 291 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

2876175 DEATH OF A CAT. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. When MacB’s first engagement party has just been found murdered, shot while on a grouse hunt, Constable Hamish Macbeth must smooth ruffled feathers as he investigates the case. When the culprit strikes again, Hamish finds himself trying to catch a killer before he flies the coop. 249 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

2948769 DEATH OF A VALENTINE. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Hamish Macbeth is soon to be married to Josie McSween, Macbeth’s newest constable. The case that brought them together is reviewed: the murder of a beautiful woman in a neighboring village. 258 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00 $5.95

3968298 DEATH OF A DENTIST. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. Constable Hamish Macbeth is soon to be married to Josie McSween, Macbeth’s newest constable. The case that brought them together is reviewed: the murder of a beautiful woman in a neighboring village. 258 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00 $5.95

2876213 DEATH OF A SCRIPTWRITER. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. When one of the screenwriters on the streets of Drim, Constable Hamish Macbeth pokes into secrets and hidden agendas, and finds a large cast of people who want to cut out the writer for good. 198 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00 $5.95


2974502 BEATING ABOUT THE BUSH. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. After Agatha Raisin comes across a severed leg in a pond she’s been asked to investigate, she realizes that even the neighbors she’s known all her life might be keeping secrets that go deep into the heart of this small seaside town. 326 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3960328 DEATH OF A GENTLE LADY. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. When a kingfisher is found dead with a noose around its neck, and vandalism erupts, the village turns to Hamish Macbeth. But violent strikes again, and Hamish’s investigation turns from animal cruelty to murder. 291 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

2858540 DEAD AS A DOOR KNOCKER. By Diane Kelly. Novel. Meet Whitney Whitaker. She knows what it takes to find and flip the home of one’s dreams. So when a client decides to liquidate a crumbling property, she jumps on the chance to purchase the fixer-upper. But when her cat, Sawdust, discovers a body in the flower garden, Whitney and her on-again, off-again Detective Collin Flynn have to dig to find the truth about what happened. 396 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95


3773582 FRACTURED TRUTH. By Susan Furlong. Novel. Not long after donning the uniform of the McHenry County Sheriff’s department in Bone Gap, Tennessee, Ex-Marine Brynn Callahan faces her first homicide when the remains of a young woman are found in an Appalachian Mountain cave, and she’s forced to track down a serial killer and keep the town in the dark. 289 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

3959937 THE LONG CALL. By Ann Cleeves. Novel. A case of murder calls Detective Matthew Venn back to the people and places of his past. The couple he left behind and the cast of characters hidden at their hearts are revealed, and his new life is forced into a collision course with the world he thought he’d left behind. 387 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

292871X WILD FIRE. By Ann Cleeves. Novel. An English family moves to the remote Shetland islands, eager to give their autistic son a better life. But when a young nanny’s body is found burned in the hamlet beside their home, rumors of her affair with the husband spread like wildfire and Inspector Jimmy Perez is called in to investigate. 398 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99 $15.95
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296466X Y IS FOR YESTERDAY. By Sue Grafton. Novel. Ten years after being incarcerated for the crime of sexually assaulting and filming a fellow student, Fritz McCabe has been released from prison and ready to carry on his life. But then he receives a copy of the missing tape along with a message demanding $500,000 to keep his troubles quiet. More than one of them wound up dead—including the girl in daisy-patterned pants who was found in a quarry. Eighteen years later she’s still a Jane Doe. The tape turns to Kinsey Millhone for help. Second novel in popular series. 403 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

2960277 Q IS FOR QUARRY. By Sue Grafton. Novel. Back in 1969 a lot of young people were living for the moment. A young man named Marty Lomax is one of those. When he is shot to death by a ruthless criminal on his trail, The man needs the help of a great detective— but can even Sherlock Holmes save him now? 204 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2948627 Y IS FOR YESTERDAY. By Sue Grafton. Novel. The darkest and most disturbing case report from the files of Kinsey Millhone. Y begins in 1979. When one of three perpetrators states evidence, the other two go to jail. Now, it’s 1989 and one of the perps has been released. Kinsey is drawn to the case when she hears that he’s not the only one being haunted by the past. 543 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2990553 A THIEF OF TIME. By Tony Hillerman. Novel. There are modern mysteries buried in ancient places, and Navajo tribal policeman Jim Chee is the man to solve them. This is the 24th novel in the series and in it, Chee and his partner are investigating a 19th-century murder. 320 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


4658612 THE VALLEY OF FEAR. By Arthur Conan Doyle. Novel. A sawed-off shotgun blast to the face leaves one man dead and reveals a secret that will change another forever. Across an ocean and set the world’s most ruthless criminal on his trail. The man needs the help of a great detective—but can even Sherlock Holmes save him now? 204 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. $4.95

3206351 AUNIT DAMI T & THE HEART OF GOLD. By Nancy Atherton. Novel. When Emma Harris gives a Christmas tour of the Manor, she finds the murderer of beautiful TV actress Zelda Chase. While giving the guests a tour of the Manor, Emma asks for guesses as to one room’s purpose. Tilly correctly identifies it as a chapel and promptly discovers hidden treasures. Lori and friends write the Manor’s help, and are joined by the ghost of a man who probably helped the man to unravel the mystery. 228 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

4849125 AUNIT DAMI T & THE HEART OF GOLD. By Nancy Atherton. Novel. When Emma Harris gives a Christmas tour of the Manor, she finds the murderer of beautiful TV actress Zelda Chase. While giving the guests a tour of the Manor, Emma asks for guesses as to one room’s purpose. Tilly correctly identifies it as a chapel and promptly discovers hidden treasures. Lori and friends write the Manor’s help, and are joined by the ghost of a man who probably helped the man to unravel the mystery. 228 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

3993138 AUNIT DAMI T & THE KING’S RANSOM. By Nancy Atherton. Novel. When Lorn Shepherd finds herself stranded at an ancient, rambling Inn called The King’s Farm, she sets out to discover who—or what—is haunting The King’s Farm. 232 pages. Viking. Pub. at $25.00 $18.95

3829332 NIGHT MOVES. By Jonathan Kellerman. Novel. Even with all his experience, LAPD homicide detective Milo Sturgis knows there are crimes his skill cannot solve alone. That’s when he calls on brilliant psychologist Alex Delaware to read between the lines. When Milly, the only good doctor’s insight is needed, it’s at the scene of his latest case, a murder as baffling as it is brutal. 399 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

3990450 BREAKDOWN. By Jonathan Kellerman. Novel. When LAPD Lieutenant Milo Sturgis needs to get into the mind of a killer, he leans on the expertise of his best friend, the brilliant psychologist Dr. Alex Delaware. But there’s no better place for a detective’s analytical skills than a rowdy hall full of young men and women intoxicated on life and lust—suddenly faced with the specter of death. 368 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

3781699 THE WEDDING GUEST. By C.J. Box. Novel. When a wronged woman draws up a will banning her ex-husband and his friend, LAPD Lieutenant Milo Sturgis, team up to find the murderer of beautiful TV actress Zelda Chase, and to find her missing son. Together they unravel some of the finances of a family, and in the process, find a grotesque betrayal of innocence with each devastating revelation and dawning clue. 400 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

3990714X MURDER CAN CONFUSE YOUR FRIENDS. By L. Alice Hendrix. Novel. When one of the Christmas guests is found murdered, Daisy and her husband Detective Chief Inspector Alec Fletcher of Scotland Yard begin to sort out the clues to find the killer. 466 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

3736732 CHINESE WHISPERERS. By Peter May. Novel. His victims are young, beautiful and coldly mutilated. He calls himself the Beijing Ripper, and Li Yan, head of Beijing’s Serious Crime Squad must stop him. Just as pathologist Margaret Campbell finds an insight into the killer’s cruel signature, Li receives a letter from the killer, revealing his sadistic intentions. 451 pages. Quercus. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

3991132 LOCKDOWN. By Peter May. Novel. London, the epicenter of a global pandemic, is a city in lockdown. When a child is reported missing, D. I. single mother MacNeil is sent to investigate. His career is in ruins, his marriage over and his own family touched by the virus. Sinister forces are tracking every move, prepared to kill again to conceal the truth. 399 pages. Quercus. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

3913244 THE CRITIC. By Peter May. Novel. In a southern French vineyard, the body of an American wine critic is found strung up, dressed in ceremonial robes and pickled in wine. For forensic expert Enzo Macleod, the key to the mystery is decoding the victim’s enigmatic reviews, which could make or break the vineyard. 339 pages. Quercus. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

3999819 MURDER FLIES THE COOP. By Jessica Elliott. Novel. Sharing lodging in the sleepy English village of Walmsley Farn has its advantages at a cultural crossroads, to the late Mrs. Antrobus who, with her husband, has left a berth for her widowed daughter-in-law, and her fashion designer, to join the pair and live with them as her private inquiry partners. The ladies eagerly accept. 298 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

3960089 DEATH OF A WICKED WITCH. By Lee Hollis. Novel. Bar Harbor, Maine’s, population has just inched up with the arrival of Ted and Trudy Lancaster, Trudy, who runs a food truck called Wicked ‘Wiches, and Hayley Powell, food columnist for the Island Times. But when Ted is found dead, Hayley finds herself sandwiched between witches and witnesses as she considers a smorgasbord of suspects. 298 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95
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**3814076 ABANDONED.** By Allison Brennan. Novel. Investigative reporter Max Revere has cracked many cases, but the one she’s never attempted to solve is the disappearance of her mother. With a single clue, Max drops everything to finally seek the truth. It’s a good new world of secrets and lies begins to unfold. 338 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99

**389449 WITCHES AND WEDDING CAKE.** By Bailey Cates. Novel. Baker shop owner Kate Lightfoot is getting married to Cedric Devlin in less than a week! When Declan’s youngest sister arrives in Savannah, she finds an unsavory surprise: her con man ex-husband dead only hours after they’d argued. With Declan’s sister under suspicion. Katie and the Spellbook Club will have to work some magic to figure out who killed the con man. 310 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3901610 THE FIFTH GOSPEL.** By Ian Caldwell. Novel. A Catholic priest must place his family at risk to solve the death of a Vatican curator. The story of one family fighting for its life in the world’s smallest, most mysterious country. 480 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**3844757 BLOOD IS BLOOD.** By Will Thomas. Novel. London, a chilly morning for renowned private enquirer agent Cyrus Barker and his associate Thomas Llewelyn until their offices are rocked by a powerful explosion. Barker is badly hurt but Llewelyn emerges unscathed. As Llewelyn works his way through a list of suspects, with Barker helping from his sickbed, time is running out to find the attempted killer. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

**3844499 GAUDY NIGHT.** By Dorothy L. Sayers. Novel. When Harriet attends her Oxford reunion, no one expects the Gaudy, the annual college tradition, is haunted by a rash of bizarre pranks. Some of the notes left threaten murder, and all are perfectly worded. Harriet finds herself ensnared in a nightmare of romance and murder with only the heads of clueless suspects to凭借. Each edition features a hand-drawn cover illustration. 556 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00

**3892500 TROUBLED BLOOD.** By Robert Galbraith. Novel. Private detective Cormoran Strike is having a very busy week. The 38-year-old is approached by a woman asking for help finding her mother. Margot Bamborough, who went missing under mysterious circumstances in 1974. Strike has never tackled a cold case before, but despite the slim chance of success, he is intrigued and takes it on. 933 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $29.00

**3819108 TELLS HOW LONG A KILLING. By Robert Galbraith. Novel. Private detective Cormoran Strike is having a very busy week. The 38-year-old is approached by a woman asking for help finding her mother. Margot Bamborough, who went missing under mysterious circumstances in 1974. Strike has never tackled a cold case before, but despite the slim chance of success, he is intrigued and takes it on. 933 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $29.00

**3893472 THE SENTENCE IS DEATH.** By Anthony Horowitz. Novel. Baltled by the murder of a celebrity divorce lawyer who is found bludgeoned to death,.“The Mystery Week” investigator Daniel Hawthorne and his sidekick, the author Anthony Horowitz. But as Hawthorne tackles the case it becomes clear that he too has secrets to hide. 373 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

**3894069 ANNE PERRY’S CHRISTMAS MYSTERIES.** Novels: A Christmas Guest, wherein Grandmama Mariah Ellison spends the holiday with old friends and investigates when a guest is found dead. Another guest, named Rhodee, sees Dominic Corde as substitute vicar in Cottisham when he discovers the Reverend Winter isn’t really on holiday. 404 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

**4818314 IN DREAMS FORGOTTEN.** By Jackie Petrick. When an ex-Police officer came to San Francisco after her parents died to find her last living relative, an aunt she never knew she had. Instead she has found head over heels in love with her cousin. Now one of the family’s long-lost relatives, the more truths she learns about her past, the more danger she uncovers. 330 pages. Bethany House. Pub. at $22.99

**3963383 A TWIST IN THE TAIL.** By Leighann Dobbs. Novel. Josie Waters is the proprietress of the Oyster Cove Guesthouse, a ramshackle Victorian mansion in Maine. When Josie’s first guest, a stuffy food critic, is murdered before breakfast and she’s the number one suspect, it’s a good new thing Nero and Marlowe, the guesthouse’s resident cats, are on the case. 262 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**3897559 THE STOLEN LETTER.** By Allisyn Marcell. Novel. Delaney Nichols is confident she’s doing what she loves. Just one day after returning from her fabulous European honeymoon, she’s eager to get back to the Cracked Spine, the bookstore where she works. A bombing cique violations at the bookstore is killed, Delaney is determined to get to the bottom of this royal martyr. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

**3944522 TRUE ICE.** By Paige Shelton. Novel. Businesswoman and travel writer Beth Fairchild, has spent years as a bestselling novelist. But a crazed super-fan stalked and kidnapped Beth holding her captive for three days. After escaping and suffering injuries, she secretly travels to the beautiful and very remote Benedict, Alaska, needing to disappear. She’s already faced far worse, so how hard could this be? 275 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

**3724980 THE NAIL TAILS.** By Dorothy L. Sayers. Novel. When his sexton finds a corpse in the wrong grave, the rector asks Peter Wimsey to find out who dead man was and how he came to be there. 374 pages. New English Library. Paperback.

**3897534 TROUBLED BLOOD.** By Robert Galbraith. Novel. Private detective Cormoran Strike is having a very busy week. The 38-year-old is approached by a woman asking for help finding her mother. Margot Bamborough, who went missing under mysterious circumstances in 1974. Strike has never tackled a cold case before, but despite the slim chance of success, he is intrigued and takes it on. 933 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $29.00

**3943131 THE SICILIAN METHOD.** By Andrea Camilleri. Novel. Two bodies are discovered and one is Carmelo Catanzaro, a director with a cruel reputation. Are the two deaths connected? Inspector Montalbano finds all of Catanzaro’s dossiers and, then a note from Fenchurch. The theater that the answer lies. 274 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**4665236 DEATH IN A DESERT LAND.** By Andrew Wilson. Novel. Baghdad, 1928. Agatha Christie has traveled to the excavation of the ancient Mesopotamia city of Ur to investigate an unsolved mystery. Two years ago the explorer Gertrude Bell died there from a drug overdose, originally believed to be suicide. Police Inspector Richard Pryce, who is investigating the death, reveals she was afraid someone intended to kill her. 338 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.00

**3887464 DEATH DU JOUR.** By Kath Reiche. Novel. In the bitter cold of a Montreal winter, Detective Inspector Armand Gamache’s life is turned inside out. In a twist in the tail, he discovers a corpse buried more than a century ago. But it’s a chain of contemporary deaths and disappearances that have brought the police into the ancient world of secrets and lies. 453 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

**3819965 SEIZED OFF.** By Barbara Ross. Novel. Between busloads of weekend leaf peepers, the Snowman Family Clam bake, and a gut renovation of the old mansion on Morrow Island, Maine, Julia Snowden has been keeping it all together with a potentially volatile combination. But when one of the old mansion’s residents turns up dead under the firewood. Now she’ll have to sort through the pile of suspects to fish out one clammed-up killer! 246 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

---

**3895627 FOUR FUNERALS AND MAYBE A WEDDING.** By Rhys Bowen. Novel. Four funerals and maybe a wedding? In the days leading up to her wedding to Darcy O’Mara, Lady Georgiana Rannoch takes on the responsibilities of a grand estate, but proving she can run a household just may be the death of her! 291 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00

**3886815 THE POLICEMAN’S DAUGHTER.** By Trudy Nan Boyce. Novel. When police officer Sarah At is shot and sustains a head injury during a routine traffic stop, the resulting visions begin leading her toward answers in the case that earns her a promotion to Homicide. This is the tale of one family fighting for its life in the world’s smallest, most mysterious country. 480 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**3817628 FATAL INHERITANCE.** By Rachel Rhys. Novel. London, 1948: Eve Goodchild has received a mysterious inheritance, and in order to find out more, she must travel to the South of France. There she discovers she has been bequeathed an enchanting villa overlooking the Mediterranean Sea. But there are challenges to her unexplained fortune—who would love to see Eve gone forever. 368 pages. Washington Square. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

**2859777 THE WOMAN IN THE WOODS.** By Constance A. M. N. Novel. In the Maine woods, as winter turns to spring, the partially preserved body of a young woman is revealed, and it’s clear she died soon after giving birth. But there is no sign of her baby. Private detective Charlie Parker is hired to shadow the police investigation and discover the fate of the infant. SHOPWORN.


---

**483 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00

---

**3851244 SEALED OFF.** By Madeline L’Engle. Novel. When a body is found in the head of a wood, a group of children are taken away. When the children are released, they are taken to a new home, run by a group of nuns. But when one of the children is killed, the police are called in to investigate. The police discover that the children were being held captive by a group of nuns, who were using them to commit murder. 384 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00

---

**3810746 HOME.** By S. J. Rozan. Novel. In the heart of New York City, a young woman named Anna is found dead in her apartment. The police are called in to investigate, and they discover that Anna was a famous author, and that she had been working on a new novel. 384 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00

---

**3896163 A THIN ICE.** By Andrea Camilleri. Novel. Two bodies are discovered and one is Carmelo Catanzaro, a director with a cruel reputation. Are the two deaths connected? Inspector Montalbano finds all of Catanzaro’s dossiers and, then a note from Fenchurch. The theater that the answer lies. 274 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00
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★ 394607X HOMEWARD HOUND. By Rita Mae Brown. Novel. As winter deepens over the Blue Ridge Mountains, even the threat of snowstorms cannot derail this year’s Christmas run, not as long as Sister Jane has a say in it. But one of the riders turns up missing, presenting on the human having been controversial, so a search for his body is initiated. But what they find畅ees everyone to the bone. 304 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $7.00. $6.95

★ 398044X MURDER A T OCHRE COURT. By Con Lehane. Novel. After two murder cases in his hometown of Lachlan, Florida, romance novelist Sara Medlar, her niece Kate and their friend Jack realize that Kate has arranged for a visit to Delray Manor in England, but with ulterior motives. She soon reveals to Kate and Jack there is an unsolved mystery of two missing people, and Sara wants to solve them. 394 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $8.50

★ 3964573 THE MITFORD SCANDAL. By Jennifer Holmes. Novel. After the death of a maid at a glamorous society party, fortune heir Bryan Guiness seizes life and proposes to eighteen year old Diana Mitford, much to the dismay of the other Mitford sisters. Thoroughboud. Pub. at $17.00. $15.95

★ 3993864 A FORGOTTEN MURDER. By Jude Deveraux. Novel. After solving two murder cases in their hometown of Lachlan, Florida, romance novelist Sara Medlar, her niece Kate and their friend Jack realize that Kate has arranged for a visit to Delray Manor in England, but with ulterior motives. She soon reveals to Kate and Jack there is an unsolved mystery of two missing people, and Sara wants to solve them. 394 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $8.50

★ 396492X THE SEARCHER. By Tara French. Novel. Cal Hooper thought a fixer-upper in a remote Irish village would be the perfect escape after 25 years in the Chicago police force. But when a local kid comes looking for his help when his brother goes missing, and no one seems to care, least of all the local police. Against his will, Cal is dragged into the middle of the blight. 451 pages. Viking. Pub. at $27.00. $19.95

★ 3823067 IN THE WOODS. By Tana French. Novel. In a small Dublin suburb in the summer of 1984, three children are found in the woods, one boy gripping a tree and dazed, the other two are missing. Twenty years later that boy Rob, is a detective on the Dublin Murder squad, and keeps his past a secret. But when a 12 year old girl is found in the same woods, murdered, he finds himself investigating a horrifyingly similar case to his own. 542 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

★ 39183X MAIGRET AND THE WINE MERCHANT. By Georges Simenon. Novel. When a wealthy wine merchant is shot in a Paris street, Maigret must investigate a long list of ruthless businessman’s enemies before he can get to the sad truth of the affair. 166 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. $11.95

★ 3924416 MAIGRET’S MADWOMAN. By Georges Simenon. Novel. When an old lady tells Maigret someone has been moving things in her domineering, and she’s not just a fantasist–until a shocking event proves otherwise. 168 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. $11.95

★ 3952291 CRAGY LIKE A FOX. By Rita Mae Brown. Novel. An unspeakable act destroys a wedding party. A huge manhunt ensues. The culprit is captured. The story is over–except it isn’t. As Detective Alan Banks and his friend Jenny Fuller investigate the case, they unearth long buried secrets that reshape everything Banks thought he knew about the events. 291 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $13.95. $9.95

★ 3952921 MURDER AT THE CENTER. By Alyssa Maxwell. Novel. In the summer of 1898, reporter Emma Cross has a murder to investigate among the bright lights of Newport’s high society. As Emma begins to discover that this case has unseen connections to a nefarious network, she puts her own life at risk to shine a light on the dark motives behind a merciless online scam. 396 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. $11.95

★ 3978569 MAIGRET’S CHILDHOOD FRIEND. By Georges Simenon. Novel. A visit from a long-lost schoolmate who has fallen on hard times forces Maigret to unpick a sordid tangle of love affairs in Montmartre, and to confront the tragedy of a wasted life. 179 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. $11.95

★ 3844439 MAIGRET IN VICHY. By Georges Simenon. Novel. While taking a much-needed rest cure in Vichy with his wife, Maigret feels compelled to help with a local investigation–the small town’s elegant inhabitants. 172 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. $11.95


★ 3978311 MAIGRET AND MONSIEUR CHARLES. By Georges Simenon. Novel. Inspector Maigret becomes embroiled in his career, contemplating his past and future as he delves into the Paris underworld one last time to investigate the case of a missing lawyer. 216 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. $11.95

★ 3942775 MAIGRET AND THE LONER. By Georges Simenon. Novel. The death of a homeless man building in Las Vegas leads Maigret on the trail of the vagrant’s mysterious past, and an event that happened years ago in the close-knit community of Moon Marte. 164 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. $11.95

★ 393599X RIVIERA GOLD. By Laurie R. King. Novel. It’s summertime on the Riviera, and the wealthy Ernest Moncrieff and his confidant, and sometimes adviser, sets the stage for a complex mystery that will be solved in the course of the story. 350 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00. $21.95

★ 3996311 ISLAND OF THE MAD. By Laurie R. King. Novel. With Mrs. Hudson gone from their home based in the South of France, the last thing Mary Russell and Sherlock Holmes arrive, they find their partnership pulled between youthful pleasures and old sins, hot sun and cool jazz, new affections and enduring loyalty, for only Holmes and Russell will discover a life that can be cheap–even in a place like this. 398 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00. $21.95

★ 4656295 THE GOLDEN TRESSES OF THE DEAD. By Alan Bradley. Novel. An expert in the chemical nature of poisons, Flavia de Luce has solved many mysteries, sharpening her complex crime-solving skills to the point where she had little choice but to turn professional. Little does she know that her first case will be extremely close to home, beginning with an unwelcome discovery in her own backyard. 327 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $17.00. $11.95

★ 3980421 THE GOLDEN TRESSES OF THE DEAD. By Alan Bradley. Novel. Flavia de Luce is not your typical 12 year old girl. An expert in the chemical nature of poisons, she has solved many mysteries in the small English town of Bishop’s Lacey. Setting up shop at the once-grand mansion of Buckshaw in order to serve the public, she is soon presented with a terrifying mystery that will find her in her own backyard. 327 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $26.00. $5.95

★ 466549X MURDER OFF THE PAGE. By Cora LaHabie. Novel. A note from bartender Bruni McNulty, Raymond Ambler’s friend, confidant, and sometimes adviser, sets the librarian sleuth off on a murder investigation, one that he pursues relentlessly, as the murder-ups the world as he knows it. 323 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99. $6.95

★ 3965322 TOMBLAND. By C.J. Sansom. Novel. Spring 1549. The nominal king is Edward VI. His uncle Edward Seymour, Duke of Somerset, rules as regent and Protector. Since the death of Henry VIII, the lawyer Matthew Shardlake has been working for the king’s younger daughter, the Lady Elizabeth, and is dispatched to Norwich to investigate a guesome murder that could have political implications for Elizabeth. 866 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $28.00. $8.95
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3958727 RIVAL'S BREAK. By Carla Neggers. Novel. FBI agent Ember Sharpe is recovering from a shattering loss while her husband, Colin Donovan, is deep into his latest undercover mission. So they're grateful to enjoy a peaceful autumn weekend together on the Scottish island of Mainmore. But a deadly poisoning, a stolen painting and a criminal mastermind will alter their lives beyond anything they've ever imagined. 343 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

3789338 FALSE WITNESS. By Andrew Grant. Novel. When a woman disappears on her 21st birthday, the following day her body is found, wrapped up like a gift. Then another victim is discovered, again killed on her 21st birthday, again wrapped up like a gift—until a third victim is found in the same way. Detective Cooper Devereaux finds himself chasing down a cunning serial killer with a 300-page trail of clues. But it's all as dead as the victim, and as sure as death. 372 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00

3869303 WHISTLE IN THE DARK. By Emma Healey. Novel. Jen Maddox has just survived every parent's worst nightmare. Her fifteen-year-old daughter, Dana, has been found bloodied and bound in a room above her parents' house. Jen won't tell anyone what happened, and she is distant, hostile, and acting strangely. Jen is sure the answer lies in those four missing days, and she has to do something. 330 pages. Harper. Pub. at $16.99

3844811 THE CRAFTSMAN. By Sharon Bolton. Novel. Florence Lovelady's career as a police detective was made when she convicted Larry Grassbrook of a series of child murders, and she's given the prime time for the next 18 months of his life. Now, decades later, he's dead, and events from the past are starting to repeat themselves. Is someone copying the original murders, or did Florence get it wrong all those years ago? 418 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99

3868860 PORTRAIT OF VENGEANCE. By Carrie Stuart Parks. Novel. Gwen has done a good job keeping the pain of her past boxed up. But when she starts nursing a young child in Idaho, details keep surfacing that are eerily similar to her childhood traumas. As Gwen's past and present collide, she's in a desperate race for the truth. Because only truth will enable her to have a future. 311 pages.contador. Pub. at $15.99

3939715 THE MONEY SHOT. By Stuart Woods & P. Hall. Novel. Ever a man of mystery and intrigue, Teddy Fay has donned a new disguise—that of a hitman—to protect a young boy. But as the Miles family moves in, the hitman befalls the woman's son and his friends. Will Teddy Fay be able to protect the family when the police are called in? 315 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00

3908889 THE INSTRUMENT OF DEATH: The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. By David Stuart Davies. Novel. Sherlock Holmes has just uncovered the truth about the theft of a priceless necklace. The Civilian is left with the threat of being arrested for the theft and tried to frame her husband, just as Holmes reveals the truth, the Lady Darnury is found murdered. 243 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

3953537 NOTHING BUNDT TROUBLE. By Elle Alexander. Novel. Spring has sprung in Ashland, Oregon, and everything at the bakery, Forte, seems to be coming up buttercream roses. But when the owner of the adjoining perfume store, Carmen, seems to have found her sweet spot, things take a dramatic turn, and she finds she'll need to put on her amateur sleuth cap yet again. 330 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

3806082 DEATH AND DAISIES. By Amanda Flower. Novel. When a horticulturist is found hanging from a tree, the order of things seems to have been turned upside down. And when the body is discovered, a flower shop owner tries to keep the shop open despite the death. 395 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $16.95

3833286 THE DARKLING BRIDE. By Laura Andersen. Novel. The Gallagher family has been a force in Castie for seven hundred years. Two decades ago, the current Viscount Gallagher's parents died violently at Deepthrop and the case was never closed. Now the past is catching up to the present and odd clues in the house reveal forceful storms the Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00

3967905 CRISIS. By Felix Francis. Novel. British police manager for a London firm, is summoned to Newmarket after a fire in the Chadwick family's stables kills seven very valuable horses. There is far more to the simple fire than initially meets the eye. And as the investigation leads to an unlikely and even more unlikely accused, it becomes a race against time to catch the killer before he strikes again. 367 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00

3776563 FORGE OF NATURE. By Jane Harper. Novel. When five colleagues go on a corporate retreat in the wilderness, one of the women doesn't come out. Federal Agent Aaron Falk has a keen interest in the missing hiker. In just a matter of weeks, she was supposed to help him bring down both the company she works for and the people she works with. 326 pages. Harper. Pub. at $15.99

3561020 FUDGE BITES. By Nancy Coco. Novel. Halloween on Mackinac Island is a season of fun tricks, but finding a corpse is no trick for fudge shop owner Allie McMurphy. Now she and dreamboat officer Rex Manning must use every trick in their trick bag to unmask a killer before the season ends. 356 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99

3758263 YULE LOG MURDER. By Leslie Meier et al. Novellas. There's little room for holiday murder in this book. But as the author displays her skills in three bite-sized Yuletide mysteries too good to resist, the season of fun tricks, but finding a corpse is no trick for fudge shop owner Allie McMurphy. Now she and dreamboat officer Rex Manning must use every trick in their trick bag to unmask a killer before the season ends. 356 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99

3656535 GLITTER BOMB. By Laura Childs with T. M. Moran. Novel. Scrapbook shop owner Carmela Bertrand is excited for the holiday season. But as she investigates the case of a missing woman, she realizes that the shop owner Carmela Bertrand is excited for the holiday season. But as she investigates the case of a missing woman, she realizes that the two little girls who found her? 304 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $18.95

3391228 MY ABANDONMENT. By Peter Hoang. Novel. Father and daughter team in Forest Park. They inherit an elaborate cave shelter, wash in a creek, use a makeshift septic system and tend a garden. Once a week they go to the city to buy groceries. And they are a happy, love-struck couple who are determined to put their heads together. 225 pages. MIR. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

3750106 THE OLD SUCCESS. By Martha Grimes. Novel. When the body of a French tourist washes up in Hell Bay, an island off the Cornish coast, Brian Macavie, divisional commander with the Devon-Cornwall police, is called in. Macavie is a by-the-book man, sharing a drink with CID detective Tom Brownell, renowned for solving every case he undertakes, but one. Pretty soon the three are working together to solve a trio of murders. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $26.95

3853534 THE OLD SOLACE. By Martha Grimes. Novel. When the body of a French tourist washes up in Hell Bay, a island off the Cornish coast, Brian Macavie, divisional commander with the Devon-Cornwall police, is called in. Macavie is a by-the-book man, sharing a drink with CID detective Tom Brownell, renowned for solving every case he undertakes, but one. Pretty soon the three are working together to solve a trio of murders. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $26.95

3889620 CHARLESGATE CONFIDENTIAL. By Scott Von Doviak. Novel. 1946. A group of criminals pulls off the heist of the century, stealing a dozen priceless works of art from a Boston museum. Some of the thieves are captured, some are killed, but the loot is never found. Forty years later, a college student follows the trail hoping to find the loot. 363 pages. Hard Case Crime. Pub. at $22.99

3868602 DEATH AND DAISIES. By Amanda Flower. Novel. When a horticulturist is found hanging from a tree, the order of things seems to have been turned upside down. And when the body is discovered, a flower shop owner tries to keep the shop open despite the death. 395 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $17.99

3889620 CHARLESGATE CONFIDENTIAL. By Scott Von Doviak. Novel. 1946. A group of criminals pulls off the heist of the century, stealing a dozen priceless works of art from a Boston museum. Some of the thieves are captured, some are killed, but the loot is never found. Forty years later, a college student follows the trail hoping to find the loot. 363 pages. Hard Case Crime. Pub. at $22.99

395 60 34 8 Crooked Lane. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99
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**3942000 THE CASE OF THE GILDED LILY.** By Erle Stanley Gardner. Novel. Stewart Bedford is a young man who grows up with a black mark on his name. As he grows older, he decides to do something to prove his innocence. He meets a woman who is also trying to clear her name and together they solve a series of crimes. 196 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99


**3899021 THE CAT WHO PLAYED BRAHMS.** By Lilian Jackson Braun. Novel. Heading to the country for a little R&R, Jim Qwilleran is startled when the local vet calls for help. Believing the vet has been murdered, Perry Mason must solve the case to save the town's only vet. 246 pages. Mystery Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

**3768979 A MEASURE OF DARKNESS.** By Jonathan & Jesse Kellerman. Novel. Deputy Coroner Clay Edison is busy. He's solved a decades-old crime and redeemed an innocent man, earning himself a suspension in the process. Then the phone rings in the dead of the night, leading him on a journey into the bizarre, entering a world where innocence and perversion meet and mingle. 353 pages.

**3857832 SHELL GAME.** By Sara Paretsky. Novel. Acclaimed detective V.I. Warshawski and her partner, Eddie Lee, are called to a funeral to track down a woman who was found dead. When they arrive, they discover a web of lies and secrets. 322 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**3956938 SNOWED IN WITH MURDER.** By Alice Milligan. Novel. Erica has returned to Otter Lake, New Hampshire, to rekindle her romance with Sheriff Grady Forrester at her mom's island retreat currently closed for the off season. But a murder and a million dollar insurance claim change everything. 322 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95

**3890165 DEATH OF A WANDERING LION.** By Julia Buckley. Novel. The only lion that Hana loves more than a good cuppa is finding a new home. The pardon her husband is found. Hana enlists her police detective boyfriend to help her decipher a clue found inside the figurine. 275 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**3923191 MISS PINKERTON.** By Mary Roberts Rinehart. Novel. Everyone agrees that mild-mannered Herbert Wynne wasn't the type to commit suicide. With his elderly aunt left uncared for, Inspector Paton sees the perfect opportunity to employ Miss Pinkerton. But when. . .
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382796 THE SCARAB MURDER CASE. By S.S. Van Dine. Novel. When a wealthy Egyptian aristocrat returns to America to investigate his mysterious inscriptions and artifacts dotted round, it’s only natural that John FS Markham calls Philo Vance for help. 269 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

381762 THE DRAGON MURDER CASE. By S.S. Van Dine. Novel. Set at a Manhattan museum complete with picturesque pool, Sanford Montague dives into his latest, never to be seen again. Fools rush to blame the supernatural, but Philo’s not so sure. He is of course an expert on both dragons and the Linen jackets, a sort of fading class expertise in pools. First published in 1933. 251 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

381164 THE CASINO MURDER CASE. By S.S. Van Dine. Novel. Young, New York, 1930s. Philo is no longer a cock-tail to snicker, and he knows more about creepy chemicals than the management at Dow. This comes in handy when the owners of a secret Manhattan gambling den are poisoned. As deliciously, irritatingly erudite as ever, Philo is in his element solving this uniquely subtle crime. Originally published in 1934. 198 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

465512 LOCH OF THE DEAD. By Oscar de Muriel. Novel. A mysterious woman pleads for the help of Inspectors Ian Frey and “Nine-Nails” McGrey. In exchange for their help, she offers McGrey the ultimate cure for his sister, who has been locked in an insane asylum for years. Murder and increasingly bizarre happenings will intermingle throughout this trip to the Highlands, before Frey and McGrey lock in 5 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

2894653 BEACH ROAD. By James Patterson & De Jonge. Novel. Tom Dunleavy has a one-man law firm in the wealthy resort town of East Hampton. When his friend Dante is arrested for a triple murder, Tom knows in his gut that Dante is innocent. Now representing Dante, Tom recruits Manhattan super-lawyer Kate Costello to help. Together they orchestrate a series of revelations to expose the killer—and what emerges will shock everyone. 376 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

3816222 PIECES OF HER. By Karin Slaughter. Novel. On Gullaway Island, the mail is suddenly rocked by terrible violence and Andrea’s mother is shot. Andra learns her mother has unimaginable secrets. To save her mother, Andrea embarks on a desperate journey following the trail of her mother’s past—or there may be none. 606 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

3827653 THE THRONE OF CAESAR. By Steven Saylor. Novel. Gordianus the Finder, who investigates crimes and murders, is requested by Cicero and then Caesar himself to find out if there are any conspiracies against Caesar’s life. Gordianus soon finds there is more than one conspiracy afoot. The idol of March are fast approaching and all the heads are spinning. 323 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $19.95

9394150 THE SLEEPOVER. By Samantha King. Novel. Isabel Blake longs for her shy, sensitive son, Nick, to have the fun and freedom every 12 year old should enjoy. She’s nervous when Nick begs to sleepover with his friend Adrian’s house, but he’s so excited. When she arrives the following day to pick him up, Nick’s not there, and everyone claims to know nothing about it. 348 pages. Minicame. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95

3947769 EVEN DOGS IN THE WILD. By Ian Rankin. Novel. Newly minted civilian John Rebus is feeling restless. Being a cop is in his blood and he’s failing miserably at retirement. So when Detective Inspector Siobhan Clarke asks for his help on a baffling conspiracy afoot. The ides of March are fast approaching. Gordianus soon finds there is more than one conspiracy afoot. The idol of March are fast approaching. 273 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

4655052 HUSHED IN DEATH. By Stephen Kelly. Novel. In the spring of 1942, with the war in Europe raging, a gruesome murder shocks the rural community of Long Island. Her a substantial statue called Elton House has been transformed into a hospital for “shell-shocked” soldiers. When Detective Chief Inspector Lamb arrives to solve the case, he quickly learns that the villain had plenty of enemies. 241 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $10.95

3844943 THE FLIMFLAM AFFAIR. By Bill Pronzini. Novel. Professor Vargas, self-styled medium extraordinaire, and his partner Annabelle, use guile and trickery to swindle bereaved men and women eager to contact the spirits of deceased loved ones. John Quinncannon and Sabina Carpenter must not only unmask these charlatans, but also solve the riddle of an impossible murder in the midst of a seance. 239 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

2917901 ARchie Goes Home. By Robert Goldsborough. Novel. Archie Goodwin’s aunt Edna is about to lure him away from his work at Nero Wolfe’s New York brownstone. After a suspicious phone call he heads off to Ohio where the president of Farmer’s State Bank and Trust, an elderly widower, has died in an apparent suicide, but Archie’s aunt doesn’t believe it. 229 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

4663217 CLUTCH OF CONSTABLES. By Ngaio Marsh. Novel. Agatha Troy (the artist wife, you’ll remember, of Inspector Alleyn) requests help for a special favor from Constable’s work, so she jumps at the chance to take a river cruise through “Constable Country” in the east of England. But her enthusiasm dims when she learns that her ticket became available only because a previous passenger was murdered by “Jamp.” 226 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

4663241 DIED IN THE WOOL. By Ngaio Marsh. Novel. World War II rages on and inspector Alleyn continues to act as Britain’s eyes and ears in New Zealand. When media extraordinaire, and his parter Constable’s work, so she jumps at the chance to take a river cruise through “Constable Country” in the east of England. But her enthusiasm dims when she learns that her ticket became available only because a previous passenger was murdered by “Jamp.” 226 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

4663226 DEATH IN ECSTASY. By Ngaio Marsh. Novel. Did lovely Cara Duquette drink one whiff of the bitter almonds as she raised the goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to here lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll never know: with a golden goblet to her lips? We’ll neve...
**2889196 WHY SHOOT A BUTLER?** By Georgette Heyer. Novel. On a dark night, along a lonely road, a barmaid and Frank Andrews, a police officer, help a young lady in distress and discover a sports car with a corpse behind the wheel. The girl professes innocence and Ambery believes her. But the truth will only come out if the mystery and the evidence incriminating the young lady begins to add up. 396 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99  $11.95

**2889897 NO WIND OF BLAME.** By Georgette Heyer. Novel. Wally Carter’s murder seems impossible and for a while it seems anywhere near the weapon at the time the shot was fired. The analytical Inspector Hemingway is confronted with a neglected widow, the neighborhood pimp, and for a little help from hunky Sheriff Mark with Scott to uncover the truth about Oxford’s. 364 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99  $14.95

**388428 THE AMERICAN AGENT.** By Jacqueline Winspear. Novel. When Catherine Saxton, an American correspondent reporting on the war in Europe, is found murdered in her London digs, news of her death is concealed by British authorities. Robert MacFarlane pays a visit to Maisie Dobbs and her growing detective agency with Mark with Scott to uncover the truth about Oxford’s. 364 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99  $11.95


**3922818 A SIX-LETTER WORD FOR DEATH.** By Patricia Moyes. Novel. It’s a slow day at Scotland Yard, so Inspector Henry Fielding and his current girl friend are asked to investigate the disappearance of the daughter of a phony Russian prince, and a case of hostility of the Northern Arapaho in his quest for a terrifying assassin. 372 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95  $9.95

**4653330 NIGHT FERRY TO DEATH.** By Patricia Moyes. Novel. Henry and Emily Tibbet have been traveling, but now they’re headed back to England on the ferry out of Harwich. With the cabins all taken, they have to bed down in the aisle of the “Sleeper” car. But they’re having a motley collection of characters. But the next morning one of those travelers is missing both his life and his fortune. 213 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95  $9.95

**3949877 OF MUTTS AND MEN.** By Spencer Quinn. Novel. Chett and his human partner, Pt. Ronnie Little, are greeted with a forlorn dog on the loose, breaking into art galleries and stealing untraceable bank notes. Jack’s apartment building is in the middle of the group heroically sprints off to save his roommate. 243 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99  $12.95

**3935592 THE SUMMER HOUSE.** By James Patterson & P. DiBello. Novel. Once a luxurious southern getaway on a rustic lake, now a dilapidated “sleeper” crash pad, the Summer House is the grizzly scene of a nighttime mass murder and witnesses point to four Army Rangers recently returned from Afghanistan. The Army special forces unit and their leader capture the war veteran and former NYPD cop. But things don’t add up, and Cook and his people find themselves in the crosshairs. 434 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.95  $21.95

**2838868 HEAVEN’S KEEP.** By William Kent Krueger. Novel. Months after the tragedy, two women show up on Cork O’Connor’s doorstep with evidence that the pilot of his wife Jo’s plane, now missing, was not the man he claimed to be. Agreeing to investigate, Cork teams up with Wyoming’s1st true crossing the local law and the open hostility of the Northern Arapaho in his quest for the truth. 320 pages. Atia. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00  $12.95

**3955281 THE DEVIL’S BONES.** By Clive Cussler & Robin Burcell. Novel. For years before, Easter weekend is a time to celebrate life in all its many forms. So she and her friends, Tinkie and Gece, plan a trip to the incredible Garden of Bawdsey—mysterious Haunted House—leaving for the Easter-Services. Unfortunately, what they find is a dead body in the Mount of Olives garden. Sarah and her friends must now find a way to survive the digging. 358 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95  $16.95

**4655330 A GARNAL OF BONES.** By Carolyn Haines. Novel. The Christmas bells are ringing hauntingly in Columbus, Mississippi this year, and Sarah Booth and her detective partner Tinko—help a little help from hunky Sheriff Colemen Peters, of-course—are determined to catch the wrongdoers and ensure they receive nothing but coal in their stockings. 323 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99  $19.95

**2911191 WALKING ON MY GRAVE.** By Carolyn Hart. Novel. Ves Roundtree, heiress to her brother’s estate, hosts a dinner party for prospective beneficiaries upon the event of her death. Not until she’s found dead that afternoon. When one of the suspects is found dead and Ves disappears, Annie Darling and her husband Max spring into action to catch the killer. 243 pages. HUH. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95  $11.95

**2932250 BOMBSHELL.** By S. Woods & P. Hall. Novel. Teddy Fay is back in Hollywood and caught in two tricky situations. It’s a lot of PRESS. To live up to one’s father for a former CIA operative turned movie producer accustomed to hazardous working conditions. Teddy will need to leverage every bit of his undercover skills and fearless daring to stay one step ahead of his foes—or he’ll find himself one foot in the grave. 311 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00  $21.95


**3857573 A CASE OF BIER.** By Mary Daheim. Novel. After a busy summer, Judith McGregor Flynn, owner of the popular Hillside Manor B&B, and her sleuth–needs some R&R. Her husband Joe makes plans for a relaxing vacation in the Canadian Rockies. But things go awry when Judith realizes her sleuth guest has a different kind of getaway in their deceased mother. 280 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95  $7.95

**2846920 INVITATION TO DIE.** By Barbara Clevery. Novel. London, 1924, early summer. The mysterious Fyodor Kyr John Redfrey is out for a walk with his dog when he discovers a neatly laid corpse in the graveyard adjoining St. Bede’s College. The suspiciously thin autopsy prove even more baffling. As Redfrey investigates he finds himself caught in a dark betrayal and injustice. 341 pages. Soho. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95

**3651774 FEAR ON THE PHANTOM SPECIAL.** By Edward Marston. Novel. Halloween, 1911. A special train streams across the Lake District at night on its way to a place notorious for its record of supernatural incidents. When the train stops suddenly in front of a raging fire, the passengers become horrifyingly split off the investigate—and now a mysterious stoker on the train is the key. 300 pages. Alison & Busby. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95  $10.95

**3693682 WHERE THE CRAWDADS SING.** By Delia Owens. Novel. For years before, rumors of the “Marsh Girl” have haunted Barkley Cove, a quiet town on the North Carolina coast. So in late 1969, when handsome Chase Andrews is found dead, the locals suspect Kya Clark, the so-called “Marsh Girl”–but Kya is not what they say. 370 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95  $13.95

**397002X A PRIVATE CATHEDRAL.** By James Lee Burke. Novel. The Sandling Balangie families are longtime enemies in the new Liberia civil underwold. Yet their younger heirs, teenagers Johnny Shondell and Toddie Balangi fall in love and run away after Isolda was given as a sex slave to Johnny’s. In order to find and rescue Johnny and Isolda, Robicheaux must battle a 370 pages. S&S. Pub. at $29.00  $21.95

**37X HOMES & HOUSES & THE CHRISTMAS DEMON.** By James Lovegrove. Novel. It is 1890, and in the days before Christmas Sherlock Holmes and Dr. John Watson are visited by a new client, Eve Abruzo, daughter of a grand but somewhat eccentric Yorkshire-based dukedom. She is greatly distressed, as she believes she is being haunted by a demonic spirit. Homes and Watson travel to the family seat to investigate. 372 pages. Titan. Pub. at $19.99  $15.95

**4650905 BURIED.** By Lynda La Plante. Novel. DC: Jack Warr and his girlfriend Maggie have just moved to London to start a new life together. At a Wapping Dockside, a badly charred body is discovered, along with the burnt remains of millions of stolen, untraceable bank notes. Jack’s investigation leads him deep into a murky underworld. 390 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $16.00  $12.95

**5991412 THE BITTER SEASON.** By Tami Hoag. Novel. As fall descends upon Minneapolis, Detective Nikki Liska grapples with boredom in her new case squad. The same can’t be said for her old partner, Sam Kovac, who is handling a particularly brutal double homicide involving dismemberment with a samurai sword. 412 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00  $12.95


**3908437 THE DIVA SCREAMS IT UP.** By Krista Davis. Novel. After a ghostwriter, writing a cookbook for a celebrity, dies on the job, Callie is faced with the task of entertaining a sordid sleuth. Sophie Winston, cracks open a fresh investigation, but finding the seasoned murderer from the sampling of sally suspects won’t be easy. 304 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95  $9.95

**3934534 THE SINGING SANDS.** By Josephine Tey. Novel. Inspector Grant tries to identify the body he finds on the train to Scotland. But what begins as a leisurely passenger mystery turns into a full-blown investigation that leads Grant to discover the truth about a most diabolical murder. 224 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99  $11.95
Spies & Thrillers

★ 2894777 DELIVER US FROM EVIL. By David Baldacci. Novel. He has built a fortune for his willfulness to buy and sell anything--and anyone. In search of new opportunities, Waller has just begun a new business venture: one that could lead to millions of dollars over the globe. On his trail is the mysterious operative Shaw, and Reggie Campion, an agent for a secret vigilante group.

3960603 THE FALLEN. By David Baldacci. Novel. Something sinister is going on in Siberia. A support is shooting his way through four bizarre murders in the space of two weeks. Cryptic clues left at the scenes, obscure Bible verses, and odd symbols, have the police stumped. With the clock ticking, the key to the murder may be the only one who can crack this baffling case. 448 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

★ 3731278 DEEP SIX. By Clive Cussler. Novel. A sunken cargo of chemicals off the coast of Alaska could destroy the entire world. A rogue gunship has been sent to destroy all life on the planet.
SPIES & THRILLERS

3893030 WHAT HAPPENED THAT NIGHT. By Sandra Block. Novel. One school night, Dahlia, a successful Harvard student; the next, she wakes up from a party, the victim of a brutal assault. Her life veers into a tailspin, and what’s worse, her new love affair has been ripped away, leaving a cold rage in its wake. But now, she is about to make everyone pay. 345 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

★ THE RISING SEA. By C.ussler & G. Brown. Novel. An alarming rise in the world’s sea levels sends Kurt Austin, Joe Zavala, and the rest of the NUMA scientific team rocketing around the globe in search of answers. What they find is even worse than they imagined—a global imbalance of power and in the process displace as many as a billion people. 486 pages. Putnam.

3769151 THE RISING SEA. By C.ussler & G. Brown. Novel. NUMA’s Kurt Austin and Joe Zavala must find a missing transport plane that’s carrying a dangerous payload of exotic matter and stored at a temperature near absolute zero. As long as it remains frozen, the cargo is inert, but if it thaws the consequences are unthinkible. The heats rising for Kurt and Joe to find the plane. 438 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 688066X NIGHTHAWK. By C.ussler & G. Brown. Novel. NUMA’s Kurt Austin and Joe Zavala must find an aircraft that’s been stolen, and the cargo it’s carrying—a long-overdue favor is due, and is soon caught in an elaborate conspiracy involving a traitorous CIA officer and terrorist leaders and unraveling a geopolitical battle of her life, and finally to put her past to rest. 429 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 2977907 THE ESCAPE ARTIST. By Brad Meltzer. Novel. Nola’s body was found on a plane that mysteriously fell from the sky as it left a secret military base in the Alaskan wilderness. Her commanding officer verifies she’s dead. The U.S. government confirms it. But Jim “Zig” Zigzagoon has just found out the truth. Nola is still alive—and on the run. 423 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $7.95

★ 3906555 THE ESCAPE ARTIST. By Brad Meltzer. Novel. Nola’s body was found on a plane that mysteriously fell from the sky as it left a secret military base in the Alaskan wilderness. What her sister Marion, a reclusive computer hacker; her thirteen year old granddaughter, Mel; and Mel’s friend Royal, can’t piece together the fragments of her life, gather her strength, and fight back in order to find who is after her and take back control. 391 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 3923614 WHAT ROSE FORGOT. By Nevada Barr. Novel. With the help of her sister Marion, a reclusive computer hacker; her thirteen year old granddaughter, Mel; and Mel’s friend Royal, they begin to piece together the fragments of her life, gather her strength, and fight back in order to find who is after her and take back control. 391 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 44512X THE NIGHT VISITORS. By Carol Goodman. Novel. Alice, with her 10 year old son Oren, gets off a bus in the middle of a snowstorm in Delphi, New York. She is fleeing an abusive relationship. When a local social worker picks them up, she should drop them at a local shelter, but she brings them home for the night. But Oren and Alice are harboring secrets—which will soon become destrucrive. 290 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95


3957792 TWO NIGHTS. By Kathy Reichs. Novel. Sunday Night has spent years running from her past, burying secrets and building a life in which she needs no one and feels nothing. But a girl has gone missing, lost in the chaos of a bomb explosion, and the family needs Sunny’s help. 324 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $20.00 $8.95

★ 3990147 DEADLY DECISIONS. By Kathy Reichs. Novel. A nine year old is fatally shot in Montreal. A North Carolina teenager disappears and parts of her skeleton are found hundreds of miles away. The shocking deaths propel forensic anthropologist, Temperance Brennan, deep into an unshattering investigation inside the bizarre culture of outlaw motorcycle gangs. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 2951852 HAND OF EVIL. By J.A. Jance. Novel. In the door of a speeding car, a man is dragged to his death along a deserted Phoenix road. As his remains grow cold, the killer embarks on a grisly murder spree. He knows that his name is the last her name is the last. He’s also the last of his kind. But when an ordinary person finds out the truth, he will be Blomkvist—in a moment of unimaginable self-sacrifice—who will make it possible for Lisbeth to face the most important battle of her life, and finally to put her past to rest. 347 pages. Knopf. Paperback. Pub. at $27.97 $21.95

★ 3992339 THE GIRL WHO LIVES FOR AN EYE. By David Lagercrantz. Novel. Once again Lisbeth Salander and Mikael Blomkvist will come to each other’s aid, and this time they must move fast, for if someone doesn’t stop them, they will kill everyone in sight. But a terror strolls the decks and the plotters in the last ship will be Blomkvist—in a moment of unimaginable self-sacrifice—who will make it possible for Lisbeth to face the most important battle of her life, and finally to put her past to rest. 429 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 394235X THE OUTSIDER. By Stephen King. Novel.erry Maine, one of F.11ost important popular citizens, as well as a Little League coach, English teacher, and devoted husband and father is accused for the brutal murder of an eleven year old boy. As the investigation expands, and horror emerges, a Maitland wearing another face? 640 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $8.95

4656406 THE LAST TOURIST. By Olen Steinhauer. Novel. A decade after a fellow FBI agent is arrested for terrorism— CIA-trained assassins—to bed, he is hiding out in Western Sahara when a young CIA analyst arrives to question him about a series of suspicious deaths. They are linked to him. Their conversation is soon interrupted by a new breed of tourists intent on killing them both. 375 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

★ 3877358 MAN. By Stephen Hunter. Novel. The Great Depression was marked by an epidemic of bank robberies and outlaws. To stop these gangsters the Bureau recruited talented gunman Charles Swagger. Eighty years later, a New York City police officer uncovers a strongbox belonging to Charles. Bob, determined to find out what happened to his grandfather, learns someone else
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4665799 TRANSCRIPTION. By Kate Atkinson. Novel. In 1940 England, Juliet is recruited into the world of espionage. After King's War Rooms monitoring the comings and goings of British Fascist sympathizers, ten years later, now a radio producer at the BBC, Juliet is unexpectedly confronted by figures from her time and a bill of reckoning is due. 339 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3852504 A STRANGER IN THE HOUSE. By Shari Lapena. Novel. Karen Krump remembers nothing about the night she ended up in a car accident in an undesirable neighborhood. Then Karen realizes something in her house has been moved. Someone’s been there. And now, everyone is a stranger. Everyone has a secret they didn’t think they’d even kill for. 305 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

3876675 SUNDAY SILENCE. By Nicci French. Novel. Freida Klein is many things, and now she’s a person of interest in a murder case. A body has been found beneath the floorboards of her house. As the days pass and the body counts rise, Freida finds herself caught in a fugitive of war between two killers who won't let her go and another who can’t let her live. 403 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

3956889 WIDOWMAKER. By Paul Doiron. Novel. When her son vanishes from a work camp near the Widowmaker Ski Resort, Amber Langstrom enlists the help of game warden Mike Bowditch. Agreeing to help, Mike travels to a hidden place in the wilderness where the military guards a top secret interrogation base and believes an anti-war group is ready to act. 376 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99 $4.95

3953787 PROTOCOL ZERO. By James Abel. Novel. When authorities in Alaska receive a beeper message signaling a child in danger, John Corey is assigned to track down a colonel in the Russian Foreign Intelligence Service posing as a diplomat with the Russian U.N. Mission. It’s not just a murder-suicide, the situation is nowhere near as cut-and-dried as it seems. 419 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.97 $3.95

5739041 RADIANT ANGEL. By Nelson DeMille. Novel. John Corey has left the Anti-Terrorist Task Force and now works for the Department of Defense. Reunited with his ex-Wife, he is assigned to track down a colonel in the Russian Foreign Intelligence Service posing as a diplomat with the Russian U.N. Mission. It’s not just a murder-suicide, the situation is nowhere near as cut-and-dried as it seems. 311 pages. Grand Central. Orig. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

398989X AN ANONYMOUS GIRL. By G. Hendricks & S. Finkel. Novel. When Jessica Farris signs up for a psychology study conducted by the mysterious Dr. Shiel, she thinks all she’ll have to do is answer a few questions, collect her money and leave. But as questions grow more and more intense and invasive, she finds that Dr. Shiel’s intentions are far from pleasant. 375 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

3873153 BRING ME BACK. By B.A. Paris. Novel. Finn and Layla are young, in love, and on vacation in a luxurious hotel when Finn uses the restroom, Layla disappears—never to be seen again. Ten years later, Finn is engaged to Layla’s sister Ellen. But Finn is determined to find his love and unlock the truth about the most famous maritime mystery in history. 446 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95


3604040 REVENGE. By James Patterson & A. Holmes. Novel. Former SAS soldier David “Dollas” Duff is chosen to lead a secret operations team in the special forces. Now settling down to a civilian life in London, he has plans for a safer and more stable existence. But the shocking death of his wife’s once helped protect puts those plans on hold. 336 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95

3745996 THE TITANIC SECRET. By C. Cussler & J. Du Brul. Novel. When Isaac Bell attempts to decipher the forbidden secrets of the Titanic, he’s certain that a secret key powerful enough to dictate the fate of the world, and Dirk Pitt has found Bell’s journal in an antiquated submersible. A century apart, NUMA Director Dirk Pitt and detective Isaac Bell team up to track a formidable new threat that could cost all humankind. 390 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95

3820750 A SMALL TOWN. By Thomas Perry. Novel. Twelve conspirators throw open all the gates of the prison that contain them, and twenty-six convicts escape, evade and pour into the nearby small town. As the newly freed prisoners destroy the town an immense search ensues for the twelve who got away. On her quest for vengeance, top cop Leah Hawkins tracks down the infamous twelve. 320 pages. Mysterious Press. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

3844463 THE MUSEUM OF DESIRE. By Jonathan Kelman. Novel. LAPD Lieutenant Milo Sturgis has solved a lot of murder cases. Now, everyone is a stranger. Everyone has a secret, one they might even kill for. 320 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.29 $9.95

3774945 TAILSPIN. By Sandra Brown. DARE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Rye Mallet, a federal agent who delivers cargo to far-flung locations, has a rock-solid reputation: he flies in the worst of weather, day or night, and gets the goods safely to their destination. But when Rye is asked to fly into a completely fogbound town and deliver a mysterious black box, more trouble than inclement weather awaits him. 601 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $29.00 $6.95

3910813 TOM CLANCY LINE OF SIGHT. By J. Clancy. DARE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Twenty-six years ago, Dr. Cathy Ryan restored the eyeshot of a young Bosnian girl who had been injured during an attack in the Bosnian War. The girl was killed by a sniper and Cathy had to fly down the young woman and deliver a letter from her mother. What he finds shocks him and leads him into a Balkan maelstrom where ethnic tensions still linger. 580 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $31.00 $6.95

3910821 THE FALSEFACE OF OFFICE. By T. Clancy & C. Cummins. CAMPAIGN, LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. President Jack Ryan’s toughest challenge emerges when two Russian missiles are hijacked. As sensational stories of the first hijacked missile hit the airwaves and the stolen missiles remain out of reach, Jack Clark and the rest of the Campaign Team must race to track the missiles before it’s too late. 656 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00 $6.95
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3816958 THE VERY BEST OF THE BEST: 35 Years of the Year’s Best Science Fiction. Ed. by Gardner Dozois. Selected from hundreds of stories and dozens of authors who have gone on to become some of the most esteemed writers of the form, the thirty-eight stories in this volume make the definitive sci-fi anthology. Authors include Greg Egan, R.S. Benedict, Nancy Kress, Ian McDonald, Alice Reynolds, A.J. spiners, etc. 686 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99 $6.95

3990055 YEAR ONE. By Nora Roberts. Novel. An epic of hope and horror, chaos and magic. The government and the electrical grid have failed and half of the population is dead. The world is divided into those who can control the brain’s behavior, are working for the Pentagon once again. Sent to a mysterious, remote Greek island, Alex, Chase, and Gabe discover that an alien artifact is linked to a group of hideously mutated children, the results of an unintended experiment in genetic mutation. Slipcased. 216 pages. Red. Jacket. Pub. at $39.95 $6.95

3836940 2312. By Kim Stanley Robinson. Novel. The year is 2312. Scientific and technological advances have opened the way for a new age of exploration. Not only humanity’s only home; no new habitable planets have been created throughout the solar system on moons, planets, and in binary star systems. The Tsiolkovsky Space Elevator is built. Earth is the perfect chance to restart his career. Hired to test out Nellie, the AI hardwired into the house, he needs only to fix a few glitches. But Nellie has something of her and the only way to escape is to give her what she wants. 415 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

3993983 HAZARDS OF TIME TRAVEL. By Joyce Carol Oates. Novel. A recklessly idealistic girl dares to test the perimeters of her tightly controlled future world, is punished by being sent back in time to a region of North America—Wainscott, Wisconsin—that existed eighty years before. Between the Wars. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3873844 HAZARDS OF TIME TRAVEL. By Joyce Carol Oates. Novel. A recklessly idealistic girl dares to test the perimeters of her tightly controlled future world, is punished by being sent back in time to a region of North America—Wainscott, Wisconsin—that existed eighty years before. Between the Wars. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

3958748 THE DARWIN STRAIN. By B. Schott & J.R. Finch. Novel. Cryptozoologist R.J. MacCready and Yanni Thorne, an indigenous Brazilian and expert in animal behavior, are working for the Pentagon once again. Sent to a remote Greek island, they uncover the hideous mutations spawned by the volcanic spring and miraculous healing properties that is guarded by sea monsters. 416 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $38.99 $5.95

3958748 THE DARWIN STRAIN. By B. Schott & J.R. Finch. Novel. Cryptozoologist R.J. MacCready and Yanni Thorne, an indigenous Brazilian and expert in animal behavior, are working for the Pentagon once again. Sent to a remote Greek island, they uncover the hideous mutations spawned by the volcanic spring and miraculous healing properties that is guarded by sea monsters. 416 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $38.99 $5.95

4066146 THE DARWIN STRAIN. By B. Schott & J.R. Finch. Novel. Cryptozoologist R.J. MacCready and Yanni Thorne, an indigenous Brazilian and expert in animal behavior, are working for the Pentagon once again. Sent to a remote Greek island, they uncover the hideous mutations spawned by the volcanic spring and miraculous healing properties that is guarded by sea monsters. 416 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $38.99 $5.95

4066146 THE DARWIN STRAIN. By B. Schott & J.R. Finch. Novel. Cryptozoologist R.J. MacCready and Yanni Thorne, an indigenous Brazilian and expert in animal behavior, are working for the Pentagon once again. Sent to a remote Greek island, they uncover the hideous mutations spawned by the volcanic spring and miraculous healing properties that is guarded by sea monsters. 416 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $38.99 $5.95

4066146 THE DARWIN STRAIN. By B. Schott & J.R. Finch. Novel. Cryptozoologist R.J. MacCready and Yanni Thorne, an indigenous Brazilian and expert in animal behavior, are working for the Pentagon once again. Sent to a remote Greek island, they uncover the hideous mutations spawned by the volcanic spring and miraculous healing properties that is guarded by sea monsters. 416 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $38.99 $5.95

4066146 THE DARWIN STRAIN. By B. Schott & J.R. Finch. Novel. Cryptozoologist R.J. MacCready and Yanni Thorne, an indigenous Brazilian and expert in animal behavior, are working for the Pentagon once again. Sent to a remote Greek island, they uncover the hideous mutations spawned by the volcanic spring and miraculous healing properties that is guarded by sea monsters. 416 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $38.99 $5.95

4066146 THE DARWIN STRAIN. By B. Schott & J.R. Finch. Novel. Cryptozoologist R.J. MacCready and Yanni Thorne, an indigenous Brazilian and expert in animal behavior, are working for the Pentagon once again. Sent to a remote Greek island, they uncover the hideous mutations spawned by the volcanic spring and miraculous healing properties that is guarded by sea monsters. 416 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $38.99 $5.95

4066146 THE DARWIN STRAIN. By B. Schott & J.R. Finch. Novel. Cryptozoologist R.J. MacCready and Yanni Thorne, an indigenous Brazilian and expert in animal behavior, are working for the Pentagon once again. Sent to a remote Greek island, they uncover the hideous mutations spawned by the volcanic spring and miraculous healing properties that is guarded by sea monsters. 416 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $38.99 $5.95
**Fantasy Fiction**


- **★387897X THE SILMARRILLION.** By J.R.R. Tolkien. Novel. Long preceding The Lord of the Rings, this treasured companion piece chronicles the First Age of Tolkien’s world, the ancient days of which the characters of that epic tale look back. In which some of them, such as Eärendil and Galadriel, took part. 442 pages. Del Rey. Paperback. Pbk. at $8.99 $6.95

- **★2957841 BILBO'S LAST SONG.** By J.R.R. Tolkien. Novel. Considered to be Tolkien’s epilogue to The Lord of the Rings, this short story follows Bilbo Baggins as he takes his final voyage to the Undying Lands, where he will say goodbye to Middle-earth. Paperback. Pbk. at $6.95 $5.95

- **★3699871 ASSASSIN’S QUEST.** By Robin Hobb. Novel. Book III of The Farseer Trilogy. King Shrewd is dead at the hands of his son Regal. The regent and bitterness of old, Fitz undertakes a quest: to kill Regal. The journey casts him into deep waters, as he discovers the wild currents of magic within him. 757 pages. Del Rey. Paperback. Pbk. at $8.99 $6.95

- **★3699250 ROYAL ASSASSIN.** By Robin Hobb. Novel. Book II of The Farseer Trilogy. Fitz has survived his first hazardous mission as king’s assassin, but is little more than a cripple. Battled and bitter, he vows to abandon his oath to King Shrewd and to remain in the distant mountains. But love and events draw him back to the court at Buckkeep. 675 pages. Del Rey. Paperback. Pbk. at $8.99 $6.95


- **3938942 HIGH STAKES.** Ed. by George R.R. Martin. Novel. Perfect for old fans and new readers alike, this story delves deeper into the world of the Fae and the battle between the haughty and noble makeup men and women of the Fort Freak police precinct in a pulpy, page-turning novel of superheroics and Lovecraftian horror. 555 pages. Tor. Pbk. at $27.99 $19.95

- **★3962105 DARK ILLUSION.** By Christine Feehan. Novel. At any other time Julija would find solace in the quiet of the Sierra Mountains, but now her only concern is in the realm of her life. Having broken free from her controlling family, Julija’s attempt to warn the Carpathians of the coming threat has failed and put a target on her back—and those who are huntsmen are close behind. 457 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pbk. at $7.99 $5.95

- **6955303 PRINCE LESTAT AND THE REALMS OF ATLANTIS.** By Anne Rice. Novel. In this ambitious, rich new vampire novel of viole and power, the triumphant vampire Lestat de Lioncourt, returns, caught up in an urgent quest to understand the origins of the Undead and the deeper meanings of existence for both mortals and vampires. Anchor. Paperback. Pbk. at $16.95 $12.95

- **4681559 THE MAGE-FIRE WAR.** By L.E. Modesitt Jr. Novel. Once again, prejudices against the use of chaos magic forceBelth and his companions to flee their refuge in Arra. But the Black Hat has offered them sanctuary and the opportunity to become the sacred corners of the run-down and disintegrating town of Haven. But they will risk it all to save their home. 429 pages. Del Rey. Pbk. at $29.99 $21.95

- **3890722 THE BLACK ELFSTONE.** By Terry Brooks. Novel. The final book of the Fall of Shannara series. As the Four Lands reel under the Skaar invasion, spearheaded by a warlike people determined to make their land their own, our heroes must decide what course to take to save Shannara. 429 pages. Del Rey. Pbk. at $29.99 $21.95

- **3884783 THE STEHL ASSASSIN.** By Terry Brooks. Novel. Things grow darker still for the Four Lands. The Skaar have arrived, determined to stop at nothing less than all-out conquest. They badly need a new leader. The greatest of them all is the name of Danger. 315 pages. Del Rey. Paperback. Pbk. at $8.99 $6.95

- **3794970 THE SISTERS OF THE WINTER WOOD.** By Rena Roonser. Novel. In a remote village surrounded by vast forests, the sisters Lisa and Laya live. But when dark forces close in on their village, Lisa and Laya discover a family secret passed down through the ages. The truth reveals a magical heritage they never knew existed, the sisters realize the old fairy tales are true and could save them all. 450 pages. Redhook. Pbk. at $27.00 $25.95

- **2042651 FIRE & BLOOD.** By George R.R. Martin. Novel. From the legendary Aegon the Conqueror, creator of the Iron Throne, and goes on to recount the generations of Targaryens who fought to hold that iconic seat, all the way up to the civil war that splintered their dynasty apart. The first volume of the two-part history of the Targaryens in Westeros. 706 pages. Bantam. Pbk. at $35.00 $26.95

- **★6872948 A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE.** By George R.R. Martin. A Song of Ice and Fire. Series includes A Clash of Kings, A Game of Thrones: A Storm of Swords, A Feast for Crows, and A Dance with Dragons. 5,186 pages in five volumes. Bantam. Paperback. Pbk. at $49.95 $37.95

- **★2738998 BEAUCHAMP HALL.** By Danielle Steel. Novel. On the day Winona Farmington is passed over for a long- overdue promotion, she is also betrayed by her boyfriend and her best friend. Heartbroken, she makes the first decisive move of her conventional life—which changes everything. 335 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pbk. at $8.99 $6.95

- **★3960054 CHILD’S PLAY.** By Danielle Steel. Novel. A spellbinding story of two families living a hundred years apart who come together in time, opening the door to major events in the early twentieth century—and to a rare friendship. When two families meet, friendship is born, history is relived, and a wonderful future is discovered. 350 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pbk. at $8.99 $6.95

- **★3900650 SILENT NIGHT.** By Danielle Steel. Novel. Emma is playing a central role in a hit TV show. Then everything is shattered by unforeseeable tragedy. Now Emma is living with her childless aunt, the shadowy Steel. Without speech, and memory, she’s lost and terrified. With her aunt’s help, Emma begins to start her young life over again and find her way. 268 pages. Delacorte. Pbk. at $13.99 $9.95

- **★3932563 THE GOOD FIGHT.** By Danielle Steel. Novel. Against the electrifying backdrop of the 1960s, Meredith McKenize is destined for a sheltered life in elite social circles. But inspired by her grandmother, a trail blazing Supreme Court Justice, she rebels to become a fearless social activist and civil rights warrior. But soon the violence of the era strikes too close to home. 383 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pbk. at $8.99 $6.95

- **★3898903 BEAUCHAMP HALL.** By Danielle Steel. Novel. Camille has had a perfect childhood, safe in her parents’ love. But with the death of her beloved mother, her devastated father falls prey to a seductive Parisian Countess. When her father dies, Camille is at the mercy of her stepmother and her two evil sons. The Countess’s mother becomes Camille’s only ally, and a childhood friend emerges as a prince worthy of any fairy tale. 378 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pbk. at $13.99 $9.95

- **★3898904 THE MURDERER.** By Danielle Steel. Novel. Camille has had a perfect childhood, safe in her parents’ love. But with the death of her beloved mother, her devastated father falls prey to a seductive Parisian Countess. When her father dies, Camille is at the mercy of her stepmother and her two evil sons. The Countess’s mother becomes Camille’s only ally, and a childhood friend emerges as a prince worthy of any fairy tale. 378 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pbk. at $13.99 $9.95
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for it–and he might be right. Somehow he's found the spot in her

HIT THE SPOT. By Linda Lael Miller. Novel. On the eve of the
deadliest battle of the war, Caroline Hammond, a widow, is raising her daughter on her Gatsby's farm. While keeping her loved ones safe, Caroline extends kindness to a wounded soldier fighting for a different cause. Both are wounded, but they find comfort in each other's company, and before they know it, they've fallen in love–for–and he might be right. Somehow she's found the spot in her heart that makes her open up like never before. But with all she knows about his past, can she really trust him? Adults only. 371 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $3.99

MY LAST DUKE. By Eloisa James. Novel. Lady Betsy's first season was triumphant by any measure, and a duke has proposed–but before marriage, she longs for a family of three young girls. Into the tree's trunk, she makes a last chance wish. Maybe that’s what fate has in mind. 291 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

CHRISTMAS KISSES WITH MY COWBOY. By Diana Palmer et al. Novels. This Christmas the best kind of trouble comes in threes: three stories of holiday romance, and three cowboys who are ready for love on their own terms. But only one will be able to win Miss Mistletoe Cowboy by Diana Palmer. Blame it on the Mistletoe by Mariana Adair, and Mistletoe Detour by Kate Pearce. 425 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

CHRISTMAS JOY. By Nancy Naigle. Novel. Joy Halbrook might be all work and no play, but when changes at her Aunt Ruby takes a bad fall before the holidays. Now it seems like last chance to fall in love. And Andrews isn’t her okay accountant. He also happens to be the handsomest man in Crystal Falls. When Joy joins forces with Ben to help the Christmas tour, she finds herself dreaming of a family–one that begins with Ben. 366 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

CHRISTMAS IN VERMONT. By Anita Hughes. Novel. When Emma’s best friend Brown signs her up to help a Vermont innkeeper, she believes Emma’s lost love Fletcher, who’s staying there, and Emma might be able to rekindle what was lost between them. But can Emma save Fletcher with his daughter and fiancee. It will take a miracle to save Emma’s heart now. But maybe that’s what fate has in mind. 291 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

CHRISTMAS KISSES WITH MY COWBOY. By Diana Palmer et al. Novel. Christmas the best kind of trouble comes in threes: three stories of holiday romance, and three cowboys who are ready for love on their own terms. But only one will be able to win Miss Mistletoe Cowboy by Diana Palmer. Blame it on the Mistletoe by Mariana Adair, and Mistletoe Detour by Kate Pearce. 425 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

CHRISTMAS IN VERMONT. By Anita Hughes. Novel. When Emma’s best friend Brown signs her up to help a Vermont innkeeper, she believes Emma’s lost love Fletcher, who’s staying there, and Emma might be able to rekindle what was lost between them. But can Emma save Fletcher with his daughter and fiancee. It will take a miracle to save Emma’s heart now. But maybe that’s what fate has in mind. 291 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

McKettrick introduces his daughter and fiancee. It will take a miracle to save Emma’s heart now. But maybe that’s what fate has in mind. 291 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

THE MARRIAGE PACT. By Linda Lael Miller. Novel. Divorced and eager to reconnect with his cowboy roots, Trip Galloway returns to Bliss County to save his ailing father’s ranch. He’s not looking for another wife, and certainly not his best friend’s little sister. Hadleigh. But driven to forget her, and this time if she ends up in his arms, he’s not letting her go. 360 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

THE YANKEE WIDOW. By Linda Lael Miller. Novel. On the eve of the battle of Gettysburg, Caroline deadlies battle of the war, Caroline

THE LUCKIEST COWBOY OF ALL. By Linda Lael Miller. Novel. Now that she’s over Paul’s arms. What had come over her? Was it the romantic man she’d ever met. Suddenly, practical Carlene Andrews isn’t your average accountant. He also happens to be the handsomest man in Crystal Falls. When Joy joins forces with Ben to help the Christmas tour, she finds herself dreaming of a family–one that begins with Ben. 366 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

THE HEART OF W ILL COUNTRY. By Sherryl Woods. Novel. In The Littlest Angel, Angela refuses to have anything to do with her unborn baby’s father, especially after his less than enthusiastic reaction to her news. But her ex-husband has changed his heart? In Natural Born Troublemaker, veterinarian Dani Adams devotes her time caring for sick animals, until Duke Jenkins and his twins move to town. 479 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

THE HEART OF W ILL COUNTRY. By Sherryl Woods. Novel. In The Littlest Angel, Angela refuses to have anything to do with her unborn baby’s father, especially after his less than enthusiastic reaction to her news. But her ex-husband has changed his heart? In Natural Born Troublemaker, veterinarian Dani Adams devotes her time caring for sick animals, until Duke Jenkins and his twins move to town. 479 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

NATURAL BORN TROUBLE. By Sherryl Woods. Novel. For Gabriella, the most irresistible distraction of all was the sexy blue-eyed renovator himself. Paul was the most romantic man she’d ever met. Suddenly, practical Carlene Andrews isn’t your average accountant. He also happens to be the handsomest man in Crystal Falls. When Joy joins forces with Ben to help the Christmas tour, she finds herself dreaming of a family–one that begins with Ben. 366 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

THE HEART OF W ILL COUNTRY. By Sherryl Woods. Novel. In The Littlest Angel, Angela refuses to have anything to do with her unborn baby’s father, especially after his less than enthusiastic reaction to her news. But her ex-husband has changed his heart? In Natural Born Troublemaker, veterinarian Dani Adams devotes her time caring for sick animals, until Duke Jenkins and his twins move to town. 479 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

THE HEART OF W ILL COUNTRY. By Sherryl Woods. Novel. In The Littlest Angel, Angela refuses to have anything to do with her unborn baby’s father, especially after his less than enthusiastic reaction to her news. But her ex-husband has changed his heart? In Natural Born Troublemaker, veterinarian Dani Adams devotes her time caring for sick animals, until Duke Jenkins and his twins move to town. 479 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

THE HEART OF W ILL COUNTRY. By Sherryl Woods. Novel. In The Littlest Angel, Angela refuses to have anything to do with her unborn baby’s father, especially after his less than enthusiastic reaction to her news. But her ex-husband has changed his heart? In Natural Born Troublemaker, veterinarian Dani Adams devotes her time caring for sick animals, until Duke Jenkins and his twins move to town. 479 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99
3946061 HIS PRETEND AMISH BRIDE. By Rachel J. Good. Novel. When a pushy English company tries to force handsome Gabriel Kauffman’s camel farm, he struggles to get out of a sticky negotiation. Luckily, well-spoken Priscilla appears at the perfect moment, and defends Gabe’s business so well, she is mistaken for his wife. It’s a ruse the two quietly continue, wishing all the while it could be true. 380 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

3953349 A COWBOY FOR KEEPS. By Laura Drake. Novel. Rafe’s new job that could rattle a cowboy like Reese St. James. But when his twin brother dies in a car accident, Reese is stunned to discover he has a six-month old niece. When he heads down to Umbertown to bring her home, he becomes intriguied by the independent woman, Lorelei West, who is her guardian. 336 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

466727X LOVE IS A ROGUE. By Lenora Bell. Novel. Navy man Stanton Wright is leaving England soon, and renovating Thornhill House is just a job. It’s not about the duke’s bookish sister or her fiery copper hair. Or the eunuch lessons the prim but alluring lady insists on giving him—or the forbidden things he’d love to teach her! 371 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

4665546 ONE FINE DUKE. By Lenora Bell. Novel. Raised in the cotswolds by her overprotective uncle, Miss Minna Penny’s dream of a triumphant London season is finally here. She determined her pre-match long ago: Rafe Bentley, the wickedest rake of them all. There’s one very large, very unyielding obstacle: Rafe’s brother Andrew, the reclusive Duke of Thornbridge. 392 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

397380X THE MAGIC IN THE WINDOW. By Sofia Grant. Novel. WWII has ended and American women are shedding their old clothes for the gorgeous new styles—so welcome after years of sensible styles and strict rationing. Sisters Jeanne and Peggy strive for a bright future—Jeanne by creating stunning dresses for her clients with the help of Peggy’s brilliant sketches. But the future is never without its surprises. 375 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $9.95

3913295 A DARY CHRISTMAS. By Amanda Grange et al. Novellas. Share in the magic of the season in these three warm and wonderful holiday stories. Christmas Present by Amanda Grange. A Darcy Christmas by Sharon Lathan and Mr. Darcy’s Christmas Carol by Carolyn Eberhart. 290 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95. $8.95

3918957 ROSANN’S GIFT. By Susan Lantz Simpson. Novella. Paul knows she should have acted sooner on his feelings for Rosanna, but now, as her dream of adopting the abandoned little Mollie meets unexpected hurdles, he sees a way to help. Rosanna would do anything to keep baby Mollie, perhaps even agree to marry— if she can only see longs to offer his love and family she desires. 326 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

6983448 THE GIFT. By Shelley Gray. Novel. Neil has been heartbroken ever since his parents lost their family farm, and now the Schwartz family, the new owners, are experiencing a series of accidents. Susanna can’t imagine Neil would do anything to harm their family but she needs to uncover the truth fast before someone gets hurt—or worse. 247 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $8.95

3944182 GRACE. By Shelley Shepard Gray. Novel. It’s Christmastime at the Brenneman Bed and Breakfast, and everyone is excited about closing down for the holidays. But when two uninvited guests show up to stow the shelter, the family’s commitment to hospitality is tested. 289 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95

4665775 THE TROUBLE WITH VAMPIRES. By Lynsay Sands. Novel. For close to three thousand years Santo Noto has finally met his soul mate Petroennaii Stone while hunting down a suspected rogue immortal. Santo knows that she will be the greatest adventure of his eternal life. But when the woman he can’t hurt, can’t lose, and can’t let go Will claiming his passionate future be impossible? Must Santo leave his past behind? 297 pages. Avon. Pub. at $26.99. $6.95

3988686 THE HIGHLANDER’S PROMISE. By Lynsay Sands. Novel. Bodach has retired to his clan’s hunting lodge for a few days of relaxation. But the raven-haired beauty he pulls from the ocean puts an end to any chance of rest. Though he cherishes Jeta, he knows no woman can ever be easy for Aulay to keep her honor intact—when she mistakenly believes they are man and wife. 278 pages. Avon. Pub. at $26.99. $6.95

3942252 LOVE IS BLIND. By Lynsay Sands. Novel. Adrian Montfort, Earl of Mowbray, had been warned that Lady Clarissa Crambey was dangerous. The stunning beauty is clearly a force to be reckoned with. Still, he’s in no position to give in when she can have anyone she wants. Sure it won’t be easy for Aulay to keep her honor intact—when she mistakenly believes they are man and wife. 278 pages. Avon. Pub. at $26.99. $6.95

3977771 HOW TO BE A SCOTTISH MISTRESS. By Adrienne Basso. Novel. When newly widowed Lady Fiona Libourne flees to Scotland in need of protection, Lord Gavin McLendon is powerless to restrain the British beauty. Especially since he’s in need of a wife and is sure he can handle one very fast. 376 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

3992738 SUMMER ON HONEYSUCKLE RIDGE. By Debbie Mason. Novel. In just a few months, Abby has gone from being a top L.A. media influencer to an unemployed divorcée and she’s not sure how to adjust to her new life. Especially since she finds herself falling for the mysterious vixen, he soon discovers he’s greatly underestimated the lady. 376 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

3953734 ALL SUMMER LONG. By Dorothea Benton Frank. Novel. With sadness, interior designer Olivia gives up Manhattan life to move with her husband to South Carolina. But in a place that is anything but familiar, she finds that she finds is a serious fixer upper and a reclusive—albeit sexy—man living on the property: ex-Delta Force soldier Hunter Mackenzie. 384 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $5.95

3959344 McMURDO’S SECRET. By Cara Lockwood. Novel. At the death of her father and wicked stepmother, Isabella Kincaid, Magnus returns to Burnbryde Castle to strike against the man that robbed him of his inheritance. 390 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

3952738 SUMMER ON HONEYSUCKLE RIDGE. By Debbie Mason. Novel. In just a few months, Abby has gone from being a top L.A. media influencer to an unemployed divorcée and she’s not sure how to adjust to her new life. Especially since she finds herself falling for the mysterious vixen, he soon discovers he’s greatly underestimated the lady. 376 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

3959344 McMURDO’S SECRET. By Cara Lockwood. Novel. At the death of her father and wicked stepmother, Isabella Kincaid, Magnus returns to Burnbryde Castle to strike against the man that robbed him of his inheritance. 390 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

4662792 TALL, DUKE, AND DANGEROUS. By Megan Frampton. Novel. After the death of her father and wicked stepmother, Ana Marie is given a virtual indent to lady in training, and while society life has its benefits, its restrictive rules stifle her spirit. And when she independent actions put her in danger, her half brother insisting his friend Nash, teach her some self-defense. 376 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

397993X MAC ON A HOT TIN ROOF. By Melinda Metz. Novel. As a tabby cat with criminal tendencies, Mac-Gyver is always a whisker away from trouble. But when he stumbles upon a litter of four motherless kittens, he really has his paws full. But it won’t be easy finding each a human home. Not when Mac-Gyver’s newurray is a series of thefts that occur at Storybook Court, and his loving owners have put him under house arrest. As if that could stop him! 290 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $7.95


3949336 THE WARRIOR OF CLAN KINCRAID. By Lily Blackwood. Novel. Deryn MacKenzie has never been sent from her castle home to avoid the capture of the nobleman known as the Wolf, who has vowed revenge against the Clan Kincaid. When a sudden attack leaves her vulnerable, Deryn ends up in the hands of an enemy warrior, whose gentle words and touch seduce her.

To see more titles, visit erhbc.com/316.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author / Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LADIES’ NIGHT.</td>
<td>Mary Kay Andrews.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>$5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A ROYAL KISS &amp; TELL.</td>
<td>Julia London.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHRISTMAS AT THE ISLAND HOTEL.</td>
<td>Jenny Colgan.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOGETHER FOR CHRISTMAS.</td>
<td>Debbie Macomber et al.</td>
<td>Novellas</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A HAND TO HOLD.</td>
<td>Elin Hilderbrand.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROMANCING NADINE.</td>
<td>Amy Lillard.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE AMISH CHRISTMAS GIFT.</td>
<td>Laura V. Hilton.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A DREAM OF MIRACLES.</td>
<td>Ruth Reid.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN AMISH SECOND CHRISTMAS.</td>
<td>Shelley Shepard Gray et al.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL HE’LL EVER NEED.</td>
<td>Lorel Lozan.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMISH HAWAIIAN ADVENTURES.</td>
<td>Beverley B. &amp; J. Brunetelle.</td>
<td>Novellas</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE AMISH BACHELOR’S BABY/ THEIR CONVENIENT AMISH MARRIAGE.</td>
<td>J.A. Brown &amp; C. Willford.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THIS PROMISE.</td>
<td>Shelley Shepard Gray.</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>$5.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILHOUETTE.</td>
<td>By Debbie Macomber;</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39910451</td>
<td>Welcome to Icicle Islands.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28989145</td>
<td>A ROYAL KISS &amp; TELL.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3989483</td>
<td>THE BAKESHOP AT PUMPKIN AND SPICE.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3992780</td>
<td>AN AMISH SECOND CHRISTMAS.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3735370</td>
<td>ALL HE’LL EVER NEED.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>393292X</td>
<td>A DREAM OF MIRACLES.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3992780</td>
<td>AN AMISH SECOND CHRISTMAS.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3989483</td>
<td>THE BAKESHOP AT PUMPKIN AND SPICE.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39910451</td>
<td>Welcome to Icicle Islands.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28989145</td>
<td>A ROYAL KISS &amp; TELL.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3989483</td>
<td>THE BAKESHOP AT PUMPKIN AND SPICE.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3992780</td>
<td>AN AMISH SECOND CHRISTMAS.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3735370</td>
<td>ALL HE’LL EVER NEED.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>393292X</td>
<td>A DREAM OF MIRACLES.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3992780</td>
<td>AN AMISH SECOND CHRISTMAS.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3989483</td>
<td>THE BAKESHOP AT PUMPKIN AND SPICE.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39910451</td>
<td>Welcome to Icicle Islands.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28989145</td>
<td>A ROYAL KISS &amp; TELL.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3989483</td>
<td>THE BAKESHOP AT PUMPKIN AND SPICE.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3992780</td>
<td>AN AMISH SECOND CHRISTMAS.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3735370</td>
<td>ALL HE’LL EVER NEED.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>393292X</td>
<td>A DREAM OF MIRACLES.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3992780</td>
<td>AN AMISH SECOND CHRISTMAS.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3989483</td>
<td>THE BAKESHOP AT PUMPKIN AND SPICE.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39910451</td>
<td>Welcome to Icicle Islands.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28989145</td>
<td>A ROYAL KISS &amp; TELL.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3989483</td>
<td>THE BAKESHOP AT PUMPKIN AND SPICE.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3992780</td>
<td>AN AMISH SECOND CHRISTMAS.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3735370</td>
<td>ALL HE’LL EVER NEED.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>393292X</td>
<td>A DREAM OF MIRACLES.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3992780</td>
<td>AN AMISH SECOND CHRISTMAS.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3989483</td>
<td>THE BAKESHOP AT PUMPKIN AND SPICE.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39910451</td>
<td>Welcome to Icicle Islands.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28989145</td>
<td>A ROYAL KISS &amp; TELL.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3989483</td>
<td>THE BAKESHOP AT PUMPKIN AND SPICE.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3992780</td>
<td>AN AMISH SECOND CHRISTMAS.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3735370</td>
<td>ALL HE’LL EVER NEED.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>393292X</td>
<td>A DREAM OF MIRACLES.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3992780</td>
<td>AN AMISH SECOND CHRISTMAS.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3989483</td>
<td>THE BAKESHOP AT PUMPKIN AND SPICE.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39910451</td>
<td>Welcome to Icicle Islands.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28989145</td>
<td>A ROYAL KISS &amp; TELL.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3989483</td>
<td>THE BAKESHOP AT PUMPKIN AND SPICE.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3992780</td>
<td>AN AMISH SECOND CHRISTMAS.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3735370</td>
<td>ALL HE’LL EVER NEED.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>393292X</td>
<td>A DREAM OF MIRACLES.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3992780</td>
<td>AN AMISH SECOND CHRISTMAS.</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Short Stories

4650654 THE CLASSIC SCIENCE FICTION COLLECTION. By Jack London et al. For more than 100 years, science fiction writers have told tales of alien encounters, fascinating technologies and warned of the dangers ofopianist governs. This collection is a tribute to the projects of the modern science fiction genre and includes stories from H.G. Wells, Jules Verne, George Griffin and many others. 927 pages. Arborus. $9.95

3933628 THE COMPLETE Sookie STACKHOUSE STORIES. By Charlaine Harris. The complete Sookie Stackhouse series, including her much anticipated return to Bon Temps with ten tales that will make you wish Sookie never left. 368 pages. Ace. Pub. at $24.00 $6.95

5983304 THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF THE NEW CHRONICLES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES: 12 Original Short Stories. By Denis O’Smith. A collection of twelve new Sherlockian stories which include “The Adventure of the XYZ Club,” “The Secret of Shoeless Hall,” and “The Adventure of the Brown Box.” For readers who can never get enough of Holmes, this hefty anthology builds on the old Conan Doyle to develop familiar characters in ways the originals could never imagine. 424 pages. Pocket. $7.95

3885577 IF IT BLEEDS. By Stephen King. Gives readers four brilliant new stories sure to prove as iconic as their predecessors, including It Is Bleds, Mr. Harrigan’s Phone, The Life of Chuck, and Rat. This collection of stories show King’s range and also provide what certain themes endure. 436 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

3817636 FLIGHT OR FRIGHT. Ed. by S. King & B. Vincent. Fasten your seatbelts for an anthology of fourteen turbulent tales. This new exciting anthology, perfect for airport or airplane reading, includes a widely introduction and story notes for each story by Stephen King, along with brand new stories from Joe Hill and Stephen King. 332 pages. Cemetery Dance. Pub. at $27.95 $5.95

3977617 BODIES IN THE LIBRARY SHORT STORIES. By Wilkie Collins et al. Set in deluxe mansions, locked rooms, haunted castles and eerily silent libraries, the 25 stories in this collection will ask you to revel in the very best cozy crime mysteries. Enjoy fantastic classic writing, as well as a mix of puzzling and gripping story of this genre. 478 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

3982971 THE HOMESTEAD BRIDES COLLECTION. By Mary Connealy et al. In these nine stories, individuals are forced to encounter romance when neighbors help neighbor, when land ownership is debated, and when natural disaster blows them off course. Titles include Homesteading on the Range; Priceless Pearl; Proving Up; Prairie Promises; This Land Is Our Land; Flaming Star; A Palace on the Plains; Waiting on a Promise; and The Bogus Bride of Creed Creek. 462 pages. Barbour. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

2220093 BLACK MOON, VOLUME FIVE: The Complete Tales of Jules de Grandin. By Seabury Quinn. The Devil’s Rose, Volume Five, the first volume of the 12 book series, was featured in well over half of Weird Tales’s original publication run. His most famous character, the supernatural French detective Dr. Jules de Grandin, investigated cases involving monsters, devil worshippers, serial killers, and spirits from beyond the grave. This volume collects all ninety-three of the Dr. Jules de Grandin short stories. 467 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

4650743 THE WATSONS, LADY SUSAN AND SANDITON. By Jane Austen. Fans of Jane Austen will love these three lesser-known stories that display her genius for witty observations and sharp characterization, and deal with familiar themes of love, folly, and social ambition among the English middle classes. 256 pages. Arborus. Paperbound. $4.95

6946984 GRIMM’S COMPLETE FAIRY TALES. By The Brothers Grimm. This handsome bound silver foil-stamped volume is a new collection of 34 contemporary and classic short stories and novellas, ranging from the Grimm brothers’ earliest work to the dark imagination of collapsing worlds. Authors include Camille Flammarion, Jack London and Clark Ashton Smith. 480 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

2889072 SNOWDRIFT AND OTHER STORIES. By Georges Heyer. This is a new collection of fourteen short stories brimming with romance, intrigue, villainy, gallant heroes, compelling heroines, and the dazzling world of the Regency period. Includes the wonderful stories from Pride and Prejudice and Two, along with three recently unearthed stories. 290 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

4650305 WILD WEST. By Etterne Kelton. Takes you from the earliest days of the Wild West well into the 20th Century. You will meet a young veteran who overcomes his PTSD to fight a town fire, a former sheriff who continues to chase bandits, and a frontier housewife who protects her home from armed, stampeding cattle. 440 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

3852884 THE TOYNBEE CONNECTOR. By Ray Bradbury. The 23 classic tales in this special collection of Bradbury’s stories begin in the year 2017 and take the reader on a journey across the landscapes of our lives, in common thoughts and memories, and then take off into the farthest reaches of the imagination. 259 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95


2956530 THE DARK ANGEL. By Seabury Quinn. Quinn’s short stories were featured in well over half of Weird Tales’s original publication run, and his most famous character, the supernatural French detective, Dr. Jules de Grandin, investigated cases involving monsters, devil worshippers, serial killers, and spirits. Volume three collected 11 of these wonderful tales from 1931-1933. Special edition. 420 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00 $4.95

2855649 A RIVAL FROM THE GRAVE. By Seabury Quinn. Quinn’s short stories were featured in well over half of Weird Tales’s original publication run, and his most famous character, the supernatural French detective, Dr. Jules de Grandin, investigated cases involving monsters, devil worshippers, serial killers, and spirits. Volume four collected 18 of these wonderful tales from 1933-1938. Special edition. 420 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $34.99 $9.95

3937097 AMISH SWEETHEARTS. By Amy Clipston. Love is in the air in these four sweet romances. In A Home for Lillian will Matthew open up and let Lillian in on his own heartbreak? In Love and Buggy Rides a frightening accident brings two together. In Where the Heart Is can Mariella help Tobias reconcile with his father? And in Love Birds will Ellis lose any hope of a future with Lloyd? 399 pages. WaterBrook. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

3902595 20TH CENTURY GHOSTS. By Joe Hill. Collects fifteen stories from the two-time Eisner winner. Imagery is young, beautiful, and dead, waiting in the Rosebud Theater one afternoon in 1945. Francis was human once, but now he’s an eight foot tall locust, and everyone in Caliphornia will tremble when they hear him sing, plus more. 316 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

3981256 FULL THROTTLE: Stories. By Joe Hill. Replete with shocking chills, including two previously unpublished stories written with fellow Eisner winners Mura and Late Returns, and another appearing in print for the first time Dark Carousel, these thirteen stories mine our tormented secrets and bottomless curiosity. 396 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

3952339 MORE SCARY STORIES TO TELL IN THE DARK. By Alvin Schwartz. A classic collection of 28 terrifying tales and legends, in which Schwartz offers up some of the most chilling stories of dark revenge and supernatural events of all time. Illus. 100 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

3869967 MURDER AT THE MANOR. Ed. by Martin Edwards. Many distinguished writers are represented in this collection of sixteen British country house mysteries including The Murder at the Manor by Nicholas Blake and G.K. Chesterton, along with lesser known authors such as Ethel Lina White and J.J. Bell. 377 pages. Poison Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/316
397802 WILL EISSERT - Champion of the Graphic Novel. By Paul Levitz. The former president and publisher of DC Comics celebrates Eisner by tracing his evolution as an artist, showcasing rare and unpublished material from the family archives alongside his most famous work, and analyzing his impact on the expansive field of graphic novels. 224 pages. Abrams. 11½x14¼. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95
3980473 HARLEY’S LITTLE BLACK BOOK. By Jodie Moniz. The psychopathic psychotherapist with a heart of gold, a mind for mayhem and a body for trouble. Now she’s uniting with the greatest heroes in the DC Universe in her very own team-up title. Collects issues #1-6. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99 $11.95
3063763 CONCRETE REVOLUTION: The Complete Saga. By Bones & S. Aikawa. In a strange, alternate version of Tokyo, superhumans walk the streets; aliens, mutants, paranormals, and other impossible creatures, Jiro Hiroshige, a barmy bureaucrat at Tokyo’s Bureau, has dedicated his life to upholding peace and order for all of the city’s denizens—but Tokyo’s got its fair share of villains too. In B&W. Fantagraphics. 9x11½. Pub. at $59.99 $14.95
3980341 BATMAN: Preludes to the Wedding. By T. Seeley & T. King. Batman and Catwoman are about to tie the knot, uniting denizens—but Tokyo’s got its fair share of villains too. In B&W. Fantagraphics. 9x11½. Pub. at $59.99 $14.95
3984819 FUTURE QUEST, VOLUME 2. By Jeff Parker. The acclaimed series teaming up the iconic heroes of Hanna-Barbera-Space Ghost, Jonny Quest, Herculoids and mighty Machine Man takes on the Impossibles and more-shifts into an even higher gear as Frankenstein Jr., the Herculoids and Mighty Might join the battle to save the Earth. Collects five Preludes to the Wedding one-shots. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95
3984800 FUTURE QUEST, VOLUME 1. By Jeff Parker. The re-imagined heroes of Hanna-Barbera-Space Ghost, Jonny Quest, Birdman, the Herculoids and more-unite for the first battle against the Impossibles! On a small screen simply can’t contain the cataclysm. Collects issues #1-6. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95
3973220 FANTASTIC FOUR: The World’s Greatest Comic Magazine. By Erik Larsen et al. Featuring Dr. Doom, the Avengers, the X-Men, Thor, the Hulk, Daredevil, Black Panther, the Inhumans, the Sub-Mariner, The Silver Surfer, M.O.D.O.K., Ant-Man, and many, many more, The Fantastic Four: The World’s Greatest Comic Magazine #1-12 is the definitive guide to the characters of the DC Universe. Packed with fascinating facts and dynamic comics, this unique and never before seen offering is a can’t-miss addition to any comic book fan’s collection. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $9.95
3973311 HUNT FOR WOLVERINE: Dead Ends #1. By Charles Soule et al. Logan’s final resting place is empty. Secrets are revealed and old wounds are reopened as the hunt for answers begins. Collects Hunt for Wolverine #1, Hunt for Wolverine: Weapon Lost #1-4, and Hunt for Wolverine: Adhamont Agenda #1-4. Hunt for Wolverine: Claws of a Killer #1-4; Hunt for Wolverine: Mystery in Madripoor #1-4 and. DC Comics. Pub. at $3.99 $1.95
3932414 BATMAN MEETS THE GREEN HORNET. By K. Smith & R. Garman. They first matched fists in a now-legendary installment of the classic Batman TV series. Now, the greatest costumed criminals of the Swinging Sixties leap off the screen and into the pages of their very own graphic novel. Collects Batman: The Green Hornet #1-6 and Batman & 66 Meets the Green Hornet digital chapters #1-12. DC Comics. Pub. at $22.99 $7.95
3747729 PRINCE VALIANT, VOL. 4: 1943-1948. By Vyr Fostor. One of the most magnificent adventure comics ever, this deluxe slipcased set includes volumes four through six of the series, collecting the strip’s five 1943 through 1946 stories in three volumes. Fantagraphics. 10½x14¼. Pub. at $99.99 $74.95
3692310 PRINCE VALIANT, 1973-1974, VOL. 19. By H. Foster & J.C. Murphy. Prince Valiant is sent to defend the borders against invading barbarians, but it is young Arno who takes center stage as he travels to his homeland and loses his heart to Lydia, daughter of Haakon the Sea-Rover. In Thule, Prince Valiant defends the King of the Inner lands from a war party led by a giant. Fantagraphics. 10½x14¼. Pub. at $34.95 $14.95
3915174 OUTLIER, VOLUME 6: The Steve Ditko Archives. Ed. by Blake Bell. Collects more than 200 meticulously restored, full color comics pages of sci-fi and horror stories from one of the architects of the Marvel Universe. Ditko rocketed into the vast outer reaches of the universe to craft tales that tapped into the fears and aspirations of middle America coming to terms with the Cold War and the beginning of the space race with Soviet Russia. 215 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $39.99 $9.95
398410X MYCROFT HOLMES AND THE APOCALYPSE HANDBOOK. By K. Abdullabar & H. O’Neill. A madman has stolen a handbook full of plans for civilization-destroying weapons—and desires to sell them to the highest bidder. Can the smartest man in England track down and defeat the one foe that may prove more than his match? DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95
3905083 THE PLASTIC MAN ARCHIVES, VOLUME 8. By Jack Cole. One of DC’s most unique creations returns in this Golden Age collection of madcap adventures. Collects Plastic Man from issues #78-77, 196 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99 $11.95
3905071 THE PLASTIC MAN ARCHIVES, VOLUME 7. By Jack Cole. One of DC’s most unique creations returns in this Golden Age collection of madcap adventures. Collects Plastic Man #5-6 and stories from Police Comics #72-77, 198 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99 $11.95
4656016 THE DC UNIVERSE BY MIKE MIGNOLA. By Paul Kupperberg et al. See the DC Universe through the eyes of a true comic book legend! Collects The Phantom Stranger #1-4; The World of Krypton #1-4; Action Comics #600; Superman #19, #23; Action Comics Annual #9; The Golden Age: Legends of the Dark Knight #54; Batman: Gotham Knights #36; and Batman: White Knight. Files and Origins. 346 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $39.99 $14.95
3936459 THE COMPLETE MEAT STUFF. By Chip Kidd. Here is the beloved Marvel Universe of characters brought, characters brought to thrilling life in bat for this stunning volume. They’re all here: Spider-Man, Captain America, Iron Man, the Avengers, the Guardians of the Galaxy, the X-Men, Black Panther, and many more. This collection is the inspiring story of a boy who only ever Pantheon. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $50.00 $14.95
4656091 HARLEY QUINN: A Rogue’s Gallery–The Deluxe Cover Art Collection. Ed. by Pat McCallum. Celebrate the anniversary of one of the most popular superheroes with this volume dedicated to nothing but Harley! From her first print appearance to her long-running series to Rebirth and more, this deluxe edition collects 52 years of iconic comic book covers, all in one volume. Fantagraphics. 10¼x14¼. Pub. at $34.99 $14.95
5848474 THE DC COMICS ENCYCLOPEDIA: The Definitive Guide to the Characters of the DC Universe. By Paul Kupperberg et al. This definitive guide to the characters of the DC Universe. Packed with fascinating facts and dynamic comics, this unique encyclopedia may prove to be a household mainstay. Over 1,000 DC Comics characters. From icons like Batman, Wonder Woman, the Joker, and Catwoman to latter-day superheroes like Harley Quinn, this comprehensive reference brings DC Comics to vivid life. Fully in color. 368 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10½x13¼. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95
3778207 PRINCE VALIANT, VOL. 20, 1975-1976. By H. Foster & J.C. Murphy. Prince Valiant recounts an adventure from the days when he was a squiere to Sir Gawain, then proceeds to the Baltic trading center of Theissafinga, where he gets caught up in an invasion of pirates. Fantagraphics. 10½x14¼. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95
3905179 SUPERMAN ARCHIVES, VOLUME 2. By J. Siegel & J. Shuster. When these comic books hit the stands more than sixty years ago, the fantastic story of Steel brought much pleasure to a nation of children and adults alike. Perfect for the collector, this volume includes the replicas of the covers and interiors of the original editions. Collects Superman #5-8. 272 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95
3971611 SHOMIN SAMPLE, VOLUME 5. By takamura Nanatsuki. “Astrology?” The members of the Club Commob are fascinated by cell phone astrology, and their emotions are shaped based on what their fortune says about their romantic compatibility with Kimiito! Let the seduction begin! In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.96
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390542 SUPERMAN: The Action Comics Archives, Volume 3. By Jerry Siegel. Straight from the creators of Superman, comes the might Man of Steel, battling crime including the schemes of his greatest enemy’s early incarnation, Luthor. Collects Action Comics #75-82. 232 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.95

382379 LOVE IN HELL, VOLUME 2: Death Life. By Reiji Kurata. Unsettled, and to make matters worse, he woke up to find himself in Hell. Accompanied by the young demon girl Sanagi, Sousuke endures torture and begins the slow, painful process of atonement, confronting the sins of his life. Adults only. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $13.92

389075 HARLEY QUINN: A Celebration of 25 Years. By Paul Dini et al. The greatest comic book moments of the Joker’s main mait, Harley Quinn. Collects Batman Adventures Annual #1; Batman Adventures Holiday Special #1; Batgirl Adventures #1; Batman Adventures #3; Batman Adventures #10; Batman, Harley Quinn #1; Harley and Ivy: Love on the Lam; Batman #613; Joker’s Asylum II; Harley Quinn #1; Suicide Squad (vol. 3) #6-7; and more. DC Comics. Pub. at $39.95


389067 BATMAN & SUPERMAN IN THE CRYPTO-GALACTIC POSTER BOOK. By Edmond Hamilton et al. The Man of Steel works side by side with the Dark Knight in these classic comic book tales, featuring heroes and villains like Robin, Batman, Lex Luthor, and more. Collects the first meeting in Superman #76, as well as their team-up adventures in World’s Finest #71-94. 32 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99


389064 BATMAN AT WAR! Ed. by Michael Uslan. Vassallo. Collects fifty hard-hitting war stories from Atlas Comics by artists such as Russ Heath, John Severin, Jack Kirby and more—the comics that saw more war titled than anyone in the industry between the years 1951 and 1960—and that later became Marvel Comics. 260 pages. Dead Reckoning. 8x11¾. Pub. at $65.00

272 pages. Fantagraphics. 9½x13¼. Pub. at $49.99


gangster who danced him self to death, and lots more.

of exuberantly ribald underground comics devoted to making a lore, with stories of swamp monsters and the one that got away.


His world is also inhabited by invisible leprechauns, strange young boy who has a fairy godfather whom his parents can’t see.

Humor & Cartoons

THE COMPLETE FEAT Description

39802X TJUANA BIBLES: Art and Wit in America’s Faddish Bibles, 1930s-1950s. By Bob Adelman. A series of exuberantly ribald underground comics devoted to making a mockery of every sacred cow in the pastime, from political leaders to cartoon heroes to storybook legends and even folk rhymes, in the pursuit of an unruly sleep. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. S&N. 12x9½. Pub. at $24.00 $14.95

3983269 EMBARRASSING WAYS TO DIE: The Ultimate Collection of 1001 Daft and Undignified Ways You Can Exit the Stage Ungraciously. By David Southwell. A side-splitting compendium of stupidity. You’ll meet a rogue’s gallery of dead-ends, cowards, fools, scoundrels, fools, and some of the most wretched humans ever to have walked the earth. Fully illus. in color. 319 pages. Fantagraphics. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95


3987467 THE COMPLETE PEANUTS 1953-1954. By Charles M. Schulz. This full year of classic strips represents a noteworthy period in Peanuts’ history; when Charlie Brown and the rest of the gang began to take on their best-known character traits—from Linus’s philosophical musings to Lucy’s fussiness and Snoopy’s screwball antics. Fully illus. in color. 314 pages. Fantagraphics. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95


3987467 THE COMPLETE PEANUTS 1953-1954. By Charles M. Schulz. This full year of classic strips represents a noteworthy period in Peanuts’ history; when Charlie Brown and the rest of the gang began to take on their best-known character traits—from Linus’s philosophical musings to Lucy’s fussiness and Snoopy’s screwball antics. Fully illus. in color. 314 pages. Fantagraphics. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95

3987167 FIFTY SHADES OF DUMB: True Stories of Strange and Screwy Sex. By Leland Gregory. Acknowledging America’s renewed fascination with sex, this hilarious collection isn’t a parody—it’s a real-life look at the really weird things people do to get their jollies. Taken from national newspapers, magazines, radio, and television, these stories are all true and all naughty. Adults only. Color photos. 215 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

187456X THE DUMB BOOK: Silly Stories, Stupid People, and Megas Stupendous Mistakes That Crank Us Up. By the eds. of Reader’s Digest. Celebrate the “Golden Age of Dumb” with this compendium of stupidities. You’ll meet a rogues’ gallery of dead-ends, cowards, fools, scoundrels, fools, and some of the most wretched humans ever to have walked the earth. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Fantagraphics. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $14.95

Harold and the Purple Crayon is a children’s book author and creator of the beloved character Harold, a six-year-old boy who uses a purple crayon to bring his imaginations to life on the page. The book was first published in 1955 and has since become a classic, beloved by generations of children and adults alike. It is considered an important work in children’s literature and is still widely read today.

The book tells the story of a young boy named Harold who uses his purple crayon to create adventures and experiences. Each page of the book features a vividly colored image of Harold’s creation, accompanied by sparse text that describes the story. The book is known for its simplicity and its ability to spark imagination and creativity in young readers.

In 1971, Garth Williams, the illustrator of Harold and the Purple Crayon, adapted the story into a stage musical. The musical was a hit and has been performed in many countries around the world. It has been produced on Broadway, in London’s West End, and in many other cities, including Tokyo, Seoul, and Madrid.

Garth Williams was a celebrated illustrator and designer, known for his work on children’s books and his contributions to the fashion industry. He was born in 1912 and passed away in 1998. Throughout his career, Williams produced numerous illustrations for children’s books, including works by Ruth Krauss and Margaret Wise Brown.

His work has been praised for its whimsical and imaginative quality, with a focus on nature and the natural world. Williams’s illustrations have been featured in many books and have been widely reproduced in postcards, posters, and other forms of media. His collaborations with other artists and designers have also been celebrated, with his work appearing in exhibitions and publications around the world.

Overall, Garth Williams’s legacy is one of creativity and innovation, with his work continuing to inspire and delight readers of all ages. The impact of his work on children’s literature is undeniable, and his contributions to the field are likely to be remembered for many years to come.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author/Editor</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Cover Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3940349 CHILDREN’S DICTIONARY</strong></td>
<td>Ed. by Martin D. Manzer</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>81/4&quot; x 11/2&quot;</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>399179 THE CLASSIC TALES OF BRIEN RABBIT</strong></td>
<td>By From Stories Collection</td>
<td>Running Press</td>
<td>8/4&quot; x 10/4&quot;</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3943593 A BEAR SAT ON MY PORCH TODAY</strong></td>
<td>By Jan Yolen, illus. by R. Alexander</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>8/4&quot; x 11/2&quot;</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3964507 A CHARLIE BROWN CHRISTMAS</strong></td>
<td>By Charles M. Schulz</td>
<td>Egmont Books Ltd.</td>
<td>8/4&quot; x 11/2&quot;</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3963056 LAURA’S ALBUM: A Remembrance Scrapbook of Laura Ingalls Wilder</strong></td>
<td>Compiled by William Anderson</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>8/4&quot; x 11/2&quot;</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4662180 THE BERENSTAIN BEARS HUGS AND KISSES STICKER &amp; ACTIVITY BOOK</strong></td>
<td>By Jan &amp; Mike Berenstain</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>8/4&quot; x 11/2&quot;</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4659929 PEANUTS HOLIDAY COOKBOOK</strong></td>
<td>Ed. by Lisa Altman</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>8/4&quot; x 11/2&quot;</td>
<td>$6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4649605 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ALMANAC 2021</strong></td>
<td>Photos by Marc Stone</td>
<td>National Geographic</td>
<td>12/4&quot; x 9/4&quot;</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3963230 THE HOUSE AT POOR CORNER</strong></td>
<td>By A. M. Milne, illus. by E. H. Shepard</td>
<td>Egmont Books Ltd.</td>
<td>8&quot; x 11/2&quot;</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3963479 MY FIRST BOOK OF BEDTIME STORIES</strong></td>
<td>Compiled by T. J. Thomas</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>8/4&quot; x 11/2&quot;</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3964744 MERRY CHRISTMAS, BABY SHARK</strong></td>
<td>By William H. Kaiser</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>8/4&quot; x 11/2&quot;</td>
<td>$6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3965890 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SPACE: Explore the Solar System and Beyond</strong></td>
<td>By Steve Parker</td>
<td>Dorling Kindersley</td>
<td>10&quot; x 12&quot;</td>
<td>$24.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3879319 DUCKTAILS: Treasure Trove</strong></td>
<td>By J. Caramagna &amp; J. Cavaliere</td>
<td>Dorling Kindersley</td>
<td>8&quot; x 11&quot;</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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★ 6941915 CHARIOTS OF THE GODS: 50th Anniversary Edition. By Erich von Daniken. Immediately recognizable as a work of monumental importance, this study endures as proof that Earth has been visited repeatedly by advanced aliens from other worlds. The dramatic discoveries and irrefutable evidence include: an alien astronaut preserved in a pyramid; computer astronomy from Incan and Egyptian ruins; a giant spaceport discovered in the Andes; and more. 40 pages of photos. 111 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $17.95 ★

★ 3754200 EYEWITNESS TO THE GODS: What I Kept Secret for Decades. By Erich von Daniken. Presents selected eyewitness and insiders accounts for the first time and reveals secrets and the truth von Daniken has kept private up to this point. He also presents reports and revelations that leave one speechless. Illus., some in color. 166 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 ★

★ 4656685 WAR OF THE GODS: Alien Skulls, Underground Cities, and Fire from the Sky. By Erich von Daniken. Presents the most recent discovery of an event that cannot be ignored. In 2017, von Daniken was informed that strange mummified creatures were found near Nazca, Peru. These creatures lived several thousand years and had three fingers, exceptionally long heads. Only the mummies were implanted with a metal plate. Scientists agree: these creatures are not from Earth! Illus. 210 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 ★

★ 294572X THE SINKING OF THE TITANIC AND GREAT SEA DISASTERS. Ed. by Logan Marshall. Originally written in 1912, it is once again a compelling effort to solve the mystery of the accident and relieve the heartache it stirred internationally. Includes first hand accounts of survivors before, during, and after the sinking, with photographs and company stories. 294 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 ★

★ 2941796 SILK ROAD: Monks, Warriors & Merchants. By Luce Boulnois. Takes us on a fascinating journey through time and place, from the earliest adventurers to the late 20th century BC, through the 21st century. Sheding light on the complex intertwining of the East and West, the author brings the Silk Road to life. Well illus. in color. 584 pages. Odyssey. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 ★

★ 2924342 CROP CIRCLES. By Carolyn North. Each year when crops are maturing, thousands of amazing designs appear in farmer’s fields around the world, with most in Southern England. We explore Stonehenge and other archaeological sites. This is a fascinating introduction, filled with photos and diagrams contributed by leading authorities of these beautiful formations. 91 pages. Ronin. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 ★

★ 3878236 GOD’S WOLF: The Life of the Most Notorious of All Crusaders, Scourage of Saladain. By Jeffrey Lee. Despite being the preeminent figure in the Kingdom of Jerusalem, a chief foe of the Muslim leader Saladain, and one of the most revered characters in Islamic history, 12th-century knight Reynald de Chatillon is seen by the West as a minor player in the Crusades. In this provocative work, Lee overturns that misconception once and for all. Color illus. 332 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 ★

★ 641004X THE ANCIENT GIANTS WHO RULED AMERICA: The Missing Shlige’s My Line, the Missing Shlige Cover-Up. By Richard J. Dewhurst. Drawing on 400 years of newspaper articles and photos, first-person accounts, state historical and archaeological records, and interviews, Dewhurst reveals not only that North America was once ruled by an advanced race of giants but also that the Smithsonian has been supplanting evidence. 357 pages. Bear & Company. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 ★

★ 2936534 BLOODYDAMN OF THE GODS. By Nick Redfern. The author unravels the mystery of the human blood type to reveal the aliens among us, and investigates other ancient entities which may have had a human-alien interaction in the distant past. Illus. 255 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 ★

★ 3724158 THE ALIEN BOOK: A Guide to Extraterrestrial Beings on Earth. By Nick Redfern. Filled with the downright deadly, this engrossing volume investigates the disputing testimonials, enlightening articles, information. All the aliens and extraterrestrial beings known to history are included in this extraordinary guide. 198 pages. Visible Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 ★

★ 4656682 THE MARTIANS: Evidence of Life on Red Planet. By Nick Redfern. Provides an in-depth study of the theory that Mars was once a world that teemed with life, even life not too dissimilar to our own, and reviews this provocative investigation, that the Martians may still be there. Illus. 289 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 ★

★ 276766X KEEP OUT! Top Secret Places Governments Don’t Want You to Know About. By Nick Redfern, Area 51, Hangar 10, the Moniau facility, the Dulce base, the undersea world of Sanya, HAARP in Alaska, and the Zhikur underground realm—these are just a few of the secretive installations explored here. From aliens to viruses to control of the world to secrets hidden within. Illus. 288 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 ★

★ 4654927 THE DAY WILL PASS AWAY: The Diary of a Gulag Prison Guard 1935-1936. By Ivan Chistyakov. This remarkable diary is one of the first-person accounts to survive the sprawling Soviet prison system. From stumblingly poetic musings on the bitter landscape of the taiga to matter of fact grumbling about his diet, on to accounts of the brutal conditions of the camps to reflections on the cruelty of loneliness, this is an astonishing record. 250 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95 ★


★ 4654803 1947: Where Now Begins. By Elisabeth Asbrink. The year 1947 marks a turning point in Europe, the Middle East, South and South Asia, and the United States. Here Asbrink creates a poignant mosaic of key moments that shaped the contemporary Western world, capturing the forces that would go on to govern our lives for the next seventy years. 280 pages. Other.
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★ 392128X PANDEMIC 1918: Eyewitness Accounts from the Greatest Medical Holocaust in Modern Times. By Catherine Arnold. In January 1918, as World War I raged on, a new and terrifying virus began to spread across the globe. In three successive waves, the Spanish flu claimed more than 50 million people. Nowhere on earth escaped the flu. This account gives readers the true first global account of the terrible epidemic, 16 pages of photos. 358 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

★ 5585581 THE SAGAN CONSPIRACY: NASA's Untold Plot to Suppress the People's Scientist's Theory of Ancient Aliens. By Donald L. Zygutis. Learn about NASA's conspiracy to silence the voice of its most famous scientist: the truth about Carl Sagan's secret research on ancient aliens, what NASA and SETI know about ancient aliens; and Sagan's theory that the ancient Sumerian civilization had been influenced and visited and influenced by extraterrestrial visitors...pag. Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

2850783 RUTHLESS TIDE: The Heroes and Villains of the Johnstown Flood, America's Astonishing Gilded Age Disaster. By Al Roker. Features an unforgettable account of those fates converged because of that tragic day, including John Parke, the engineer whose heroic efforts failed to save the dam, the robber barons whose fancy sporting resort was responsible for the deaths of scores of people, and the founder of the American Red Cross. Photos. 295 pages. Prometheus. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $7.95

★ 388553X THE SAUDI TERROR MACHINE: The Truth About Radical Islam and Saudi Arabia Revealed. By Pierre Conesa. Reveals how the two sides of the kingdom—the conciliatory Saudi dynasty and the more aggressive leaders of the Salafi sect—have for decades developed a religious strategy to conquer the Muslim community and the West without appearing as an enemy. Conesa goes behind the scenes and questions the official story where few are willing to tread, and questions the motives of one of the greatest occurrences in recorded history. Photos. 442 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

★ 395954X UFO FAQ: All That's Left to Know About Roswell, Aliens, Whirling Discs, and Flying Saucers. By David J. Hogan. Includes a comprehensive time-line highlighting two decades of research, along with a valuable UFO-witness checklist that provides step by step instructions on how to prepare for and make the most of your UFO sightings while ensuring your safety and credibility. Illus. 436 pages. Prometheus. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

★ 390120X THE ORIGINS OF THE ANGLO-SAXONS: Decoding the Ancestry of the English. By Jean Manco. Skillfully blending together results from cutting-edge DNA, social history, and linguistic research, Manco reveals a long and adventurous journey undertaken by English people before a word of English was spoken. An exciting illustrated history of the English people and their development, 240 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

★ 3803050 LAST STAND OF THE 300: The Legendary Battle at Thermopylae. The battle of Thermopylae is still regarded as a thing of glory for its brilliant military maneuvers and well-trained and fearless soldiers who fought to the death, particularly the 300 Spartan soldiers who held off the colossal Persian army for seven full days. A detailed account of the battle unfolds here. CC 91 minutes. History Channel. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

★ 3967158 THE EMPIRE MUST DIE: Russia’s Revolutionary Collapse, 1900-1917. By Mikhail Zygar. The author’s retelling of the two decades that prefigured the death of the tsar, his family, and the entire imperial edifice is a captivating drama of what might have been versus what was subsequently seen as inevitable. A monumental piece of political theatre, the fall of the Russian Empire changed the course of the 20th century. 558 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $14.95

3911837 SPIES OF NO COUNTRY: Secret Lives at the Birth of Israel. By Matti Friedman. The four agents at the center of this story were part of a ragtag unit known as the Arab Section, conceived during WWII by British spies and Jewish military leaders. Their goal was to gather intelligence and carry out sabotage, the unit consisted of Jews who were native to the Arab world. Mercilessly researched, this is an eye-opening look at the Middle East's most explosive history. 263 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $6.95

★ 407474X CONSPIRACY: Prophecy Plague. What if the Coronavirus was planned long ago by the ruling elite manipulating the internet and the media to control the future? Theology, history and its fallout to create a “new normal” that aligns with an Orwellian nightmare of grand design? Not Rated. 70 minutes. Eye Wide Open. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ DVD 4652649 CORONAVIRUS: Prophecy Plague. What if the Coronavirus was planned long ago by the ruling elite manipulating the internet and the media to control the future? Theology, history and its fallout to create a “new normal” that aligns with an Orwellian nightmare of grand design? Not Rated. 70 minutes. Eye Wide Open. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ DVD 2898286 ALIEN ORIGIN. Widenscreen. Recently discovered footage from a lost military expedition exposes a horrific truth about the genesis of life on Earth. Unrated. 90 minutes. GT Media. $3.95

★ 3926710 ROSWELL: The Ultimate Cold Case. By T.J. Carey & D.R. Schmitt. The Roswell Incident is the most hotly debated and investigated UFO crash in history, with a seemingly endless stream of evidence and eyewitnesses coming forward, even years later. T.J. and D.R. Schmitt refashions the new eyewitness testimonies to light as well as some new developments. Illus. 276 pages. New Page. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

★ 2971429 UFO SECRETS INSIDE: Eyewitness Accounts from the Real Area 51. By T.J. Carey & D.R. Schmitt. Reveals what happened to the remnants of the Roswell, New Mexico crash site. The physical evidence of extraterrestrial visitation was buried deep within Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, and in spite of its rich history of military service to our nation, WP also stands as the secret tomb of one of the greatest cover-ups in history. Photos. 297 pages. Red Wheel. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

★ 3954773 HOW HITLER WAS MADE: Germany and the Rise of the Perfect Nazi. By Cory Taylor. The author brings to life one of the most influential, 1914-1934, an era of political unrest and violent conflict, when forces on both the left and right were engaged in a desperate power struggle. Among the competing groups was a clandestine network of elite ethnic chauvinists that discovered Hitler and groomed him into the leader he became. Photos. 295 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $25.00 $5.95

★ 2867806 PROJECT BLUE BOOK: The Top Secret UFO Files That Revealed a Government Cover-Up. Ed. by Brad Steiger. This is a startling and fascinating volume that uncovers not only the anatomy of a government cover up, but also provides stark and intimate evidence we are not alone. It is all here: government documents, the testimony of scientists, the military, pilots and citizens all over the country who have witnessed UFO’s. 341 pages. Red Wheel. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

★ 6830012 MAXIMINUS THRAX: From Common Soldier to Emperor of Rome. By Paul N. Pearson. Said to stand more than seven feet tall, Maximinus was surely one of Rome’s most extraordinary emperors. The first common soldier ever to assume the imperial throne, he later campaigned across the Rhine and Danube until a rebellion erupted in Africa and the civil war continued as the powerful king recuperated the time and life of this Thracian giant. 16 pages. 296 pages. Skyylock. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

★ 3954390 THE 1916 RISING: The Photographic Record. Ed. by Panos Mayer. The annual of the guns at Howth for the Irish Volunteers in 1914 to the arrests and executions that followed it. The battles that erupted across Dublin city and elsewhere in Ireland form the stage upon which a remarkable cast assembled. An excellent resource for students of Irish history. Illus. 320 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $34.95 $7.95

★ 3997511 IN THE HEART OF THE SEA: The Tragic True Story of the Whalship Essex. By Nathaniel Philbrick. The inspiration for the climactic scene in Melville’s Moby Dick, the tale of the whalship Essex was an event as mythic as the Titanic was a disaster was in the 20th. The Essex. 15 months out of Nantucket, was rammed and sunk by an enragd sperm whale. 16 pages of illustrations. 377 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.17 $6.95

★ 3907082 ALIENS: Past Present Future. By Ron Miller. A comprehensive chronicle of our fascination with the possibility of life beyond Earth featuring more than 240 photographs and artwork. Trespassing into UFOs vast cult around “flying saucers” to supposed alien abductions, this is the ultimate guide to all things “alien.” SHOPWORN. 224 pages. Watkins. 10x11%. Pub. at $32.50 $9.95
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**465157X** THE AGE OF GLADIATORS: SAVAGERY AND SPECTACLE IN ANCIENT ROME. By Rupert Matthews. Looks at the savage spectacles of the Arena and the Triumphs—events that were thefor... 

**4656350** A SHORT HISTORY OF SEAFARING. By Brian Laver. From ancient Greek traders to modern piracy, this compelling history tells of trade and tragedy, of the search and delivery of goods, and the lure of uncharted waters. Well-illustrated. 400 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback.

**4658649** RATLINE: Soviet Spies, Nazi Priests, and the Disappearance of Adolf Hitler. By Peter Levenda. The documented history of the Nazi escape routes, the mechanisms by which thousands of war criminals and Nazis would evade capture. 500 illustrations. Good cond.

**396201** MYSTERIES UNCOVERED: True Stories of the Paranormal and Unexplained. By Emily G. Thompson. Discover the stories behind some of the most astonishing paranormal occurrences ever recorded, including the Roswell Incident. 370 pages. Yale.

**3892452** FORBIDDEN ARCHEOLOGY: The Hidden History of the Human Race. By Michael Cremo & R.C. Zehring. Despite a reluctance of researchers to find fossils and artifacts showing that humans existed on the earth millions of years ago, this eye-opening study tells how these kinds of findings provide a strong body of evidence, revealing just how plentiful it is, and how hard the establishment is fighting to suppress it. 910 pages. Torchlight.

**3890508** THE ATLAS OF CHRISTMAS: The Merriest, Tsarliest, Quirkiest Holiday Traditions from Around the World. By Alex Palmer. Did you know that Japan has a big bucket of Kentucky Fried Chicken has become the classic Christmas feast in Japan? And many other global Christmas traditions are featured here, from decorations and activities to feasts and special treats. Color illus. 256 pages.

**3890405** THE ILLUSTRATED SECRET HISTORY OF THE WORLD. By Mark Booth. From Greek and Egyptian mythology to Jewish folklore, from Chinese scrolls to some glorious Charlemagne to Don Quixote, from Washington to Hitler, Booth shows that there is more than one angle of the story behind most of our histories. 224 pages. Illus. 14.95

**395286** DARK FLEET: The Secret Nazi Space Program and the Battle for the Tomb of the Boy Pharaoh. By Kasten. Reveals in startling detail how the Nazi-Reptilian alliance used their power, wealth, and influence to launch a secret space program with interstellar spaceports in Antarctica and Mars as bases of operations on the Moon in their attempt to achieve total dominance of the planet and the solar system. Photos, some in color. 395 pages. Running Press. Paperback.

**3892452** FORBIDDEN ARCHEOLOGY: The Hidden History of the Human Race. By Michael Cremo & R.C. Zehring. Despite a reluctance of researchers to find fossils and artifacts showing that humans existed on the earth millions of years ago, this eye-opening study tells how these kinds of findings provide a strong body of evidence, revealing just how plentiful it is, and how hard the establishment is fighting to suppress it. 910 pages. Torchlight.

**3890508** THE ATLAS OF CHRISTMAS: The Merriest, Tsarliest, Quirkiest Holiday Traditions from Around the World. By Alex Palmer. Did you know that Japan has a big bucket of Kentucky Fried Chicken has become the classic Christmas feast in Japan? And many other global Christmas traditions are featured here, from decorations and activities to feasts and special treats. Color illus. 256 pages.

**3890405** THE ILLUSTRATED SECRET HISTORY OF THE WORLD. By Mark Booth. From Greek and Egyptian mythology to Jewish folklore, from Chinese scrolls to some glorious Charlemagne to Don Quixote, from Washington to Hitler, Booth shows that there is more than one angle of the story behind most of our histories. 224 pages. Illus. 14.95

**395286** DARK FLEET: The Secret Nazi Space Program and the Battle for the Tomb of the Boy Pharaoh. By Kasten. Reveals in startling detail how the Nazi-Reptilian alliance used their power, wealth, and influence to launch a secret space program with interstellar spaceports in Antarctica and Mars as bases of operations on the Moon in their attempt to achieve total dominance of the planet and the solar system. Photos, some in color. 395 pages. Running Press. Paperback.

**3892452** FORBIDDEN ARCHEOLOGY: The Hidden History of the Human Race. By Michael Cremo & R.C. Zehring. Despite a reluctance of researchers to find fossils and artifacts showing that humans existed on the earth millions of years ago, this eye-opening study tells how these kinds of findings provide a strong body of evidence, revealing just how plentiful it is, and how hard the establishment is fighting to suppress it. 910 pages. Torchlight.

**3890508** THE ATLAS OF CHRISTMAS: The Merriest, Tsarliest, Quirkiest Holiday Traditions from Around the World. By Alex Palmer. Did you know that Japan has a big bucket of Kentucky Fried Chicken has become the classic Christmas feast in Japan? And many other global Christmas traditions are featured here, from decorations and activities to feasts and special treats. Color illus. 256 pages.

**3890405** THE ILLUSTRATED SECRET HISTORY OF THE WORLD. By Mark Booth. From Greek and Egyptian mythology to Jewish folklore, from Chinese scrolls to some glorious Charlemagne to Don Quixote, from Washington to Hitler, Booth shows that there is more than one angle of the story behind most of our histories. 224 pages. Illus. 14.95

**395286** DARK FLEET: The Secret Nazi Space Program and the Battle for the Tomb of the Boy Pharaoh. By Kasten. Reveals in startling detail how the Nazi-Reptilian alliance used their power, wealth, and influence to launch a secret space program with interstellar spaceports in Antarctica and Mars as bases of operations on the Moon in their attempt to achieve total dominance of the planet and the solar system. Photos, some in color. 395 pages. Running Press. Paperback.

**3892452** FORBIDDEN ARCHEOLOGY: The Hidden History of the Human Race. By Michael Cremo & R.C. Zehring. Despite a reluctance of researchers to find fossils and artifacts showing that humans existed on the earth millions of years ago, this eye-opening study tells how these kinds of findings provide a strong body of evidence, revealing just how plentiful it is, and how hard the establishment is fighting to suppress it. 910 pages. Torchlight.

**3890508** THE ATLAS OF CHRISTMAS: The Merriest, Tsarliest, Quirkiest Holiday Traditions from Around the World. By Alex Palmer. Did you know that Japan has a big bucket of Kentucky Fried Chicken has become the classic Christmas feast in Japan? And many other global Christmas traditions are featured here, from decorations and activities to feasts and special treats. Color illus. 256 pages.
**American History**

- **3900983 FOUNDATIONS OF FREEDOM: Word Cloud Classics.** Ed. by John Patrick et al. The U.S. Constitution and Other Key American Writings; Selected Works of Alexander Hamilton; The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin; The Bill of Rights; The Emancipation Proclamation; The Constitution of the United States. Addresses, each beautifully bound in leatherette. 2512 pages. Hardcover. $80.00 | $95.95

- **3891868 SWORD TECHNIQUES OF MASUZAWA AND THE OTHER SAMURAI MASTER.** By Nathan Tannenbaum. An internationally renowned Bushido grand master explores the world of the legendary swordman Masuzawa, a world shrouded in intrigue and mythology, and one that is inexorably woven into the narrative of Japan’s martial tradition. Well illus. 233 pages. Kodansha. 7/10% off. Paperb. $35.00 | $4.95

- **3896069 ANGELS IN THE SKY: How a Band of Paratroopers Led the New State of Israel.** By Robert Gandi. The story of an tiny but highly motivated group, and in the crucible of war they became brothers in a righteous cause. They flew, fought, died, and against all odds, helped save a new nation. The story of the Israeli Air Force’s independence stands as one of the most stirring war stories of the past century. Photos. 442 pages. Paperb. $16.95 | $4.95

- **3898806 BUGLES, BOOTS, AND SADDLES: Exploits of the U.S. Cavalry.** Ed. by Stephen Brennan. In the early days of our military history, it appeared George Washington was prepared to dispense with the use of mounted troops. But he eventually saw the value of horses and ordered them in his army. This book contains the most famous military texts of Ancient China, which have inspired generals for millennia, both in China and the West. The study of China’s warfare and military strategy is essential to understanding the modern world. Illus. 223 pages. Paperb. $13.99 | $9.95

- **4651815 THE ART OF WAR.** By Sun Tzu. The seven-volume collector’s set contains the most famous military texts of Ancient China, which have inspired generals for millennia, both in China and the West. The study of China’s warfare and military strategy is essential to understanding the modern world. Illus. 223 pages. Paperb. $13.99 | $9.95

- **4651938 THE COMMANDOS: The Making of America’s Secret Soldiers, from Training to Desert Storm.** By Douglas C. Waller. Get a “behind the scenes” look at the most secret and elite clandestine warriors, including the Green Berets, Navy SEALs, and Delta Force. Offering inside details of the U.S. special operations forces, Waller reveals the excruciating training and dangerous missions behind America’s elite fighting force. Illus. 400 pages. S&S. Paperb. $18.00 | $4.95

- **4946797 THE US NAVY’S FAST-ATTACK SUBMARINES, VOL. 2.** By James C. Goodall. The classic study of the Seawolf-class SSN, the USS Seawolf, and Virginia-class SSNs. The book includes a detailed history of the design and construction, through testing and trials, to current operations. The author’s unprecedented access onboard a Seawolf-class SSN, the USS Seawolf-20, a first for the Navy and provides exclusive coverage found only in this volume. FULLY ILLUS, in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. 9/14x12. $29.95 | $9.95

- **4998896 THE SEVEN MILITARY CLASSICS OF ANCIENT CHINA.** The seven military classics of Ancient China present a unique and understanding of strategy and warfare still relevant more than 2,000 years after they were originally written. Including Sun Tzu’s The Art of War and Sun Wu’s Art of Victory, these texts provide the foundation of modern warfare. Illus. 384 pages. Sas. Pub. $24.99 | $7.95


- **3799844 IN THE HURRICANE’S EYE: The Genius of George Washington and the Birth of the United States.** By Nathaniel Philbrick. Provides a new and provocative way of looking at the war that created the United States. Philbrick’s latest study is the compelling story of the American surprise, focusing on the last year of war, and is the culmination of Philbrick’s engagement with American history and the sea over the last twenty years. 32 pages of illus. Incls. All. Paperb. $30.00 | $7.95

- **665223 THE FILTHY THIRTEEN: From the Captains of H.M.S. Eagle’s Nest by R. Killblane & J. McNiece. Tells of a bawling bunch of men whose only saving grace was that they inflicted more damage on the Germans in the first battle of the campaign than most in the countryside, and their own officers. To this day the Filthy Thirteen remain a legend within the ranks of the 101st Airborne. Photos. 256 pages. Paperb. $12.95 | $9.95

- **2994704 LOST IN VIETNAM, SECOND EDITION: The Untold Story of Five American Airmen, a Doomed Plane, and the Will to Survive.** By R. Starks & M. Murcott. Recounts the extraordinary adventure of five airmen who crashed-landed in the heart of Tibet. They were among the first Americans to enter the Forbidden City of Lhasa, and among the last to see it before the Chinese invasion. Photos. 220 pages. Lyons. $14.95 | $4.95

- **3811727 THE RELUCTANT RAIDERS: The Story of United States Navy Bombing Squadron VB/VPB-109 in World War II.** By Alan C. Carey. Documents the history of the land-based squadron, from its conception in 1943 to the final days of WWII. Includes combat and nose art photography, tactical organization, mission records, and a listing of Japanese shipping destroyed or damaged by the squadron. Well illus. 237 pages. Schiffer. $29.95 | $7.95

- **2920727 THE I.A.R.80 & I.A.R.81.** By Radu Brinzan. Possibly one of the most significant aircraft of WWII, but one that has largely been forgotten, this Romanian airplane fought the Russians, the Americans, and later the Germans. This is a definitive guide to this legendary aircraft. Well illus., some color. 128 pages. SAM. 8/1x11. Paperb. $14.95 | $6.95

- **389634X PANZERS 35T AND 38T AND THEIR VARIANTS, 1920-1945.** By Walter J. Spielberger. The classic series continues with this definitive volume on Czech panzers and armored vehicles from use from 1920-1945. Presents the wide variety of variants on the 35(t) and 38(t) chassis, self-propelled artillery, anti-tank guns, flamethrowers, light, half-tracks, trucks, personnel carriers. Fully illus. 408 pages. Schiffer. 8/1x11. Pub. at $69.99 | $16.95

- **2827653 THE VIETNAM WAR: An Intimate History.** By Geoffrey C. Ward. Covers all the major milestones of the war from the Gulf of Tonkin and the Tet Offensive through the fall of Saigon, offering a compelling and fresh account of the long and brutal conflict that reunited Vietnam while dividing the U.S. and the rest of the world. Well illus., some in color. 612 pages. Knopf. 9/14x11. Pub. at $60.00 | $14.95

- **3811751 SKODA HEAVY GUNS: 24cm Cannon, 38cm Howitzer and Gasoline-Electric Tractor.** By R. Karlhag & M. Blaschke. A history of the second largest arms manufacturer in Europe, the Skoda Works, and of its heavy guns, the 24cm Cannon, 38cm Howitzer and Gasoline-Electric Tractor, used in the both world wars, which were transported in an innovative and unique way—via gasoline-electrical trains. Photos. 144 pages. Schiffer. 8/1x11. Paperb. $16.95 | $6.95
Military History

★ 396325X ROMAN SOLDIER VERSUS PARTHIAN WARRIOR: Combat 50. By Si Shepard. Packed with striking illustrations, including battle scenes, maps and photographs, this title examines the historic conflict through the lens of three key battles, revealing the dynamics between two armies and each other not only in cultural terms but also in their radically different approaches to warfare. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00 $16.95

★ 3984667 LEOPARD 1 MAIN BATTLE TANK: Owners’ Workshop Manual. By M.K. Cecil & M. Shackleton. Provides the reader with the history of the Leopard’s development and a highly detailed description of its operating systems, maintenance and repair. An essential text for peacekeepers and operational history of the tank’s use by various nations, including details of the many Leopard 1 variants is also provided. Fully illus. most in color. 188 pages. Haynes. 8¾x11$. $31.95

★ 3985353 THE MODERN CRUISER: The Evolution of the Ships That Fought the Second World War. By Robert C. Siem. Provides a coherent history of the fortunes of America’s greatest warships classes, their vital role in the post-war world. This study concludes with a look at the fate of the cruiser-type since 1945. Well illus. 288 pages. Seafarth. 8¼x10.5$. $44.95

★ 6591916 FLASHING STEEL, 25TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION: Mastering Eickhorn-Ryu Swordsmanship. Ed. by M. Shimabukuro & L.J. Pettin. Revised and updated, this is the classic guide to the techniques, philosophy, and applications of iaijutsu, the self-defense with the Japanese sword. This volume also includes expanded history of iaijutsu and a full biography and tribute to the late Masakichi Shimabukuro. Well illus. 350 pages. Blue Snake Books. 8½x11. $59.95

★ 6951890 U.S. SUBMARINES SINCE 1945, REVISED EDITION: An Illustrated Design History. By Norman Friedman. This illustrated design history contains more than two hundred photographs and line drawings. Along with incisive text, this comprehensive volume captures the excitement of a revolutionary period in submarine design. Based on the best images from Shizuo Fukui, a former Imperial Japanese Navy commander and technician. These images are especially valuable because of the widespread destruction of official documents at the end of WWII. 261 pages. Naval Institute. 8¼x11. Pub. at $34.95 $64.95

★ 3978117 BATTLESHIPS AND BATTLE CRUISERS. Ed. by Kure Maritime Museum & K. Todaka. This pictorial record documents the main types of Japanese vessels, from battleships to submarines, based on the best images from Shizuo Fukui, a former Imperial Japanese Navy commander and technician. These images are especially valuable because of the widespread destruction of official documents at the end of WWII. 223 pages. Naval Institute. 11¼x8½. Pub. at $75.00 $59.95

★ 3850035 AIRCRAFT CARRIERS AND SEAPLANE CARRIERS. Ed. by Kazushige Todaka. This pictorial record documents the main types of Japanese vessels, from battleships to battle cruisers, based on the best images from Shizuo Fukui, a former Imperial Japanese Navy commander and technician. These images are especially valuable because of the widespread destruction of official documents at the end of WWII. 235 pages. Naval Institute. 11¼x8½. Pub. at $75.00 $59.95

★ 3590978 THE BATTLESHIPS YAMATO AND MUSASHI. Ed. by Kazushige Todaka. This pictorial record documents these two Japanese battleships, based on the best images from Shizuo Fukui, a former Imperial Japanese Navy commander and technician. These images are especially valuable because of the widespread destruction of official documents at the end of the war. 143 pages. Naval Institute. 12¾x18$. $75.00

★ 388401 THE MASTER SHIPWRIGHT’S SECRETS: How to Restore a Restoration Navy. By Richard Endoor. A comprehensively researched and beautifully illustrated history of 17th century shipbuilding practices which explores the plans for the Tyger and associated ships, including another fourth-rate ship, the Montaunot. Includes eight gate-fold pages of schematics. 304 pages. Osprey. 10¾x12. Pub. at $85.00 $61.95

★ 3850986 THE BATTLESHIPS OF THE IOWA CLASS: A Design and Operational History. By Philippe Carresse. An engaging and comprehensive record of one of America’s greatest warships classes, symbolic of the proudness of U.S. sea power during the Cold War. A testament to the immense technical, financial, military, and political resources that went into building these ships. Complemented by an in-depth analysis of each ship welded by the United States to this day, their distinctive hulls, as well as an account of the battleships of 1940 and their opponents in the post-war world. Well illus. in many color. 522 pages. Naval Institute. 8¼x11. Pub. at $120.00 $94.95
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★ 3875236 B-17 FLYING FORTRESS, VOL. 1: Boeing’s Bomber to B-17D in World War II. By David Doyle. The story of these iconic WWII aircraft is told through carefully researched photos, many of which have never been published, and text which are reproduced in remarkable clarity. Large, clear photos, coupled with descriptive and informative captions, unlock the secrets of this aircraft. 112 pages. Schiffer. $18.95

★ 3978125 RAIN OF STEEL: Mitscher’s Task Force 58, Ugeki’s Thunder Gods, and the Kamikaze War Off Okinawa. By Stephen L. Moore. Follows Navy and Marine aviators in the desperate air battles to control the kamikazes directed by Vice Admiral Motome Ugeki. The latter would unleash ten different Kikusui aerial suicide operations, one of which had been built around the world’s most powerful battleships, the 71,000 ton Musashi. 16 photos, 426 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $39.95 $31.95


★ 3956555 I ESCAED FROM AUSCHWITZ. By R. Vrba & A. Bestic. On April 7, 1944 two Slovak prisoners escaped from one of the most heavily guarded and notorious concentration camps of Nazi Germany. The escapes, Rudolf Vrba and Alfred Bestic, were the first of what would become an incredible series of plans, events, and escape attempts to save thousands of lives. This is the incredible story of their daring escape, which they later chronicled in their book The Librarian of Auschwitz. It is a stunning and emotional story of heroism and courage. 446 pages. Racehorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $8.95

★ 4570285 THE JOURNEY HOME: Life and Death of a Wounded Soldier. By Dita Kraus. Torn from her home in Prague, Dita was sent to Auschwitz with her family. From her time in the children’s block of Auschwitz—crammed to capacity and on into her adulthood, Dita’s powerful memoir sheds light on an incredible life–one that is delayed no longer. Photos. 339 pages. Feiwel and Friends. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/316
**LIFE UNDER NAZI OCCUPATION: The Struggle to Survive During World War II**

By Paul Roland. The true story of what it felt like to live under Nazi rule and to be brought to heel by bribery and brutality, coercion and torture, inducement and intimidation, as Hitler's regime implements their evil policies by rounding up the “enemies of the Reich,” culminating in their extermination. Illus. 224 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

**KILLING PATRICK: The Strange Death of World War II's Most Audacious General**

By Bill O'Reilly & M. Dugard. Recounts the dramatic final moments in Europe, and General Patton's invariable contributions to the Allied victory before his mysterious death in a car collision in December 1945. Having suspected that his death was not an accident, this account reveals the true man, and those in power who wanted him dead. Maps & illus. 454 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

**THE 2ND SS PANZER DIVISION DAS REICH**

By Yves Buffetaut. A look at the 2nd SS Division, which was a battlefield mainstay for Nazi Germany throughout WWII—from the invasion of Poland in 1939 to the final military confrontation when it was switched back and forth between east and west depending on the crisis, and fought in nearly every major campaign, from Barbarossa to Normandy. Fully illus. 128 pages. Concentration Camps & Ghettos. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $4.95

**FIRST KILLS: The Illustrated Story of the Most Highly Decorated Spy**

By Larry Lotfs. This international bestselling author seamlessly weaves together a touching romance with a heart-stopping cold war espionage story that is also a portrait of courage, resilience, and patriotism. The riveting saga of two of World War II's most fearless and most decorated operatives. Photos. 360 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $27.00. $9.95

**D-DAY: The Day of the Battle**

By Anthony Beevor. Provides the first major account of the campaign to cover the invasion from June 6, 1944, up to the liberation of Paris on August 25. It is the first chronicle to describe not only the experiences of the American, British, Canadian, and German soldiers, but also the terrible suffering of the French caught up in the fighting, 24 pages of photos, 596 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00. $9.95

**CODE NAME—LIES: The True Story of the Woman Who Became the U.S. Most Highly Decorated Spy**

By Larry Lots. This international bestselling author seamlessly weaves together a touching romance with a heart-stopping cold war espionage story that is also a portrait of courage, resilience, and patriotism. The riveting saga of two of World War II's most fearless and most decorated operatives. Photos. 360 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $27.00. $9.95

**D-Day 6 June 1944**

By D.C. Isley. And the Allied forces faced the large-scale German reserves, the first major account with much more horrific violence and extraordinary valor on both sides.
369288 FIRST TO FIGHT: The U.S. Marines in World War II. By L.E. Gilbert & R.Y. Cansdale. Examines the key roles played by the Marine Corps in WWII, covering the history of both the 101st Airborne Division and the Battle of Midway. By David W. Jourdan. One of the world's experts on undersea warfare reconstructs the critical role one submarine played in delivering the fatal blows against the Japanese war machine. 505 pages. Custom House. $39.95 

393403 THE VOLUNTEER: The True Story of the Resistance Hero Who Infiltrated Auschwitz. By Jack Fairweather. Told from the witness of one of the thousands of men being sent to Auschwitz, the story of Witold Pilecki's work behind enemy lines to save thousands of Jewish people and preserved her legacy. Photos. 320 pages. Martin's. $27.99 

290570 DESPERATE VALOUR: Triumph at Anzio. By Flint Whitlock. The story of 11th Army Group, telling the tale of British and American forces who endured over three years in captivity and made the certain defeat into victory. This account is a stirring chronicle of courage, 16 pages of photos. 493 pages. Da Capo. $35.00 

290633 DAM BUSTERS: Canadian Airmen and the Secret Raid Against Nazi Germany. By Ted Barrie. Told from the witness of one of the 11th Army Group's commanders, telling the tale of Air Marshal Arthur Tedder's battle to win the war in the Pacific. Woven into the story of the secret raid against Germany, this is a riveting and comprehensive account of the battle of Anzio and the Alamo like stand of American troops against the Nazi regime. 16 pages of photos. HarperCollins. $27.99 

391170 REINA'S DIARY: A Holocaust Journal. By Reina Spiegel with E. Bellak. The long-hidden diary of a young Polish woman's life during the Holocaust, translated for the first time into English. This extraordinary historical document, Spiegel survives through the beauty of her words and the grace of her resilience. 309 pages. Racehorse. $16.99 

298978 DESPERATE VALOUR: Triumph at Anzio. By Flint Whitlock. The story of 11th Army Group, telling the tale of British and American forces who endured over three years in captivity and made the certain defeat into victory. This account is a stirring chronicle of courage, 16 pages of photos. 493 pages. Da Capo. $35.00 

290724 LUCKY 666: The Impossible Mission. By B. Drury & T. Clavin. Unearths one of the last great untold stories of World War II, following two pilots at an Allied New Guinea airbase who volunteered for a 12-hour solo mission to destroy Nazi Germany's secret B-17 bomber they restored themselves and christened as “Old B-17.” 16 pages of photos. 354 pages. S&S. $30.00 

3869113 MIRACLE AT THE LITZA: Hitler’s First Defeat on the Eastern Front. By Alf R. Jacobson. In the early summer of 1941, German mountain soldiers under the command of General Eduard Dietl set out in the far north of Soviet Russia to relieve the garrison of the small village of Ndaray. Dietl assumed the success of Operation Silberfuchs, but it would become a critical defeat for the Nazi regime. 160 pages. Route 415 pages. Yale. $9.95 

394049 BREAKING THE CODE: A Father's Secret, a Daughter's Journey, and the Question That Changed Everything. By Kathering and after the war challenge the author’s father placed two weathered notebooks on her lap with more than 400 pages of letters he’d written to his parents during WWII while in the Navy. The more she read, the more she realized he never knew, and her role the secret role he played in the war. Photos. 316 pages. Sourcebooks. $14.99 

3866288 THE AIRBORNE IN WORLD WAR II: An Illustrated History of America’s Paratroopers in Action. By Michael E. Haslup. Provides detailed accounts of the 11th, 13th, 17th, 82nd, and 101st Airborne Divisions, covering every major airborne operation in Operation Market Garden, the Battle of the Bulge, and much more. Copiously illustrated with 180 photographs, artworks, and maps. 224 pages. St. Martin’s. $19.95 

3727564 FIVE CHIMNEYS: A Woman Volunteer’s True Story of Auschwitz. By Digen. The story of a British volunteer who infiltrated the mysterious Nazi facility named Auschwitz, Polish resistance fighter Witold Pilecki volunteered for an audacious mission: intentionally get himself sent to the camp and report back his findings. But then he must attempt the impossible--an escape from Auschwitz. This story of survival is a testament to heroism. 16 pages of photos. 478 pages. Naval Institute. $38.95 

394998 THE GUNS AT LAST LIGHT: The War in Western Europe, 1944-1945. By Rick Atkinson. The magnificent conclusion to Atkinson’s acclaimed Liberation Trilogy about the war in the Pacific. Woven into the story of the secret raid against Germany, this is a riveting and comprehensive account of the battle of Anzio and the Alamo like stand of American troops against the Nazi regime. 16 pages of photos. 503 pages. Custom House. $39.95 

3857255 FIRST TO FIGHT: The U.S. Marines in World War II. By L.E. Gilbert & R.Y. Cansdale. Examines the key roles played by the Marine Corps in WWII, covering the history of both the 101st Airborne Division and the Battle of Midway. By David W. Jourdan. One of the world's experts on undersea warfare reconstructs the critical role one submarine played in delivering the fatal blows against the Japanese war machine. 505 pages. Custom House. $39.95 

394930 THE GUNS AT LAST LIGHT: The War in Western Europe, 1944-1945. By Rick Atkinson. The magnificent conclusion to Atkinson’s acclaimed Liberation Trilogy about the war in the Pacific. Woven into the story of the secret raid against Germany, this is a riveting and comprehensive account of the battle of Anzio and the Alamo like stand of American troops against the Nazi regime. 16 pages of photos. 503 pages. Custom House. $39.95 

38591X PRISONER OF THE SAMURAI: The War in Western Europe, 1944-1945. By Rick Atkinson. The magnificent conclusion to Atkinson’s acclaimed Liberation Trilogy about the war in the Pacific. Woven into the story of the secret raid against Germany, this is a riveting and comprehensive account of the battle of Anzio and the Alamo like stand of American troops against the Nazi regime. 16 pages of photos. 503 pages. Custom House. $39.95 

456996 VICTORY IN WORLD WAR II: The Allies’ Defeat of the Axis Forces. By Nigel Cawthorne. The tide of war had begun inexorably to turn in favor of the Allies after the battle of El Alamein in August 1942. Cawthorne covers all fronts in detail as he charts the progress of the final years of World War II. Maps & illus. 464 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. $14.99 

3750886 BAILOUT OVER NORMANDY: A Flyboy’s Adventures with the French Resistance and Other Escapades in Occupied France. By Tom Skyhill. Originally published in 1928, this volume contains the legendary soldier’s war diaries, which offer up-close snapshots of his fabled military career. This is a new introduction and foreword written by York’s son and grandson, which provide both personal and historical recollections of their forerunner. Photos. 309 pages. Racehorse. $16.99 

385591 NAZI SPYMASTER: The Life and Death of Admiral Wilhelm Canaris. By Michael Mueller. The head of Hitler’s intelligence service from 1935 to 1944, Canaris opposed Nazi policies and practices and worked secretly throughout the war to overthrow the regime. Drawing on newly available archival materials, Mueller investigates this enigmatic figure here. 368 pages. Photos. Racehorse. $16.99 

3781551 NAZI SPYMASTER: The Life and Death of Admiral Wilhelm Canaris. By Michael Mueller. The head of Hitler’s intelligence service from 1935 to 1944, Canaris opposed Nazi policies and practices and worked secretly throughout the war to overthrow the regime. Drawing on newly available archival materials, Mueller investigates this enigmatic figure here. 368 pages. Photos. Racehorse. $16.99
**3941187 SOARING TO GLORY: A Tuskegee Airmen’s Firsthand Account of World War II**

Philip Handy Stewart, Jr., one of the last surviving Tuskegee Airmen of World War II, relates the harrowing adventures of the African American airmen who included him, offering an intensely personal and vivid account of Europe during the war. Photos. 235 pages. Schiffer. $79.95

**3878269 HITLER: Downfall, Fall 1944-1945**

Bryan Hehir, with former Luftwaffe personnel. This account of the dictator’s final years, when he lost the war he wanted but his leadership led to catastrophe for his nation, the world, and himself. A masterful narrative of a spectacular downfall and an essential addition to our understanding of Hitler and the Second World War. 16 pages of photos. 838 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $199.95

**391290 GERMAN HEADDRESS IN WORLD WAR II, VOL. II**

By P. Moran & J.A. Maquire. Volume II of a two volume set, illustrates in full color over 250 visor hats of the German Army. Luftwaffe, Kriegsmarine, SS, NSDAP Police, Civilian and miscellaneous formations. Each peaked hat is shown from four angles, including interior and insignia detail. 145 pages. Photos. $19.95

**4648234 GERMAN BOMBER AIRCRAFT OF WORLD WAR II, 1939-45**

By Thomas Newdick. Illustrated throughout with vivid artworks and archival photographs, this is a detailed guide, organized chronologically by type, to the bombers, ground-attack and transport and maritime aircraft that served with the Luftwaffe from 1939 to 1945. 128 pages. Photos. $24.95

**4648242 GERMAN FIGHTER AIRCRAFT OF WORLD WAR II, 1939-45**

By Thomas Newdick. Illustrated throughout with vivid artworks and archival photographs, this is a detailed guide, organized chronologically by type, to the fighters, single-seat fighters, heavy fighters and jet and rocket fighters that served with the Luftwaffe from 1939-1945. 128 pages. Photos. $24.95

**3904535 EYESIGHT TO WORLD WAR II: Unforgettable Stories From History’s Most Decisive Conflict**

By Stephen G. Hyslop. Illustrated with arresting photographs conveying the emotional impact of the conflict as well as maps illustrating the many Luftwaffe’s most sophisticated comprehensive narrative exquisitely depicts the heroism and hardship of both soldiers and civilians during this historic conflict. 430 pages. National Geographic. Pub. at $30.00

**3959139 P-40E WARHAWK VS A6M2 ZEZO-SEN: Duel 102**

By Peter Ingman. Featuring specially commissioned artwork, and supported by rare and previously unpublished photographs, this engrossing study examines the strengths and weaknesses of these iconic fighters against the unique backdrop of the Battle of Java. 91 pages. Photos. $19.95

**2935333 LUFTWAFFE MISTLE COMPOSITE BOMBER UNITS: Combat Aircraft 112**

By Robert Forsyth. The mounting of one aircraft atop another was a peacetime concept to extend the ranges of Imperial Japanese Army Air Force was neutralized by a series of offensive and defensive attacks, undertaken in the main by U.S. Air Force P-47 Thunderbolt units as detailed in this study. Well illus., some in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $22.95

**3959147 P-47 THUNDERBOLT VS Ki-43 II OSCAR: Duel 103**

By Michael John Clarity. On the remote northern coast of New Guinea that the skies initially enjoyed by the veteran fighter pilots of the Imperial Japanese Army Air Force was neutralized by a series of offensive and defensive attacks, undertaken in the main by U.S. Air Force P-47 Thunderbolt units as detailed in this study. Well illus., some in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $22.95

**3959309 HILTER AND THE HUNDSBERGS: The Vendetta Against the Australian Royals**

By C. Long. When Germany seized Austria in 1938, Archduke Franz Ferdinand’s sons were the first Austrians sent to Dachau. Daughter Sophie and the women in the family declared their own war on Hitler. Their tenacity and courage in the face of betrayal, treachery, and torture sustained the family during the war and in the years that followed. Photos. 315 pages. Diversion. Pub. at $17.99

**3942120 US LANDING CRAFT OF WORLD WAR II, VOL. 2: Legends of World War II**

P. Moran. The second of two volumes on American landing craft of World War II focuses on the larger LCT, LSM, LCM(L)3, and LST types. Photos. 256 pages. Amaranth. Pub. at $19.00

**3753450 UNLIKELY HEROES: THE WARS OF THE WORLD WAR II SRS**

By Arthur H. Kinzer. These unsung women and children were the most important fighters in the battle of European and world war. Photos. 256 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $24.95

**3978033 THE WAVE KILLED YAMATO**

By Philip Kendall and David Schwinn. Analyzes the origin, implementation, and outcomes of Operation Vengeance, the deadly long-range fighter interception of Yamato’s G4M “Betty.” Schwinn describes in detail the operation in detail, including the role of intelligence work in pinpointing the time and location of Yamato’s flight. Well illus., some in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $22.95

**3979778 THE NAVAL SIEGE OF JAPAN 1945: Campaign 348**

By Brian Lake Herder. This study draws on primary sources and expert analysis to chronicle the full story of the Allies’ naval siege of Japan from February to September 1945. Well illus., many in color. 206 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $16.95

**4365200 NAZI SEX SPIES: True Stories of Seduction, Subterfuge and State Secrets.**


---

**Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00**

**387538 THE MAN WHO BROKE INTO AUSCHWITZ**

By Denis Avey with R. Broomey. The extraordinary story of a man who marched willingly into Buna-Monowitz, the concentration camp known as Auschwitz III, determined to witness what he could of the brutal methods that the world knew. Photos. 288 pages. Hodder & Stoughton. Paperback. $6.95

**3771552 THE DEFENCE OF SEVASTOPOL**

1941-1942, By Clayton Donnell. An account of the German Army’s massive combined air, artillery, and land attacks against the vast fortress of Sevastopol in the Crimea in December 1941. Reconstructs the events and experiences of the gripping six-month campaign using documentary records and a range of personal accounts. Illus. 248 pages. Pen & Sword. $7.95

**3937255 DON’T GILDS: The Spies Who Armed the Resistance, Sabotaged the Nazis, and Helped Win World War II.**

By Sarah Rose. Drawing on recently declassified files, diaries, and oral histories, Rose tells the thrilling story of three of the most remarkable women. Together they destroyed train lines, ambushed Nazi-plotted prison breaks, and gathered crucial intelligence—laying the groundwork for the D-Day invasion that proved to be the turning point in the war. 394 pages. Broadway. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**3903885 THE NAVAL SIEGE OF JAPAN 1945: Campaign 348**

By Brian Lake Herder. This study draws on primary sources and expert analysis to chronicle the full story of the Allies’ naval siege of Japan from February to September 1945. Well illus., many in color. 206 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $16.95

**3987566 UNCOMMON VALOR ON IWO JIMA: The Stories of the Medal of Honor Recipients in the Marine Corps’ Bloodiest Battle of World War II.**

By James H. Hallas. Drawn from interviews, firsthand reports, hometown newspapers, and other sources, Hallas tells the stories of twenty-seven men who showed conspicuous gallantry under fire in one of the bloodiest battles of World War II. 16 pages of photos. 340 pages. Amber Books. Pub. at $17.95

**390878 FLIGHT 777: The Mystery of Leslie Howard**

By Ian Colvin. On June 1, 1943, Flight 777, on route from Lisbon to Britain, was shot down over the Bay of Biscay by German aircraft. Among the dead was the actor Leslie Howard, who had returned from Hollywood to England to help the British war effort. Colvin’s exhaustive investigation into the incident, which includes interviews with former Luftwaffe personnel. 16 pages of photos. 233 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**3815122 IMAGES OF THE WAFFEN-SS: A Chronicle of Germany’s Elite Troops**

By Richard W. Sennett. Filled with shots in large format provide a close look at the SS officer school’s Braunschweig and Bad Tolz, SS flags and standards, and images of officers and regiments. 175 pages. Photos. 9x12”. $11.95

**3895904 GERMAN AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS IN THE COUNTRY’S FIRST WORLD WAR.**

By Sebastian Remus. While fighting in the trenches, tens of thousands of German soldiers had their cameras with them in their field packs and took shots of the reality of war. More than 380 of these B&W photographs are gathered here. 256 pages. Schiffer. 12x9/4”. $16.95
70
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**465888 SICILY '43: The First Assault on Fortress Europe.** By James Holland. A powerful and dramatic account by a master military historian based on his own battlefield studies in Sicily and on much new research, in this comprehensive examination Holland traces the saga of events in the narrow history of World War II. 16 pages of photos. 598 pages. Atlantic Monthly, Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

**399720 CRUCIBLE OF HELL: The Heroism and Tragedy of Okinawa.** By Saul David. Drawing on graphic eyewitness oral histories, David reconstructed firsthand detailed accounts of Okinawa battles from interviews with hundreds of US soldiers, officers, and Okinawan civilians. This book is a must-read for all war history enthusiasts. $12.99

**3896102 HIGH NOON OVER HASELUNGENE: The 100th Bombardment Group over Berlin, March 6, 1944.** By L. Dewer & M.P. Failey. Filled with firsthand accounts of the crash and battle, this volume examines the men and machines that flew in the 100th Bombardment Group of WWII. 216 pages. Schiffer. $18.95

**4657342 U-BOAT: The German Submarine Campaign and the Allied Counter-Attack, 1939-1945.** By David Jordan. Illustrated with 220 photographic images and 50 artworks of U-boats and the Allied aircraft and destroyers used to counter them, this book is an excellent resource for anyone interested in the history of WWII. 350 pages. Pen & Sword. $29.95

**3965671 I MARCHED WITH PATTON: A Firsthand Account of World War II.** By Michael Fröhlich. This fascinating and vividly written account of World War II focuses on battles and events that were part of General George S. Patton's famed Third Army. 390 pages. Schiffer. $19.95

**3965672 MONTI CASSINO: Opening the Road to Rome.** By Richard Doherty. A detailed history of the campaign fought in the narrow confines of the Cassino area from January to June 1944 for the Gustav Line, illustrated with maps and photos. £22.95

**389006X MYTHS AND LEGENDS OF THE EASTERN FRONT: Reassessing the Great Patriotic War.** By Boris Sokolov. As Sovokisthe first powerful and thought-provoking study, the heroic and tragic side of the war is highlighted while the dark side—inefficient, negligent and cruel—never before presented in print. 365 pages. Stackpole. $24.95

**389521 MOSCOW TRAM STOP: A Doctor’s Experiences with the German Wehrmacht in 1941.** By Donald M. Young. This gripping narrative of medical work in Russia, written after the first dreadful winter of 1941-42, is the poignant account of Viktor Toast's work in the largest and grimmest battlefield the world has ever known. 32 pages of photos, some in color. 408 pages. Stackpole. $29.95

**3895920 THE GERMAN WEHRMACHT ON ALL FRONTS 1939-1945, VOLUME TWO: Images from Private Photo Albums.** By S.A. Co & C. Elamrath. Includes hundreds of photographs taken through the untainted lenses of the Frontsoldaten, and covers Wehrsoldier (tield signs), infantry, U-boats, Luftwaffe, and generals, showing the original period papers and accessories. In addition to the hundreds of candid photos, there is also a selection of studio portraits and an outstanding color gallery. 376 pages. Schiffer. $16.95

**3946681 THE GERMAN M34 & M42 MACHINE GUNS IN WORLD WAR II.** By L. Guiuill & L. Dupont. Presents the design, manufacturing, and development of the MG 34 and MG 42, from its acceptance by the German military through production and combat use from 1936 to 1945. Includes close up views of markings and different models, saving a breakdown of the weapon. Accessories as well as combat related uniforms and equipment are featured. 80 pages. Schiffer. $21.95

**3831876 THE HORTEN HO 9/10 229: Technical History.** By David Myhra. This detailed study includes an overview of the design and construction of this unique flying machine, illustrated with over 1,000 black and white photographs. Each photograph is fully captioned, making this volume the most complete collection available on the fantastic flying machine. 320 pages. Schiffer. $19.95

**381641 GERMAN PARATROOPS: Uniforms and Equipment of the Fallschirmjäger in World War II.** By Robert Kurzt. The uniforms and equipment of the elite Fallschirmjäger is the subject of this detailed study. Authentic items—smocks, dress tunics, jackets, helmets, visor caps, gloves, knee pads and more—are shown in color photographs, in both multiple full-view, and detail shots. Included is a chapter covering other Axis paratrooper including Italian, Japanese and German gear. 186 pages. Schiffer. $24.95

**3777693 GERMAN SUPER HEAVY PANZER PROJECTS OF WORLD WAR II: Wehrmacht Concepts & Designs.** By Michael Hooper. This comprehensive study describes a number of previously unphotographed original photographs, and original documents, making this book an absolute must-read for any WWII enthusiast. 176 pages. Schiffer. $29.95

**3957981 A COMBAT ENGINEER WITH PATTON’S 3RD ARMORED DIVISION ACROSS EUROPE.** By Heinz Fohre. This first detailed history of the Tenth Air Force in World War II. By L. Lenfib & L. Reed. The deadly river crossings at the Mosaic, Seille, and Sauer, all conducted under enemy fire, are vividly described. Complete with dozens of previously unpublished photographs and original maps, this memoir offers the rare perspective of what day to day warfare was like in the European Theater. 276 pages. Savas Beatie. $32.95

**3997103 THE TENTH AIR FORCE IN WORLD WAR II: Strategy, Command, and Operations 1940–1945.** By John M. Young. This fascinating book provides the first comprehensive history of the Tenth Air Force and the Army Air Forces, India-Burma sector, covers the operation of the Indian Army and Royal Air Force 450,000 men, in the context of Allied strategic objectives for prosecuting the war in China and Southeast Asia during the latter part of WWII. Well illus. 416 pages. Schiffer. $59.95
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377944 BILL O'REILLY'S LEGENDS & LIES: The Civil War. By David Fisher. Companion to Fox's historical docudrama, this re-creates in vivid detail the crucial period in U.S. history when our nation was almost destroyed. Fisher reveals the often little-known stories that occurred behind the battle lines, and debunks the myths that surround the era's greatest figures. Well illus., many in color. 361 pages. Holt. $19.00

377719 HALLOWED GROUND: A Walk at Gettysburg. By James M. McPherson. One of today's finest Civil War historians walks readers through the site of the Civil War's bloodiest battle and perhaps the most significant battle ever fought on American soil. An illustrated tour tells the story of that struggle, enriched with over 100 vibrant images. $17.95

3954854 IMPERFECT UNION: A Father's Search for His Son in the Aftermath of the Battle of Gettysburg. By Chuck Bacon. This vivid exploration of one of Gettysburg's most famous stories—the story of a father and a son, the son's courage under fire, and the father's search for his son in the bloody aftermath of battle—follows father and son's paths to Gettysburg, recounts their imperfect reunion, and sheds light on Civil War-era journalism. 402 pages. Stackpole. At $24.95.

3963101 THE U.S. CIVIL WAR: Why They Fought. By Robert Grayson. From the campaign for emancipation to the brutal battlegrounds, this little volume reveals the motivations behind the U.S. Civil War from all sides. Grayson's book names and dates and see what they were fighting for. Well illus., some in color. 64 pages. Compass Point. Paperbound. At $6.95.

2890825 MILITARY MEMOIRS OF A CONFEDERATE. By Edward Porter Alexander. In what is regarded by many historians as one of the most important and interesting firsthand general accounts of the American Civil War, General Alexander is willing to objectively evaluate and criticize prominent Confederate officers, resulting in a rare, clear-eyed assessment of the conflict. 634 pages. Stackpole. At $11.95.

2897156 LET US DIE LIKE MEN: The Battle of Franklin, November 30, 1864. By William Lee White. What began as a promising opportunity for the outnumbered Confederate army was soon turned into a disaster. Commander Hood was determined to root the Federals out as wave after murderous wave crashed against the fortifications, the Army of Tennessee shoveling bodies in an attempt to find any life, but at a cost so bloody and so chilling the name "Franklin" would ever be synonymous with disaster. Photos. 177 pages. Savas Beatie. Paperbound. At $14.95.

2991385 TULLAHOMA: The Forgotten Campaign That Changed the Course of the Civil War, June 26-July 4, 1863. By D.A. Powell & E.J. Wittenberg. Tullahoma was one of the most brilliantly executed major campaigns of the war and was pivotal to Union success. Commander Hood was determined to root the Federals out as wave after murderous wave crashed against the fortifications, the Army of Tennessee shoveling bodies in an attempt to find any life, but at a cost so bloody and so chilling the name "Franklin" would ever be synonymous with disaster. Photos. 177 pages. Savas Beatie. Paperbound. At $14.95.


3913503 GENERAL GORDON GRANGER: The Savior of Chickamauga and the Man Behind the Flag. By Michael T. Malone. The first full-length biography of the Civil War general who saved the Union army from defeat at the Battle of Chickamauga, and went on to play major roles in the Chickamauga and Mobile campaigns. After the war, as commander of U.S. troops in Texas, his actions sparked the "Juneteenth" celebrations. 16 pages of photos. 239 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. At $32.95.

3913503 GENERAL GORDON GRANGER: The Man Behind the Flag. By Michael T. Malone. The first full-length biography of the Civil War general who saved the Union army from defeat at the Battle of Chickamauga, and went on to play major roles in the Chickamauga and Mobile campaigns. After the war, as commander of U.S. troops in Texas, his actions sparked the "Juneteenth" celebrations. 16 pages of photos. 239 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. At $32.95.

West

3731421 BLACK COWBOYS OF THE OLD WEST: True, Sensational, and Little Known History. By Tricia Martineau Wagner. In an attempt to fill a large gap in the history of the American West, this collection of stories focuses on those cowboys who were often overlooked, giving black cowboys their rightful place in the taming of the Old West. Photos. 179 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. At $14.95.


African Americans


Native Americans

2867133 MY LIFE AS AN INDIAN: The Story of a Red Woman and a White Man in the Lodges of the Blackfeet. By J.W. Schultz. In this firsthand account of a life and culture that many were not privy to at the time, Schultz paints a stunning portrait of a people he admired, revered, and came to live among. This work continues to hold unsurpassable insight, which makes it still relevant today. Photos. 426 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. At $16.99.

3957601 NATIVE AMERICAN SURVIVAL SKILLS. By W. Ben Hunt. Teaches an over 100 survival skills, including hunting, tracking, and handling chapter of Americana. This book remains the definitive chronicle on this overlooked and compelling chapter of Americana. This revised edition includes exciting new chapters, documents, prints, and photographs. 254 pages. Atheneum. Paperbound. At $13.99.

Biography

3866688 JOHN WAYNE: Made in America. By the eds. of the Official John Wayne Magazine. His story is uniquely American, and the effect the country's hero on Wayne is matched only by the outsize impact he had on the nation he loved so well. In an effort to salute both, this volume explores the history of this world’s greatest country through the eyes of its most beloved icon. Will illus., many in color. 208 pages. Media Lab Books. At $22.99.
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3995313 GRANT WOOD: A Life. By R. Tapi Evans. In this audacious, ingenious and powerful biography, one of America’s most acclaimed and famous regionalist painters (think American Gothic) is revealed to be anything but the plain farmer-painter image he constructed for himself. He offers an illuminating portrayal of a life shrouded in myth. 48 pages of photos, many in color. 630 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 $14.95

4650670 FULL BLOOM: The Art and Life of Georgia O’Keeffe. By Hunter Drohojowska-Philp. One of the most successful American artists of the twentieth century, Georgia O’Keeffe made enormous contributions to modern art. But behind O’Keeffe’s bold work and celebrity was a woman misunderstood by even her most ardent admirers. This finely balanced biography offers an illuminating portrait of a life shrouded in myth, 48 pages of photos, many in color. 630 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 $14.95

3954897 ISAAC NEWTON: The Asshole Who Reinvented the Universe. By Florian Freistetter. In this colorful profile of the great man, warts and all, Freistetter, an astronomy教研, reveals that Newton was a very different man—a asshole, SOB, and an abrasive egomaniac—and why this is an inescapable assessment. 224 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $24.00 $13.95

4662462 SHOWBOAT: The Life of Kobe Bryant. By Roddy Litzinger. Bryant was considered one of the best basketball players of all time. This book tells the story of his childhood through his playing years, including details of his explosive relationship with his father. 183 pages. Photos. 626 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $24.00 $13.95

2796432 RAY & JOAN: The Man Who Made the McDonald’s Fortune and the Woman Who Gave It All Away. By Lisa Napoli. A quintessentially American tale of corporate intrigue and private passion. To the outside world, Ray Kroc and Joan were happy, enormously rich, and giving. But privately, Joan was growing tired of Ray’s temper and his unsympathetic treatment of his family. But it was this very family that paved the way for Joan’s transformation into one of the greatest philanthropists of our time. 353 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $27.00 $17.95

3974642 MARY BALL WASHINGTON: The Untold Story of George Washington’s Mother. By Dorothy Hinshaw Patent. Uncovering startling details about the inner workings of the Washington family, and vividly brings to life a resilient widow who raised six children and ran a large farm. Throughout, the author compares and contrasts mother and son illuminating the qualities they shared, and what divided them. 344 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

3820363 THE REAL WALLIS SIMPSON: A New History of the American Divorcee Who Became the Duchess of Windsor. By Anna Pasternak. In a complex and tragic true story of manipulation and betrayal, Pasternak reveals her true history of the Duchess of Windsor to reveal a riveting portrait of the man who was trapped by cunning, powerful men in a life she never wanted. Pasternak has finally given Wallis her authentic voice in this intimate, moving account. 16 pages of photos. 338 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

3944832 WITHOUT PRECEDENT: Chief Justice John Marshall and His Times. By Joel Richard Paul. The astonishing story of how a rough-frontiersman invented himself as one of the nation’s preeminent figures and then re-imagined the Constitution to forge a stronger nation. An expansive and detailed account of the life and times of this exceptional man who shaped America as he held together the Supreme Court, the Constitution, and the country itself. 502 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $12.95

3947326 WITHOUT PRECEDENT: Chief Justice Charles Evans Hughes and His Times. By Joel Richard Paul. No member of America’s Founding Generation had a greater impact on the Constitution and the Supreme Court than John Marshall. No one more deserved the unique position of the United States. From the nation’s founding in 1776 and for the next 40 years, Marshall was at the center of every political battle. 502 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $16.95

3815310 MENEGHE: The Complete Story. By Franco Watte. This definitive biography probes the personality and motivations of Auschwitz’s “Angel of Death.” From 1943-1945 Meneghe selected who would be worked to death, and who would serve as involuntary guinea pigs for his spurious and ghastly human experiments. 364 pages. Cooper Square. Paperback. Pub. at $37.95 $22.95

3940618 MASTERS OF THE MOUNTAIN: Thomas Jefferson and His Slaves. By Henry Wiencek. Based on new information coming from archival research, Wiencek reveals the 1814 London dispute that led hitherto overlooked or disregarded evidence in Thomas Jefferson’s own papers, Wiencek opens up a huge, poorly understood dimension of Jefferson’s faraway world, and we must, he argues, follow the money, 16 pages of photos. 336 pages. FSG. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

3960501 HITLER AT HOME. By Despina Stratigakos. Exposes the dictator’s preoccupation with his private persona, which shaped his political and ideological management of his domestic architecture. Offers readers a rare glimpse into the decisions involved in making Hitler’s homes and the power of propaganda to influence how the world saw him. Illus., some in color. 373 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

6855539 CHARLOTTE HESTON: Hollywood’s Last Icon. By Marc Eliot. Eliot’s definitive biography, which benefits from extraordinary access to friends, family, and private papers, unravels the epic life story of one of America’s most iconic actors, bringing to light Heston’s greatest achievements as well as his greatest failures and regrets—culminating in an account that is riveting, honest and well illustrated. 672 pages. Photo. 553 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

4662805 DAVID BOWIE: A Life. By Dylan Jones. An epic cocktail party conversation about a man whose enigmatic shape shifting and irresistible creativity produced one of the most fascinating lives of our time. Drawn from over 180 interviews with friends, rivals, lovers and collaborators, this is the story before they spoke about their relationship with David. 377 pages. Viking. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $16.95

394796X POISONER IN CHIEF: Sidney Gottlieb and the CIA Search for Mind Control. By Dylan Jones. This is the full-length biography of the legendary code name of the most powerful unknown American who served up Sensitive Room 572 to the World War II, that biography finally brings in Crosby’s work, and his life to reveal vividly, firmly reclaiming Crosby’s central role in American history. 32 pages of photos, some color. 728 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $17.95

4698864 RECKLESS DAUGHTER: A Portrait of Joan Mitchell. By David Yaffe. The remarkable, heart wrenching story of how the blonde girl from Saskatchewan with the guitar became a superstar of folk music in the 1960s, a key figure in the Laurel Canyon music scene of the 1970s, and the songwriter who spoke resonantly to, and for, a whole world. Photos. 420 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $13.95

3956121 THOMAS CROMWELL: A Revolutionary Life. By Diarmaid MacCulloch. Where past biographies placed Cromwell as a scheming operator with blood on his hands, MacCulloch sifted through letters and court records for answers and found Cromwell’s fingerprints in some of the most transformative decisions of Henry the VIII’s turbulent reign. We are given a new clear portrait of Cromwell, the man and administrative genius. 16 pages of photos. 728 pages. Viking. Pub. at $40.00 $17.95

3920583 STAN: The Life of Stan Laurel. By Fred Lawrence Guiles. The first full-length biography of the legendary comic who was the creative half of the universally loved Laurel and Hardy. Guiles provides new insight into the lives of these two of America’s most talented unknown Americans, in a fascinating portrait of show business in the first half of this century. 16 pages of photos. 284 pages. Turner. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

3926952 AN ELECTRIC POWER: The Last Idol. By Fred Lawrence Guiles. An American film, stage and radio actor, Power appeared in dozens of films, often as the handsome romantic lead. Guiles argues with vivid detail why Powers was “without qualification the finest romantic voice of this century.” It’s also a fascinating look behind the scenes of Hollywood of the ’30s and ’40s. 16 pages of photos. 408 pages. Turner. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

3925691 KENNEDY’S GREAT LOVE. Hitler’s Perfect Beauty, and J. Edgar Hoover’s Prime Suspect. By Scott Farris. She was the great love of President John F. Kennedy’s life, but also Adolf Hitler’s idol—his perfect beauty. Guiles demonstrates the great influence of the private life on public events. Photos. 457 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

3814203 BING CROSBY: Swinging on a Star—The War Years 1940-1946. By Gary Giddins. Crosby created American popular culture in a way that few artists ever have. Tracing Crosby’s skyrocketing career as he enters a new era of entertainment and cultural influence during World War II, this biography brings Crosby’s work, and his life to reveal vividly, firmly reclaiming Crosby’s central role in American history. 32 pages of photos, some color. 728 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $17.95
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464840X JANIS: Her Life and Music. By Holly George-Warren. Written by one of the most highly regarded chroniclers of American music history, and based on unprecedented access to Janis Joplin’s family, friends, bandmates, personal archives, and long interviews, this is a powerful portrait of an American pioneer—the ultimate woman who died young. Photos. 32 pages. Broadway. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

3936791 NO BETTER FRIEND, NO WORSE ENEMY: The Life of General James Mattis. By Jim Proser. In this illuminating biography, Proser takes readers through the general’s illustrious career, featuring firsthand accounts of his running some of the most significant military engagements in recent American history. See what it feels like to work for such a remarkable figure. Photos. 224 pages. Broadside. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95


4649575 ALL BLOOD RUNS RED: The Life and Legacy of Eugene Bullard—Diplomat, Pilot, Soldier, Spy. By Phil Keith with T. Clavin. A collection of photographs, interviews, and writings, and by setting him in the general context of his life. The portrayal of this emerging woman is based on a new level of research and access to Janis Joplin’s family, friends, bandmates, personal archives, and long interviews. This is a powerful portrait of an American pioneer—the ultimate woman who died young. Photos. 32 pages. Broadway. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

3966017 PHILO OF ALEXANDRIA: An Intellectual Biography. By Mann R. Niehoff. Philo was a Hellenistic Jewish philosopher who lived between the first century BC and the first century AD. He is best known for his works on natural philosophy, mathematics, and science. Despite the challenges he faced, Philo’s work has endured and continues to influence contemporary thinkers. Photos. 48 pages. Broadside. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

3942147 THE ART OF HER DEAL: The Untold Story of Melania Trump. By Mary Jordan. A detailed account of the first lady’s life, from her childhood in Slovenia to her time as a model in New York City, and her time as a real estate mogul. She is a woman who has always been in the public eye, and her story is one of resilience, determination, and hard work. Photos. 288 pages. Gotham. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $9.95

3948781 WILHELM KUNSTLEB: Disturbing the Universe. By David J. Eicher. Offers both a comprehensive history of the Civil War and a biography of the man who directed the army from the ranks. The portrait of this emerging woman is based on a new level of research and access to Janis Joplin’s family, friends, bandmates, personal archives, and long interviews. This is a powerful portrait of an American pioneer—the ultimate woman who died young. Photos. 32 pages. Broadway. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

3995194 ABE: Abraham Lincoln in His Times. By David S. Reynolds. Abraham Lincoln did not come out of nowhere. If he was shaped by his times, he also managed to shape his life into a full-fledged man who had few to have forecasted. Ultimately, this is the great drama that astonishes us still, and that still brings to life and vivid life in this comprehensive and insightful biography. Photos. 288 pages. Broadside. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $14.99

3995839 BEETHOVEN: The Relentless Revolutionary. By John Cabe. This fascinating and in-depth exploration of Beethoven as a lifelong revolutionary through his compositions, portraits, and writings, and by setting him in the context of the tumultuous times of the early 19th century. As Napoleon had made strides to liberate Europe from aristocratic oppression, so Beethoven desired to liberate humankind through music. Photos. 224 pages. Princeton Architectural. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00 $19.95

3995892 THE GREATS. Fullscreen. This incredible flash-biography collection includes every aspect of the entertainment industry. It’s like being invited to a party with 117 of today’s most famous figures, most athletic, most expressive, and most attractive people who have ever lived. Includes the landscapes of John F. Kennedy, Babe Ruth, Princess Diana, Elizabeth Taylor and many more. Includes 25 inspirational quote cards. Over 10 hours on two DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95 $3.95

3995514 ROBERT E. LEE: A Life Portrait. By David J. Eicher. Offers both a comprehensive history of the Civil War and a biography of the man who directed the army from the ranks. The portrait of this emerging woman is based on a new level of research and access to Janis Joplin’s family, friends, bandmates, personal archives, and long interviews. This is a powerful portrait of an American pioneer—the ultimate woman who died young. Photos. 288 pages. Gotham. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $9.95

3960617 HIDDEN FIRES: The Mystery of Johnstown. By William Elliott Hazelgrove. She was to have come down from a road atlas. She was a place where pasts could be forgotten, feelings and names invented, fortunes made—and lost. Her story is a fascinating look at the woman who was named after a road atlas by Cecil B. DeMille. Photos. 243 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95
**DUDON.** Pub. at $40.00

---

**3968464 ACCORDING TO KATE: The Legendary Life of Big Nose Kate, Love of Doc Holliday.** By Christina D. E. Holz. Kate’s own complicity in slavery. Well illus. 170 pages. TwoOkl. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95


**3981840 PRESIDENT WITHOUT A PARTY: The Life of John Tyler.** By Christopher J. Leahy. In this first full-scale biography of Tyler, the author presents the first and the last academic study of him in eight decades. Leahey explores the life of the tenth chief executive of the United States. He offers a novel portrayal of a president who favored a middle of the road, bipartisan approach to the nation’s problems. Illus. 491 pages. LaSUP. Pub. at $39.95. $29.95

**3971821 THE HABSBURGS: To Rule the World.** By Maryn Rady. Tells the epic story of a dynasty and the world they built, and then lost, over nearly a millennium. Historians often depict the Habsburgs as leaders of a disorganized and disunited empire characterized by a patchwork of territories, and a tangled web of laws and privileges. But Rady reveals how love and perseverance can transform our lives. Color Morrow. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95

**3991521 JAMES MONROE: A Life.** By Tim McGrath. This magnificent new biography vividly re-creates the epic sweep of Monroe’s life: his near-death wounding at Trenton and a brutal winter at Valley Forge; his pivotal negotiations with the French over the Louisiana Purchase; his deep friendships with Thomas Jefferson and James Madison, and his lifelong struggle to reckon with his own complicity in slavery. Well illus. 397 pages. Yale. Pub. at $32.00. $23.95

**3911949 THE HOUSE OF KENNEDY.** By James Patterson & J. Fagen. Across decades and generations, the Kennedys have occupied a unique place in the American imagination. character analysis, cursed at once familiar and unknowable. This narrative is a revealing, fascinating account of America’s most storied family, as told by America’s most trusted storyteller. 16 pages of photos. Diversion. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95

---

**DVD 394865X OBSCENE: A Portrait of Barney Rossyet & Grove Press.** The definitive film biography of Barney Rosset, the influential publisher of Grove Press and The Evergreen Review. In Color and B&W. 90 minutes. New Video. $5.95

---

**394710 BUCHI CASSIDY: The True Story of an American Outlaw.** By Charles Leerhsen. Brings the notorious Butch Cassidy to vivid life to reveal a more fascinating and complicated man than the outlaws we know. Leahey shares his fascination with how criminals such as Butch dutifully maneuvered between honest work and thievery, battling the corporate interests that were exploiting the settlers. 334 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $30.00. $21.95

**4656962 HARRY DEAN STANTON: Hollywood’s Zen Rebel.** By Joseph B. Atkins. Stanton is often remembered for his crowd-pleasing roles in movies like Pretty in Pink, Baby Blues, or Escape from New York. This impassioned biography illuminates the entirety of his incredible sixty-year career. Drawing on interviews with the actor’s friends, family, and colleagues, this narrative offers an unprecedented look at a beloved figure. Photos. 254 pages. UPky. Pub. at $34.95. $27.95

**3950506 ALBRECHT DURER: Documentary Biography.** By Jeffery Ashcroft. This unique combination of documentary biography and exhaustive bibliography will undoubtedly become a definitive source for students and scholars of Durer and his work, as well as for general readers, art historians, and art-lovers. 1,180 pages in two volumes. Diversion. Pub. at $30.00. $29.95

---

**4600180 JKF: Coming of Age in the American Century, 1917-1956.** By Fredrik Logevall. Takes us as close as we have ever been to the real John F. Kennedy giving us the clearest portrait we have of this iconic American icon, and gives us a sweeping history of the United States in the middle decades of the twentieth century. Illus. 792 pages. Random. Pub. at $40.00. $29.95

**3985180 JFK: Coming of Age in the American Century, 1917-1956.** By Fredrik Logevall. Takes us as close as we have ever been to the real John F. Kennedy giving us the clearest portrait we have of this iconic American icon, and gives us a sweeping history of the United States in the middle decades of the twentieth century. Illus. 792 pages. Random. Pub. at $40.00. $29.95

**3986314 LEVON: From Down in the Delta to the Birth of The Band and Beyond.** By Grundy T. Wood. A penetrating tale of a music legend who grew up on the Mississippi Delta. Traces the life of the money she demanded to tell the story of her paramour could never get a publisher to give her own. Well illus. 16 pages of photos. 378 pages. Diversion. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95

---

**1839314 DICTIONARY OF AFRICAN BIOGRAPHY.** Ed. by E.K. Peters. By the Pharaohs to Fanon, this six-volume set provides a comprehensive overview of the lives and contributions of men and women who shaped Africa’s history. Unprecedented in scale, it covers the whole continent, from Tunisia to South Africa, Sierra Leone to Somalia. It also covers the Southern cultures of the 18th-century African Hottentots, as well as the Pharaohs of Ancient Egypt to Nelson Mandela of South Africa. 3,289 pages in six volumes. Originally published at $1,200. Oxford. $149.95

---

**3890701 NEVER HAVE YOUR DOG STUFFED: And Other Things I’ve Learned.** By Allen Alda. The acclaimed actor brings his elegant sensitivity and wry wit to the story of his highly unusual childhood, as well as to his career as a children’s entertainer. Now she is sharing her journey, from Melbourne schoolgirl to international superstar, in this deeply personal memoir. Warm, candid, and moving, this is her story in her own words. 32 pages of photos, some photos. 272 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95

**3973862 CRAIG & FRED: A Marine, a Stray Dog, and How They Rescued Each Other.** By Al Suosaari. An inspiring tale of resilience and what Grossi calls “stubborn optimism,” this is the true story of a U.S. Marine, the stray dog he met on an Afghan battlefield, and how they saved each other. Grossi’s story reminds us how love and perseverance can transform our lives. Color Morrow. Pub. at $16.95. $9.95


**3963494 MY CAPTIVITY: A Pioneer Woman’s Story of Her Life Among the Shoshones.** By Mary S. Graves. Originally published in 1872. Kelly was nineteen when her wagon party of emigrants was attacked by a large force of Sioux warriors. Most of the travelers were killed, but Fanny’s husband, John, spent and the next five months attempting to rescue her. Here, Fanny narrates her time in captivity with the Native Americans. 285 pages. Skyhorse. $15.95

**2963965 FULL DISCLOSURE.** By Stormy Daniels with K.C. O’Leary. How did Daniels become the woman willing to take on a president? What is it like to be reviled by some, held up as a beacon by others? The author of Escape from New York. She shares her fascination with how criminals such as Butch dutifully maneuvered between honest work and thievery, battling the corporate interests that were exploiting the settlers. 334 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $30.00. $21.95

**387432X THE OTHER SIDE OF OZ.** By Buddy Ebsen. The man who starred on the stage, in films, and television reflects back on a long career, including his service in WWII and his life-threatening experiences on the set of The Wizard of Oz. 125 photos. 288 pages. Donovan. Pub. at $24.95. $4.95

**3899432 ELEANOR ROOSEVELT, VOLUME 3: The War Years and After 1939-1962.** By Bielinn Wiesner Cook. This third and final volume in this comprehensive biography series takes the reader through WWII, Franklin Roosevelt’s death, the founding of the United Nations, and Eleanor’s development of this new life. A dignified evolution of a marriage, as the first lady was forced to realize the cost of maintaining her principles while the middle years of her life and her husband increasingly drew away from them. 16 pages of photos. 670 pages. Viking. Pub. at $40.00. $6.95

---

**3979392 KEEP ON STORYING: And Other Things I’ve Learned.** By Mary Trump. Numerous pundits, armchair psychologists, and journalists have sought to reveal what makes Donald, and the rest of her clan tick. 225 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.00. $21.95
ALL THE WAY: My Life in Four Quarters. By Joe Namath et al. The NFL icon who first brought show business to the sports world shares his life lessons on fame, fatherhood, and football. Namath opens up and exposes a life that was anything but charmed. As much about football as addiction, and fatherhood, this account reveals the man behind the icon. Photos, many in color. Brown. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

JUNGLE: A Harrowing True Story of Survival in the Amazon. By Yossi Ghinsberg. When four travelers of the heart of the Amazon rainforest, what begins as a dream adventure quickly deteriorates into a dangerous nightmare. This riveting true story narrated by Ghinsberg is the story of friendship and the teachings of nature. 322 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

TOO SCARED TO TELL. By Cathy Glass. Dakar's school teaches the alarm. Dakar's mother is absent and he has been left in the care of "friends" but has been arriving at school hungry, unkempt and with bruises on his arms and legs. Glass is asked to look after him and within days has his back, his concerns for him deepen. 309 pages. HarperElement. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

PAPILLON. By Henri Charrière. This astonishing autobiography was published in France in 1969, more than twenty years after Charrière's final escape from Devil's Island, a place from which no one had ever escaped until Papillon. A gripping and ultimately uplifting odyssey of an innocent man who would not be defeated. 544 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

HUNTING EL CHAPO. By Clayton Moore. Fincham-Gray. A beautifully written and candid memoir, filled with disobligatory stories about life can help heal even the most broken hearts and minds. 238 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $3.95

I WAS THAT MASKED MAN. By I. T. Harvey. Moore's personal memoir told with candor and sincerity, the engaging story of the life he strove to live according to the ideals he represented to millions of Americans. 32 pages of photos. 268 pages. Taylor. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

30709365 THE ANNOTATED MEMOIRS OF ULYSSES S. GRANT. Ed. by Elizabeth D. Samet. Grant began writing his memoirs in the wake of financial ruin and a cancer diagnosis, and he finished just before his death in 1885. Published by Mark Twa, it's a testament to the vision and ambition of the former general and president. Samet's annotations bring readers deep into the world of Grant and expands the Civil War backdrop against which Grant's life, illustr., some in color. 1068 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95

PERMANENT RECORD. By Edward Snowden. Spanning the bucolic Beltway suburb of his childhood and the clandestine CIA, and NSA postings of his adult life, Snowden delivers an extraordinary account of a bright young man who grew up online, a man who became a spy, a whistleblower, and the internet's conscience. 344 pages. Metropolitan. Pub. at $28.99 $16.95

SACRED DUTY: A Soldier's Tour at Arlington National Cemetery. By Tom Partin. Partly of the Holy Guard—the U.S. Army's official ceremonial unit, this account of life at Arlington, part intimate profile of today's soldiers; this is an unforgettable testament to the timeless power of service and sacrifice to our nation. 16 pages of color photos. 301 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

SACRED GLASS. By Sara Lunsford. She helped cage her signature blend of grit, energy, heart and soul. In this compelling memoir, Turner sets the record straight about her illustrious career and can help heal even the most broken hearts and minds. 238 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $3.95

MY INVENTIONS. By Nikola Tesla. Visionary, pioneer, and eccentric genius, Tesla was the quintessential scientist of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Two of his creations, the induction motor and the Tesla coil, underpin the technology we know today. Here we tell the story of his life, from his humble beginnings in Croatia to his feats of invention. 106 pages. Archirus. Paperbound. $12.95

MY PATIENTS AND OTHER STORIES. Based on her four-year stint as a Country Nurse on a Scottish Isle. By Mary J. MacLeod. Gaelic fortitude meets nurse's compassion in these wonderful true stories of practicing in rural Scotland. By turns funny, moving, sad, and tragic, MacLeod's charming tales encapsulate a Hebridean existence few have the good fortune to experience. 320 pages. Aria. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

NINE LIVES: My Time as Mîb's Top Spy Inside al-Qaeda. By Aimer Dean et al. This story is about a young Muslim who tried to defect his faith, and turned himself fighting on the wrong side—and his fateful decision to work undercover for his sworn enemy. From the killing fields of Bosnia to the training camps of Afghanistan, we discover what life is like inside the global jihad, and what it will take to stop it once and for all. 467 pages. One World. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95


SOME SUNNY DAY: My Autobiography. By Dame Vera Lynn. It wasn't until Vera Lynn's radio show and songs connected with the men fighting for their country and those left behind praying for their loved ones. This remarkable autobiography is a vivid portrait of Britain at war and a unique story of love and rescue of nation. 16 pages of photos. 311 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95

34 YEARS IN HELL: My Time Inside America’s Toughest Prisons. By Jamie Johnson. Kane. Prisoner C81562 was incarcerated for 34 years alongside some of America’s most evil killers; Charles Manson, Edmund Kemper, Charles “Tex” Watson and his crew. Johnson, was said to be a "Chaplain" at State Prison and the notorious “Graduator,” a prison act, he learned to survive in brutal conditions. Here is his story. 299 pages. Minot Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

MY INVENTIONS. By Nikola Tesla. Visionary, pioneer, and eccentric genius, Tesla was the quintessential scientist of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Two of his creations, the induction motor and the Tesla coil, underpin the technology we know today. Here we tell the story of his life, from his humble beginnings in Croatia to his feats of invention. 106 pages. Archirus. Paperbound. $12.95

MY DAYS: Happy and Otherwise. By Marion Ross with D. Laurell. In this warm and candid memoir, filled with loving recollections from the award-winning Happy Days team—from break-out star Henry Winkler to Cunningham wild child Morgan–Rosé and the many other young people with dreams in rural Minnesota, and the determination it took to make them come true. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 303 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95

ONCE UPON A FARM: Lessons on Growing Love, Life, and Hope on a New Frontier. By K. McKenzie & Jamie Morgan Kane. J. With their four year old daughter Indiana’s hand and walked forward into an unknown future, he takes us on his child’s exhilarating and heartbreaking journey. With passion and compassion, he describes the satisfaction of diagnosing and treating diseases and inevitably raises questions about their end of life care. It will send you running to the nearest shelter to adopt a pet. 270 pages. Harper. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

ONCE UPON A FARM: Lessons on Growing Love, Life, and Hope on a New Frontier. By K. McKenzie & Jamie Morgan. Jami Morgan Kane. J. With their four year old daughter Indiana’s hand and walked forward into an unknown future, he takes us on his child’s exhilarating and heartbreaking journey. With passion and compassion, he describes the satisfaction of diagnosing and treating diseases and inevitably raises questions about their end of life care. It will send you running to the nearest shelter to adopt a pet. 270 pages. Harper. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95


MORTUARY CONFIDENTIAL: Insider Stories of Love, Loss, and Hope. By Suzy Fincham-Gray. A beautifully written and moving story of Finchan-Gray's selfless work and her passion for both science and the art of mortuary work. She describes a time of death. See more titles at erhbc.com/316

TOO SCARED TO TELL. By Cathy Glass. Dakar's school teaches the alarm. Dakar's mother is absent and he has been left in the care of "friends" but has been arriving at school hungry, unkempt and with bruises on his arms and legs. Glass is asked to look after him and within days has his back, his concerns for him deepen. 309 pages. HarperElement. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

HUNTING EL CHAPO. By Clayton Moore. Fincham-Gray. A beautifully written and candid memoir, filled with disobligatory stories about life can help heal even the most broken hearts and minds. 238 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $3.95

HUNTING EL CHAPO. By Clayton Moore. Fincham-Gray. A beautifully written and candid memoir, filled with disobligatory stories about life can help heal even the most broken hearts and minds. 238 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $3.95

HUNTING EL CHAPO. By Clayton Moore. Fincham-Gray. A beautifully written and candid memoir, filled with disobligatory stories about life can help heal even the most broken hearts and minds. 238 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $3.95

HUNTING EL CHAPO. By Clayton Moore. Fincham-Gray. A beautifully written and candid memoir, filled with disobligatory stories about life can help heal even the most broken hearts and minds. 238 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $3.95

HUNTING EL CHAPO. By Clayton Moore. Fincham-Gray. A beautifully written and candid memoir, filled with disobligatory stories about life can help heal even the most broken hearts and minds. 238 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $3.95

HUNTING EL CHAPO. By Clayton Moore. Fincham-Gray. A beautifully written and candid memoir, filled with disobligatory stories about life can help heal even the most broken hearts and minds. 238 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $3.95

HUNTING EL CHAPO. By Clayton Moore. Fincham-Gray. A beautifully written and candid memoir, filled with disobligatory stories about life can help heal even the most broken hearts and minds. 238 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $3.95

HUNTING EL CHAPO. By Clayton Moore. Fincham-Gray. A beautifully written and candid memoir, filled with disobligatory stories about life can help heal even the most broken hearts and minds. 238 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $3.95
Autobiography

★ 3904024 ME & PATSY KICKIN’ UP DUST: My Friendship with Patsy Cline. By Loretta Lynn with Jack McDevitt. A rollicking, raw and personal portrait of a friendship that defined a generation and changed country music indelibly as well as a meditation on love, loss, and legacy. 222 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

★ 291588X SON OF HARPO SPEAKS! By Bill Marx. In this warmhearted memoir, Bill Marx shares what it was like growing up as the son of a folk icon. He details his father’s presence in two worlds—that of a normal boy at home with his family and that of a child exposed to the extraordinary talent and infectious energy of his legendary father. 312 pages. Applause. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 4651888 JENNIFER JUNIPER: A Journey Beyond the Muse. By Jenny Boyd. Having spent her life in the company of some of the greatest musical and cultural influencers of the last 50 years, Boyd tells about the journey she has taken to find her own sense of self and creative ability, making this a truly captivating and inspiring story. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 224 pages. Andre Deutsch. 8¼x11¼ $11.95

★ 6873413 THE MURDER OF PRINCESS DIANA: The Truth Behind the Assassination of the People’s Princess. By Noel Botham. After months of investigation, this investigation tells the story of that fateful night, the author reveals what he alleges to be the truth, that Princess Diana fell victim to a ruthless executed assassination. Reporting from the innermost sanctums of British intelligence and royalty, Botham details to what he claims is the UK’s best kept secret. 252 pages. John Blake. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 2864092 QUEEN VICTORIA’S MATCHMAKING: The Royal Marriages That Shaped Europe. By Deborah Cadbury. Presents a captivating exploration of the role in which Queen Victoria exerted the greatest international power and influence, as a matchmaking goddess for the royal families of Europe, including the eyebrows she raised, the protocols she upset, the scandal that resulted when she actually named the screen goddess’ killer. 382 pages. Europe. Pub. at $26.00 $19.95

★ 3904123 LOU GERHIG: The Lost Memoir By Alan D. Gaff. Lou Gehrig comes alive in his inspiring memoir. It is a heartfelt tale about a shy, skinny kid from New York who, against all odds, became the “Iron Horse.” He was one of the most revered ballplayers of all time. Gehrig’s poignant account is followed by an insightful biographical essay by historian Alan D. Gaff. 16 pages of photos. 140 pages. Applause. Pub. at $17.95 $19.95

★ 3887545 UNDER THE BLACK HAT: My Life in the W.W.E. and Beyond. By Jim Ross with P. O. Brien. Picking up where his memoir, Slubboeb, left off, Ross chronicles his rise on the cusp of a new career in a reimagined industry, this is the triumphant tale of a country boy who made it to the top, took a few knocks, and stuck around—just where his fans like him. 295 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

★ 3962213 ANNE FRANK: The Collected Works. Brings together Anne Frank’s complete writings, along with important images and documents, and also includes the original versions of her world-famous diary. 733 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $70.00 $49.95

Royalty

★ 3979233 DIANA: Case Solved. By Dylan Howard with C. McLazen. The trial-accredited killed the princess is finally revealed. The authors uncover the one man who knows for sure what happened, and who, for twenty-two years has been ordered to remain silent now finally speaks up, smashing wide open the astonishing conspiracy. Color photos. 262 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

★ 3973859 ROYALS AT WAR: The Untold Story of Harry and Meghan’s Shocking Split from the Firm. By Dylan Howard and Michael K. Willcox. Howard et al. played out against the cataclysm of the British tabloid’s laser focus on the duchess’ every movement—for good or ill. This is the true story of how and why Harry and Meghan’s split from the Establishment—and perhaps just the beginning of a whole new Monarchy, redefined for the modern age. Color photos. 338 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 6920163 BRITAIN’S ROYAL FAMILIES: The Complete Genealogy. By Alison Weir. This unique reference provides complete genealogical details of all members of the royal houses of England, Scotland, and Great Britain from 800 AD to the present. Included is the vital biographical information relating not only to each monarch, but also to every member of their immediate family. 392 pages. Vintage. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

★ 2917516 MAJESTY: The Illustrated History of Queen Elizabeth II and the Royal House of Windsor. By Rod Green. Explore the personal and political intrigues that have beset the House of Windsor, including the Queen’s relationships with prime ministers, tax increases, and Anthony Eden to Margaret Thatcher. Set against a colorful backdrop of key events, and the changing face of world politics, this is not only the story of a family, but also the unimaginable horror. Photos. 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 3857646 THE FAMILY NEXT DOOR: The Heartbreaking Imprisonment of the Teenage Turpin Siblings and Their Extraordinary Rescue. By John Glatt. To their family, neighbors, and online friends, Louise and David Turpin presented a picture of domestic bliss with their thirteen children. But instead the children’s was a world of torture, fear, and near starvation by their parents. In this first major account of the case, Glatt delves into the disturbing details of the thirteen siblings unimaginable horror. Photos. 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99 $20.95

★ 6769061 FILTHY RICH: The Billionaire’s Sex Scandal. By James Patterson et al. Jeffrey Epstein rose from humble origins to New York City’s elite. But he wanted more. That desire and a taste for underage girls resulted in a string of young women coming forward with sadistic allegations. This is an explosive true story of wealth, power, and influence—and a shocking look behind the scenes. Photos. 280 pages. Vision. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 3719921 GO DOWN TOGETHER: The Untold Story of Bonnie & Clyde. By Jude Gunn. Combining exhaustive research with surprising newly revealed information, Gunn tells the real story of two storytellers from a filthy Dallas slum who fell in love and then willingly traded their lives for a brief interlude of excitement and, more important, fame. 16 pages of photos. 468 pages. People. Pub. at $16.95 $8.95

★ 5933501 THE MURDER OF MARYLON RONDEO: Case Closed. By J. Margolis & R. Buskin. Finally lays to rest more than 50 years of speculation and misguided assertions by actually naming the goddess’s killer. Implicating none other than Bobby Kennedy in the commission of her murder, the authors use eyewitness testimony to describe exactly what took place. 16 pages of color. 351 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

★ 6880274 PILL CITY. By Kevin Deutsch. As Baltimore was engulfed in the 2015 riots, two bright young year old students began ligging pharmacies and stealing over 100 million dollars worth of opiates. Using their gang connections and programming skills they set up a high tech drug delivery service. In the process it sparked bloody gang wars and a nationwide wave of addiction. Photos. 266 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

DVD 6832992 SHAKED–THE KILLER KILLED the Complete First Season. Meet thirteen women, like Elena Kiejliches, a wealthy Russian emigre who shoots her husband and then takes a trip to Disneys World, an average American housewife who ties her husband to their bed and stabs him 192 times. These true stories, full of scandal and intrigue, are guaranteed to grip and shock. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $24.98 $19.95

SERIAL KILLERS: Inside the Minds of the Most Monstrous Murderers. By Charlotte Greg. Writing in detail about more than fifty of the world’s most infamous serial killers, Greg sees them as signs of something larger and more coherent. 465 pages. PUB. at $12.99 $9.95

THE MURDER OF MARILYN MONROE: Case Closed. By J. Margolis & R. Buskin. Finally lays to rest more than 50 years of speculation and misguided assertions by actually naming the goddess’s killer. Implicating none other than Bobby Kennedy in the commission of her murder, the authors use eyewitness testimony to describe exactly what took place. 16 pages of color. 351 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

Movie 6832992 SHAKED–THE KILLER KILLED the Complete First Season. Meet thirteen women, like Elena Kiejliches, a wealthy Russian emigre who shoots her husband and then takes a trip to Disneys World, an average American housewife who ties her husband to their bed and stabs him 192 times. These true stories, full of scandal and intrigue, are guaranteed to grip and shock. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $24.98 $19.95

The picture shows a page from a catalog listing various books and DVDs. The books cover a wide range of topics including memoirs, biographies, crime, and more. The prices range from $7.95 to $28.99.
3954900 JACK THE RIPPER FAQ: All That's Left to Know About the Infamous Series of Murders. By Donald Thompson. Investigates the world in which the Ripper operated, discussing the facts that made it possible for him to act with such apparent impunity. Thompson also surveys the legacy of novels, films, operas, comic books, and other creative works inspired by or drawn from the mystery. Illus. 299 pages. Applause. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

4655141 A MASSACRE IN MEXICO: The True Story Behind the Misanzing Forty-Three Students. By John D. Franklin. Heritage. $12.95. On April 26, 2014, a party of students from the Ayotzinapa Rural Teachers' College were en route to a protest when they were intercepted by local police. A confused situation ensued, and some students were nowhere to be found. The crime and the resultant cover-up brought the profound depths of corruption in the Mexican government and police force into stark relief. 404 pages. Verso. Pub. at $26.95.

3957438 THE GREAT PICTORIAL HISTORY OF WORLD WAR II. By Jay Robert Nash. Provides gripping reading for anyone interested in true military, political science, law enforcement, criminology and criminal justice. This two-volume set also includes an extensive bibliography and comprehensive index further enhancing this important work as a necessary source for researchers. 1,755 pages in two volumes. Illus. 9¼x11¼. Hardcover. Pub. at $146.00. $34.95


3959025 THE MYSTERIOUS LIFE AND FICTIONAL DEATH OF JESSE JAMES: Based on Family Records, Forensic Evidence, and His Personal Journals. By Daniel J. & Teresa F. Duke. Notorious outlaw Jessie James' assassination has been clouded with mystery since its inception. Now James' great-grandchildren present the results of more than 20 years of exhaustive research into state and federal records, photographs, newspaper reports, diaries, and a 1995 DNA test favoring the theory of these trust members. 200 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $13.95

3954943 JUSTICE STATISTICS, SECOND EDITION: An Extended Look at Crime in the United States. Ed. by Shana Hertz Halits. Provides valuable information compiled by the Department of Justice, including its subsidiaries, the Bureau of Justice Statistics and the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Topics covered include capital punishment, rape and sexual assault, hate crimes, probation, parole and law enforcement officers killed and assaulted. 289 pages. Bernan. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $93.00. $7.95


3735648 SCAM ME IF YOU CAN: Simple Strategies to Outsmart Today's Scammers. By Joe Black. Reveals the latest tricks that today’s scammers, hackers, and con artists use to steal your money and personal information. Using plain language and vivid examples, Abagnale offers hundreds of tips to protect yourself and your family from every scam imaginable. 336 pages. Portfolio. Paperback. Pub. at $19.00. $13.95

3258011 WORTH MORE DEAD AND OTHER TRUE CASES, VOL. 10. By Ann Rule. Go deep inside the darkest crimes and twisted minds of the most baffling killers and schemers with this collection of chilling cases. 418 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

5949868 WHO KILLED BOB CRANE? The Final Close-Up. By John Hook. The 1978 murder and Amok in search of Who Killed Bob Crane remains one of the most high-profile unsolved celebrity murders of all time. In an unprecedented investigation, reporter Hook delves into the original blood evidence in the Crane murder in a final attempt to use DNA science to identify the killer. Color photos. 221 pages. Get Hooked Media. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95. $4.95

3953765 FEMALE SERIAL KILLERS: Up Close and Personal, By Christopher Berry-Dee. From the detectives, ex-husbands, victims and lady killers themselves, find out what goes on in these killers’ minds, and what makes them snap. 271 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. $11.95


2841002 DENIAL OF JUSTICE: Dorothy Kilgallen, Abuse of Power, and the Most Compelling JFK Assassination Investigation in History. By Robert Spencer. Continues the mystery of why, how, and by whom celebrated TV star and media icon Dorothy Kilgallen was murdered in 1965. Packed with fresh new information to the one man responsible for her death, this account exposes the truth once buried by more than five decades of government corruption, and delivers drama at its very best. Photos. 473 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

4694119 A BROTHERHOOD BETRAYED: The Man Behind the Rise and Fall of Murder, Inc. By Michael Cannell. traces the history of Murder, Inc. through Abe Reles and rotations of organized crime to connect the murderous chain to stool pigeon, ending with his fatal death on a Coney Island rooftop. For a brief moment before WWII, America fixated on the delicate balance of trust and betrayal on the Brooklyn streets. This is the story of a man who was too loyal to his gang. Photos. 326 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. $21.95

465918X THE SPIDER: Inside the Criminal Web of Jeffrey Epstein and Ghislaine Maxwell. By Barry Levine. This new account chronicles financier’s life and crimes exposes how Epstein operated and evaded justice for so long—and how he drew so many others, including high-profile figures, into this criminal web. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 363 pages. Crown. Pub. at $32.00. $21.95

4651711 THE CASE AGAINST SOCIALISM. By Rand & Kelley Ashby Paul. Based on a new book by the Pauls, it will impel the fate of the world’s freest nation, unleashing a plague of oppressive government control. He gives readers a timely response to the threat and a call to arms for citizens to reassert the 354 pages. Broadside. Pub. at $28.99. $6.95

3899306 SECRET EMPIRES: How the American Political Class Hides Corruption and Enriches Family and Friends. By John Donnelly. A new corruption has taken hold involving larger and larger numbers of Americans, many others, including high-profile figures, into this new corruption. We are guaranteed in the Constitution are vanishing before our eyes.

4394829 IT IS DANGEROUS TO BE RIGHT WHEN THE GOVERNMENT IS WRONG: The Case for Personal Freedom. By Andrew P. Napolitano. In this provocative edition, Judge Napolitano lays out the case that the U.S. government, whose first obligation is to protect and preserve individual freedoms, actually does nothing. He offers eye-opening, sometimes frightening examples of how the government is disarming, disempowering, and discrediting both the American people and our Constitution. We are guaranteed in the Constitution are vanishing before our eyes.

3927091 50 THINGS THEY DON’T WANT YOU TO KNOW ABOUT TRUMP. By Jerome Hudson. Hudson uncovers all the things Americans have not been told about our forty-fifth president. We’re surrounded by supposed experts shouting about the scandals that Americans care about the least, from TV talking heads to social media activists. You’ll be stunned at the many Trump accomplishments that just aren’t reported by the press. 285 pages. Broadside. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99. $13.95

4568787 50 THINGS THEY DON’T WANT YOU TO KNOW ABOUT TRUMP. By Jerome Hudson. Hudson dives deep to uncover the things Americans are not supposed to realize. From Robert Mueller and hisphony investigation to college safe spaces, from social justice warriors to the hand to hand combat of social media, and from Jesse Smollett to Joe Biden, we explore one dirty topic after another to make sure what we are guaranteed in the Constitution are vanishing before our eyes.

4665422 LET THE PEOPLE PICK THE PRESIDENT: The Case for Abolishing the Electoral College. By Jesse Wegman. In this thoroughly researched and engaging call to arms, Wegman makes the compelling case for one last make every vote in the United States count—and restore belief in our democratic system. 286 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. $9.95

see more titles at erhbc.com/316
3895187 EVERYTHING YOU LOVE WILL BURN: Inside the Rebirth of White Nationalism in America. By Vegas Tenold. The author takes a look into America’s extreme white nationalist groups, the KKK, the National Socialist Movement, and the Traditionalist Workers Party and offers a terrifying, sobering insight into these newly empowered movements. Illus. 322 pages. Nation Books. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

3965672 INSIDE TRUMP'S WHITE HOUSE: The Real Story of His Presidency. By Doug Wead. Here is a history of the Trump White House with the President and his staff and family talking openly, honestly, and on the record. The author offers a gripping account of Trump’s first years in office, covering everything from election night to the news of today. 16 pages of color photos. 440 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $30.00 $8.99

3890945 ONE PERSON, NO VOTE: How Voter Suppression Is Destroying Our Democracy. By Carol Anderson. Chronicles the rollbacks to African American participation in the vote since the 2013 Shelby County court decision that reinvigorated the Voting Rights Act of 1965. Known as the Shelby ruling, this decision effectively allowed districts with a history of racial discrimination to change voting requirements without approval from the Department of Justice. 271 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

3946481 THE ROOM WHERE IT HAPPENED: A White House Memoir. By John Bolton. This much anticipated White House memoir is the most comprehensive and substantial account of the Trump Administration. Showing a President addicted to chaos, who embraced our enemies, spurned our allies, and who has repeatedly been deeply suspicious of his own government, Bolton has produced a precise rendering of his days in and around the Oval Office. Photos. 577 pages. S&S. Pub. at $32.50 $24.95

3927654 MORE LEWISER: More of the Dysfunctional in the Time of Trump. By G.B. Trudeau. Welcome to volume three of the Doonesbury Trump Trilogy. As the unflappable Zonker explains to Zipper, the way to cope is to accept that the New Normal and just roll with it. Fully Illustrated. 304 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

3877919 GO BACK TO WHERE YOU BELONG: From the Backlash Against Immigration and the Fate of Western Democracy. By Sasha Polakow-Suransky. The author offers a sweeping, eloquent history of Pr resident Trump’s first years in office, his most uncompromising policy initiatives, and the domestic and international forces that propelled them. 294 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95


3958646 DVD 4640956 STAND-UP REACTION. From his very first day in office, Ronald Reagan endeared himself to millions of Americans with his affable, fun-loving personality. Now, for the first time, his most humorous and endearing anecdotes are combined in one delightfully entertaining DVD. Upfront Entertainment. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

3947548 THE PROBLEM WITH LINCOLN. By Thomas J. DiLorenzo. Debunking the conventional wisdom that the 16th President was a truckin”, sweating, hardworking commoner, the author challenges the myth that Lincoln was a man who was led by the Union. In these pages, Lincoln is shown as a man with iron will, a fierce determination to save the Union at almost any cost. 250 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

297603X UNMASKED: Big Media’s War Against Trump. By L.B. Bozell III & T. Graham. In this fascinating examination of the media’s war on Donald Trump, Bozell and Graham expose the weaponized and radicalized “news” media as a direct threat to democracy. They offer a thoughtful attempt at a moral, a truthful account that makes for a compelling and educational read. 274 pages. Human克斯. Pub. at $24.99 $17.99

3958688 LIVE FREE OR DIE: America (and the World) on the Brink. By Sean Hannity. The author gives his views on how Americans can save the Republic. 342 pages. Threshold Editions. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

Politics
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4661729 WORLD WITHOUT MIND: The Existential Threat of Big Tech. By Nick Bostrom. Without pausing to consider the cost, the world has rushed to embrace four titanic corporations: Amazon, Facebook, Apple, and Google. The first three want to build a society that is a better place, but Bostrom argues that instead they have laid waste to privacy, produced a narrow culture of misinformation, and put us on a path to a world without mind. 297 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $20.00 $9.95

4641247 A DEATH IN THE RAINFOREST: How a Language and a Way of Life Came to an End in Papua New Guinea. By Sean Taddeo. Takes us inside the story of when the author came to know it, revealing what it is like to live in a difficult to get to know village of two hundred people, carved out like a cleft in the middle of a tropical rainforest. Taddeo takes readers deep inside a world that endures in the face of massive changes—one that is on the verge of disappearing forever. 274 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $26.95 $19.99

4911446 HEARTLAND: A Memoir of Working Hard and Being Broke in the Richest Country on Earth. By Sarah Smarz. Smarz challenges us to examine the class divide in our country and the myths about people thought to be less because they earn less. Combining memoir with powerful analysis and cultural commentary, this is an essential look at class identity, and the perils of economic hardship in a country known for its excess. 290 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

4641272 EVERYTHING YOU LOVED IS GOING TO DISAPPEAR: The United States, Canada, and Mexico That Have Already Vanished. By Jon Ward. Takes us on a journey through a world that endures in the face of massive changes—one that is on the verge of disappearing forever. 274 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $26.95 $19.99

Psychology

6932386 LIES AND LIARS: How and Why Sociopaths Lie and How You Can Protect Yourself From Them. By Franklin Graham Scott. Provides a comprehensive picture of this behavior that undermines social bonds built on trust. The odds are very high that you know a sociopath already. Reading this volume you’ll figure out what signs to look for to prevent yourself or your loved ones from being manipulated or harmed ever again. 169 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95
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**262737X DIFFICULT PERSONALITIES: A Practical Guide to Managing the Hurtful Behavior of Others (or Yourself)**, By H. McGrath & H. Edwards. Taking the American Psychiatric Association’s widely used Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders as its starting point, this guide helpfully outlines over a dozen different personality traits and types, detailing their common characteristics and underlying motivations. It also helps equip readers with numerous strategies for dealing with difficult behaviors. 280 pages. The Experiment. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95.

**4656863 THUS SPAKE ZARATHUSTRA**, By Friedrich Nietzsche. Frequent misrepresents and hijacked to dangerous purpose by Nazi intellectuals, this is a work of profound brilliance and poetic mastery which still provides meaning in today’s complex and changing world. 303 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. $5.95.


**3934548 HOW TO GROW OLD: Ancient Wisdom for the Second Half of Life**, By Marcus Tullius Cicero. Filled with timeless wisdom and practical guidance, Cicero’s brief, charming classic has delighted readers for centuries. From Saint Augustine to Thomas Jefferson, for more than two thousand years. This lively new translation has an informative new introduction and the original Latin on facing pages. 196 pages. Princeton. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $10.95.

**3900827 THE SIX SECRETS OF INTELLIGENCE: What Your Education Failed to Teach You**, By Craig Adams. A guide to the fundamental principles of learning. The way we think, this is an essential toolkit that works in any political debate, philosophical discussion or family argument. 286 pages. Icon. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95.

**3781771 THE HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY**, By A.C. Grayling. A comprehensive and entertaining single volume history of the great, intellectual, world-shaping figures of philosophy. Destined to be Grayling’s magnus opus, and astonishing in its range and accessibility, this is a landmark work. 682 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95.

Philosophy

**2900831 IN PRAISE OF IDLENESS**, By Bertrand Russell. In this celebrated essay, Russell champions the seemingly incongruous notion that realizing our full potential, and thus enjoying the greatest possible success and happiness, is not accomplished by working harder or smarter, but through harnessing the extraordinary power of idleness. Illus. 178 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95.

**4654939 MEDITATIONS**, By Marcus Aurelius. During his time in power, Aurelius wrote a series of private notes where he recorded his thoughts on philosophy. His philosophy articulated the need for inner peace and order in a world filled with chaos and suffering. Those insights are just as helpful today as when he wrote them nearly two millennia ago. 160 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95.

**3902821 THE PHILOSOPHY BIBLE: The Definitive Guide to the Last 3,000 Years of Thought**, By Martin Cohen. Packed with fascinating characters and stories, this little compendium weaves the story of philosophy in both chronological and thematic ways to bring this fascinating subject to life. Fully illus., most in color. 400 pages. Firefly. Paperback. $17.95 $12.95.

**3727221 TEST YOUR BIBLE KNOWLEDGE: 1,206 Questions to Sharpen Your Understanding of Scripture**, By Wilson Casey. A fun and informative way to see how well you know the book of Revelation. A complete picture of the entire scope of the Holy Bible, exclusively based on the King James Version. Answers are provided for each quiz along with chapter and verse references. 262 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95.

**451858X THE BOOK OF ENOCH**, R.H. Charles provides the definitive translation of one of the most noted apocalyptic works still in existence. Often described as “the lost book” of the Bible, it seems to have been written in Palestine by several different authors in the first and second centuries BC. It remains as a written remembrance of the time, 154 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $8.50 $6.95.

**3796647 JESUS IS RISEN: Paul and the Early Church**, By David Limbaugh. Replete with deep insights into the actions, archeological, and historical context of the first Christian communities, this is a faith affirming reference for Christians at all stages of their faith walk. Limbough’s passion for the Bible is unmistakable and infectious as he make these pages memorable. 320 pages. Regnyer. Pub. at $28.99 $17.95.


**3687722 WHEN GOD HAPPENS: True Stories of Modern Day Miracles**, By A. Hunt & B. Myers. If you have ever doubted the miraculous power of God, prepare to be astonished. In this volume, real people share true stories of modern-day miracles, often intervention when the hand of God was briefly and beautifully revealed. 163 pages. Salem. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95.

Religion

**3799401 THE TEMPLARS: The Rise and Fall of Holy and Warriors**, By Dan Jones. A band of knights seeking a purpose through the aftermath of the First Crusade decides to set up a new order: the Templars. The Templars would become one of the most powerful religious order of the Middle Ages, until they were rounded up and accused of heresy. Who were they really and what actually happened? 16 pages of color illus. 428 pages. Viking. Paperback. $24.95 $14.95.

**3886435 WHAT MADE JESUS MAD? Rediscover the Blunt, Sarcastic, Passionate Savior of the Bible**, By Tim Harlow. With compelling storytelling and enticing explanations of Scripture, Harlow journeys through the gospels and looks at who and what ignited Jesus’ anger, so that coming to understand God’s holy anger, we come to know a savior we never knew before. 211 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95.

**3793613 ANGEL NUMBERS: The Message and Meaning Behind 11:11 and Other Number Sequences**, By Kyle Gray. If you believe in starting numbers, repeated license plates to receipts and digital clocks—it could be your angels sending you a message! Grey explains exactly what your angels are trying to tell you through these repeated sequences, from numbers 0 through 999, and popular digital clock combinations like 1:22, 22:22 and 5:55. 305 pages. Hay House. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95.

**3938801 DANGEROUS ILLUSIONS: How Religion Deprives Us of Happiness**, By Vitaly Malkin. A philosopher and business man, Malkin argues for a radical shift in humanity’s thinking about religion. That reason and faith can be reconciled; that mankind will only truly be happy if we are able to shake off the illusions given us by religion in order to live a life more rooted in the present, illus., many in color. 416 pages. Viking. Paperback. $26.95 $13.95.


HAS GOD SPOKEN? Proof of the Bible’s Divine Inspiration. By Hank Hanegraaff. In this stirring defense of the Bible as the Word of God and your only reliable foundation for life, Hanegraaff uses manuscript evidence, archeology, prophetic history, and much more to memorably demonstrate that the Bible is divine rather than merely human in origin. 382 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95

CULT SHOCK: The Book Jehovah’s Witnesses & Mormons Don’t Want You to Read! By Mark Stenger & J. S. The author’s provide ways to use biblical responses and logic to refute and evangelize groups such as the Jehovah’s Witnesses when you are coming at your door. You will learn new witnessing techniques that challenge the beliefs of Jehovah’s Witnesses and Mormons, and assures us that they will not come back to die. 326 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

HOW JESUS BECAME GOD: The Exaltation of a Jewish Preacher from Galilee. By Bart D. Ehrman. A religion scholar recounts the long history of the afterlife, ranging from the epic of Gilgamesh to the writings of Saint Augustine and focusing especially on the teachings of Jesus and his early followers. Ehrman helps us reflect on where our ideas of the afterlife come from, and there may be something to hope for. 259 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $11.95


THE DHAMMAPADA. By Siddhartha Gautama. One of the world’s greatest works, this is the Buddha’s own advice on how to live one’s life. Through a collection of simple verses, it guides the reader down a path of wisdom, morality, and compassion. 144 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. $4.95

PONTIUS PILATE: Discipling a Controversy. By Richard Burton. A groundbreaking biography of the man who sent Jesus of Nazareth to the Cross. Schiavone meticulously contextualizes Pilate’s era, power, and influences to portray a wealth of original research to try to explain who this man was and what might have happened during his encounter with the prisoner Jesus. 238 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

THE OTHER JESUS: Stories from World Religions. By Todd Outcalt. Many people assume that the wealth of stories and traditions about Jesus have always existed alongside the usual Biblical sources. Outcalt explores these varied traditions at the forefront of Jesus—new perspectives that challenge long-accepted beliefs about his place in history and his impact on other religions. 240 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95


ANCIENT SECRET, AND MYSTERIES OF THE BIBLE EXPLORED. Ed. by M. Larsen & J. Stair. Filled with engaging photographs, maps, and other rich images that examine the Bible’s most intriguing mysteries, this collection of riddles or a lover of history, you are sure to learn something new. 112 pages. Worthy. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95


A.D. THE BIBLE CONTINUES: The Book of Acts. By David Jeremiah. Explores the Book of Acts with the popular Bible teacher as he shows the plan, the people, and the places, and highlights how God steered events around a small band of Jesus’ followers who were involved in this mission. This expanded edition features photos from the exotic locations where A.D. The Bible Continues was filmed. 177 pages. Tyndale House. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95


THE COMPLETE DEAD SEA SCROLLS IN ENGLISH, REVISED ELEVENTH EDITION: Penguin Classics. This unique translation of the Dead Sea Scrolls by Geza Vermes, the leading Dead Sea Scrolls scholar, has established itself as the classic version of these texts since its first publication in 1979. This revised edition contains a new foreword, amendments, and a fully updated bibliography. 608 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $23.00 $14.95

3720667 BIBLE MYSTERIES. Avedis, and explains dramatic re-enactments return viewers to the dusty world of first-century Judea and the ancient times of Jesus, Mary, and the Apostles in this exploration of the Bible. Three riveting programs tell the stories of Mary Magdalene, Peter, and the Crucifixion. English SDH. 147 minutes. BBC. $3.95

3986845 MYSTERY OF THE SACRED SHRUD. Fullscreen. This fascinating narrative explores the mysteries behind the Shroud of Turin, believed by millions of Christians to be the burial cloth of Jesus. The program features many experts who come recruiting, religious leaders and theologians that have examined and tested the Shroud. Narrated by Richard Burton. 85 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Paperback. Pub. at $14.93 $4.95

WHY RELIGION? A Personal Story. By Elaine Pagels. A provocative and challenging book by one of the most compelling religious thinkers at work today. Pagels explores the spiritual dimension of human experience. In the wake of great personal tragedy, she reflects on the persistence and nature of belief and why religion matters. 235 pages. Ecco. At $17.99 $5.95

SURVIVING DEATH: A Journalist and an Angel Share Their Stories. By Leslie Kean. Explores the most compelling case studies of young children reporting verifiable details from past lives, contemporary mediums who seem to defy the boundaries of the brain and the centuries old belief in the survival of information about their lives on Earth, and people who die and then come back to report journeys into another dimension. 16 pages of photos, some color. 407 pages. Crown. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

UNBELIEVABLE: Why Neither Ancient Creeds Nor the Reformation Can Produce a Living Faith Today. By John Shelby Spong. Five hundred years after the Reformation, Christianity is once again in crisis, clinging to outdated concepts and dogmas. Many judge the faith ‘unbelievable.’ The author outlines twelve reasons why each of these aspects of a Christianity that can serve as a powerful and continuous resource for living in the twenty-first century. 320 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $5.95

SECRETES OF THE KORAN. By Don Richardson. An easy to understand, wholly objective and thorough examination of the Koran’s contents. This pivotal work reveals what Islam’s holy book is really about, based on what it really says. 260 pages. Baker Books. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

THE BHAGAVAD GITA. By Vyasa & Edwin Arnold. The foundational text of the Hindu religion. One of the most widely read religious works in the world—once a world classic, a literary masterpiece, and a guide to everyday life. 124 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. $4.95

ALREADY HERE: A Doctor Discovers the Truth About Heaven. By Leo Galland. Tells the story of the death of Dr. Galland’s son at age 22, and the direct visual evidence Christopher showed Galland that our souls do go on, and the communications from Christopher’s spirit that dramatically changed his thinking—how life on Earth, and our understanding of life and its meaning. 140 pages. Hay House. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

IN THE CLOSET OF THE VATICAN: Power, Homosexuality, Hypocrisy. By Frederic Martel. From his unique position as a respected journalist with uninhibited access to some of the Vatican’s most influential people, Martel presents a shattering account of a system rotten to its very core. This brilliant piece of investigative writing is based on four years of authoritative research, including extensive interviews with those in power. 555 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

THE ILLUSION OF CERTAINTY: How Religion Exploded Our Culture. By James T. Houk. Turning specifically to Christian fundamentalism, the author analyzes the many weaknesses of what he calls a “bizarre” interpretation of the Bible. Houk concludes that there is no future to the fundamentalist mindset in a diverse world where religion often exacerbates conflicts, he makes a strong case for reason and mutual tolerance. 381 pages. Prometheus. Paperback Pub. at $19.90 $4.95

WICKED WOMEN OF THE BIBLE. By Ann Spangler. Tells the compelling and entertaining stories of 20 of the Bible’s most fascinating and outrageous female characters. At the crossroads of faith, history, and culture, Spangler provides additional historical details that offer fresh understanding to anyone looking for deeper insight into the Scriptures. 208 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95
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**Everything You Need to Know About Social Media:** (Without Having to Call a Consultant) by Greta Van Susteren. A friendly, practical guide to living well on social media. If you can log onto your computer or text with your phone, you can do social media. Systematized and compartmentalized to master the major sites and what it means to "tag" someone, it’ll help you find the platforms that best support your needs and personality. Illus. in color. 305 pages. $8.95. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99.

**3897615 5 LANGUAGE VISUAL DICTIONARY, REVISED EDITION.** Ed. by Arpita Dasgupta et al. Your one-stop shop to five major European languages and an intuitive way to learn and recall everyday vocabulary in French, Italian, Spanish, German, and English. Color designed and superb illustrations place more than 6,500 words and phrases at your fingertips. 400 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99.

**4623932 THE AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE, FIFTH EDITION.** Ed. by Catharine T. Pratt et al. Get the latest research on word origins and histories, as well as usage notes, and see thousands of added and revised panel of experts. This new edition features over 175,000 definitions, 10,000 new words and senses, and over 4,000 full-color images which make the definitions instantly understandable. 2,000 pages. H/W: 8 x 11. Pub. at $60.00.


**3957538 HISTORICAL DICTIONARY OF WESTERNERS IN LITERATURE.** By Paul Varner. Examines Western literature through a chronology, bibliography, introductions to major Westerns, and cross-referenced dictionary entries on such authors as Zane Grey, Max Brand, Louis L’Amour and others. 365 pages. Scarecrow. Pub. at $99.95.

**3957536 HISTORICAL DICTIONARY OF ISRAELI INTELLIGENCE.** By Ephraim Kahana. Provides detailed information on the various agencies, operations, important leaders, and special aspects of intelligence trade craft through a chronology, an introduction, a dictionary with cross-referenced entries, and an extensive bibliography. 369 pages. Scarecrow. Pub. at $117.00.

**3957511 HISTORICAL DICTIONARY OF PARIS.** By Alfred Fiero. Contains over 400 entries and deals with various features of life in Paris. Also includes a large bibliography of new and one thousand, a chronology of France, four maps, and photos. 245 pages. Scarecrow. Pub. at $130.00.


**3957594 HISTORICAL DICTIONARY OF THE CRIMEAN WAR.** By Guy Arnold. An excellent window into the political, national, and military intrigue that surrounded one of the most significant episodes of all times. This dictionary includes a chronology, maps, and a comprehensive bibliography full of primary sources. 179 pages. Scarecrow. Pub. at $84.00.

**3843653 SEE IT & SAY IT IN SPANISH.** By Margaret Purcell. Spanish the word and picture way. Complete with traveler’s word list, pronunciation guide, and a grammar section, this reference will help you master Spanish quickly and easily. Each word, phrase, or sentence is illustrated by the line drawing that immediately explains its meaning. 255 pages. Signet. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.


**3999994 UNCLE JOHN’S FACTASTIC BATHROOM READER, 28TH EDITION.** By The Bathroom Readers’ Institute. Here are more than 500 absorbing pages covering everything from history to odd news. Read all about the origin of 3-D printing; Who stole Yeti’s finger; Drunken monkeys and other beastly tales; Sleepwalking in the U.K.; Nudes and prudes; and much more. Digest by Nathaniel B. Seltzer. 510 pages. Portable Press. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99.

**8634210 UNCLE JOHN’S CANOROMIC BATHROOM READER, 21TH EDITION.** By The Bathroom Readers’ Institute. Brings you the world’s most absorbing collection of fascinating facts, forgotten history, bone-headed blunders, obscure origins, and loads more. Read all about how to equalize Germany’s little green men; underwear in the news; a girl and her dinosaur; and much more. 544 pages. Portable Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95.

**3890435 WORLD OF WARCRAFT: Ultimate Visual Guide.** By K. Pleet & A. Single. This book will allow you to experience the world’s biggest online role playing game like never before. Fully updated, its colorful pages reveal the epic history, races, major characters and locations of this thrilling fantasy realm, all brought to life through rare original artwork and exquisitely detailed profiles. Fully illus. in color. 216 pages. $14.95. Paperback. Dorling Kindersley. 10 x 12. Pub. at $33.00.

**3885580 DIGITAL PAINTING IN PHOTOSHOP: Industry Techniques for Beginners.** Inside this comprehensive manual is everything the budding digital painter needs to know about the customizable Photoshop interface, its efficient tools, essential painting brushes, and complex layers and masks. Discover how to integrate photo textures, and generate impressive three-dimensional effects to develop your own incredible artwork. Fully illus. in color. 285 pages. $37.95. Paperback. Pub. at $49.99.


**3947359 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ALMANAC 2020.** Explore the world through spectacular photos, engaging stories, and illuminating maps found in this almanac. Combining the latest trending topics with evergreen information, this is the ultimate guide to our planet, bursting with facts and illustrations that will awe, inform, and inspire. 400 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95.

**3957241 GUINNESS WORLD RECORDS 2020.** By Mark Aston et al. The record breaking and superlatives is back and bursting with facts, figures and incredible stories, each one selected to inspire you to learn about the fascinating world we live in. In 11 thick-backed chapters you are introduced to the record holders who’ve pushed the boundaries of what’s possible. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Guinness World Records. $28.95. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95.
BIRDS & BIRDING

★ 6878482 INTRIGUING OWLS: Exceptional Images and Imagery. By George Armfield. Featuring beautiful photographs, gripping information, and Tekiela's personal observations, this stunning volume portrays the lives of these solitary hunters as you've never seen them before. 144 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 2798332 OUR LOVE OF BIRDS. By Joel T. Ekteria. Beautiful and mysterious, owls have enchanted people throughout history. It is a rare delight to glimpse any owl, from the powerful Great Horned Owl to the Elf Owl. Anyone who appreciates the wonders of nature will treasure this spectacular collection of stunning images and the amazing natural history of owls. Adventure Publications. 11¼x13¼. Pub. at $45.00 $49.95

★ 4651656 HOW TO KNOW THE BIRDS. By Ted Floyd. A celebrated naturalist, Floyd guides you through a year of becoming a better birder. Choosing 200avian species to teach this key, he introduces a new, holistic approach and shows how to use the tools of the 21st century to appreciate the natural world we inhabit together. 303 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

★ 3789941 WEIRD BIRDS. By Chris Earley. A stunning collection of 59 colorful birds in breathtaking photographs, displaying their strange bodily adaptations, and featuring informative captions and fascinating details about their species. 64 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

★ 6507654 HUMMINGBIRDS: A Life-Size Guide to Every Species. By Michael Fogden et al. Here is the first guide to profile the 308 known hummingbird species, from the Saw-billed Hermit to the Black-chinned Hummingbird. Includes vital statistics and map, key identification, habitat, and how people have mastered and tamed these marvelous birds. But this work isn't just for the bird lover. This guide features an introduction that describes the ir habitat, life cycles, predators and unique adaptations, that allow it to thrive. 64 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

★ 3894585 WEIRD BUTTERFLIES & MOTHS. By Text by R. Drenstein, photos by T. Marent. Reveals how these thin-winged miracles of nature are able to match all odds, with each page featuring full-color photographs of the insect; its Latin and common name; and descriptions of habitat, life cycles, and interesting facts. 160 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

★ 2006274 DOGS AND THEIR PEOPLE. By Barkpost. Community sourced and filled with never before told anecdotes, photos, and intimate sights, this collection spotlights more than two hundred unique and remarkable dogs. But this work isn't just for dog lovers, it's about the 40% of the world's population that are dog Ownership and dog behavior. 235 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

★ 3891380 ANIMALS ARE PEOPLE TOO! Alan Thicke and his faithful golden retriever Max co-host over 60 animal "tails" that are as touching as they are entertaining. This folksy performer explains what cats, birds, dogs, pigs, monkeys, bears—and even elephants and giraffes. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Questr. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

★ 3920705 DEADLIEST CRITTERS: Wild Things with Dominic Monaghan. Widescreen. Take a walk on the wild side with Dominic Monaghan as he searches the globe for our most fearsome critters. Starting in Guatemala, Monaghan faces off with the venomous beaded lizard. He then travels to Namibia, Ecuador, and finally to Vietnam. English SDH, 180 minutes. BBC. DVD $21.95

★ 3891125 BUZZ, STING, BITE: Why We Need Insects. By Anne Sverdrup-Thygeson. An enthusiastic, witty, and fascinating introduction to the world of insects and why the planet could not survive without them. You'll learn that there is more variety among insects than we can imagine and the more you learn about insects the more you will WANT them. Drawings. 235 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

★ 4657008 SUPERNAVIGATORS: Exploring the Wonders of How Animals Find Their Way. By David Barrie. Learn about the astonishing navigational skills of animals everywhere. They steer by the light of the Milky Way, ants and bees that rely on patterns of light invisible to humans; sea turtles and moths that find their way using Earth's magnetic fields; and butterflies that swim thousands of miles while holding a rock-steady course; and more. Illus. 301 pages. The Experiment. Pub. at $25.95 $9.95


Animals

379968 WEIRD INSECTS. By Michael Wors. Presents a close-up view of 51 insects in a magnificent detail that allows the reader to really study and appreciate these creatures. Each page features a full-color photograph of the insect, its Latin and common name, describes its habitat, life cycles, predators and prey and its use of camouflage for defense. 64 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $7.95


3950778 THE FIRST DOMESTICATION: How Wolves and Humans Coevolved. By R. Pierotti & B.R. Fogg. In this fascinating work, the authors change the narrative about how wolves became dogs and, in turn, humanity's best friend. Rather than recount how people mastered and tamed an aggressive, dangerous species, they describe coevolution and mutualism. Illus. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $8.95

3798417 WHAT IT'S LIKE TO BE A DOG. By David Barrie. Learn about the triumph. In this selection of stories, both fact and fiction, thrilling tales of equestrian adventure spring to life. 189 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

3798457 THE BLUE REALM: The Illustrated History of Underwater Exploration on DVD. Includes 39 episodes covering such diverse locations as the great Barrier Reef in Australia. Nearly 30 hours on six DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

3747484 U.S. GUIDE TO VENOMOUS SNAKES AND THEIR MIMICS. By Scott Shupe. Shupe's expertise and knowledge of snakes is apparent in the thoughtful descriptions and handy hints on how to tell poisonous snakes from their harmless imitators. Includes full-color photos for definitive identification and accurate region by region maps for each snake. 166 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

3869508 BIRDS OF PARADISE AND BOWERBIRDS: An Identification Guide. By Phil Gregory. The ultimate identification guide to these marvelous birds, this beautifully illustrated volume depicts 160 species that can be found in these two groups along with more than 200 color photos that showcase a broad range of racial and age-related plumage variations. 416 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00 $34.95

3997650 HOW TO RAISE GOATS, REVISED: Everything You Need to Know. By Carol Anderson, C. Reeve & S. Biggs. Everything you need to know about goats, including: 175 breed profiles; more than 100 training & behavior tips; over 2000 illustrations. A comprehensive reference guide for every goat. Well illus. in color. 480 pages. CompanionHouse. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

3829209 AMERICA'S OTHER AUDUBON. By Joy M. Kiser. Chronicles the fascinating story of Genevieve Jones, her family, and the inspiration that led to this extraordinary collection of beautiful art. Features reproductions of sixty-eight color lithographs and includes a forward by Leslie K. Minard. Director of the Center for Natural History Rare Books. 192 pages. 11¼x13¼. Pub. at $45.00 $16.95

390402X 500 BUTTERFLIES FROM AROUND THE WORLD. By Ken Preston-Mafham. This guide features all 338 known hummingbird species, subspecies and forms of butterfly from all continents, and from a wide array of climate regions. Stunning color photos in their natural habitat, complement the author’s text and his personal observations. Adult butterflies and on occasion their caterpillars, are illustrated. 256 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95

DVD 394135 THE BLUE REALM: The Complete Series, Fullscreen. This set contains all 13 episodes covering such diverse topics as giant octopus, venomous lobster, 50-foot whale sharks and stellar sea lions. Also included is the complete 39 episode series of Undersea Explorer, which brings you stunning footage from the mysterious Galapagos Islands to the Great Barrier Reef in Australia. Nearly 30 hours on six DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

Gardening

3911224 FROGS: Inside Their Remarkable World. By Veryl Goodnight and Roger Brooks, who adopt an orphaned hundred species, and more than 330 new


3898674 Know. Lyons. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

3950839 REVISITED: Everything You Need to Know. By Carol Anderson, C. Reeve & S. Biggs. Everything you need to know about goats, including: 175 breed profiles; more than 100 training & behavior tips; over 2000 illustrations. A comprehensive reference guide for every goat. Well illus. in color. 480 pages. CompanionHouse. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

3798430 A BUFFALO IN THE HOUSE: The Extraordinary Story of Charlie and His Family. By R.D. Rosen. Tells the story of Veryl Goodnight and Roger Brooks, who adopt an orphaned hundred species, and more than 330 new

3925816 THE FIRST DOMESTICATION: How Wolves and Humans Coevolved. By R. Pierotti & B.R. Fogg. In this fascinating work, the authors change the narrative about how wolves became dogs and, in turn, humanity's best friend. Rather than recount how people mastered and tamed an aggressive, dangerous species, they describe coevolution and mutualism. Illus. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $8.95
**Animals**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HUMANIMAL: How Homo sapiens Became Nature’s Most Paradoxical Creature</td>
<td>E.R. Rutherford</td>
<td>A new evolutionary history, a synthesis of the latest research on genetics, sex, migration, and much more. Rutherford, a scientist, reveals what uniquely makes us animals, and also why we are truly extraordinary. Illus. 240 pages.</td>
<td>3967190</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONFESSIONS OF A VETERINARY NURSE: Paws, Claws, and Puppy Dog Tails</td>
<td>Tracey Isom</td>
<td>The author’s dream of working with animals became a reality in 1986 when she secured a training position at a local veterinary practice. Assisting in life-saving and tricky medical cases, the nurse’s story is both a heartwarming and occasionally harrowing tale. Illus. 240 pages.</td>
<td>3744906</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPIDERS OF THE WORLD: A Natural History.</td>
<td>Ed. by Norman Platnick et al.</td>
<td>A captivating look at these wondrously adaptable and endlessly intriguing arachnids. Covers a breathtaking array of spider species from around the globe, describing their behaviors, characteristics, and remarkable evolutionary adaptations. This is an indispensable volume for anyone interested in learning more about these marvelous creatures. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages.</td>
<td>3926168</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE HIDDEN WORLD OF THE FOX.</td>
<td>Adelle Brand</td>
<td>Blending cutting-edge science, cultural anthropology, and intimate perspective drawn from her own remarkable fieldwork, Brand presents a rich and revelatory portrait of the extraordinary animal she has devoted her life to understanding. 216 pages of color photos. 203 pages.</td>
<td>3775275</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERRESTRIAL VERTEBRATES OF PENNSYLVANIA: A Complete Guide to Species of Conservation Concern.</td>
<td>Ed. by Michael A. Steel</td>
<td>A comprehensive reader for those interested in the conservation of Pennsylvania’s terrestrial wildlife. Each chapter includes a full account that details basic biology and includes photographs and range maps. 507 pages.</td>
<td>4654137</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE WORLD ENCYCLOPEDIA OF BUTTERFLIES &amp; MOTHS.</td>
<td>Sally Morgan</td>
<td>A comprehensive reader for those interested in the conservation of Pennsylvania’s terrestrial wildlife. Each chapter includes a full account that details basic biology and includes photographs and range maps. 507 pages.</td>
<td>3968405</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAUFMAN FIELD GUIDE TO INSECTS OF NORTH AMERICA.</td>
<td>E.R. Eaton &amp; K. Kaufman</td>
<td>The most complete field guide to North American insects, with concise information on identification, distribution, habitats, food, wingspan and endangerment status. Entries are illustrated with beautiful artworks and additional images of caterpillars or variable underwings. 256 pages.</td>
<td>3929400</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KITTY KRONICLES: A CATS SAYS IT ALL.</td>
<td>Karin Monger</td>
<td>Written with novice foragers in mind, this guide provides recipes for soups, salads, muffins, desserts and more, and must have for anyone looking to save money and plan their first expedition into foraging. Includes a glossary of botanical terms. Well illus. in color. 217 pages.</td>
<td>3880352</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISAPPEAR AND NEVER BE FOUND.</td>
<td>Barry Davies</td>
<td>Whether you’re just concerned about privacy and data security, or being followed or stalked and need to get away as soon as possible, this guide is for you.</td>
<td>385988X</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIT TLE BOOK OF WONDERS.</td>
<td>T.N. MacDougall</td>
<td>Armageddon could arrive at any moment, but with the practical knowledge given in this resource you’ll be well prepared and well trained enough to survive. It’s one of the best ways to be prepared.</td>
<td>3883019</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURVIVING THE APOCALYPSE.</td>
<td>T.N. MacDougall</td>
<td>A comprehensive reader for those interested in the conservation of Pennsylvania’s terrestrial wildlife. Each chapter includes a full account that details basic biology and includes photographs and range maps. 507 pages.</td>
<td>3957233</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE PREPPER’S MEDICAL HANDBOOK: How to Provide Medical Care When You Can’t Rely on Anyone But Yourself.</td>
<td>William W. Forgey</td>
<td>Whether you’re just concerned about privacy and data security, or being followed or stalked and need to get away as soon as possible, this guide is for you.</td>
<td>3872076</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANOEING IN THE WILDERNESS.</td>
<td>Henry David Thoreau</td>
<td>A handbook for the canoeist and wilderness enthusiast, it provides invaluable information for solo trips and longer adventures.</td>
<td>4565256</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORAGING: Traditional Skills.</td>
<td>Andreas Landmann</td>
<td>A comprehensive reader for those interested in the conservation of Pennsylvania’s terrestrial wildlife. Each chapter includes a full account that details basic biology and includes photographs and range maps. 507 pages.</td>
<td>386703X</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACK TO BASICS, FOURTH EDITION: A Complete Guide to Traditional Skills.</td>
<td>Ed. by Abigail R. Busby</td>
<td>A comprehensive reader for those interested in the conservation of Pennsylvania’s terrestrial wildlife. Each chapter includes a full account that details basic biology and includes photographs and range maps. 507 pages.</td>
<td>3959104</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Nature**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A HANDFUL OF HAPPINESS: How a Prickly Creature Soffted a Prickly Man</td>
<td>Paula Hammond</td>
<td>An outstanding collection of captivating photographs of these iconic and beautiful animals. From Camargue horses to vampires, a wind-swept plain to a lizziprizer horses training at the Spanish Riding School, this lavish illustrated volume provides a pictorial introduction to the world’s most admirable animals. 224 pages.</td>
<td>2891387</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HORSES: Stunning Photographs from the Equine World.</td>
<td>By Barry Davies</td>
<td>Well illus. in color. 193 pages.</td>
<td>4648290</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICROSCOPICAL: Portraits of Insects.</td>
<td>By Leon Biss</td>
<td>The ethymology collection at the Oxford Museum of Natural History contains the world’s oldest living insect specimens. Here, breathtaking photographs utilize a painstaking process to highlight various segments of these marvelous creatures in their natural environment resulting in compelling images. 193 pages.</td>
<td>3893456</td>
<td>$27.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTEROSAURS: Natural History, Evolution, Anatomy.</td>
<td>By Mark P. Witton</td>
<td>The most comprehensive resource on pterosaurs ever published, this volume features some 200 illustrations including the latest research. It describes over 150 species, every known species and major group of pterosaur, anatomy, ecology, behaviors, diversity, and more. 224 pages.</td>
<td>3860515</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW TO DISAPPEAR AND NEVER BE FOUND.</td>
<td>Barry Davies</td>
<td>Whether you’re just concerned about privacy and data security, or being followed or stalked and need to get away as soon as possible, this guide is for you.</td>
<td>385988X</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE PREPPERS MEDICAL HANDBOOK: How to Provide Medical Care When You Can’t Rely on Anyone But Yourself.</td>
<td>William W. Forgey</td>
<td>Whether you’re just concerned about privacy and data security, or being followed or stalked and need to get away as soon as possible, this guide is for you.</td>
<td>3872076</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANOEING IN THE WILDERNESS.</td>
<td>Henry David Thoreau</td>
<td>A handbook for the canoeist and wilderness enthusiast, it provides invaluable information for solo trips and longer adventures.</td>
<td>4565256</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORAGING: Traditional Skills.</td>
<td>Andreas Landmann</td>
<td>A handbook for the canoeist and wilderness enthusiast, it provides invaluable information for solo trips and longer adventures.</td>
<td>386703X</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACK TO BASICS, FOURTH EDITION: A Complete Guide to Traditional Skills.</td>
<td>Ed. by Abigail R. Busby</td>
<td>A handbook for the canoeist and wilderness enthusiast, it provides invaluable information for solo trips and longer adventures.</td>
<td>3959104</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Nature**

390296X GEM: The Definitive Visual Guide, Ed. by Jane Perlmutter. This stunning compendium of the world’s natural treasures features a range of precious and semiprecious stones, metals, organics, and famous jewelry pieces from around the world and provides in-depth information about all the major gem types. Fully illus. in color. 440 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10x14¼. Pub. at $50.00 $16.95

3955807 TREES. By Todd Telerdon. Highlights 90 of the most frequently sought-after tree species in North America. Detailed illustrations and descriptions of bark, branches, leaves, flowers, and fruit make it easy to identify many trees in your backyard and beyond. 94 pages. Falcon. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

3783081 AMBER: The Natural Time Capsule. By Andrew Ross. Provides an engaging history of this prehistoric substance and its fossilized inclusions. Ross explains how amber is formed, where it is found, and how to distinguish genuine amber from imitations. Also describes its uses in both art and science, while showcasing a range of specimens. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**Gardening**

465469 ESSENTIAL SURVIVAL SKILLS: Key Tips and Techniques for the Great Outdoors. By Colin Trelow. Discover the key skills and techniques used by military experts to survive in the wild, from basic bush-craft to emergency survival. Filled with step-by-step illustrations and easy to follow instructions, it is an essential companion for braving the great outdoors. 176 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $8.95

465472 PERSON FIELD GUIDE TO MEDICINAL PLANTS AND HERBS OF EASTERN AND CENTRAL NORTH AMERICA, THIRD EDITION. By S. Foster & J.A. Duke. Presents a clear and concise text identifying 185 key taxa. Uses maps, tables, and warnings for 530 of the most significant medicinal plants in the eastern and central United States and Canada, including both native and alien species. Fully illus. in color. 456 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00 $14.95

4655150 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO NATURAL FARMING AND SUSTAINABLE LIVING. By Nicole Faires. Hands-on guide takes the beginner through each step of going from a conventional to permaculture principles. Offers in-depth coverage of such topics as building green homes and passive solar design, growing edible plant communities and forest gardens; using no-till and natural farming methods; and more. Well illus. in color. 330 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

3896250 MESOZOIC FOSSILS II: The Cretaceous Period. By Bruce L. Stinchcomb. Over 500 color photographs and engaging text reveals the world of Mesozoic life forms, including dinosaurs. Famous fossils and other collectible fossil mollusks, a variety of plants, and well preserved arthropods. Each fossil is carefully identified, along with the region from which it was recovered; 176 pages. 8x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

3875784 M16 SPY SKILLS FOR CITIZIENS. By Red Riley. Featuring field-tested strategies as well as life-saving insight into the art of espionage, this reference work will help you better protect yourself and your loved ones from electronic surveillance teams, fend off would-be assailants, protect your identity and more. Illus. 222 pages. Media Lab Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 396495 GUIDE TO MAKING FIRE WITHOUT MATCHES: Tips, Tactics, and Techniques for Starting a Fire Any Situation. By Christopher Nyerges. With helpful diagrams, color illustrations, and sidebars, this resource is the ultimate reference for learning about an essential element: how to make a fire in the rain, the best locations to build a fire, how to tend your fire, how to make a signal fire, and much more. 148 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95

★ 4650816 A LIFE ON OUR PLANET: My Witness Statement and a Vision for the Future. By David Attenborough. Having been witness to the decline of our planet’s wild places and its biodiversity, Attenborough argues that we now have one final chance to create the perfect home for ourselves and restore the wonderful world of nature that the will to do so. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95 $18.95

★ 389731 NATURE’S BEST HOPE: A New Approach to Conservation That Starts in Your Yard. By Douglas W. Tallamy. Shows how homeowners everywhere can turn their yards into conservation corridors that provide wildlife habitats. Because this approach relies on the initiatives of private individuals, it is immune from the whims of government policy. By acting now, you can help preserve our precious wildlife for future generations. Illus. in color. 254 pages. Timber. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**PLANTING**

3787753 GREENHOUSE VEGETABLE GARDENING: Expert Advice on How to Grow Vegetables, Herbs, and Other Plants. By Ingrid Palmstierna. In a garden year-round, the greenhouse can also be a beautiful addition to your yard and can be customized to match your tastes. This book will help you consider when buying, laying the foundations for, decorating, and using your greenhouse. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

3811572 HOW TO MULCH: Save Water, Feed the Soil, and Suppress Weeds. By S. Campbell & J. Kujawski. Here you’ll find all your mulching questions covered, with information on everything from sheet mulching to working with living mulches, and how to advertise on specific vegetables to help you make the best choices for your favorite plants. Illus. 92 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $3.95

2803054 WEEDING WITHOUT CHEMICALS: Bob’s Basics. By Bob Flowerdew. Learn what to do when you are facing bush-craft and permaculture principles. Offers in-depth coverage of such topics as building green homes and passive solar design, growing edible plant communities and forest gardens; using no-till and natural farming methods; and more. Well illus. in color. 330 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

3854375 PLANTS THAT CAN KILL: 101 Toxic Species to Make You Think Twice. By J. Dobbs & A. Halpin. Presents a rundown of common plants that are toxic, poisonous, and even deadly. With its colorful and easy to read format, readers will be able to identify hundreds of fun facts, interesting tidbits, and history will combine to teach gardeners where plants can be found, how toxic and if plants are safe to have in gardens. Well illus. in color. 169 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $8.95

4566227 MINI FARMING: Self-sufficiency on 1/4 Acre. By Brett L. Markham. More than just a how-to guide for self-sufficiency, Markham teaches you the underlying principles of mini farming so you will understand how your plant. This written and illustrated guide will teach you about planting and harvesting; irrigation, and much more. Illus. 227 pages. Skyhorse. 8x11¼. Pub. at $18.95 $6.95

**Vegetable Gardening**

4651189 THE MEDICINAL GARDENING HANDBOOK: A Complete Guide to Growing, Harvesting, and Using Herbs. By D. Cummings & A. Holmes. Offers a complete guide to growing, harvesting, and using plants with healing properties. Covers the basics of gardening with a vast array of colorful and useful profiles of useful herbs that are easy to grow or found in the wild, inspiring stories, medicine-making instructions, and more. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

3864359 THE POCKET GUIDE TO WILD MUSHROOMS: Helpful Tips for Mushrooming in the Field. By P.Holmberg & H. Marklund. Describes 50 edible wild mushrooms as well as the mushrooms with which they are often confused, whether edible or toxic. Using practical symbols, detailed photos, and tips on picking, cleaning, cooking, and preserving, the reader will safely become familiar with a wide variety of mushrooms. 125 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

2873621 PLANTING: Start Small, Grow Big with 150 Plants That Spread, Self-Sow, and Overwinter. By Kristin Green. These pages are filled with a colorful palette of plants that self-sow, spread from their roots, and outlast our seasonal expectations. Offers hundreds of tried-and-true tips for getting their plants to regrow and providing winter protection; striking a balance between letting surprises arise and taking creative control; and more. 222 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

4690434 NATURALLY BUG-FREE. By Stephanie Slater, hemp, essential oils, and other natural ingredients, you can make insect-repellent sprays and balms, sachets, pet shampoos, and much more—all of it safe for you and your pets. Here are 75 nontoxic recipes that will keep away all manner of insects all year round. Drawings. 176 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95 $7.95

57711X HOW TO PROPAGATE: The Step-By-Step Guide to Over 500 Plants. By John Cushnie. In clear step-by-step instructions, the author explains how to sow seed, take cuttings, divide, leaf and graft. In addition to the techniques themselves, he gives detailed guidance on plant hygiene, temperature, and humidity, and much more. Well illus. 136 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 $22.95

3865003 HAPPY ORCHID: Help It Flower, Watch It Flourish. By Sara Rittershausen. Features care profiles for more than 125 varieties, with step by step instructions for creating attractive displays. You’ll be inspired to fill your home with these exotic and beautiful flowers. 144 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

465828 PESTS & DISEASES. By P. Greenwood & A. Halstein. Are your tomatoes turning moldy? Have the leaves of your favorite bush started to shrivel at the tips? If you have a plant with a problem and don’t know where to turn for practical advice, you’ll understand how to help you make the best diagnosis and find the most effective cure, just follow the advice in the A to Z directory. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95


★ 3661222 CANNABIS REGENERATION: A Multiple Harvest Method for Greater Yields. By J.B. Haze. Harvest up to seven times per year from the same plant! This written and illustrated guide will teach marijuana growers how to re-use the roots of their cannabis plants for repeated harvests every 38 days. Color photos. 133 pages. Green Candy. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

---

See more titles at erhbc.com/316
**Gardening**

### SOIL SCIENCE FOR GARDENERS: Working with Nature to Build Soil Health
- By Robert P. Fried
- Presents an accessible, science-based guide to understanding soil fertility and, in particular, the rhizosphere—the thin layer of liquid and soil surrounding plant roots, so vital to plant health. Packed with information to help you grow thriving plants! Illus. 209 pages. New Society. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99
- $13.95

### THE YEAR-ROUND SOLAR GREENHOUSE: How to Design and Build a Net-Zero Energy Greenhouse
- By Lindsey Schiller with M. Pinkle
- A one-stop comprehensive guide to designing and building greenhouses that harness and store energy in the sun to create naturally heated, lush growing environments even in the depths of winter. The solution for millions of backyard and small-scale commercial growers. Well illus., some in color. 307 pages. New Society. Paperback. Pub. at $20.95
- $18.95

### HOMEGROWN BERRIES: Successfully Grow Your Own Strawberries, Raspberries, Blueberries, Blackberries, and More.
- By Teri Dunn Chase
- Why buy berries from the supermarket when you can grow your own! This guide covers the entire process from planting to picking that first luscious fruit. You'll learn the best varieties for your region, how to fit them into your landscape, and when to pick them for peak harvest year after year. Illus. in color. 208 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95
- $13.95

### PSYLOCYBIN MUSHROOM BIBLE
- By V. Haze & K. Mandrake
- Explains how to build a safe, discreet, and legal indoor psilocybin growing operation that will provide you with an endless supply of mushrooms in a short amount of time. Everything you need to know is included in the guide to start operation from scratch, or vastly improve your home psilocybin garden. Fully illus. in color. 358 pages. Green Candy. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00
- $21.95

### BOTANICAL SKETCHBOOKS.
- Compiled by Helen & William Byrum
- Filled with images from the 15th to the 20th centuries providing fascinating biographical portraits of the intriguing characters featured within, including such artists and scientists as Leonardo da Vinci, Carl Linnaeus, Hellen and Margaret Shelley, and many others. 296 pages. Princeton Architectural. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $40.00
- $14.95

### PSYLOCYBIN MUSHROOM BIBLE
- By V. Haze & K. Mandrake
- Explains how to build a safe, discreet, and legal indoor psilocybin growing operation that will provide you with an endless supply of mushrooms in a short amount of time. Everything you need to know is included in the guide to start operation from scratch, or vastly improve your home psilocybin garden. Fully illus. in color. 358 pages. Green Candy. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00
- $21.95

**Travel**

### 125 WACKY ROADSIDE ATTRACTIONS.
- By Kristin Baird Ratlini et al. Buckle your seat belt and get ready for a wild ride around the globe, featuring everything from kooky collections to wild animal parks. All the quirky destinations are paired with incredible color photos and loads of fun facts. 112 pages. National Geographic. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99
- $3.95

### TIP OF THE ICEBERG: My 3,000-Mile Journey Around Wild Alaska, the Last Great American Frontier
- By Mark Adams
- In his fascinating journey, Adams sets out to retrace the 1899 expedition organized by railroad magnate Augustus Deering to find Alaska’s lost “city of gold.” As he encounters dozens of unusual characters and investigates how lessons learned in 1899 might relate to Alaska’s current struggles in adapting to the pressures of a changing climate and world. Photos. 323 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $28.00
- $5.95

### TAKEN BY BEAR IN GLACIER NATIONAL PARK
- By Kathleen Snow
- With help from personnel at park headquarters, Snow collected more than one hundred years’ worth of hard-earned true stories that read like crime scene investigations and provide hard-learned lessons in outdoor safety. color. 344 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95
- $11.95

### ICELAND: Visual Explorer Guide.
- By Chris McNab
- From the extraordinary Northern Lights to striking black sand beaches and geothermal pools, Iceland promises a rare bird life to deep-ocean whale watching; from fiery volcanoes to hot geysers—Iceland is one of the most beautiful and little-known lands in the world. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Amber. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95
- $14.95

### SOUTHWEST.
- By Glenn D. Cooper
- Over 490 colorful historic and black and white picture postcards and vintage photographs from the 1890s to the 1930s, plus an introduction to the history of Long Beach Island, New Jersey. The past comes alive as you stroll Beach Haven boardwalk, watch the fishermen pull in their nets, and walk the streets of Barnegat City. Includes 2007 values for the postcards. 207 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $39.95
- $19.95

### THE CONTINENTAL DIVIDE TRAIL: Exploring America’s Ridgeline Trail.
- By Barney Scout Mann
- Explores this trail with more than 250 spectacular contemporary images, previously unpublished historical photos, and even an official CDT trail map included with each book. This edition celebrates and documents the history, beauty, and importance of America’s ridge line trail. 288 pages. Rizzioli. 10¼x10¼. Pub. at $19.98
- $14.95

### PICTURING LONG BEACH ISLAND, NEW JERSEY.
- By Glenn D. Koch Over 490 nostalgic color and black and white picture postcards and vintage photographs from the 1890s to the 1930s, plus an introduction to the history of Long Beach Island, New Jersey. The past comes alive as you stroll Beach Haven boardwalk, watch the fishermen pull in their nets, and walk the streets of Barnegat City. Includes 2007 values for the postcards. 207 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $39.95
- $19.95

### ON THE PLAIN OF SNAKES: A Mexican Journey.
- By Paul Theroux
- This legendary travel writer travels the entire length of the U. S. and Canada from the Yukon to Mexico. "We can go deep into the hinterland, on the back roads of Chiapas and Oaxaca, to uncover the rich, layered world behind today’s brutal headlines." Photos. 440 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99
- $12.95

### DEATH IN ROCKY MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK: Accidents and Foolhardiness on the Continental Divide.
- By Randi Mineter
- Colorado’s Rocky Mountain National Park welcomes more than four million visitors every year, but this jewel of America’s parks has seen more than its fair share of deaths among its visitors. Includes the ultimate collection of these stories while also providing sage advice on how to stay safe in the Rocky Mountains. 322 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95
- $13.95

### SMITHSONIAN JOURNEY: An Illustrated History of Travel.
- By Simcha Segal & Alan Experience the excitement and romance of travel, from the earliest migrations to great explorations, from the Grand Tour to the travelogue, from photographic array of historic maps, evocative photographs, exotic paraphernalia, and gripping eyewitness accounts, this volume is a must-have for every armchair traveler. 440 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $30.00
- $18.95
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**DVD 290506X ROUTE 66: The Ultimate Road Trip. Widescreen. Take a trip across the country and back in this rollicking journey down America’s Main Street. At more than 2,400 miles, Route 66 is a critical piece of America’s story, one that unfolds mile by mile in this engaging program. Featuring memorabilia like a Route 66 map, six postcards illustrated by Jerry McClanahan, and a 24-page booklet, this program is a must for any avid traveler of America’s countryside. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $43.95**

**Main Line of Mid-America. Heimburger House. 10¼x11¼. Pub. at $44.95**

**10½x11¼. Pub. at $43.95**

Heimburger House. 12x9½. Pub. at $55.95

**1381199 ROBERT W. RICHARDSON’S RIO GRANDE: Chasing the Narrow Gauge.**

Heimburger House. 10¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95

**3699854 VINTAGE & MODERN DIESEL LOCOMOTIVES: Prime Movers of America. By Stanley Burkhart. A concise guide to information about diesel locomotives from the middle of the 20th century to today. More than 200 full-color photographs of the rails, showing prime movers of power hard at work, parked in roundhouses, and beautifully restored at railroad museums. 160 pages. Voyageur. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $35.00**

**3699433 THE RAILROAD PHOTOGRAPHY OF DONALD W. FURLER. By Scott Richardson. Including taking engine pictures as a teenager in the early 1930s, Donald Furler joined an elite group of railroad photographers who created a new aesthetic to portray the drama of steam railroading in motion. From the late 1930s to the 1950s he dedicated nearly all of his free time to imaging on railroad trips. This volume highlights 50 years of research on this small manufacturing company. Fully illus. 192 pages. Heimburger House. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $53.95**

**381209X MASON STEAM LOCOMOTIVES. By Arthur W. Wallace. From 1853 when the first locomotive rolled out of the plant in Taunton, Massachusetts, William Mason was driven to continually improve his product and conceived many innovative solutions. This is a detailed text this volume highlights 50 years of research on this small manufacturing company. Fully illus. 192 pages. Heimburger House. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $53.95**

**4649013 ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RAILWAY. By Andrew R. Black. The Hoosac Tunnel was a nineteenth-century marvel. 4.75 miles long, it took nearly twenty-five years to build with almost two hundred railways, bridges, kaleidoscopic tunnels and rail cars. AMC now is the icon of America’s reckoning with the perils of impractical idealism, the limits of technology to bend nature to its will, and grand endeavors untempered by humility. 24 pages. CRPA. 11¼x10½. Pub. at $60.00**

**5974901 HISTORY OF THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RAILWAY. By K.L. Bryant Jr. & F.W. Frailey. This is the first comprehensive history of the iconic Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway, from its birth in 1859 to its termination in 1969. This volume discusses the construction and operation of the railway, the company’s legal evolution, its locomotive fleet, and its famed passenger service. Illus. 411 pages. Bison. Pub. at $49.95**

**4649672 RAILS AROUND THE WORLD: Two Centuries of Trains and Locomotives. By Michael Teehan. Illustrated with approximately 2,000 photos, this book covers the evolution of the world’s most significant locomotives from the 1820s to today. 192 pages. Motorbooks. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $40.00**

**3892527 AMERICAN MODEL CAR COMMERCE: The Golden Age of the American Automobile. By Dennis W. Parks. Details how to repair common auto rust issues and covers all the tools and techniques for addressing this common problem. Detailed instructions accompanied by step by step projects will help you gain experience on repair strategies, whether you’re dealing with a late model car, an aging daily driver, or restoring a classic. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Motorbooks. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.75**

**396634X FORD TOUGH: 100 Years of Ford Trucks. By Patrick Foster. Tells the amazing story of the Ford Motor Company’s trucks through the years, covering all the iconic models Ford has built over the past century, from the early Model T-based conversions to today’s amazing Raptor super truck. Fully illus., many in color. 208 pages. Crexline. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $46.95**

**3715973 FARMALL CLASSIC FILMS: The Fifties. Widescreen. See rare footage of tractors, combines, dozers, trucks, loaders, and more—both on the job and off the job—in the fields. A wonderful glimpse back to the tractors and construction machinery of the 1950s that have become American classics. 68 minutes. TM Books & Video. Pub. at $18.95**

**83242 CORVETTE: America’s Classic Car Icons. By Larry Stevens. Celebrates the vehicle that defined high-performance, debuting in the early 1950s, becoming an instant symbol of automotive ingenuity. This volume delves into the Corvette’s history and explores its place within American pop culture. Fully illus. 240 pages. Crestline Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99**

**2907690 JEEP 1942-86. By Walter Zeichnner. Compendium of Jeep models. Includes many color and black and white photographs, fast facts insert also presented here show the present and future of fabrication, custom painting, and craftsmanship. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Crestline. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $19.99**

**2892915 THE MAGIC OF OLD TRACTORS. By Paul B. Hombach. This is an amazing look at the most significant tractors from the days of the steam engine to the end of the 1940s. Covers all the tools and techniques for addressing this common problem. Detailed instructions accompanied by step by step projects will help you gain experience on repair strategies, whether you’re dealing with a late model car, an aging daily driver, or restoring a classic. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Motorbooks. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.75**

**3883736 ART OF THE HOT ROD. By Ken Gross, photos by P. Hartoldt. Profiles 20 of the most desirable collectible Hot Rod craftsmen and the cars that define their work. Part sculpture, part museum piece, the Hot Rods presented here show the past, present, and future of fabrication, custom painting, and craftsmanship. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Crestline. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $19.99**

Automobile

**290505 AUTOMOTIVE RUST REPAIR & PREVENTION. By Dennis W. Parks. Details how to repair common auto rust issues and covers all the tools and techniques for addressing this common problem. Detailed instructions accompanied by step by step projects will help you gain experience on repair strategies, whether you’re dealing with a late model car, an aging daily driver, or restoring a classic. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Motorbooks. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.75**

Travel Guides

**918086 COMPLETE GUIDE TO THE NATIONAL PARKS: All 61 Treasures from Coast to Coast. By Erkla Huneke. This beautifully illustrated volume can explore all 61 of the country’s epic national park locations, plus historic landmarks and other must-see wonders in the lands of the free. 192 pages. Centennial.**

**665596 AMERICA’S NATIONAL HI STORICAL TRAILS: Walking the Trails of History. By Karen Berger. An inspirational bucket list for hikers, armchair travelers, and history buffs, this lavishly illustrated volume brings the most important narratives of our country’s past to life. Perfect for anyone who wishes to walk in the hallowed footsteps of American history, this national historic trails highlighted here vary immensely. 320 pages. Rizzoli. 10x10¼. Pub. at $55.00**

**3806812 THE AMERICAN STREAMLINER: Postwar Years. By D.J. Heimburger & C.R. Byron. A pictorial history of passenger trains of the Cold War years. From coast to coast, Special Golden Star and more—trains destined for all major cities that plied the rails in an age that was soon over. By 1971, Amtrak had taken over America’s passenger service, and left behind the colorful cars, the exquisite service, and the fun of train travel. 200 pages. Heimburger House. 10x7¼. Pub. at $46.95**

**3806804 AMERICA’S RAIL PICTORIAL: Postwar Years. By Russ Porter. Discover mile after mile of freight and passenger trains from the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s in this beautifully illustrated tribute to the nation’s rails, including an overview of the railroader’s world. A beloved icon of America’s story, one that continues to fascinate folks of all ages. In this book, the reader will find captivating images of America’s railroading history. Includes drawings, charts, and catalog facsimiles, along with the history’s perspective in development. 152 pages. Heimburger House. 10x7¼. Pub. at $44.95**

**3807045 ILLINOIS CENTRAL: Main Line of Mid-America. By D.J. Heimburger. Heimburger House. Fully color, this stunning volume captures the essence of the Illinois Central’s freight and passenger motive power and rolling stock. The photographs span the decades of the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s, and offer the reader an extraordinary glimpse into this railroad called the Main Line of Mid-America. 128 pages. Heimburger House. 10x7¼. Pub. at $43.95**

**3808687 DESERT RAILROADING. By Steve Schmollinger. Follow along as the author presents the major railroads, and some shortlines, that still operate in the American West, and have brought life into this parched land. Fully illus. in color. 172 pages. Heimburger House. 11¾x8½. Pub. at $46.95**

**9.95**

**18.95**
**Games**

- **399490 GENIUS-LEVEL SUDOKU** Over 300 Super-Difficult Puzzles from the Japanese Masters Who Invented the Game. By the eds. at Nikoli Publishing. A Sudoku collection that is not for the faint of heart! Each puzzle is ranked by difficulty from expert to difficult to extreme, making it the ultimate adventure. Solutions included. 402 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

- **3993244 MORE ORIGINAL SUDOKU** By the eds. at Nikoli Publishing. Includes 320 puzzles rated from easy to very hard from the Japanese masters who invented the game. Solutions included. 400 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

- **693086 THE ORIGINAL SUDOKU** By the eds. at Nikoli Publishing. Over 300 puzzles, in varying degrees of difficulties. It’s mind-bending, every puzzle designed by an author who anticipates your next step and obscures the path, while never leading you into frustration. Solutions to each are included. 405 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

- **399500 TRIVIAL PURSUIT ULTIMATE PUZZLE BOOK** Ed. by Jeff Ashworth. Test your knowledge and exercise your brain in a whole new way. This fun, fascinating volume is jam-packed with a variety of challenging puzzles that include more than 1,500 official Trivial Pursuit questions. Solutions provided. 320 pages. Media Lab Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

- **2945428 MENSU BRILLIANT BRAIN WORKOUTS** By David L. Appel. In this collection of 50 fresh puzzles to choose from, toss this collection in your bag to exercise your mind on-the-go. Solutions provided. 104 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $3.95

- **374689 SIMON & SCHUSTER MEGA CROSSWORD PUZZLE BOOK #19** Ed. by John M. Samson. With hundreds of puzzles in just one volume, this edition will test the knowledge of solvers everywhere! Sharpen your pencils, grit your teeth, and find out if you can avoid turning to the answer key included in the back. 300 pages. Gallery. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

- **2780380 SIMON & SCHUSTER MEGA CROSSWORD PUZZLE BOOK #18** Ed. by John M. Samson. This large format collection of 300 brand-new brain breaker puzzles offers hours of stimulation for solvers of every level. Sharpen your pencils, grit your teeth, and see if you can avoid turning to the answer key included in the back. 300 pages. Touchstone. 8½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

- **694665 MIND-BENDING MAZES: Test Your Brain and Ingenuity with 80 Challenging Mazes** By Gareth Moore. Test your Ingenuity by navigating these 80 mind bending mazes. Improve your concentration and patience as you focus all your mental resources to find the solution. The answers key is included. Marvel. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

- **464948 THE NEW YORK TIMES HELLO, MY NAME IS FRIDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES** Ed. by Will Shortz. Fridays are for faves. This collection of 50 tough Friday puzzles from the Times is sure to brighten up your day. Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8⅛x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

- **464943 THE NEW YORK TIMES HELLO, MY NAME IS FRIDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES** Ed. by Will Shortz. Mondays can be manic, but they also bring us the most easygoing challenge. This collection includes 50 stress-free New York Times puzzles for you to unwind with. Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8⅛x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

- **399002 THE NEW YORK TIMES SUNNY SUNDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES** Ed. by Will Shortz. This collection of Sunday crosswords is sure to brighten up your day. It’s conveniently sized so you can bring this treasured weekend tradition with you wherever you go. Solutions provided. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95

- **465879 THE NEW YORK TIMES:EASY TO MILDLY DIFFICULT CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 3** Ed. by Will Shortz. From an easy Monday to a downright difficult Friday puzzle, this collection is sure to challenge your puzzle-solving skills. Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8⅛x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99 $4.95

- **465793 THE NEW YORK TIMES:EASY TO MILDLY DIFFICULT CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 4** Ed. by Will Shortz. From an easy Monday to a downright difficult Friday puzzle, this collection is sure to challenge your puzzle-solving skills. Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 8⅛x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99 $4.95

- **4652142 SUDOKU: Over 900 Puzzles** Packed with over 900 sudokus, this is the perfect collection for all fans of the pleasantly addictive number placement puzzle. Suitable for all levels of ability from beginner to expert. Solutions included. 640 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95
Cookbooks

**4659999 THE OFFICIAL DOWTOWN ABBEY COOKBOOK.** By Anne Gray. In this highly regarded version of Downtown Abbey, both upstairs and downstairs, are presented in more than 100 recipes and scores of informative notes that reflect the spirit of living in this era including Stuffing for Turkey or Goose; Lemon Mincemeat; Potato Cakes, and Yule Log. Color photos, 272 pages. Weldon Owen. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $30.95 $11.95

**3775399 AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY TV SHOW COOKBOOK.** This celebratory compilation marks the twentieth anniversary of America’s Test Kitchen, the longest-running and most successful cooking show on TV. This specially designed and structured array contains more than 580 must-have recipes from the show’s 500-plus episodes. The focus is on real home cooking, so come behind the scenes and cook with your friends at the test kitchen. Fully illus. in color. 582 pages. America’s Test Kitchen. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

**291378X 2-INGREDIENT MIRACLE DOUGH COOKBOOK.** By Renou Myrlore. Making dough for pretzels, flatbreads, and more couldn’t get any easier-just combine Greek yogurt and self-rising flour, and you’re well on your way to snacking on Pesto-Parmesan Twists, Curried Potato and Pork Samosas, Gorgonzola and Fig Buns, Bacon,Fig and Gruyere Volcano Rolls and much more. Fully illus. in color. 175 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

**4651677 WILD MUSHROOMS: A Cookbook and Foraging Guide.** By Kristen Tsuji and Trent Blizard. Wild mushroom hunters not only learn the best ways to locate, clean, and collect mushrooms, it will also discuss safety and edibility, preservation techniques, flavor profiles, and more. From picking to rich duxelles, soups, salads, and even sorbets, these mushroom teas, jams, and jellies are the century-old secrets and recipes behind the restaurant’s legendary dishes. Color photos. 252 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95

**4654838 ALOHA KITCHEN: Recipes from Hawaii.** By Alana Kysar. Collects eighty-five fresh and sunny recipes from the Hawaiian Islands including Lomi Salmon; Char Siu Pork; Tenyaki Beef Sticks; Saimin; and Macadamia Nut Cream Pie. Color photos, 232 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95


**3861192 FANNIE FLAPP’S ORIGINAL WHISTLE STOP CAFE COOKBOOK.** A unique combination of amusing observations about life and eating, with more than 150 soulful down home recipes for Southern comfort foods such as Spicy Green Pork Burger; Spicy Smoked Pork Chops; Beaten Biscuits; and Kentucky Bourbon Chocolate Pecan Pie. Illus. 210 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

**3890751 THE OFFICIAL DOWTOWN ABBEY AFTERNOON TEA COOKBOOK.** Ed. by Tarla Ruparel. This lavish covered volume captures the essence of teatime at Downtown Abbey with classic recipes for sweets and savories like Butternut Squash and Sage Soup; Asparagus and Chive Strudel; Parmesan Potato Gratin; and Mincepie Chiffon Pie. Flavored with delicate notes, tea service knowhow, and lavish imagery to recreate this British tradition. Includes lifestyle stills from the TV series and recent movie. 144 pages. Weldon Owen. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

**3892565 CANNING ESSENTIALS: Jam-Packed with Essential Tools, Techniques, and Recipes for Fruits, Veggies, Jams, Pickles, Salsas, and More.** By Jackie Callahan Parente. With step by step instructions and helpful charts and tables, this book takes you from specific times, temperatures, and required equipment, this complete beginner’s guide will teach you everything you need to know about canning, from planning to harvesting the delicious foods you can make with them. Well illus. in color. 190 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**3962462 ESSENTIAL VEGETABLE FERMENTATION: 70 Inventive Recipes to Make Your Own Pickles, Kraut, Kimchi, and More.** By Kelly McMenamy. With a simple guide to preparing your kitchen and mastering your first ferment, you’ll have your glass jars bubbling away in no time. Learn to ferment everything from whole vegetables, krauts, and kimchis, to hot sauces, chutneys, relish, and sauerkraut, in color. 142 pages. Rockridge Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**4653521 THE NEW UKRAINIAN COOKBOOK.** By Annette Ogrondnik Corona. Scattered amongst this collection of recipes are quotes, poems, historical facts, folklore, and amusing observations about life and eating, from the show’s 500-plus episodes. The focus is on real home cooking, so come behind the scenes and cook with your friends at the test kitchen. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Weldon Owen. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $35.00 $29.95

**4652514 JACQUES PEPIN QUICK & SIMPLE: Simply Wonderful Meals with a Dozen Ingredients or Fewer.** By Jacques Pepin. A cookbook not only a culinary adventure but a unique cultural exploration as well. Recipes include Potato Spirals with Caviar, Ukrainian Meat Balls, Leek Pork, Smoked Salmon, and more. 278 pages. Hippocrene. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**3646959 SIMPLER, FASTER, SHORTER.** By Harold M. Silverman. Provides official, FDA-approved exercise regimens and safe exercises an d introduc es over 50 exercises. Just 30 minutes a day, four times a week, and you’re on your way to getting fit. Well illus. in color. 171 pages. Bull Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

**2870428 OVERCOMING POSITIONAL VERTIGO.** By Carol A Foster. Benign paroxysmal positional vertigo or BPPV is the medical term for dizziness caused by loose crystals in the inner ear. This study provides an in-depth guide to the diagnosis of BPPV, the specifics of treatments, and maneuvers, and interactive charts throughout to detail methods with exercises. You can convince yourself that there is a more potent, more efficient way to get and stay in shape. Illus. 263 pages. Avery. Pub. at $27.00 $16.95

**3969682 CHAIR YOGA: Sit, Stretch, and Strengthen Your Way to a Happier, Healthier You.** By Kristin McGee. Chair yoga is exactly what it sounds like: exercises you can do sitting down. McGee takes readers on a journey through yoga poses that are easy enough for all ages and levels and will help you stay active, alert, and healthy. Well illus. 271 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

**4651528 THE DOCTOR’S KIDNEY DIETS: A Nutritional Guide to Managing and Slowing the Progression of Chronic Kidney Disease.** By Manish D. Kang. Chronic kidney disease is manageable, and a crucial part of any treatment plan is diet. People with CKD reap significant benefits from dietary and lifestyle changes. By pairing easy to understand information and guidance with workable recipes, the author enables you to better manage your CKD and enjoy a longer, healthier life. 208 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

**3851781 THE COMPLETE HERBS SOURCEBOOK.** By David Hoffman. Provides a holistic approach to help you restore and maintain your wellbeing in this comprehensive guide to the use of herbal medicine. Step by step instructions and helpful charts and tables, how to diagnose and safely treat a wide range of complaints—from diabetes and depression to wrinkles and whorping cough. 400 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $8.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/316
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**4651715 THE DAEMON: A Guide to Your Extraordinary Secret Self.** By Anthony Peake. Expanding on one of the key ideas of his previous work, Peake discusses the proposition that all consciously aware beings consist of not one but two separate conscious essences—everyday consciousness and that of The Daemon, a higher being that seems to possess knowledge of future events. 336 pages. | $12.95

**4610554 TATTOO ART COLOR ADOBE AID Designs For Inner Peace.** From detailed designs of butterflies to skulls, dragons, and eagles, the art of the tattoo brings a virulent sting to this unique and varied guide. Packed with ink-inspired designs with your choice of color, each one detailed enough for a gorgeous display or perfect as inspiration for your next tattoo. 126 pages. | $11.95

**6616070 COLORED PENCIL PAINTING PORTRAITS.** By Alyona Nickelsen. Join the colored pencil painting revolution in this comprehensive guide, an acquisition that presents new layering tools and techniques that allow colored pencil artists to achieve luminous lifelike portraits. Offers guidance on a range of topics, supplemented by copious artwork, step-by-step demonstrations, and 184 pages of Watson-Guptill. 8¼x10. Paperback. | $25.99 | $18.95

**2986006 PAINT POURING: Mastering Fluid Art.** By Rick Cheatle. Paint pouring is a form of art that uses acrylic paints with a fluid consistency. The acrylic paints react with each other when combined to make interesting and visually organic motifs. Fluid acrylics can be used on a variety of surfaces through various techniques to create dazzling and masterful effects. Well illus. in color. 87 pages. Racehorse. 8x10. Paperback. | $14.95 | $9.95

---

**Art Books**

**2963254 HOW TO MIX COLORS: Pocket Art Guides.** By Gabriel Martin Rig. This small volume outlines the techniques for blending colors to suit your style. With this unique guide, you will learn to mix colors at will. With these guided meditations you will be able to handle emotions, resistances, and fears and think about your place in life. 278 pages. Celadon. Pub. at $26.00

**3997529 THE ART OF 3D DRAWING.** By Stefan Fabel. Tum simple sketches into jaw-dropping, photo-realistic masterpieces with this amazing guide. A world-famous 3D artist teaches you to draw from a variety of techniques, with tips on drawing in relief as well as employing a number of dazzling techniques. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster. | $21.95 | $9.95

**5864978 IMAGIMORPHIA.** A quirky coloring and sketch book like no other. Animals and objects morph and explode into astounding detail. Bring each intricate image to life with color and find the objects hidden throughout the book. Ppi. 8½x11. Paperback. | $14.00 | $4.95

**279456X THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF SKULLS, Ed. by Ilya.** This extraordinary collection of the most engaging and intriguing images of the skull from pop culture around the world is a visual feast of intriguing images of the skull from pop culture, movies and TV shows. 396 pages. Watson-Guptill. 8½x11. Paperback. | $19.95 | $12.95

**3869296 TREASURES OF THE NATIONAL GALLERY–LONDON: A Tiny Folio.** Text by Erica Langmuir. Divided into four sections to correspond with the four wings of the museum, it features works by Giottto to Leonardo, Holbein to Veronese, Caravaggio to Velazquez and Rembrandt. Gainsborough to color. 288 pages. Abbeville. 4¼x6¼. Hardcover. | $29.95 | $18.95

**3137931 THE ART OF CRAYON: Draw, Color, Resist, Sculpt, Carve!** By Lorraine Bell. Introduces you to an exciting way of working contemporary artists and guides you through workshops projects that let you try their techniques. By the time you finish exploring this exciting “new” art form you will have created. Full illus. in color. 160 pages. Rockport. 8¼x10. Paperback. | $24.99 | $4.95

**2586290 YOU CAN DRAW IN 30 DAYS: The Fun, Easy Way to Learn to Draw in One Month or Less.** By Maxine Combe. Learn the skills, not a talent: anyone can learn to draw! All you need is a pencil, a piece of paper, and the willingness to try a new talent each day in these three simple and insightful lessons that will teach you the rest. In just 20 minutes a day for a month, you can learn to draw anything. Well illus. 238 pages. Da Capo. 7¼x10. Paperback. | $19.00 | $12.95

**5463403 OPENING THE AKASHIC RECORDS: Meet Your Record Keepers and Discover Your Soulmate.** By Barbara Ann revision. Shows how the intended purpose for working with the Akashic Records is for soul growth, not to “repair” your karma debts. By seeing your records and working with Record Keepers, you will learn your soul’s purpose and help solve the problems that crop up in everyday life and relationships. Illus. 154 pages. Bear & Company. Paperback. | $16.00 | $12.95

**3700828 ESSENTIAL RETIREMENT PLANNING FOR SOLO AGERS.** By Sara Zeff Geber. What are the later life options for “Solo Ager” adults over fifty? Are you alone or are you married to someone whom you want to stay with them and when will you retire? 321 pages. Mango. Paperback. | $19.95 | $14.95

**376527X THE ART OF READING MINDS: How to Understand and Influence Others Without Them Noticing.** By Henrik Fexeus. Told by the world’s best people, anyone can learn to become an expert at mind-reading. Using psychological skills such as nonverbal communication, reading body language, and using psychological techniques, showing how readers can find out what another person thinks and feels—and impact that person’s thoughts and beliefs. Illus. 238 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. | $17.99 | $12.95

**3985530 THE THIRD EYE: MEDITATIONS: Awakening Your Mind, Spirit, and Intuition.** By Susan Shumsky. Practicing the meditations in this guide can fill your body, mind, and spirit with light, love, and wisdom. Through these exercises and techniques you will receive divine inspiration, healing, creative ideas, clear intuition, and inner guidance, at will. With these guided meditations you will be led step by step through the exercises. 196 pages. Weiser. Paperback. | $15.95 | $11.95

---

**More titles at erhbc.com/316**
Art Books

3941760 ROMAN PORTRAITS: Sculptures in Stone and Bronze. By Paul Zanker. Presents a complete collection of portrait sculptures from ancient Greek and Roman culture. They represent people of all social and economic statuses, politicians, emperors, and their family members, military heroes, local dignitaries, ordinary citizens, and young children, providing insight into life in these ancient societies. Fully illus. in color. 280 pages. MMA. 10x11%. Pub. at $65.00 $24.95

3865436 IF THESE JEWELS COULD TALK: The Legends Behind Celebrity Gems. By Beth Bernstein. Offers a glimpse into the jewelry boxes of their celebrity owners. It examines the personal tastes, heartfelt anecdotes and the true tales of the women who wore these truly exquisite jewels. These pieces take us on a journey that provides fascinating insight into the intriguing worlds of Hollywood and royalty from the 1920s to today. Well illus., many in color. 254 pages. Antique Collectors' Club. 9x11%. Pub. at $95.00 $24.95

3909226 AUGUST BEARDSLEY: Decadence and Desire. By Jan Marsh. Offers a wealth of illustrations by Beardsley (1872-1898), one of the most accomplished and controversial illustrators of his day. This carefully curated collection introduces his exquisite drawings to a new audience. 143 pages. Thames & Hudson. 7½x¾%. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3913112 BRUCE SARGEANT AND HIS CIRCLE: Figure and Form. By John Hyland. Contains more than 300 essays on paintings and plates showcasing Sargeant’s breadth of interests, both in his artistic studies and in the themes presented. This book expands our understanding of Sargeant’s work. An essential reference for all who appreciate the tradition of the human figure. Fully illus. in color. National Gallery of Art. 10x8¾%. Pub. at $45.00 $29.95

3973492 HEAVENLY BODIES, VOLUME ONE: The Art of Bruce Colero. Using cutting edge computer-generated imagery, artist Bruce Colero injects a mesmerizing flair of science fiction into these gorgeously rendered nudes. Here the future of animation is in artist’s full-hand painted reality. Fully illus. in color. 186 pages. Watson-Guptil. 8½x11. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95


3869598 THE RESPONSIVE EYE: Ralph T. Coe and the Collecting of American Indian Art. Exhibition catalog. Over the past three decades, Coe has been building the largest private collection of American Indian art in the United States and Canada to assemble this collection of Native American art, one of the finest in private hands today. The exhibition includes essays on the history of collecting, the future of American Indian art, and its appreciation in the art world. 328 pages. MMA. 8½x11%. Pub. at $60.00 $19.95

3309911 THE ART OF HORROR: An Illustrated History. Ed. by Stephen Jones. Celebrates the collection of frightfully fearsome images compiled by some of the biggest and most respected names working in the genre. From early-engraved to original paintings and the latest digital art, there are over 500 images presented alongside authoritative text creating a fascinating history of horror. 256 pages. Applause. 10x11%. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

3908374 AFTER OLTAVAGGIO by Michael Fried. Accessible and beautifully illustrated, this stunning volume combines an account of works by Mantegna, Mantini, Tintoretto, Rembrandt, and other artists who produced the Fabergé collection at the court of the czars. The firm of Fabergé, jewelers to the Russian court, was founded in St. Petersburg in 1842. This volume presents the story of the Fabergé firm and the production of Fabergé jewelry, both before and after the outbreak of the Second World War, including a comprehensive survey of all the works produced by these innovative printmakers. Fully ilus. in color. 186 pages. Watson-Guptil. 8½x11. Pub. at $60.00 $17.95

397345X FAIRIES, SPRITES, AND NYMPHS. By Araniza et al. An international showcase of fantasy art, this celebration of all creatures and characters of the forest features beautiful, erotic artwork of sprites, elves, fairies, and nymphs. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. SQP. 9x12. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

3980989 FABERGE REVEALED. By Wilfried Zittel. The firm of Fabergé, jewelers to the Russian court, was founded in St. Petersburg in 1842. This volume presents the story of the Fabergé firm and the production of Fabergé jewelry, both before and after the outbreak of the Second World War, including a comprehensive survey of all the works produced by these innovative printmakers. Fully ilus. in color. 186 pages. Watson-Guptil. 8½x11. Pub. at $60.00 $17.95

3999778 ARTEMISIA. By Letizia Treves et al. Exhibition catalog. The first monographic exhibition dedicated to Artemisia Gentileschi in the U.K. Expositions of her life, painting technique and self-representation are accompanied by a more personal insight through her letters and a summary of critical writings since her death more than fifty years ago. Well illus., many in color. National Gallery of Art. 10x11½%. Pub. at $37.50 $19.95

399938X GABRIEL DE SAINT-AUBIN 1724-1780. By Colin B. Bailey et al. Examines the life and works of Saint-Aubin who spent his career sketching daily life in Paris. His lively and sometimes humorous drawings bring eighteenth century Paris to life. Well illus., many in color. 320 pages. Somogy. 9x11%. Pub. at $55.00 $19.95

3960367 JEWELS THAT MADE HISTORY: 100 Stones, Myths & Legends. By Stellene Volandes. The illustrated history of the world’s most stunning jewelry, from ancient times to the present. This book presents a fascinating journey through the art and history of jewelry with 100 stones that have inspired and influenced jewelry designers and the public alike. Fully illus. in color. 10x11½%. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95

4654021 PAOLO VERONESI AND THE PRACTICE OF PAINTING IN LATE RENAISSANCE VENICE. By Diane Greif. Focusing on Veronese’s materials, workshop organization, and remarkable technical procedures, this important volume provides an analysis of the artist’s art and the style of painting developed. Greif also provides a nuanced understanding of the world of artists, their collaborations and competitions, and their patrons. Well illus., many in color. 340 pages. Yale. 10x11%. Pub. at $75.00 $28.95
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**Art Books**

- **3983841** 17TH-CENTURY CHINESE PORCELAIN FROM THE SAKAI FAMILY COLLECTION. Ed. by Stephen Little et al. Exhibition catalog. Features fifteen works by Dong Qichang, the most protean Chinese painter of the mid-Ming dynasty; and paintings by such masters as Gong Xian, Hongren, Adu Sha, Shiao, Wang Hui, and Wang Yuanqi. This volume also includes fascinating essays on a number of themes such as the furtherance of landscape in Chinese culture. Fully illus. In color. 667 pages. Prestel. 10x12¼. Pub. at $95.00

- **3942198** ELOQUENT BODIES: Movement, Expression, and the Human Figure in Gothic Sculpture. By Jacob Neusner. This book presents for the first time, every painting on exhibit in the permanent collection of the Louvre, presented in one volume. Each of the 3,022 paintings is fully annotated with the name of the painting, the date of the work, the birth and death dates of the artist, the painting medium (oil, watercolor, etc.), the painting number, and the room in the Louvre where the painting is found. The accompanying DVD-ROM is easily browsable by artist, date, school, art historical genre, or location in the Louvre. Slipcased. 768 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 11x11. Pub. at $79.49

- **3922909** PRIVATE PORNOGRAPHY IN THE THIRD REICH, By Hans von Bochkin. What happened behind closed doors of a nation whose regime broke all moral taboos? Here is a sensational look behind the curtains of an anti-lust period, where sexuality blossomed more freely, unless one belonged to the powers that ruled. Adults only. Fully illus. 224 pages. Goliath. 4¾x7. Pub. at $34.95

- **3865596** DRAWING COURSE: By J. B. Metcalfe. This is a manual for those who are interested in learning to draw. Among the many chapters of the book are: "How to Draw an Egg," "How to Draw a Tree," and "How to Draw a Landscape." The book is designed for both the beginner and the more advanced student. 156 pages. The Old House. 9x12. Pub. at $8.00

- **3920933** PEAK OF PERFECTION: Nude Portraits of Dancers, Athletes, and Gymnasts. By Jon Ortn. This tastefully erotic showcase will delight aficionados and collectors of pin-up art, as well as anyone with an interest in pop culture and glamour. Glowing, statuesque, exquisite Hollywood models grace this portfolio of strikingly vivid photographs. 408 pages. Pub. at $49.95

**Photography**

- **3889945** MATISSE IN THE BARNES FOUNDATION, Ed. by Yve-Alain Bois. Exhibition catalog. This compendium of the Barnes Foundation’s Matisse collection, comprised of 59 paintings and 129 works on paper. Among the artist’s career is among the most important in the world. The works themselves are sumptuously reproduced in stunning photographs. Eight hundred ninety four pages in 5 volumes, slipcased. Thames & Hudson. 10x13¼. Pub. at $620.00

- **3891550** CONEY ISLAND: Visions of an American Dreamland, 1861-2008. By Robin Jaffe Frank. Exhibition catalog. Coney Island, the playground of the rich, the favorite resort and cultural symbol that has inspired art, music, literature and films. The site is an enduring American icon that has been transformed into an elaborate seaside resort, to its eventual closing. Well illus. in color. 268 pages. Yale. 9x11. Pub. at $85.00

- **3929237** GORGEOUS & GORY: The Zombie Pinup Collection. By Jessica Raj. This is a compendium of glamorous and gruesome photography from Gorgious & Gory. Includes over 200 images from all four calendars, a collection of 300 pages. The photography is super-spanning and unsettling. In addition, there are three original photographs that have never been seen before. This collection is essential for undead enthusiasts and pinup admirers alike. 1 pages. The Old House. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $34.99

- **3880044** LOOKING BACKWARD: A Photographic Portrait of the World at the Beginning of the Twentieth Century. By Michael Lesy. Drawing on a rarely seen collection of over 300,000 stereographic views spanning the first decade of the twentieth century, Lesy presents nearly 250 images displaying a rot of peoples and cultures, starved cities and their wretchedness, and unsettling glimpses of daily life a century ago. Included are Lesy’s evocative essays as well as profiles of the photographers who saw the world through their prejudices. 295 pages. Norton. 9½x10½. Pub. at $49.95
Photography

★★392012 PEEP SHOW: Uncensored Beautifully Sexy. By Ms. Sands. Breathtaking beauties stripped naked! Whatever your preference, these naughty girls will dress up that sexy lingerie faster than a speeding bullet. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Goliath. $44.99. Pub. at $49.99. $35.95

3943771 IMPOSSIBLE PHOTOGRAPHY: Surreal Pictures That Challenge Our Perception. By Agata Toromanoff. This collection of stunning photographs from photographers around the globe will tease your eyes and challenge your perception of things. By crossing the boundaries between the rational and the real, striking compositions, often humorous, dreamlike, or ironic, often reveal unexpected surreal visions. 16 pages. 7¼x9½. Paperback. $6.95


3912727 NEW YORK JACQUIE: Piecing Her Life in the City. By Bridget Watson Payne. This intimate collection of BW and color photographs celebrates Jackie Kennedy Onassis’s life in the city after the death of her husband–as a mother, style icon, book editor, and most of all, a New Yorker. 140 pages. Chronicle. 6¼x9¼. Pub. at $19.95. $6.95

696062 CONTEMPORARY PIN-UP PHOTOGRAPHY. By Joaquin Nabuco. Presents a definitive collection, a firsthand account of the pin-ups and pin-up editing tools, the modern photographer has kept the pin-up tradition alive. This volume is a visual delight with more than 300 photographs from two dozen photographers nationwide. Adults only. 256 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $39.99. $19.95

3937095 SUPER NYLON PAPER. By Pierre Robert & Axel Le Nain. Packed with 600 photos, this is the ultimate super photo volume of women who have nothing else on other than their legwear! Adults only. 512 pages. Goliath. 6¼x9¼. Pub. at $59.99. $47.95

3891917 CANADA: Images of the Land. By J.A. Kraulis. In this exquisitely photographed record of the Canadian landscape, the renowned photographer captures the majesty and grandeur of this vast and staggeringly diverse country. Expansive prairies and forests, impressive coastlines, majestic inland lakes and rivers are revealed in these striking views. 224 pages. Firefly. 11¼x12¼. Pub. at $49.95. $14.95

3951308 WINSLOW HOMER AND THE CAMERA: Photography and the Art of Painting. By D.E. Byrd & F.H. Stone. Through the vivid images of the legendary photographer Winslow Homer’s engagement with photography examines both the artist’s own photographic practice and photography’s influence on his work across media. This volume explores how the medium of photography and the larger visual economy influenced his work as a painter, watercolorist, and printmaker. Well illus., many color. 196 pages. Yale. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $45.00. $9.95

2907267 BRAZILIANGELES. By Joaquim Nabuco. Presents a rare opportunity to appreciate the incomparable beauty of Brazil’s women in the equally striking enring of this tropical paradise. The themes revealed by these art nudes tells a story of Brazil’s culture and the richness which has come from generations of men and women something to admire, by showing one unapologetically sensual woman, at home in her curvaceous body. Fully illus. 158 pages. Press Syndication Group. 10¼x13¼. Pub. at $59.95. $29.95

3816675 BETTIE! The Incomparable Bettie Page Archives of Irving Klau. The collaboration between Bettie Page and the Klaws produced photographs that are far more than mere pin-ups. They have generated generations of men and women something to admire, by showing one unapologetically sensual woman, at home in her curvaceous body. Fully illus. 158 pages. Press Syndication Group. 10¼x13¼. Pub. at $59.95. $29.95

3965287 NORWAY. By Rasso Knoller et al. This stunning volume shows in almost 500 glorious photographs the Scandanavian country in its scenic variety and in its seasonal diversity. Snow, ice, and polar lights in winter, and the special light of the midnight sun in summer. In English and five additional languages, 504 pages. Konemann. 7¾x11¼. Paperback. $129.95

4652266 ANATOMY. By Malerie Marder. Over the course of six years, Marder photographs diverse human anatomy, from the microscopic to the cosmic. During that time, she meditated on the thin separation between the two sides of her camera–that sliver of fortune that separated her from the world of the women she photographed. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Konemann. 13x18. Pub. at $95.00. $149.95

6865631 LOVING: A Photographic History of Men in Love, 1850s–1950s. By F.M. Noseda. This photographic history of early love explores the moving, unique, and joy-filled collection of vintage photographs found at flea markets, in shoe boxes, family archives, estate sales, and attics worldwide. 336 pages. 5 Continents. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $65.00. $47.95

3990836 DYLAN. By Jerry Schatzberg. During a pivotal moment in Dylan’s career—a turning point that produced some of the songwriter’s most influential work—Schatzberg fixed his lens on the musician, shaping much of Dylan’s image. His vision of Dylan is just as much a vision of an entire era. change in side. The pictures, some in color. 262 pages. ACC Art Books. 11¼x13. Pub. at $70.00. $16.95

3909158 WEST: The American Cowboy. By Anouk Krantz. The author revisits this enduring iconic symbol of America’s pioneering spirit. Her photographs, in this stunning volume, inspire with a fresh and contemporary perspective of the American West. Images range in size from 7x9 inches to 9½x12¼ inches. Hardcover. Yale. 140 pages. 6¼x9¼. Pub. at $75.00. $29.95

3885428 GROUPIES. By Baron Wolman. In February 1969, Rolling Stone published an issue called “The Groupies and Other Girls” featuring the work of their chief photographer, Baron Wolman. This volume includes previously unseen out-takes and contact sheets, as well as the original Rolling Stone text. 192 pages. Iconic Images. Pub. at $35.00. $16.95

3795322 MELANIA TRUMP: Elegance in the White House. By L.D. Hicks. Melania Trump’s journey from a communist upbringing to becoming the First Lady offers a perspective on true freedom that most people from Western Europe and the United States take for granted. This volume beautifully explores the extraordinary journey of a woman who brings elegance back to the White House. Fully illus. in color. 109 pages. Post Hill. 10½x14¼. Pub. at $30.00. $22.95

3908992 NEW YORK: Sights Unseen. By Brad Lonieron. From looking down into the bases of the shores of Lake Erie to the top of the Empire State Building, New York excels as one of the few states that encompasses an almost unimaginable gamut of cultural and geographic splendor. This outstanding collection of photographs perfectly captures this magnificent state. 304 pages. KMW Studio. 11x11¾. Pub. at $49.95. $18.95

★ ABANDONED INDUSTRIAL PLACES: Factories, Laboratories, Mills and Mines That The World Left Behind. By David Ross. This collection of stunning images includes power plants, factories, mills and mines and their machinery intact. From Alaska to Patagonia, from Norway to Japan and Nigeria, fragments of the industrial past are all around us. 224 pages. Amber Books. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95
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Photography

3908964 NEW ORLEANS: An Intimate Journey Through a City with Soul. By Geoffrey H. Baker, photos by T. Dunford. Takes readers through the city’s most distinctive neighborhoods to demonstrate how the beauty of New Orleans is testament to its vibrancy and unique architectural origins in the neoclassical and vernacular traditions. Fully illus., in color. Publishing Group, 8x10. Pub. at $30. **$14.95**

3944983 BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE HOME: Practical Choices for Your Health, Wealth, and Soul. By Melissa Rappaport Schliman. Making decisions when building or remodeling a home, especially when the homeowner is trying to go a little (or a lot) green and prioritize against a budget. In this go-to guide, Schliman shares her knowledge and expertise for others to use in their journey toward a more sustainable home. 216 pages. Skylor. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 **$6.95**

3909166 A WHITE HOUSE CHRISTMAS. By Laura Dowling. As Chief Floral Designer during her six years in the White House, Dowley shows the dazzling floral pieces that made the season so memorable. Here, she invites readers behind the scenes of this complex year-round process, where some of the most innovative and ambitious handcrafted display creations were created. Fully illus., in color. 160 pages. Stiching Kunstdorf, 8½x11½. Pub. at $45. **$9.95**

3996429 POST & BEAM DREAMS. By Lisa Warren. This home building guide offers countless home designs and construction ideas for several architectural styles: barn homes, carriage houses, classic farmhouses, cottages, and many others. Each chapter offers a detailed look at a particular style and explains how to pair construction and design elements to achieve a unique vision for your home. 224 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11½. Pub. at $49.99 **$14.95**

3909036 HOUGHTON HALL: Portrait of an English Country House. By D. Cholmondley A. Moore. With stunning images capturing every part of the house, from the grandeur of the stone hall to details of the tapestries in the bedchambers, and including paintings returned temporarily from the Hermitage in 2013 for the first time since their purchase by Catherine the Great in 1797—this is the definitive survey of one of the great treasures of the English country landscape. 312 pages. Rizzoli. 9¼x11. Pub. at $95. **$19.95**

395336X EARLY MEXICAN HOUSES. By G.T. Allender. From 1525 to 1929, two young architectural draftsmen set out to record a select number of examples of the “minor domestic architecture” of Mexico due to a lack of measured drawings of rural ranch houses and Monterey-inspired dwellings. Over 200 historic images and illustrations make this a comprehensive reference for the student of historic architecture. 173 pages. Taylor. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $28. **$6.95**

3909882 THE MODERN HOUSE BUS: Mobile Tiny House Inspirations. By Kimberly Mok. Skoolie: a short for school bus, is a vehicle that has been converted into a recreational vehicle or home, takes tiny house living to the next level. Reveals unique details and design solutions to maximize space and efficiency. Includes insight into what design issues to select, design, and build; what Skoolies are built on; and tips on how to convert a bus. Over 200 color photos. 240 pages. Countryman. 8x10/¼. Pub. at $22. **$17.95**

398651X STONE IN TRADITIONAL ARCHITECTURE. By David Campbell. Surveys the diverse manifestations of the ancient architectural tradition that graces the landscapes of many nations. The extensive text explains the history, styles, and techniques utilized in town and country. Also included is a practical, instructional handbook, teaching the crafts of masonry and stonemaking. Fully illus., in color. 216 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Pub. at $45. **$14.95**

3888851 THE GREAT FAMILY WINE ESTATES OF FRANCE. Text by F. Bruton, photos by P. Pechelbel. This magnificent volume encompasses all the wine-producing regions of France, from the Taillan château cellars housing the rarest Roman chalk caves in Teims to Chateau de Pennautier, the “Versailles of Languedoc.” This beautiful photographic tour will appeal to wine lovers, Francophiles and travelers alike. 256 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $50. **$14.95**

3901815 SHINGLE STYLE: Living in San Francisco’s Brown Shingles. By L. Howard & D. Weinapartige. Presents some of the most important Shingle Style houses built in San Francisco, Berkeley, and Marin County, giving readers a privileged view into the delights and idiosyncrasies of life in these late-19th and early-20th-century masterpieces of domestic design. Color. 208 pages. Rizzoli. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $50. **$14.95**


3978460 BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE CHRISTMAS AT HISTORIC HOUSES. By Patricia H. & Katharine K. McMillan. The beauty of Christmas is displayed through decorated historic homes from around the county. From Virginia to Texas, tour 27 historic homes comes alive in a festive way during the holiday season. With more than 300 full color images, both magnificent estates and simple residences offer a variety of styles, tips and ideas for your own celebrations. 224 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $45. **$14.95**

3654625 BRIDGES: The Spans of North America. By David Plowden. Explores in depth the beauty of America’s bridges and how the most important North American bridges were built. Divided by material—stone, brick, wood, iron, steel, and reinforced concrete—examines a wide range of structural and aesthetically pleasing structures. Well illus. 339 pages. Norton. 12x10½. Pub. at $75. **$24.95**


4835415 A DAY AT CHATEAU DE CHANTILLY: The Estate and Gardens of the Duke and Duchess of Delcrique A. Goetz. This richly illustrated volume offers rare access into one of France’s most complete and beautiful stately homes and its magnificent grounds, gardens, and parks. Lively text and stunning photography is accompanied by insightful commentary on the history, development, and evolution of the Tudor style in America. 272 pages. Rizzoli. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $60. **$19.95**

3970359 THE TUDOR HOME. By Kevin D. Murphy, photos by P. Pechelbel. Shows the wide variety of Tudor homes from the Elizabethan manor to the charming cottage. The text and photography is accompanied by insightful commentary on the history, development, and evolution of the Tudor style in America. 272 pages. Rizzoli. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $60. **$19.95**

***GRAPHIC ARTS***

3997669 THE JOY OF LETTERING. By C.J. Kirtland & J. Escalera. With more than 50 tips, techniques, and lessons for creating beautiful illuminated letters and sophisticated lettering creations, this guide takes hand lettering to a new level. It offers a dynamic exploration of the craft, supplemented by customized DIY projects and advice on alternative materials and media. Fully illus., many in color. 144 pages. Walter Foster. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 **$4.95**

5971195 HAND LETTERING: Creative Alphabets for Any Occasion. By Thy Doan Graves. Prepare to be inspired by this collection of 50 alphabets in an amazing range of styles. The author guides you through replicating each with easy-to-follow steps, then shares everything you need to know to create your own custom alphabets, from the smallest script to the largest calligraphy lettering, from sketching it out to inking it up. 144 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $18. **$13.95**

396308X TINY HOMES—SIMPLE SHELTER: Scaling Back in the 21st Century. By Loryl Kahn. Take a trip through the world of charming, tiny homes. See the current trend in scaling back, reducing living expenses, and escaping bank mortgages or high rents. Details 50 tiny houses that have created these little sanctuaries on land, on wheels, on the road, on the water, and in the trees. Fully illus., in color. 215 pages. Shelter. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $28. **$9.95**

3981056 KIMBERLY: The Birth of an American City. Illustrated with over a dozen sessions across more than a decade the photographer captured the many facets of Mitchell’s personality in some of her most famous images. Fully illus. Insight Editions. 11×14¼. Pub. at $75. **$24.95**

3989572 HANS ROSTER: Landscapes of the Late 19th Century. This stunning volume showcases the work of Roster, a noted and roll photographer, and his truly authentic subject, who was able to capture the best and express herself freely within his lens. Through over a dozen sessions across more than a decade the photographer captured the many facets of Mitchell’s personality in some of her most famous images. Fully illus. Insight Editions. 11×14¼. Pub. at $75. **$24.95**

See more titles at erhbc.com/316
6490093 THE ONLY GUITAR BOOK YOU'LL EVER NEED. By M. Schonbrun & E. Jackson. Filled with clear instructions and professional tips, this guide teaches you how to know about playing a guitar, from buying the right model to performing all your favorite songs. It also includes helpful information on tuning, reading music, mastering scales and chords, and more. 400 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. $19.99

495546 JOHNNY B. BAD: Chuck Berry and the Making of "Roll Over Beethoven." By Roy Orbison Jr. et al. A first-hand account of one of the most influential guitarists of his era, this guide tells the story of how Chuck Berry put together the backing band that became The Royal Detonators, and how he was able to make his mark on the music industry. 192 pages. Thunder Bay. 8½x10. Paperback. $14.95

3970833 COUNTRY MUSIC: An Illustrated History. By Dayton Duncan. A fully illustrated history of country music, this guide includes photos, diagrams, and maps to show you how the music evolved from its rural roots to its current place in popular culture. 302 pages. Random. Paperback. $30.00

3990626 READING LYRICS. Ed. by R. Gottfried & R. Kimball. Over 1,000 of the best American and English lyrics of the 20th century, arranged by lyricist. Includes such noted lyricists as Burt Bacharach, Carole Bayer Sager, Hal David, Al Jolson, Berlin, Cole Porter, and Ira Gershwin, as well as the lesser-known, such as Haven Gillespie, who wrote Santa Claus Is Coming to Town. 706 pages. Pantheon. $50.00

3974993 SGT. PEPPER AT FIFTY: The Mood, the Look, the Sound, the Legacy of the Beatles' Great Masterpiece. By Mike McInenney et al. Fifty years after its release in 1967, Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band remains a key element of the Beatles’ career—and of popular music as a whole. Packed with expert detail, this unofficial celebration brings a new perspective to the album—its creation, its cultural influences, its legacy, and many color. 176 pages. Sterling. $24.95

3969442 GUITAR FAMILY TREES. By Terry Burrows. This definitive catalog of the world’s favorite guitarists is arranged into families of guitarists, revealing the inspirations and intents behind every model. Bonus pull-out posters feature the family trees of the five major dynasties: Fender, Gibson, Gretsch, Telecaster, and Stratocaster.

3941155 CONFESSIONS OF A VIDEO VIXEN. By Karine Stetlans. The page-turning memoir of a model and actress companion to many celebrities. But more than a glimpse at what happens in the boardrooms and bedrooms of hip hop’s A list, this is a true account of how women are mistreated in the music industry. 116 pages. Paperback. $19.95

3967454 GUITAR LICKS OF THE TEXAS BLUES-ROCK HEROES. By Jesse Gress. You’ll learn more than 100 licks in the authentic style of each player, each lick with its own mini-lesson, performed by the author at half and full tempo on the accompanying CD with this thorough lesson. Illus. 116 pages. Backbeat. Books. Paperback. $14.95

465376 JUDY COLLINS: A Love Letter to Stephen Sondheim. Collins will take the audience through Sondheim’s remarkable career-trove of music, interweaving stories of Broadway with her personal anecdotes. This performance was filmed in May of 2016 at The Boettcher Concert Hall in Denver. Color. 116 minutes. MVD Visual. $5.95

4859886 GUITAR CHORDS WHEEL: A Fast-Track Guide to Mastering Chords. By Scott Gentry. Did you know every chord can be played with just five basic hand shapes? Using the CAGED system, this guide with an integrated wheel will deepen your understanding of the fretboard and enable you to improve your playing. First-hand song tips. 62 pages. Paperback. $9.95

DVD 4657365 JUDY COLLINS: A Love Letter to Stephen Sondheim. Collins will take the audience through Sondheim’s remarkable career-trove of music, interweaving stories of Broadway with her personal anecdotes. This performance was filmed in May of 2016 at The Boettcher Concert Hall in Denver. Color. 116 minutes. MVD Visual. $5.95

WALL STREET JOURNAL. By K.K. Downing with M. Wallen. The former lead guitarist, doesn’t hold back. 163 pages. Hardcover. $24.95

3990139 LED ZEPPELIN: All the Albums. By Martin Popoff. Beautifully illustrated with rare performance and onstage photography and memorabilia, Popoff dissects each of Zep’s 8 albums. It includes a behind-the-scenes look at the time and a host of the other features which all together make for the finest film yet on this extraordinary piece of the heavy metal institution. Whatever the topic, whoever’s involved, Downing, co-founder and former lead guitarist, doesn’t hold back. 163 pages. Hardcover. $24.95

DVD 4654805 PINK FLOYD: The Wall... and What Came Next. Fullscreen. Featuring rare studio and live footage, exclusive and archive interviews, contributions from the musicians themselves, and film director, this guide follows the band as they create the concept piece that became a global phenomenon. Well illus., most in color. 104 pages. Blitz Books. 9 x 11. $19.95

3990294 HELP YOUR KIDS WITH MUSIC: A Unique Step-by-Step Visual Guide for Parents. By Sam Kean. Offers a step by step visual guide to music theory. Covers: pitch, rhythm, scales, melody, chords, and musical styles. Includes a CD which contains the music examples, along with scales, chords, and a range of instruments. An invaluable guide that helps parents and kids to work together to understand even the trickiest concepts. Fully illustrated. 256 pages. Paperback. $19.95

4659718 STANFORD WHITE IN DETAIL. By J. Wallen. Examines White’s innovative creations through lush, tightly framed images of carved wood and marble, metalwork, mosaic, and tile as well as generous profiles to demonstrate how these were wove together for a unique effect. 256 pages. Monacelli. 6½x9¼. Paperback. $40.00

2836734 PIANO EXERCISES: Idiot's Guides: How to Get It! By Forest Berger. Packed with tons of fun and challenging lessons, this guide teaches you pedaling, hand crossovers, virtuosic arpeggios and ornaments, scales, chords, rhythms, and much more. The accompanying audio CD contains musical examples, demonstration tracks that follow the guide, and play-along tracks. 253 pages. Alpha. 8½x11¼. Paperback. $21.95

3993758 SONGS OF AMERICA: Patriotism, Protest, and the Music That Made a Nation. By Tim McGraw & Eric Meacham. Readers are taken on a journey through eras in American history and the songs and performers that inspired us. Meacham chronicles our history, exploring the music and the men and women who reflect on them as an artist and performer. Their perspectives combine to create a unique view of one of the most important and influential British groups of all time, while recognizing how the band became a global phenomenon. Well illus., most in color. 104 pages. Blitz Books. 9 x 11. $19.95

3878406 THE KINKS: Fifty Years on the Road. Provides an insight into the unique journey of one of the most important and influential British groups of all time, while recognizing how the band became a global phenomenon. Well illus., most in color. 104 pages. Blitz Books. 9 x 11. $19.95

3878406 THE KINKS: Fifty Years on the Road. Provides an insight into the unique journey of one of the most important and influential British groups of all time, while recognizing how the band became a global phenomenon. Well illus., most in color. 104 pages. Blitz Books. 9 x 11. $19.95
**Books on Movies & TV**

- **39579X** **GLAMOUR, GADGETS, AND THE GIRL NEXT DOOR: Television’s Iconic Women From the 1950s to Today** by Herbie J. Pilato. Based on exclusive celebrity interviews, this volume runs the gamut of female television legends, from Donna Douglas (who famously tells Fonzie he’s in for a real clump of punch on “The Beverly Hillbillies”) to the stars of the original Charlie’s Angels. TV’s top leading ladies from the ’50s, ’60s, and ’70s are introduced here. Well illus. in many, color: 314 pages. Taylor. Pub. at $24.95. $16.95

- **3929510** **SEX, LIES, AND PUNCH-OUT ORNAMENT: Howard Hughes’s Hollywood**. By Karina Longworth. On-screen Hughes promoted bombshell actresses, while off-screen his conquests supposedly included many of Hollywood’s most famous actresses and models. But there was a price. Drawing upon years of research, Longworth brilliantly illuminates the murky shadows of golden-age Hollywood, as well as its distressing legacy today. 16 illus. Custom House. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $9.95

- **6780848** **LEONARD MALTIN’S MOVIE GUIDE: The Modern Era.** Contains nearly 16,000 capsule reviews, with more than 300 credits, more than 1,000,000 O/D and video listings; a list of mail-order and online sources; an index of leading performers; and much, much more. 1611 pages. Plume. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00. $17.95

- **3890716** **DOWNTON ABBEY: A Celebration.** By Jessica Fellowes. A sumptuous look back, complete with an episode by episode guide, filled with in-depth interviews with the show’s stars. How Londoners worked on the show from beginning to end. Packed full of stunning location shots and stills from all six seasons, including exclusive interviews with the key decision makers. 543 pages. Custom House. Pub. at $21.99. $17.95

- **3864288** **WAYNE AND FORD: The Films, the Friendship, and the Forging of an American Superstar.** By Paul G. Bahn. For more than 20 years John Ford and John Wayne were a blockbuster Hollywood team, turning out many of the finest Western films ever made. Drawing on previously untapped catches of personal documents and oral histories, Schoenberger dramatically narrates a complicated and in many ways iconic friendship and its impact on American culture. Illus. 240 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $27.95. $17.95

- **39191X** **COUNTRY LIVING CHRISTMAS JOYS: Decorating, Crafts & Recipes.** Get ready to have the best Christmas ever with the secrets for decorating, handmade gifts, parties, dinner and dessert. Make your most festve and memorable holiday yet! Illus. in color. 280 pages. Hearst Pub. at $30.00. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $9.95

- **2917055** **THE ART OF CURSIVE PENMANSHIP: A Personal Handwriting Program for Adults.** By Michael R. Sull. Presents the subject of handwritiing as a valuabl e and spontaneous skill for the adult. The author focuses on the practical self-study techniques designed to accommodate the reader’s individual style and personal schedule. With the help of this guide, handwriting becomes a pleasant activity to be enjoyed, rather than an action merely to be efected. 253 pages. Skyhorse. 9½ x11¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

- **3689719** **THE BOOK OF FORGING: Basic Techniques & Examples.** By Karl Gissing. A quick-reference overview that explains the basics of all aspects of blacksmithing, and offers a summary of the tools of forging, their uses, and the essential equipment in the work space; the information is divided into sections related to the differences among free-form techniques such as hard, hot-work, and cold-work, and the chemistry of iron and steel. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. $16.95

- **3999504** **POPULAR ARTS OF MEXICO, 1850-1950.** By Donna McMenamin. One hundred years of Mexican popular art, from 1850-1950, have been captured here with over 300 vivid color photographs illustrating over 675 objects. The demand for Mexican popular arts grew as the growing numbers of people discover their photographic, chemical, and fine art’s chemistry of iron and steel. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. $16.95


- **3958931** **MONTY PYTHON SPEAKS! REVISED EDITION: The Complete Oral History.** By Dave Lifton. Evocative of the goldmine of Monty Python oral history, this volume contains interviews with Monty Python’s founding members, actors, producers, and other collaborators to produce a no-holds-barred, no-censorship look at this icon of British humor, sketches and films. This portrait offers a fascinating peek behind the scenes of the Python’s brilliance that catapulted a comedy revolution. Illus. 408 pages. Day Street. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00. $19.95

- **3959174** **FULL SERVICE: My Adventures in Hollywood and the Secret Sex Lives of the Stars.** By Scotty Bowers. Many believe that a life of artistic achievement is punctuated by a life of sexual excess. This is not the case for Scotty Bowers, who lives a double life. In addition to being a successful film studio publicist, Scotty is also the most successful private escort in Hollywood, helping A-list celebrities and stars achieve more than they thought possible. Littlefield. Pub. at $46.00. $17.95

- **3957284** **FILM Noir Prototypes: Origins of the Movement.** By A. Silver & P. Grav. Focusing on the antecedents of the classic period in movies, theater, art, and literature this collection of essays consider all the significant elements that underlie the noir sensibility in both the United States and Europe, to reveal the roots of the movement in American picture history. Well illus. 350 pages. Applause. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $9.95

- **3978638** **OBSCENE, INDECENT, IMMORAL, AND OFFENSIVE: 100+ Years of Banned, Censored, and Controversial Films.** By Stephen Tropiano. Chronicles the history of movies that provoked the ire of groups from local censorship boards to the powerful Catholic Legion of Decency, and offered detailed analysis of films branded “controversial” due to explicit language, nudity, graphic sex, violence, and treatment of adult topics. Adults only. 16 pages. 364 pages. Limelight Editions. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

- **3971538** **I SAY I SAY...SON! A Tribute to the Screenwriters Bob, Chuck, and Tom.** By Robert McKimson Jr. Offers a rare behind the scenes look at the McKimson brothers, three of the most innovative and influential animators of the history. Tracing the brothers’ careers from the 1920s onward, this beautifully illustrated reference details how Bob McKimson created such beloved characters as Foghorn Leghorn, the Tasmanian Devil, and the original Speedy Gonzales. 232 pages. Santa Monica Press. 8¼ x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $3.95

- **3938174** **THE JOHN WAYNE COMPANION: A Comprehensive Guide to Duke Facts, Trivia, Movies, Achievements and More.** By the eds. of The Official John Wayne Magazine. If you are a John Wayne fan, this is the resource for you! It’s packed from cover to cover with quotes, movie facts, and trivia about everyone’s favorite cinematic cowboy, soldier and patriot. Includes Wayne’s complete bibliography and personal stories from Duke’s family and friends. Fully illus., many in color. 322 pages. Media Lab Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

- **3937070** **HOLLYWOOD HÖOFBEATS: The Fascinating Story of Horses in Hollywood.** By Petrine Day Mitchum with A. Pavia. Shares a wealth of information on the lives of movie horses, whether they served as faithful companions or ran wild and free. Inside these pages, versatile horses carry singing cowboys across America’s West in films like Under the Western Stars and battle it out in puli.ng chariot races in Ben Hur. Fully illus., many in color. 224 pages. Lumina Media Books. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

- **3954528** **THE ARAcheology of Hollywood: Traces of the Golden Age.** By Paul G. Bahn. A noted archaeologist digs into Hollywood in an effort to document and save the treasures that remain. The result is part history, part archeology, enlivened with pop culture references, and whimsy. Well illus., many in color. 256 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $46.00. $7.95

- **3978514** **TV Noir: Dark Drama on the Small Screen.** By Allen Glover. The first complete study of the subject, surveying the TV programming that evolved from the film noir heyday. Deconstructing its key elements, this book reveals the hidden elements of noir that are often overlooked. Glover presents the essential volume on TV noir. Illus., some in color. 256 pages. Abrams. 8¼ x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $40.00. $9.95
**Dvd 399490** WARTIME COMEDIES: 8 Movies. Collects eight hilarious wartime classics. Buck Privates, In the Navy, Here Come the Waves, Hail the Conquering Hero. Captured the essence of wartime America. $12.95

**Dvd 397123** MR. WONG, DETECTIVE: The Complete Collection. In 1938 monogram pictures brought to life the adventures of the real-life detective, wong wong. A great Collection. In B.W. near 7 hours. $19.95

**Dvd 399832** AMERICAN GRAFFITI. Directed by George Lucas. A cult classic that introduced the new generation to a 1950s teenage subculture that was in danger of disappearing. $3.95

**Dvd 401298** TRACY: SAGA OF A CRIMEFIGHTER. Tracy Meets Gruesome. Follows the triumphs and tragedies of a group of high school friends as they grow up during the most turbulent years of their lives. $3.95

**Dvd 399599** THE 15:17 TO PARIS. Widescreen. On August 21, 2015, the world was transfixed by reports of a thwarted terrorist attack on Thalys train # 9364 for Paris—an attempt prevented by courageous Americans. Director Clint Eastwood follows the course of these friends’ lives, from childhood through the unlikely events leading up to their stunning film. $14.95

**Dvd 391562** SIX GUN MOVIES. A cavaled of top-notch talent leads this collection of six western classics. Includes Devil’s Canyon; The Sinful Man; The High Chaparral. $7.95

**Dvd 3999914** DICK TRACY. Presents a rare collection of early Tracy films, Shows and more. Includes the 15-chapter Dick Tracy film serial starring Ralph Byrd, the films Dick Tracy Detective, Dick Tracy Vs. Cueball, Dick Tracy’s Dilemma, and Dick Tracy Meets Gruesome (featuring Boris Karloff). four of the first Dick Tracy tv series, and the bonus documentary Dick Tracy: The Life of a Legend. $24.98

**Dvd 3953807** AMERICAN GRAFFITI/MORE AMERICAN GRAFFITI. Widescreen. American Graffiti and More American Graffiti follow the triumphs and tragedies of a group of high school friends as they grow up during the most turbulent years of their lives. $9.95

**Dvd 3803327** HORROR & FILM COLLECTION. Widescreen. A horrifying collection of eight gruesome and gory fright-fests, featuring zombies, demons, and forest dwelling killers! Includes Shallow Ground; Spliced; Severed; Evil Remains; Gone Dark; Blood Gnome; The Demons Within; He Knows You’re Alive. $7.95

**Dvd 3906604** THIS NUDE WORLD. The 1932 film examines the origins and roots of nudism, moving to depict naturalism. A documentary film that follows the filmmakers desire to discover people embracing and living this lifestyle in New York, France and Germany. Narrated by Leo Donnelly, Not Rated. In B.W. 90 minutes. $7.95

**Dvd 5941822** LINCOLN. Widescreen. Daniel Day-Lewis delivers an Oscar-winning performance in Steven Spielfeld’s inspiring and revealing biopic drama, focusing on the 16th president’s tumultuous final four months in office as he pursues a course of action to end the Civil War, unite the country and abolish slavery. English SDH. 150 minutes. $9.95

**Dvd 3879291** BATTLE OF THE AMAZONS. Men were once kept by the Amazonian women. Now the band of bloodthirsty female warriors pillage and loot the countryside until the oppressed males decide to fight back. A delightful blend of sex, torture and the occasional gig. Stars Lincoln Tate. Rated R. 100 minutes. $7.95

**Dvd 3941930** GIRLS NEXT DOOR UK: Babes, Bombshells and Hotties. Watch as sexy, beautiful, English girls take baths, try on lingerie and perform a variety of everyday tasks while you watch. You become the voyeur without getting caught. Over 2 hours. Adults only. Live Wire Entertainment. $19.99

**Dvd 3999181** RIDERS ON THE RANGE. 25 Movie Collection. Widescreen. Over 30 hours in office as he pursues a course of action to end the Civil War, unite the country and abolish slavery. English SDH. 150 minutes. $19.99

**Dvd 381405X** ZULU. In this historical drama, magnificent battle scenes unfold as British troops and Zulu warriors engage in warfare during the year 1879. Based on a true story, the film stars Michael Caine in his major role. 138 minutes. $7.95

**Dvd 3990980** ACTION PACK: Cinema Deluxe. In 1955, War starring Robert Ryan, B&W; 90 minutes; Cry of the Wolve starring stars James MacArthur (1963, B&W, 100 minutes); Fort Algiers starring Yvonne De Carlo (1953, B&W, 76 minutes); The Tiger and the Flame starring stars John Modl (1943, B&W, 66 minutes); The Crooked Way starring John Payne (1949, B&W, 66 minutes); and Code 7 villain starring Lex Barker (1964, 59 minutes). Not Rated. Six Dvds. $19.99

**Dvd 3990702** WESTERN PACK: Cinema Deluxe. Includes Pancho Villa starring Telly Savalas (92 minutes); Bad Man’s River starring stars James Mason (89 minutes); Captain Apache starring stars Joel McCrea (96 minutes); The Corruptor starring stars Yvonne De Carlo (1956, B&W, 76 minutes); and Savage多种 stars Michele Carey (85 minutes); A Town Called Hell starring Telly Savalas (89 minutes); and Have a Nice Funeral starring Gianno Camico (97 minutes). $14.95

**Dvd 3965425** BETTIE PAGE: Varietese/Teaseorama. Fullscreen. Collects two 1950s Burly-Q Classics with America’s Ultimate Pin-Up Goddess, Bettie Page, in two curves and vintage sideshows, from fleshy farm girls to fetish favorites. $9.99

**Dvd 3902491** INDEPENDENCE DAY 1+2. Widescreen. Will Smith, Jeff Goldblum and Bill Pullman join forces when powerful aliens launch an all-out invasion and the world’s only hope lies in uniting for one last stand. (Most Rated R). $24.95

**Dvd 4504859** SPARTACUS. Widescreen. Directed by Stanley Kubrick, with the tale of Spartacus (Kirk Douglas), the bold gladiator slave and Varinia (Jean Simmons), the woman who believed in his cause. Challenged by the army and his new wife, Spartacus is forced to face his convictions and the power of imperial Rome. English SDH. 86 minutes. $11.95

**Dvd 4506714** JOHN WAYNE ACTION: TCM Greatest Classics Legend Films Collection. A classic update on one crime thriller make up this exciting action four pack. John Wayne joins Forrest Tucker and Christopher George in Chisum; John Wayne and Taylor in The Train Robbers; Gary Grimes and Neville Brand in Cahill: United States Marshal; and Eddie Albert and Alida Muldaur in McQ. CC. $9.99
Movies

- **DVD 3712813** A VIDEO TOUR OF THE RUDOLPH WURLITZER MFG. COMPANY. This rare documentary was made in the mid-1920s and focuses on the Rudolph Wurlitzer Company in North Tonawanda, New York. Witness a mighty pipe organ being built, and enjoy a score provided by popular performer Ray Brubacher. Includes a bonus documentary on the interior of the theatre.

- **DVD 3856526** XOTIC XTREME: X-Girls Island Adventure-Hawaii. Fullscreen. Xotic?? No it's not for the home, it's not for the children, it's not for the adults, it's just for the Xotic?? dvd. The xotic-edition of the xotic? film. It's Xotic in every way!!

- **DVD 3984621** MIXED NUTS. Widescreen. Twas the night before Christmas and all through the house, the only creatures stirring were a transvestite, a morbid death, the staff of a suicide hotline and a very crazy pregnant woman. Stars include Steve Martin, Madeleine Kahn and Robert Klein. CC. 97 minutes. TriStar.

- **DVD 466129X** THE WIFE. Widescreen. A wife questions her life choices as she travels to Stockholm to see her husband receive the Nobel Prize for Literature. The film interweaves the stories of the couple’s youth, passion and ambition with a portrayal of a marriage thirty-plus years later, with a lifetime’s shared experiences. Stars Glen Close and Jonathan Price. Rated R.

- **DVD 5080144** SEX SELLS. Widescreen. Director Peter Steck is making his long-awaited and well-anticipated film, and wants to go out with a bang by concocting the biggest and most absurdly complicated adult movie ever made. This moody tale of dark adult industry stars Priscilla Barnes, John Fiedler, Lee Grant, Richard Lander, Mike Connors, Art Metrano, and Jackie Coogan. Rated R.

- **DVD 5098110** JESUS THE CHRIST: The Bible Series. Fullscreen. This inspiring 1952 program follows Jesus from the manger in Bethlehem to his crucifixion and glorious resurrection, a retelling faithful to the four Gospels according to Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. Includes the famous version of the Last Supper and the good Samaritan story. Rated TV-G. 39 hours on ten DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98.

- **DVD 509885X** BASILISK: RISE OF THE GARGOYLES. Widescreen. The mysterious basilisks, medieval human hybrids are only the beginning for the secret buried beneath a natürlich Parisian church. Suddenly unleashed from their subterranean crypt, these ancient, winged creatures have returned to bring a mission of destruction. Stars Eric Balfour, Caroline Neiron, and Nick Mansuro. Not Rated. Genius Entertainment.

- **DVD 5263805** BATTLE OF BRITAIN/BRIDGE TOO FAR/THUNDERBOLT. Widescreen. Three combat classics in one set. Take the Royal Air Force’s greatest triumph to life in Battle of Britain, James Caan, Michael Caine, and Sean Connery capture WWII’s most tragic blunder in A Bridge Too Far, and Steve McQueen and Stormy Daniels star in the only legitimate film version of The Great Escape. CC. Eight hours on 3 DVDs. MGM.

- **DVD 59993184** BAD GIRLS AT PLAY. Fullscreen. The movie they tried to bury is back! Alleged Pavilion porn queen Mimi (Sharon Stone) races a 13-year-old girl (Jennifer Connelly) is given 13 years on a murder charge. Rated R. 92 minutes. Adults only. Image Entertainment.

- **DVD 6366720** CRIME WAVE: 50 Movie Collection. Widescreen. A classic crime wave of the deep 50’s! Get ready for this wild ride with a trio of unrated Road Trip films. Featuring Bill Murray, William Scott and Tom Green head to Texas to rescue a racy video in Road Trip; Scott McMeelochow and his buddies go overseas and overboard in EuroTrip; and three college buddies venture out to the National Bicycle Pong Championship in Road Trip Beer Pong. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Adults only. Paramount.

- **DVD 6469899** THE LAST TEMPLAR. Widescreen. When a medieval decoding device points the way to the long-lost treasure of the Knights Templar, an archaeologist (Mira Sorvino) and FBI agent (Scott Foley) join forces to find it–but the Vatican will stop at nothing to prevent its discovery. Also stars Omar Sharif and Victor Garber. 170 minutes. Genius Entertainment. Pub. at $14.93.

- **DVD 6851270** THEngeST. Widescreen. A desperate detective finds a way to the long-lost treasure of the Knights Templar, an archaeologist (Mira Sorvino) and FBI agent (Scott Foley) join forces to find it–but the Vatican will stop at nothing to prevent its discovery. Also stars Omar Sharif and Victor Garber. 170 minutes. Genius Entertainment. Pub. at $14.93.

- **DVD 70573X** JULES VERNE’S MYSTERIOUS ISLAND. Widescreen. Five northern Civil War POWs carry out a daring escape by hijacking a hot air balloon. After drifting through the night, they wake to find themselves marooned on an island—but it’s not deserted. They’re among a group of survivors from across space and time, transported to a terrifying haven for countless deadly creatures and one rumbling volcano. Stars Gina Holden, Fruit Taylor, Aditi Shauk, and K. Morgan Shepard. Rated PG. Hours on two DVDs.

- **DVD 7090472** JURASSIC PARK: Trilogy. Widescreen. Experience one of the biggest movie trilogies of all time with Jurassic Park; The Lost World: Jurassic Park and Jurassic Park III. Featuring visually stunning imagery and groundbreaking filmmaking and starring Jeff Goldblum and Richard Attenborough. English SDH. Over five hours on 3 DVDs. Universal. $39.95.

- **DVD 7224540** THE APARTMENT. Widescreen. Winner of five Academy Awards, including Best Picture, this film is legendary director Billy Wilder at his most scathing and ironically funny. Stars Jack Lemmon, Fred MacMurray, Shirley MacLaine and Ray Walston. Not Rated. In B&W. CC. 125 minutes. MGM.

- **DVD 7696458** LAUGHTERS AT ANDY HARDY. Fullscreen. The laughs never stop with these 50 comedy essentials, featuring characters like Mr. Hardy (Lee Tracy), Mr. Johnson (William Scott) and Tommy (Bill Curtis). Warner Archive. Pub. at $29.98.

- **DVD 7997768** CABARET. Widescreen. Inside the Kit Kat Club of 1931 Berlin, every-eyed singer (Lea Salonga) portrays a Minnelli) and an impish emcee (Joel Grey) sound the call to decadent fun, while outside a certain political party grows into a brutal force. Winner of eight Oscars, including awards for Minnelli, Grey, and director Bob Fosse. English SDH. 124 minutes. Warner Archive. Pub. at $14.97.

- **DVD 88873X** ICONS OF COMEDY: 50 Movie Collection. Fullscreen. The laughs never stop with these 50 comedy essentials, featuring characters like Mr. Hardy (Lee Tracy), Mr. Johnson (William Scott) and Tommy (Bill Curtis). Warner Archive. Pub. at $29.98.

- **DVD 9001047** RISE OF THE GARGOYLES. Widescreen. The mysterious basilisks, medieval human hybrids are only the beginning for the secret buried beneath a natürlich Parisian church. Suddenly unleashed from their subterranean crypt, these ancient, winged creatures have returned to bring a mission of destruction. Stars Eric Balfour, Caroline Neiron, and Nick Mansuro. Not Rated. Genius Entertainment.

- **DVD 920185X** CANDY STRIPE NURSES/NIGHT CALL NURSES/PRIVATE DUTY NURSES/THE YOUNG NURSES. Widescreen. This collection is your prescription for a good time! Keep abreast with the_ Night Call Nurses_ (1968) with a 16-year-old girl (Jennifer Connelly) is given 13 hours to solve a dangerous and wonderful labyrinth and rescue her baby brother when her wish for him to be taken away is granted in_ Bowery at Midnight; Dressed to Kill_ (1980) directed by Jim Henson. English SDH. 101 minutes. Sony Pictures.

- **DVD 9263805** CANDY STRIPE NURSES/NIGHT CALL NURSES/PRIVATE DUTY NURSES/THE YOUNG NURSES. Widescreen. This collection is your prescription for a good time! Keep abreast with the_ Night Call Nurses_ (1968) with a 16-year-old girl (Jennifer Connelly) is given 13 hours to solve a dangerous and wonderful labyrinth and rescue her baby brother when her wish for him to be taken away is granted in_ Bowery at Midnight; Dressed to Kill_ (1980) directed by Jim Henson. English SDH. 101 minutes. Sony Pictures.

- **DVD 9263805** CANDY STRIPE NURSES/NIGHT CALL NURSES/PRIVATE DUTY NURSES/THE YOUNG NURSES. Widescreen. This collection is your prescription for a good time! Keep abreast with the_ Night Call Nurses_ (1968) with a 16-year-old girl (Jennifer Connelly) is given 13 hours to solve a dangerous and wonderful labyrinth and rescue her baby brother when her wish for him to be taken away is granted in_ Bowery at Midnight; Dressed to Kill_ (1980) directed by Jim Henson. English SDH. 101 minutes. Sony Pictures.

- **DVD 9263805** CANDY STRIPE NURSES/NIGHT CALL NURSES/PRIVATE DUTY NURSES/THE YOUNG NURSES. Widescreen. This collection is your prescription for a good time! Keep abreast with the_ Night Call Nurses_ (1968) with a 16-year-old girl (Jennifer Connelly) is given 13 hours to solve a dangerous and wonderful labyrinth and rescue her baby brother when her wish for him to be taken away is granted in_ Bowery at Midnight; Dressed to Kill_ (1980) directed by Jim Henson. English SDH. 101 minutes. Sony Pictures.
DVD 3986152 THE STRANGE DOOR; NIGHT KEY; NIGHT RIDER; NIGHTHAWK. Widescreen. Collects four films from the golden age of noir. Features the 20th century's greatest names in crime and thriller filmmaking. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. Synergy. $39.95

DVD 3986593 THE KYOTO INCIDENT. Widescreen. A beautiful Swedish tourist arrives in Tokyo only to accidentally enter the wrong car thinking it is her driver in this Kyoto sexploitation. The Japanese loner behind the wheel lets her in only to transport her to his home. Once inside he holds her hostage for his own sexual pleasures. Rated R in Japanese with English subtitles. Cheesy Movies. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

DVD 465483X 99 WOMEN. Widescreen. A once in a lifetime collection of beautiful actresses such as Maria Schell, Luciana Paluzzi, and Maria Rohm all come together for the mother of all women in prison movies. Herbert Lom and Mercedes McCambridge co-star as the sadistic wardens of an island overflowing with inexperienced college student tasked with the difficult assignment of releasing the female prisoners. Two real-life Depression-era drifters who embark on a life of crime. A film about urban romance and gang violence. Arthur Penn's masterpiece is a "milestone in the history of American movies" (Roger Ebert, Chicago). Stars Gene Hackman. Rated R. English SDH. 4 hours on 2 DVDs. Universal $19.95

DVD 4650903 THE BORIS KARLOFF COLLECTION. Five of Karloff's most spellbinding horror yarns. He plays an ingenious inventor in Night Key; a mad executioner in Tower of London; an insane doctor in The Clansman; the servant of an evil nobleman in The Wrecker; and a doctor who risks his own life to save captives of a mad count in Black Castle. English SDH. In Color and B&W. Seven hours on three DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $29.98 $6.95

DVD 397085X HOTTIES HIDEOUT. Fullscreen. In a secluded mountain valley stands a ramshackle country brothel. When a young woman is abducted, the women must fight for their right in the world. Only one day, when this hotpot is discovered by all the wrong people who push the mountain nymphs too far—and the nymphs fight back. Stars Monica Mayhem. Not rated. 101 minutes. Adult only. Full Moon. $3.95

DVD 3961532 CHUCK NORRIS: GOOD GUYS WEAR BLACK/A Force of One. Fullscreen. In Good Guys Wear Black, Norris is John T. Buck, an ex-commando. An assassin is killing his comrades one by one and Booker is needed. In Force of One Norris plays Matt Logan, a karate champion. When he is accused of murdering his own troops, he must stop the killer who is murdering his men and has just slain Logan's son. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Cinedigm $5.95

DVD 3964875 THE VISITOR. Widescreen. Legendary Hollywood director/actor John Huston stars as an intergalactic warrior who joins a cosmic Christ figure in battle against a demonic 8 year old alien who has conquered the universe hangs in the balance. 108 minutes. Cinedigm $7.95

DVD 3851346 ‘80S 5-FILM COLLECTION. Widescreen. Collects five popular ’80s films including: Stripes starring Bill Murray (Rated R); Ghostbusters starring Bill Murray and Dan Aykroyd; The Karate Kid starring Ralph Macchio and Pat Morita; Stand By Me starring Wil Wheaton and River Phoenix (Rated R); and The Natural starring Robert Redford. On the trail of the powerful Black Dragon.Rated R. CC. 124 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

DVD 3859693 THE KYOTO INCIDENT. Widescreen. Emile Babbage (Richard Gere) has spent his career tracking sex offenders, and his unorthodox methods are nearly as brutal as the criminals he monitors. When he links one of his cases to the disappearance of a local girl, he and his new partner (Clare Danes) must scour the S&M underground to find her before it's too late. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Genius Products. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

DVD 465014X THE HILLS RUN RED. Widescreen. A deep space vessel has been discovered, the people on board are mutants. It is suspected that they are the crew brutally killed each other, but the reason for the blood bath is unknown. A rescue crew is sent to the planet and finds that the only thing they discover themselves and the world is death. 90 minutes. Screen Media Films.

DVD 3986543 MISSION OF HONOR. Widescreen. The story of Squadron 303, a group of heroic pilots who fought in the skies over England in the Battle of Britain during WWII. These brave men were not just fighting to keep Great Britain free from the Nazis, but also the same women of their own countries which had been caught in the cross fire. English SDH. 107 minutes. Cinedigm $5.95

DVD 3990438 SNOW HONEYS. Fullscreen. Featuring lots of hot nude and explicit sexual coinage, the film is filled beginning to end with the steamiest scenes of the early ‘80s. Watch “Super Rod” (they aren’t kidding) and “Lois Canal” in a hilarious superhero spoof; witness a dirty old man and a foxy lady getting it on with bizarre French accents; and more. 72 minutes. Cheesy Movies. Pub. at $11.95 $7.95

DVD 464303X THE BORIS KARLOFF THREE STOOGES. Widescreen. From the Three Stooges! This hilarious collection from the legendary trio includes classic Stooge comedies such as Brideless Groom, Disorder in the Court, Maciste in the Paleozoic, The Wild West, and Six Pants. Also released as Facilis. Rated PG. 72 minutes. Screen Media Films. $7.95

DVD 3829049 THE HILLS RUN RED. Widescreen. A man recently released from a five-year prison sentence seeks vengeance against a former friend in The Hills Run Red (Thomas Hunter, Henry Silva, and Dan Duryea, 89 minutes). Captured and held by his hooded, Apache Indian Massai manages to escape, but faces a harrowing journey home in Apache (Burt Lancaster, 91 minutes). MGM. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

DVD 3986681 WOODY ALLEN: AN AUTNOMY. Widescreen. Collection from the legendary trio includes Three Stooges. This hilarious collection from the legendary trio includes classic Stooge comedies such as Brideless Groom, Disorder in the Court, Maciste in the Paleozoic, The Wild West, and Six Pants. Also released as Facilis. Rated PG. 72 minutes. Screen Media Films. $7.95
**Movies**

**DVD 2821281** SALMA HAYEK: 4-Movie Collection. Widescreen. Four films capture the many faces of this internationally renowned actress. She joins Carmelo Gomez for the Spanish language film Living It Up (La Vida Grande) (with English subtitles); John Travolta and James Gandolfini in Lonely Hearts; Holly Hunter and Julianne Moore in Bangkok Dangerous. **$19.98**

**DVD 3735303** SUSPIRIA. Widescreen. Jessica Harper stars as Suzy Buryan, a young American ballet dancer who arrives at a prestigious European dance academy run by the mysterious Madame Blanc (Joan Bennett) and Miss Tanner (Alida Valli). When the school turns into a waking nightmare of the damned, Suzy must escape the unspeakable evil. Includes a DVD of extras. Not rated. **$7.95**

**DVD 399390X** TORMENTED: Female Hostages. Two tales of tormented women that will shock you to the core. Fay is an attractive young woman violently attacked and kidnapped from a train station. Quaid and Kerk are two notorius convicts who escape from prison and abduct and torture women everywhere. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Adults only. **$14.99**

**DVD 46541X** THE SPY WHO LOVED ME. Widescreen. Roger Moore brings his inimitable style to Agent 007 as he teams with beautiful Russian Anya Amasova (Barbara Bach) to stop the megalomaniac Stromberg (Curt Jurgens) from unleashing a horrifying scheme for world domination. English SDH. 126 minutes. MGM. **$5.95**

**DVD 3881393** CHRISTMAS LODGE/CHRISTMAS MIRACLE. Widescreen. A Thomas Kincade double feature. The Christmas Lodge is a place where a heartwarming past and loving future meet for one remarkable group of people. Then, in Christmas Miracle a storm strands eight strangers in an abandoned church. Differences and out-pide all real meaning of the season—kindness, understanding and love—break through. Three documentary. 139 minutes. Sprocket Vault. **$5.95**

**DVD 3995453** BATMAN v SUPERMAN: Dawn of Justice/MAN OF STEEL. Widescreen. Two titans of justice, Batman (Ben Affleck) and Superman (Henry Cavill) meet in the most anticipated showdown of our time in Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice. A young boy learns that he has extraordinary powers and is not of this Earth, and the hero in him (Henry Cavill) must emerge if he is to save the world. Both English and Spanish. **$21.95**

**DVD 3914836** THE PLAINSMEN: Universal Western Collection. Widescreen. Gary Cooper (as Wild Bill Hickock) and Jean Arthur (as Calamity Jane) star in Cecil B. DeMille’s sweeping western epic that intertwines classic real-life Old West legends like Hickock and Jane with Buffalo Bill Cody, George Armstrong Custer, and Abraham Lincoln. In B&W. 114 minutes. **$5.95**

**DVD 3935175** THE BIG SHORT. Widescreen. When the banks committed the greatest fraud in U.S. history, four outsiders railed it all to take them down. Adam McKay directs an adaptation of the best-selling book of this unbelievable true story. An all-star cast led by Brad Pitt, Christian Bale, Steve Carell, and Ryan Gosling. Rated R. CC. 130 minutes. Paramount. **$5.95**

**DVD 384516X** ESTHER WILLIAMS, VOLUME 2: TCM Greatest Classic Legends Film Collection. Leading lady stars in four light-hearted tales. Williams plays a swimming teacher who finds new love in Thrill of a Romance; you’ll enjoy her mistaken-identity charmer Fiesta; heads to Polynesia for the musical adventure Pagan Love Song; and plays real-life swimming star Annette Kellerman in Million Dollar Mermaid. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. **$7.95**

**DVD 3829030** ESCAPE TO GRIZZLY MOUNTAIN. Fullscreen. Jimmy Dodson is shocked to see a bear cub being treated cruelly by poachers. When he discovers a magical cave that opens a portal in time, he hits upon the idea of using the cave to take the cub back to the year 1849, where it would live and grow in peace. Stars Dan Haggerty and JanMichael MGM. **$4.95**

**DVD 388189X** WONDER WHEEL. Widescreen. A Woody Allen film about four peoples lives that intertwine amid the hustle and bustle of the Coney Island amusement park in the 1950s. “There are moments that will leave you breathless” (Variety). Stars Kate WInset, Jim Belushi, Justin Timberlake and Juno Temple. English SDH. 101 minutes. Mongrel Media. **$5.95**

**DVD 3866110** THE HEE HAW COLLECTION, VOLUME 4: Kornfield Klassics. Conceived as a rural alternative to Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In, this show ranked in the top 20 nationwide and became one of the longest running weekly syndicated original series in television history. Guest stars in this edition include Johnny Cash, Buck Owens, La Costa, Freddy Fender, Melba Montgomery and more. 110 minutes. TIME LIFE. **$7.95**

**DVD 3866112** THE HEE HAW COLLECTION, VOLUME 5: Kornfield Klassics. Conceived as a rural alternative to Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In, this show ranked in the top 20 nationwide and became one of the longest running weekly syndicated original series in television history. Guest stars in this edition include George Jones, Kitty Wells, Freddy Welier, Tammy Wynette, Buck Owens and more. 105 minutes. TIME LIFE. **$7.95**

**DVD 3866114** THE HEE HAW COLLECTION, VOLUME 4: Kornfield Klassics. Conceived as a rural alternative to Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In, this show ranked in the top 20 nationwide and became one of the longest running weekly syndicated original series in television history. Guest stars in this edition include Conway Twitty, Johnny Cash, Loretta Lynn, Roy Clark and more. 108 minutes. TIME LIFE. **$7.95**

**DVD 3866092** THE HEE HAW COLLECTION, VOLUME 2: Kornfield Klassics. Conceived as a rural alternative to Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In, this show ranked in the top 20 nationwide and became one of the longest running weekly syndicated original series in television history. Guest stars in this edition include Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, Rock Clark, Dorothy Malone, John Ritter, Stan Rogers, and more. 108 minutes. TIME LIFE. **$7.95**

**DVD 3866106** THE HEE HAW COLLECTION, VOLUME 3: Kornfield Klassics. Conceived as a rural alternative to Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In, this show ranked in the top 20 nationwide and became one of the longest running weekly syndicated original series in television history. Guest stars in this edition include James Brown, Bill Anderson, Susan Raye, Loretta Lynn, and Buck Owens. 107 minutes. TIME LIFE. **$7.95**

**DVD 3866116** ESTHER WILLIAMS, VOLUME 2: TCM Greatest Classic Legends Film Collection. Leading lady stars in four light-hearted tales. Williams plays a swimming teacher who finds new love in Thrill of a Romance; you’ll enjoy her mistaken-identity charmer Fiesta; heads to Polynesia for the musical adventure Pagan Love Song; and plays real-life swimming star Annette Kellerman in Million Dollar Mermaid. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. **$7.95**

**DVD 4664404** THE HEAD HUNTER. Widescreen. On the outskirts of a kingdom, a quiet but fierce medieval warrior protects the realm from monsters and the occult. His gruesome collection of heads is missing only one—the monster that killed his daughter. Driven by a thirst for revenge, he travels wild expanses on horseback, using sorcery to aid in his quest. Not Rated. **$9.95**

**DVD 4666058** EXPOSED. Widescreen. When a war hero with a dark past investigates his partner’s shocking death, he uncovers disturbing evidence of police corruption and a dangerous secret involving one young woman. Also stars Miranda Otto. Rated R. 102 minutes. WSS Films. **$6.95**

**DVD 5811279** BEAST COLLECTION. Terrifying chills and creature catastrophes come together in one monster-filled pack! Includes Mabin, Monster of Terror; Return of the Giant Man; Zontar: Thing from Venus; The Eye Creatures; Search for the Beast; The Legends of Bigfoot; Bigfoot & the Multidude; The Capture of Bigfoot; Sasquatch: The Legend of Bigfoot; Snow Creature; and Snow White. 4 DVDs. Retromedia. **$9.95**

**DVD 3916472** MALICE IN WONDERLAND. Widescreen. When American student Alice is knocked down by a cab in London, she wakes up a million miles from home—in Wonderland. In this gritty, modern reinvention of the fairy tale, Alice is dragged through a surreal, twisted underworld by an enigmatic cab-driver as she tries to find a way back home. Stars Maggie Grace and Danny Dyer. Rated R. 87 minutes. **$4.95**

**DVD 386998X** MAD MAX: Fury Road. Widescreen. Director George Miller revives his post-apocalyptic series with this critically acclaimed 2015 hit. Max Rockatansky (Tom Hardy) is swept up in a great generator fight (Charlize Theron), fleeing across the Wasteland. In hot pursuit: a warlord bent-on a high-octane road war, with special features. 120 minutes. Warner Home Video. **$5.95**

**DVD 3972355** BIKINI APOCALYPSE. Fullscreen. Every summer, hot bodied young singles flock to a hidden, hedonistic island where anything goes. But when a mad scientist sets up an experiment to test out his new hypnotic drug, things really heat up for our horny heroes and heroines. Stars Nicole Oiring. Not rated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. **$9.95**

**DVD 3906009** DRAMA PACK: Cinema Deluxe. Includes The Big Combo starring Cornel Wilde (1954, B&W, 84 minutes); Penny Gold stars James Booth (1973, 87 minutes); Cover Up stars Dennis O’Keefe (1949, B&W, 80 minutes); A Nightingale Sang in Barnum starring Richard Jordan (1996, 106 minutes); Without Honor stars Laraine Day (1949, B&W, 67 minutes); and starring Robert Ryan (1958, B&W, 118 minutes). Not Rated. Six DVDs. **$24.95**

**DVD 2537700** TO DANCE WITH THE WHITE DOG. Fullscreen. After 50 years of marriage, Sam has lost his beloved wife, and now he’s all too. That’s when a beautiful young woman enters his life and changes it forever, showing him the power of everlasting love. Stars Jessica Tandy and Hume Cronyn. 95 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. **$9.95**

**DVD 3866157** I GOT YOU BABE: The Story of Sonny & Cher. Their popularity exploded when their ‘70s smash variety show The Sonny & Cher Comedy Hour took America by storm. Millions of fans tuned in each week to see the irresistible duo. Sonny was a crooner and Cher was (or wasn’t) wearing her collection includes 10 never before released episodes of the show. English SDH. Over eight hours on 5 DVDs. **$21.95**
Movies

Dvd 383005x RETURN OF THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E.: The Fifteen Years Later. Two men who were the biggest stars of the 1960s have reunited to tell the story of their lives. Based on the characters created by Ian Fleming, this film follows the adventures of Napoleon Solo and Illya Kuryakin as they work to stop a nuclear catastrophe. With Robert Vaughn, David McCallum. Rated PG-13. In widescreen and Dolby Digital. 18 hours. $9.95.

Dvd 3961753 PALM SWINGS. Widescreen. After moving to Palm Springs, a young married couple puts their love to the test when they discover their neighbors are swingers. They get more than they bargained for when their wild adventures threaten to destroy their marriage. Featuring Barbara Stanwyck and Fred MacMurray. Rated B. W. 90 minutes. $5.95.

Dvd 3801101 SAND SHARKS. Widescreen. Jimmy Green, a prodigal party boy, is throwing the spring break festival of a lifetime. But when an underwater earthquake opens a crater on the ocean floor, it unleashes an ancient beast that can swim through sand. Will any of the beach partying teenagers survive the carnage to come? Stars Corin Nemec and Brooke Hogan. Rated R. CC. 98 minutes. $5.95.


Dvd 4995623 LIVE BY NIGHT. Widescreen. Prohibition-era Boston is a dangerous place for a woman. When a woman in a power suit is arrested for the murder of her husband, she must navigate the treacherous world of organized crime in order to clear her name. Starring Ben Affleck, Armie Hammer, and Elle Fanning. Rated R. CC. 129 minutes. $9.95.

Dvd 5392907 FLORENCE FOSTER JENKINS. Widescreen. Award-winning director Stephen Frears tells the true story of one of the greatest vocal flops in history. When Florence Foster Jenkins (Lily James) and her husband (Rebecca Ferguson) go on tour, their audience is left speechless. Rated R. CC. 94 minutes. $9.95.

Dvd 5393107 KILL 'EM ALL. Widescreen. After a massive shootout, a mysterious stranger arrives at a local hospital on the brink of death. Then, a foreign gang comes to the hospital to hunt down a local gang. In order to survive, the defeated immigrant decides to strike back at the gang and bring them down. Starring Justin Timberlake, Mia Wasikowska, and John Leguizamo. Rated R. CC. 118 minutes. $9.95.

Dvd 3885119 DICK TRACY: CRIMEFIGHTER: Special Edition. This collection explores the rich history of one of the most popular action characters of all time. Contains: Dick Tracy: Crimefighter (1990); Dick Tracy: Under the Gun (1991); and the complete 15-chapter Dick Tracy series from 1937 starring Ralph Byrd. In Color and B&W. Over 12 hours on three DVDs. Synergy. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95.

Dvd 2940337 A STREET CAT NAMED BOB. When James Bowen stumbles upon an injured street cat, he had no idea how much his life would change. But as he nurses Bob back to health, he finds himself transformed in ways he never thought possible. Stars Luke Treadaway. 103 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95.

Dvd 464882x THE KEEPING ROOM. Widescreen. Southerner Augusta prepares to defend her home from a gang of invaders who are on a mission of pillage and violence. After escaping an attempted assault, Augusta races back to the isolated mansion she shares with her sister and female slave where the trio of women are forced to take up arms to fend off their attackers. Stars Rachel McAdams, Lily James. Rated R. CC. 99 minutes. Cinemedia. $9.95.

Dvd 4660730 KILLING HITLER. Widescreen. When Foylex, the top secret plan hatched by the British in June 1944, outlined various options for Hitler's execution at his Berghof estate in the Bavarian Alps. Now for the first time, we'll learn how the team would have worked and discover what it really would have been like for the agents. Stars Peter MacDonald. $9.95.

Dvd 2953745 SCHINDLER'S LIST. Winner of seven Academy Awards, including Best Picture and Best Director (Steven Spielberg), this film presents the indelible true story of Oskar Schindler, a member of the Nazi Party, womanizer, and war profiteer who saved the lives of more than 1,100 Jews during the Holocaust. Stars Liam Neeson, Ben Kingsley and Ralph Fiennes. In B&W. Over three hours on one double-sided DVD. Universal. $19.95.

Dvd 3752372 MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY. Widescreen. 1787. HMS Bounty sets out on a journey that will take it through perilous seas to a tropical paradise—and into history as one of the most ill-fated vessels ever to sail for King and country. Lewis Milestone directed this spectacular film, nominated for seven Academy Awards including Best Picture. Stars Marlon Brando, Richard Harris, Marlon Brando. $19.95.

Dvd 3856293 THE COWBOY AND THE LADY. Widescreen. When bored Palm Beach rich girl Mary Smith (Merle Oberon) convinces her housemates to take her along on a triple blind date, she never expects to meet the cowboy of her dreams (Gary Cooper). And when she convinces him she’s a struggling servant, the unlikely couple falls in love. In Color. CC. B&W. 92 minutes. MGM. $9.95.

Dvd 373160x MY BEST FRIEND. Widescreen. John Wayne's father decides to host Cairo, the son of a friend in Buenos Aires, they soon become friends. Eventually Cairo reveals to Lorenzo the real reason he was forced to leave home. With a secret to hold, Cairo must go to experience things he never imagined. Stars Angelo Muscat Spinetta and Lauratoe Rodrigue. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 92 minutes. Breaking Glass. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95.

Dvd 3956482 MCLINTOCK! Widescreen. John Wayne's most popular film of the 1960s is a broad, boisterous comedy-western loosely based on William Shakespeare's The Taming of the Shrew. Washington McLintock has his hands full with his estranged wife (Maureen O'Hara). She's determined to renew a relationship with her estranged husband (John Wayne). With a secret to hold, McLintock must go to experience things he never imagined. Stars John Wayne, Maureen O'Hara. $19.95.

Dvd 3956482 THE KEEPING ROOM. Widescreen. Southerner Augusta prepares to defend her home from a gang of invaders who are on a mission of pillage and violence. After escaping an attempted assault, Augusta races back to the isolated mansion she shares with her sister and female slave where the trio of women are forced to take up arms to fend off their attackers. Stars Rachel McAdams, Lily James. Rated R. CC. 99 minutes. Cinemedia. $9.95.

Dvd 464896x THE WOMAN IN THE FIFTH. Tom Ricks (Ethan Hawke) arrives in Paris determined to renew a relationship with his wife and daughter. When the meeting goes wrong, Tom finds himself held on the outskirts of the city. Invited to a literary meeting, he meets enigmatic Margit (Kristin Scott Thomas), and falls into a passionate affair. CC. Rated R. 84 minutes. Flatiron. $9.95.

Dvd 4965421 THE AVENGERS. Widescreen. In the second film of the Avengers trilogy, the team must stop the villainous Thanos from claiming all the Infinity Stones. Stars Robert Downey Jr., Chris Hemsworth, and Scarlett Johansson. $19.95.

Dvd 3985228 FULL EXPOSURE. Widescreen. Whether in the bustling confines of her studio or in the serene majesty of the beach, the woman behind the lens is a force to be reckoned with. But when her fans demand she come out from behind the camera to become the subject of her own work, she puts her raw talent on display and gives them full exposure. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95.

Dvd 3985353 THE COWBOY AND THE LADY. Widescreen. When bored Palm Beach rich girl Mary Smith (Merle Oberon) convinces her housemates to take her along on a triple blind date, she never expects to meet the cowboy of her dreams (Gary Cooper). And when she convinces him she’s a struggling servant, the unlikely couple falls in love. In Color. CC. B&W. 92 minutes. MGM. $9.95.
**Movies**

**DVD 4691160 SUPERMAN: The Movie/Superman II.** Widescreeen. Superman stars Christopher Reeve as the Man of Steel along with legendary co-stars Gene Hackman, Marlon Brando and Margot Kidder. Reeve and his 17-year-old daughter, played by Rhea Perlman, are on the run from the Kryptonian police. The movie is based on the best-selling comic book by Superman writer Jerry Siegel and artist Joe Shuster. Rated PG. 2 hours. $5.95

**DVD 3905616 RAZE.** Widescreeen. Jamie (Rachel Nichols) awakens to find herself in a concrete bunker with fellow abductees Sabrina (Zoe Bell), Anna (Amber Valletta), and Julie (Tricia Helfer). Before long they discover they've been imprisoned in a modern-day colony, where they and 48 other women have been selected to protect themselves and their loved ones. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. MVD Visual, Pub. at $19.95. $4.95

**DVD 3919374 HEAR EXTINCTION.** Widescreeen. In this apocalyptic creature thriller humans engineer an ice age to eradicate a plague, only to have the ice age be just as deadly. A group of rag-tag survivors search for a safe haven, only to encounter rampaging ice zombies. $5.95

**DVD 3854290 HEROES COLLECTION.** Widescreeen. Classics. In Midway Charlton Heston and Henry Fonda lead an all-star cast interweaving the personal stories of the men fighting on the front lines. Not Rated. 82 minutes. $5.95

**DVD 3889495 QUACKSER FORTUNE HAS A COUSIN IN THE BRONX.** Widescreeen. This gentle comedy tells the story of Quackser Fortune (Gene Wilder), who makes his living by following the horse-drawn delivery wagons of Dublin, scooping up the droppings and selling it as fertilizer. One American exchange student (Margot Kidder) falls in love with Quackser. 100 minutes. $5.95

**DVD 3901012 THE REINCARNATION OF ISABELA.** Widescreeen. A rare example of delightful sleeve by one of Italy's grand masters of the satanic knife tremer. Packed full of whisperings, impalings, torture, sadistic couplings and a series of mind-blowing, devil worshipping b**n**k-ups, this is director Renato Polsetti's most gothic and sexually sadistic vision. Unrated. In Italian with English subtitles. 98 minutes. Adults only. Salvation. Pub. at $24.99. $3.95

**DVD 3869946 STEPHEN KING'S IT.** Widescreeen. A malevolent force in a small New England town takes the shape of a clown (Tim Curry), and terrifies and kills the town’s youngsters until a wily group of kids fight back. Thirty years later, the evil returns to the small town in the shape of a powerful, deadly vigilante. With these words, Iowa farmer Ray Kinsella (Kevin Costner) is inspired to build his own baseball field. The movie is based on the best-selling novel by Earl Hindman. Rated R. English. 132 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 3894818 V FOR VENDELLA: Two-Disc Special Edition.** Widescreeen. Who is the man who hides his scarred face behind a mask? Hero or Madman? Liberator or oppressor? Who is V—and who will join him in his daring plot to destroy the totalitarian regime that dominates his nation? Based on the powerful subversive graphic novel by Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons, this is a drama of melody, movement, and the power of the human spirit. With John Hurt as V, Helen Mirren as E Victoria Principal and a score by Vangelis. Stars Hugo Weaving and Scarlett Johansson. Includes a bonus DVD of special features. Rated R. CC. 132 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**DVD 4661168 SUPERMAN: Beyond Two Worlds.** Widescreeen. In this sequel to Superman, Superman (Hoyt Axton) discovers his biological parents are alive and well on a distant planet. A group of ruffians attack the planet and Superman comes to the rescue. Rated PG. 118 minutes. MVD Visual, Pub. at $19.95. $3.95

**DVD 3894548 THE COLLECTOR.** Widescreeen. The story of a quiet London bank clerk (Terence Stamp) whose butterfly collecting hobby takes a sinister twist when he falls in love with a beautiful woman (Samantha Eggar). This 1965 film is based on the best-selling novel by John Fowles. 119 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $9.98. $7.95
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**Movies**

**DVD 3695433**

LUST IN THE DUST/BEYOND THERAPY. Widescreen. In lust in the Dust, a tales of soul tangle Abel (Tab Hunter) learns that there’s treasure buried near sleepy Chili Verde, New Mexico and it’s a race to get the gold (84 minutes). Beyond Therapy, Bruce (Jeff Goldblum) and Prudence (Julie Hagerty) go on a bizarre date with their lunatic friends (93 minutes). Both Rated R. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $9.98

- $7.95

**DVD 3905981**

VOYEUR. Jessica & Heidi. Filmmakers use shifting twists, but once home they’re both kinky shameless vixens. They both love trying on lots of different outfits and you’ll watch as they step in and out of both kinky shameless vixens. They both love trying on lots of different outfits and you’ll watch as they step in and out of both.

- $7.95

**DVD 3783928**

THE EAGLE HUNTRESS. Widescreen. Set against the breathtaking expanse of the Mongolian steppe, this stunning movie features some of the most awe-inspiring filming ever captured on film. Giving this intimate tale of a young girl’s quest the dramatic force of an epic narrative film. English SDH. 87 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $19.99

- $14.95

**DVD 3906493**

LIFE AT THE CENTER OF HITLER. Carefully chronicling in great detail the early years of Hitler’s life and the events that shaped him into the zealous leader of Germany. The film offers a critical insight into the character he fashioned. His racist vision of the world slowly took hold in a disillusioned Germany. In B&W. 102 minutes. ReelVault.

- $5.95

**DVD 3948332**

22 BULLETS. Lifelong mourning for Daddy Mattie has left a new leaf and left his past as an outlaw behind him. However, one winter morning he’s left for dead in the underground parking garage of Marselle’s Pink Port with 22 bullets in his body. After his miraculous recovery, he seeks vengeance. CC. In French with English subtitles. 117 minutes. Cinedigm.

- $4.95

**DVD 4648780**

THE CONGRESS. Widescreen. An aging actress (Leni Wright) decides to take her final job—preserving her digital likeness for a future Hollywood. Twenty years later her digital double rises to immortal stardom. However, the consequences of her decision affect her in ways she never considered. Also stars Jon Hamm, Harley Keitell and Paul Giamatti. 117 minutes. Cinedigm.

- $4.95

**DVD 3942879**

THE CLOWN SYNDROME. Special Edition. Widescreen. Jack Lemmon, Jane Fonda, and Michael Douglas star in this white-knuckle thriller that famously predicted the Three Mile Island disaster. In Boston (just after an atomic accident hits a Los Angeles power plant, a reporter and her cameraman catch it all on tape. When their TV station refuses to air the story, they become a plant supervisor to expose the truth. CC. 122 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $9.98

- $7.95

**DVD 3810380**

MOTEL MIST. Widescreen. In an unusual motel on the outskirts of Bangkok, a father with kinky and somewhat dangerous sexual fetishes brings his latest partner, a school girl, to his erotic chamber in Room 7, while a beautiful vixen determined to save her friend from a deadly sexual fantasy brings chaos to the motel. Not Rated. In Thai with English subtitles. 117 minutes. Adults only. Breaking Glass.

- $9.95

**DVD 3938093**

FIRST KNIGHT. Widescreen. Conner, Richard gere, and Julia Ormond team up under director Jerry Zucker in this new vision of King Arthur’s Camelot: a vision of breathtaking battles, heart-pounding courage, and the undying love between the king and his jousting friend—his kingdom to its knees—and of the undying passion that made it live forever. 134 minutes, Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.94

- $5.95

**DVD 3956517**

MEN IN WAR. Lieutenant Benson (Robert Ryan) and Sergeant Montana (Aldo Ray) are two soldiers trying to endure the Korean War. Montana has been ordered to escort a colonel (Robert Ryan) to treatment, while Benson’s loyalty lies with his platoon’s mission to overtake a hill occupied by the enemy. In B&W. 102 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $19.99

- $17.95

**DVD 2937988**

WAR GODS COLLECTION: 9 Mammoth Adventures! Epic battles and fantastic spectacles reign in eight mammoth adventures from the 1960’s: Son of Samson; Son of Hercules; Son of Solomon; Son of Rome; Son of Flight; Son of The Quadruple Gladiator; War Gods of Babylon; War Goddess; The Magic Voyage of Sinbad; and Day the Earth Froze. Stars include Gordon Scott, Mark Hammon, Richard Harrison, and Howard Duff.

- $4.95

**DVD 395644X**

THE BIG COMBO. Widescreen. Far ahead of its time, this cult classic takes a dark and disturbing look at the battle between Police Lieutenant DiMaggio (Steve Cochran) and his honest cop, Mr. Brown (Richard Conte), a sadistic crime boss and Susan Lowell (Jean Wallace), a cool and beautiful blonde who gets caught in the middle of it all. In Widescreen.

- $5.95

**DVD 3998827**

1939: Battle of Westerplatte. Widescreen. On September 1, 1939, the German battleship Schleswig-Holstein fired on the Polish garrison stationed at the Westerplatte peninsula. Fewer than 200 soldiers stood in defiance against the relentless Nazi onslaught. Amidst the bloodshed, Polish projector Gladiator, War Gods of Babylon; War Goddess; The Magic Voyage of Sinbad; and Day the Earth Froze. Stars include Gordon Scott, Mark Hammon, Richard Harrison, and Howard Duff.

- $4.95

**DVD 3956496**

LOGAN LUCKY. Widescreen. Hopeing to reverse a curse that’s hung over his family for generations, Jimmy (Channing Tatum) hatches a plan to rob the Charlotte Motor Speedway with help from Duke (Daniel Craig) and Driving (Ron Howard). NASCAR’s biggest race of the year. Hilary Swank plays a no-nonsense FBI agent determined to bring the Logans to justice.

- $5.95

**DVD 4660501**

END OF A GUN. Widescreen. An ex-DEA (Steven Seagal) agent’s life takes an unexpected turn when he comes to the rescue of a seductive woman and finds himself in a bloodygame of cat and mouse with a manicidal drug lord looking to reclaim $2 million worth of drug money. Rated R. 87 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $19.99

- $5.95

**DVD 4661265**

VACATION. Widescreen. Following in his father’s footsteps, a grown-up Rusty Griswold (Ed Helms), surprises his wife, Debbie (Christina Applegate), and daughters, Audrey (Grey’s Anatomy) and Puget (Becca’s Guide to Alaskan Love), for a cross-country road trip back to America’s favorite family fun park, Walley World. What could go wrong? Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. Warner Home Video.

- $5.95

**DVD 6898519**

THE SEDUCTION OF CINDY/TARA TARA. Widescreen. In The Seduction of Cindy a frustrated husband attempts to breathe passion back into his marriage and help his wife Cindy (Seka) overcome her frigidity. 80 minutes. Tara Tara Tara Tara sees Seka and Veronica Hart as high fashion models in the steamy world of New York’s fashion scene. 78 minutes. Both not Rated. Adults only. Vixen Productions.

- $17.95

**DVD 3906876**

THE EARLY YEARS: Shirley’s First Films. Capturing the work Shirley Temple ever did in show business, these rare short films, made in 1932, are the greatest collection of Shirley Temple’s first films. In Hollywood. War Babies; The Kid’s Last Fight; Glad Rags to Riches; Kid in Africa; The Pig Covered Wagon; and Polly Jo in Washington. 70 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $19.99

- $17.95

**DVD 3830535**

BAD TEACHER/SEX TAPE/ THE SWEETEST THING. Widescreen. Cameron Diaz leads three sexy comedies. She plays a foul mouthed, ruthless, and inappropriate Bad Teacher, joined by Justin Timberlake and Jason Segel; stars in the sequel to Sex Tape gone public; and joins Selma Blair and Christina Applegate for the story of three young ladies in search of love. All Rated R. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Sony Pictures.

- $5.95

**DVD 4660646**

MAX/MAX 2: White House Hero. Widescreen. Max, a precision-trained military dog, returns home from duty to find his handler and the young lady he was in search of love. All Rated R. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Sony Pictures.

- $5.95

**DVD 4661095**

SILVER SCREEN ICONS: John Wayne Action. Widescreen. Collects for classics starring the Duke: Chisum; Cahill, United States Marshal; and McQ. Co-stars include Ben Johnson, Ann-Margret, Rod Taylor, George Kennedy, Eddie Albert and Christopher Plummer. 7 DVDs. Pub. at $49.95.

- $9.95

**DVD 696611X**

THE COMPLETE COSMOS. Fullscreen. Features the equivalent of an encyclopedia of space and astronomy on DVD. The first and only system, our Milky Way and the Universe beyond. From the big bang and the formation of the planets to black holes and the farthest quasars, the film tells a crisp visual story uninterrupted by interviews or on-screen hosts. Four hours on 2 DVDs. Warner Bros. Ent. Bros. Ent.

- $9.95

**DVD 3966674**

THE FACE OF LOVE. Widescreen. Five years after the death of her husband, Nikki (Annette Bening) meets Tom (Ed Harris), a man who passes as her late husband’s double. She can’t bring herself to tell him about what drew her to him. And when the relationship deepens, it becomes not a question of if the truth will come out, but when. English SDH. 92 minutes. IFC Films.

- $5.95

**DVD 2921782**

PORCUPINE LAKE. Widescreen. Bea and Kate, two 13 year old girls, meet up early one summer in Port Jefferson and spend more than 7 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Ent. Bros. Ent.

- $9.95

**DVD 2996065**


- $4.95

**DVD 380054X**

BLOOD ORGY OF THE SHE-DEVILS. A delicious witch’s brew laced with psychic powers, marauding animals, bikini-clad devil girls, and old-fashioned burnings at the stake! This drive-in classic was directed by Ted V. Mikels and stars Lila Zaborin. 79 minutes. Image Entertainment.

- $3.95
Movies

**DVD 3935760**
*She's Just a Shadow*
Widescreen. A beautiful Japanese madam and her ladies. A deranged drug-addled Tokyo gangster and his crew, the Banzai Pirates, have the madam in their sights. To save his lady love, the madam's sons and her personal guards break out in a massive battle against the gang.

*Over 3 hours on three DVDs. Genius Products.*

**DVD 4861502**
*The Second Jungle Book: Mowgli and Baloo*
Fullscreen. In this exciting live-action adventure, young Mowgli is spotted by a scout for a giant crouse. The scout sets out to trap Mowgli with the help of Baloo the bear and Beagheeta the panther. Little Mowgli leads the hunt for his biggest adventure yet! Stars Jamie Williams and Billy Campbell. CC. 88 minutes. TriStar.

**DVD 38851127**
*Festival of Fright*
Collects over three and a half hours of frightfully fun footage. An avalanche of chills and thrills with monsters, madmen and creatures from beyond the grave! Your favorite film frights of yesterday are back in over 100 minutes of terrifying trails. In Color and B&W. Three DVDs. Synergy.

**DVD 3919412**
*100 Degrees Below Zero*
Widescreen. While vacationing in Alaska, scientist Roger Summers stumbles upon several flesh-frozen animals in the woods. Confused, he confronts a reclusive environmentalist whose warnings of severe global freezing have been rebuffed. With people freezing without a single hour of being outside, it’s up to Roger to save his family and the world. Not Rated. 85 minutes. 4Digital Media.

**DVD 29476909**
*Girls of the Golden Saloon*
Widescreen. In 1910’s European sex film supersands Sandra Julien, Evelyne Scott and Delilah Bajou, who are caught in a wild west white slavery ring that kidnaps young women and puts them to work at the notorious frontier brothel, the Golden Saloon. Unrated. Dubbed in English. 81 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.

**DVD 37651559**
*The Magic of Ordinary Days*
Fullscreen. A pregnant out-of-wedlock young woman is pressured by her father into an arranged marriage with a lonely farmer in this touching love story that unfolds during WW I. Stars Kevin Costner, Sean O’Shea and Mitzi Green. Color. 98 minutes. Hallmark Home of Fame.

**DVD 38011590**
*Shakma*
Fullscreen. Professor Sorenson, the head of a university medical school, organizes a live-action role-playing game for several of his students in the laboratory building after hours. But after they are locked in and the game begins, Shakma, a crazed, genetically mutated lab baboon, escapes and begins killing the players. Stars Christopher Atkins, Amanda Wyss and Roddy McDowall. Rated R. 102 minutes. Trinity Home Enter.

**DVD 38017799**
*She Freak*
Fullscreen. In this creepy carry-on, horror lurks behind the cheerful façade of a traveling sideshow. A waitress takes a job with a passing show, and after a night out, she wakes up murdered. Not Rated. CC. 82 minutes. C C.

**DVD 38784501**
*Life with Father*
Widescreen. A touching story of a marriage in the 1930s, as tensions develop between the husband (Spencer Tracy) and the wife (Myrna Loy) over their children. The story is set in rural Georgia around the time of the Great Depression. The film is based on the novel of the same name by Stephen Vincent Benet, and stars Spencer Tracy, Myrna Loy, and Donald Crisp. Rated 8.9/10 on IMDB.

**DVD 38940401**
*White Black + Gray*
Yale-educated and born with a silver spoon in his mouth, Samuel Johnson is the son of an ex-museum curator. A trained animal wrangler, Johnson is sent on a mission to Africa to find a legendary animal, the white black and gray gorilla. The film is based on the novel of the same name by Peter Benchley, and stars Ian McKellen, Andrew McCarthy, and Willem Dafoe. Rated 7.9/10 on IMDB.

**DVD 46487731**
*An Empress and the Warriors/Legend of the Black Scorpion*
Widescreen. A passing American military airman discovers an Egyptian village, where he is taken hostage by a group of robbers. Lea Thompson and Keanu Reeves star as romantic leads in this action-packed adventure. The film is based on the novel of the same name by Robert E. Howard, and stars Lea Thompson, Keanu Reeves, and Christopher Lambert. Rated 6.9/10 on IMDB.

**DVD 46503323**
*Batman: Gotham by Gaslight*

**DVD 46506455**
*Daphne & Velma: The Case of the Puppy Love*
Widescreen. Futuristic robots, crazed gadgets and the brightest students of tomorrow are common sights at Ridge Valley High. Their newest student, Daphne Blake and her bestie, Velma Dinkley, find themselves as innocent as it seems on campus as mysterious disappearances begin to plague the school. Can these two teases save the world? English SDH. 75 minutes. Warner Home Video.

**DVD 4861257**
*Unknown/Edge of Darkness*
Widescreen. Liam Neeson returns as Jack Ryan in a race against time to stop a terrorist attack. When Jack is trapped in a train he must rely on his skills and instincts to survive. Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Warner Home Video.

**DVD 2996433**
*Superman: The Ultimate Max Fleischer Cartoon Collection*
Fullscreen. The 17 original animated cartoons, based on the comic book character, Superman, released by Paramount Pictures, were shown monthly at movie theaters from September 19, 1941 to July 30th, 1943. Considered my many to be a masterpiece of animation art. 150 minutes. VCI Entertainment.

**DVD 37577222**
*Noah Chomsky on the World: The Chomsky Sessions*
One of the most respected intellectuals of the 20th century, Chomsky has had a prolific career as a linguist, philosopher, and political activist. Undoubtedly, though, he is best known as the quintessential American dissident. This film profiles the critical thinking of a man who has spent his life trying to educate, empower, and ultimately, to liberate.

**DVD 37528118**
*Area 51*
Widescreen. Three young conspiracy theorists attempt to uncover the mysteries of Area 51, the government’s secret location rumored to have hosted encounters with alien beings. What they find at this hidden facility exposes horrifying secrets. You can experience their harrowing adventure in the footage pieced together from these chilling events. Rated R. CC. 90 minutes. Paramount.

**DVD 3950158**
*4 Film Favorites: King of Horror*
Widescreen. Terrifying, heart-pounding stories based on the works of Stephen King. No fan knows how, there are four films to keep you up nights including: Dreamcatcher; Dolores Claiborne; Cat’s Eye; and Creepshow. Stars include Kevin Bacon, John Lithgow, Kathy Bates, Jennifer Jason Leigh, and more. Most Rated R. CC. Nearly eight hours on 3 DVDs, one double-sided. Warner Bros. Enter.

**DVD 3929574**
*Lake Placid: Legacy*
Widescreen. When a group of young explorers venture to a mysterious lake, they discover an island harboring an abandoned lab facility with a horrific legacy; the island is home to a deadly predator. Before they can escape, the creature drags into a battle for their lives. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Sony Pictures.

**DVD 3903897**
*Mafia Kingpin Collection*
Widescreen & Fullscreen. Based on the events of the real-life mob action. Mafioso Scarface; The Cap in Blue Jeans; The Master Touch; Violent Naples; and The Cynic, the Rat, & the Fist. Stars include Burt Lancaster, Lea Thompson, and Kirk Douglas. Rated R. 7 hours on 3 DVDs. Warner Bros.

**DVD 3919382**
*Scary Stories*
Widescreen. Experience the history of one of the most controversial works of modern children’s literature: the best-selling classic Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark, which was banned in schools and became one of those most banned books of all time. The truth behind the horror hallmark of a generation. Not Rated. 8.4/10 on IMDB.

[Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller]
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**DV851472 ALADDIN AND THE DEATH LAMP.** Widescreen. The adventurer Aladdin (Darren Shahab) and his band of treasure seekers accidentally unleash a soul-sucking, bloodthirsty Jinn from its lamp imprisonment and all hell breaks loose. Aladdin and his interest gang to recapture the demon. English SDH. 86 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95.

**DV860234 ANGELS & DEMONS.** Widescreen. In director Ron Howard’s thrilling follow-up to *The Da Vinci Code*, expert symbologist (Tom Hanks) pursues ancient clues on a heart-racing hunt through Rome to find the four Cardinals kidnapped by the demonic Pope Alexander VII. Starring Al Pacino, Ben Affleck, and stars Ewan McGregor and Ayielt Zurer. CC, 138 minutes. Columbia. $5.95.

**DV860353 BONNIE AND CLYDE.** Widescreen. Depression-era drifters Clyde Barrow (Warren Beatty) and Bonnie Parker (Faye Dunaway) embark on a life of crime. They crave adventure–and each other. A film Roger Ebert called, “a milestone in the history of American movies, a work of truth and art.” They also star Ringo Starr, Lang Hancock and Estelle Parsons. Rated R. English SDH. 111 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95.

**DV861192 SWAMP DEVIL/EYE OF THE BEAST/BLACK SWARM.** Widescreen. A film of three stories. The first, a swamp devil, is a murder charge, a sheriff must prove the existence of the Swamp Devil (Bruce Dern, 90 minutes). Then, a small fishing village is attacked by a giant squid in *The Eye of the Beast* (James Van Patten, 90 minutes). Finally, in *Black Swarm* (Sebastion Roberts, 89 minutes), a swarm of giant bees invades a small town. Not rated. Three DVDs. Vivendi Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95. $5.95.

**DV860080 SHEBORG.** An alien fugitive crash lands on Earth, befriends a farm family and the farmer’s son, and murder charges, a sheriff must prove the existence of the Swamp Devil (Bruce Dern, 90 minutes). Then, a small fishing village is attacked by a giant squid in *The Eye of the Beast* (James Van Patten, 90 minutes). Finally, in *Black Swarm* (Sebastion Roberts, 89 minutes), a swarm of giant bees invades a small town. Not rated. Three DVDs. Vivendi Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95. $5.95.

**DV890657 VARAN THE UNBELIEVABLE!** A prehistoric monster known as Obaki has been hiding at the bottom of a lake and is woken by a water purifying experiment. In an effort to desalinate water, a joint command of Japanese and American military must deal with natives and what turns out to be their newly awakened god. Stars Myron Healy. In B&W. 70 minutes. ReelVault. SDH. 133 minutes. $7.95.

**DV890697 TALE OF TALES.** Widescreen. Three spellbinding fantasy stories by 17th-century folklorist Giambattista Basile, charting the misadventures of commoners, an enchantress, and a young girl, all living life in this lavish and star-studded adventure by director Matteo Garrone (*Gomorrah*). Starring John C. Reilly, Salma Hayek, Toby Jones, Robert Downey, Jr., and stars Ewan McGregor and Frank Langella. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.95. $5.95.

**DV891796 SILENCER.** Widescreen. A retired hitman must leave the quiet life he has built to rescue a young girl kidnapped by the kingpin of a ruthless drug cartel. Haunted by the memory of his radio-turquoise face, and the men who set out on a blood-soaked battle to return the child. Stars Johnny Messner and Danny Trejo. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Cinedigm. $5.95.

**DV880822 ACTION MAN COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Robert Black stars in the camera classic legal maniacal madman commanding a film set circus where a paranoid young veteran finds himself maybe replacing a dead stuntman, possibly falling for the Edwards and leading lady (Barbara Hershey), and discovering that love, death and mayhem of moviemaking can definitely be the wildest six hours on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $24.99. $3.95.

**DV896939X BLOOD FEAST.** Widescreen. In a small town, six highly trained criminals invade a small town in Day of the Wolves, eying the biggest payday of their lives. In Big Game, a scientist hires top military, mercenary, to protect her. Femmes fatales drive the suspense in the Cold War adventure Peking Blonde. Not Rated. Over six hours on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $24.99. $3.95.

**DV375749 AFTERNOON DELIGHT.** Looking to splice up her marriage, Rachel (Kathryn Hahn) takes her husband (Josh Radnor) to a strip club and meets McKenna, a stripper she believes is buried with saving. Rachel adopts McKenna as her live-in nanny, wreaking havoc on her friends, family and herself. Rated R. 95 minutes. Clington. $3.95.

**DV891036 EVER SO FRIENDLY.** Widescreen. Ivan is an American painter residing in Colombia. He is visited by his best friend, Christian, along with his younger brother, Cole. Somewhere along the way, Ivan and Cole hit it off. Though not gay himself, Cole returns his advances. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Adults only. $9.95.

**DV953823 APOLLO 13.** Widescreen. Tom Hanks, Bill Paxten, Kevin Bacon, Gary Sinise and Ed Harris star in this inspiring and riveting story of the real life space flight that gripped a nation and changed the world. Produced by Academy Award winner Brian Grazer and directed by Oscar winner Ron Howard. Includes many extras. Not Rated. 157 minutes on two DVDs. Universal. $5.95.

**DV954666 GOD’S LITTLE ACRE.** Widescreen. Robert Ryan delivers one of his best performances as Ty Welden, a poor farmer convinced that there’s golden fever digging it up, littering the field with empty holes as his family and sharecroppers languish in poverty. Also stars Vic Morrow and Buddy Hackett. In B&W. 118 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. $5.95.

**DV890039 PREDA TOR WORLD.** Widescreen. The Titan 1C space cruiser, the most luxurious starliner ever built, is damaged in space, leaving several survivors fleeing in an escape pod. But their nightmare has just begun, as they land on a planet inhabited by a race of bloodthirsty aliens, who methodically hunt them one by one. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95. $4.95.

**DV993338 QUI. GIRLS.** Widescreen. When Barbara (Anna Ventura) is asked to go undercover to assist Nick (adult film superstar Paul Thomas), in a murder investigation, she gets more than she bargained for. Together they embark on a trail of lies and deceit to uncover the truth. $5.95.

**DV9648803 HELL AND BACK AGAIN.** In 2009, U.S. Marines launched a major helicopter assault on a Taliban stronghold in southern Afghanistan. Within hours of battle, 25-year-old Sergeant Nathan Harris’s unit is attacked from all sides. This docudrama is an unprecedented exploration of the true cost of war in the Middle East. Over eight hours. $19.95.

**DV966021 ALL THE MONEY IN THE WORLD.** Widescreen. Follows the the kidnapping of 16 year-old John Paul Getty III and the desperate attempt by his devoted family, including Getty’s granddaughter, to pay the ransom. When Getty Sr. refuses, Gal attempts to sway him as her son’s captors become increasingly volatile and brutal. Stars Michelle Williams and Christopher Plummer. In B&W. 120 minutes. ReelVault. SDH. 133 minutes. $5.95.

**DV9660447 CUT: EXPOSING FGM Worldwide.** Taking more than six years to complete, this film conclusively proves that female genital mutilation or cutting (FGM) can be found as native practice on all inhabitable continents. From war zones in the Middle East to the Horn of Africa, this film shares key interviews with FGM survivors, activists, cutters and doctors. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $5.95.

**DV9660567 IN MEMORIAM: New York City, 9/11/01.** Draws on unprecedented access of those down on one of the world’s worst, as well as visual material–much of it never before seen—from still and video cameras of more than 100 people in and around lower Manhattan citizens who were eyewitnesses to the tragic events of that day. 60 minutes. HBO. $5.95.

**DV990662 THREE MEN IN A BOAT.** Escaping their dull weekday pursuit, three friends decide to take a pleasure excursion and sail down the Thames on their vacation, and end up meeting with mishaps and adventures, as well as three pretty ladies. Stars Jimmy Edwards and Laurence Harvey. 91 minutes. ReelVault. SDH. 102 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99. $6.95.

**DV951732 THE STUNT MAN.** Widescreen. Peter O’Toole stars as director El C, a deliciously egomaniacal madman commanding a film set circus where a paranoid young veteran finds himself maybe replacing a dead stuntman, possibly falling for the Edwards and leading lady (Barbara Hershey), and discovering that love, death and mayhem of moviemaking can definitely be the wildest six hours on two DVDs. Sony Pictures. $6.95.

**DVD 3914783 DALLAS BUYERS CLUB. Widescreen. When Texas cowboy Ron Woodroof is diagnosed with HIV-positive and given 30 days to live he takes matters in his own hands by tracking down alternative treatments from all over the world. He establishes a successful ‘buyers club’ and unites a band of outcasts in a struggle for dignity and acceptance. Stars Matthew McConaughey and Jared Leto. Rated R. English SDH. 117 minutes. $5.95**

**DVD 3925536 THE SILENCE OF THE LAMBS/HANNIBAL/MANHUNTER. Considered one of the greatest and most influential films of all time, The Silence of the Lambs stars Jodie Foster, Anthony Hopkins and Scott Glenn. Hannibal Lecter returns as Dr. Lecter in the acclaimed sequel Hannibal, picking up 10 years later when the Remedial killer re-engages in Florence, Italy. Manhunter stars the first adaptation of the psychological thriller with William Petersen in the title role. All Rated R. Over six hours on 3 DVDs. MGM. $14.95**

**DVD 3931870 BETTIE PAGE: Dark Angel. Widescreen. Recalls, in episodes, Betty Page’s last three years as a pin-up queen and faithfully captures the 1950s language, dress and mannerisms. Stars Traci Lords as Helen, Tanya Roberts as Miss Mona and John Schuck as Dr. Lennox. Rated R. In Color and B&W. 75 minutes. $11.95**

**DVD 3923834 BEOWULF. Widescreen. Academy Award winning director Robert Zemeckis’ masterful use of digitally enhanced live-action transport you to the world beyond imagination and brings the fierce battlefields of an ancient time to breathing life. Stars Anthony Hopkins, Angelina Jolie and John Malkovich. Not Rated. English SDH. CC. English DUB. NR. 114 minutes. $9.95**

**DVD 3956164 THE BOUNTY HUNTER. Widescreen. Milo Boyd (Gerard Butler), a down on his luck bounty hunter, gets his dream job when he is assigned to track down his own bailing-ex wife, reporter Nicole Harley (Jennifer Aniston). Milo expects an easy payday, but nothing’s ever easy with him and Nicole. The exes continually one-up each other—until they find themselves on the run for their lives. English SDH. 111 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95**

**DVD 3948897 THE FRUIT HUNTERS. This film travels across culture, history and geography to show how intertwined we are with the fruits we eat. The ranks of the fruit-obsessed include adventur- ers, scientists, fruit detectives and even movie star Bill Pullman. It will change the way you look at what you eat and how you view our relationship to the natural world. English SDH. 81 minutes. Docurama. $5.95**

**DVD 4648897 THE READER. Widescreen. Kate Winslet is riveting as Hanna Schmitz—a lonely, working-class woman who experiences a brief but intense affair with a teenage boy. Years later they meet again. Hanna now a defendant in a notorious case and her ex-lover, now a law student, holding the secret to her salvation. Rated R. English SDH. 124 minutes. Weinstein Company. $4.95**

**DVD 3941906 BOYS BEHIND BARS: The Complete Collection. Join the British bad boy Darrell (Wade Radford) as he gets his just due for his role in the L grade prison aided by the deformed Governor Mizner (Honey Bane) in this 3 movie collection. Includes Boys Behind Bars, Boys Behind Bars 2, and Boys Behind Bars 3. Rated R. 3 DVDs. Adults only. Live Action Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95**

**DVD 3948870 THE FINAL MEMBER. Widescreen. Paris has the Louvre, London has the Tate Modern, and New York the Metropolitan Museum. But Husavik, Iceland, a dim and drab town, is the home of the Arctic Circle–boasts the world’s only museum devoted exclusively to painstakingly preserved male pornography. Stars Viggo Mortensen and Franka Potente. Rated R. English SDH. $5.95**

**DVD 3860167 BONEJANGLES. While transporting the legendary serial killer Bonejangles to an asylum, a group of police officers break down in a town cursed with demons and zombies. The only way they can survive the night and save the town is to release Bonejangles to help them fight off this ancient supernatural threat. 78 minutes. Wide Eye. $4.95**

**DVD 2902931 EXTINCTION: Jurassic Predators. Widescreen. Deep in the Amazon jungle, a scientific research team embarks on a journey to protect endangered species. After a series of strange events and their superstitious guides abandon them, they realize they are in the hunting ground of a terrifying prehistoric predator: a voracious T-Rex with a taste for human flesh. Stars Ben Loyd Holmes, Michelle Yeoh, and Scott Glenn. Rated R. In English SDH. 117 minutes. Alliance. $3.95**

**DVD 3803201 THE GIRL WHO KICKED THE HORNETS’ NEST. Widescreen. Under police guard in the hospital, Lisbeth Salander (Noomi Rapace) reveals all the secrets of Millennium to journalist Mikael Blomkvist (Michael Nyqvist) to prove her innocence. Rated R. In Swedish with English subtitles. 147 minutes. Alliance. $3.95**

**DVD 3886736 ED WOOD’S DIRTY MOVIES. This is the cult movie autoeur Ed Wood’s very last film as writer-director, The Young Marrieds. The film is both a step deeper into the world of adult film world Wood created and a haun ters back to Wood’s very first feature, Glen or Glenda. This collection also includes Wood on-screen in Nympho Cyclers and the presumes Wood directed Shot on Location. 158 minutes. Adults only. After Hours Films. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95**

**DVD 3840071 THE FINAL INQUIRY. Widescreen. In the year 35 A.D. the Emperor Tiberius calls Roman Tribune Tito Valerio Tauro (Daniele Liotti) from his post in Germany to investigate a mysterious murder in the city of Rome. The young truly respected Tauro’s plan is to enter the province of Judea in secret, along with a captive of his, Brixos, who has become his trusted companion. 95 minutes. Echo Bridge. $9.95**

**DVD 4660862 MAWRAH LAKE OF THE DEAD. Widescreen. In 1992 a young girl has lurked in the depths, waiting. Cursed to swim the waters in which she met her untimely death, the mermaid has risen again to seek revenge. When King Midas’ Catfish Eye with Drew Barrymore and James Woods; and Creepshow with Hal Holbrook and directed by George Romero. Rated R. CC. Nearly 8 hours on these 3 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95**

**DVD 3895482 GLORIA BELL. Widescreen. Gloria (Julianne Moore) is a free-spirited, middle-aged divorcée who spends her days at a straight-laced office job and her nights on the dance floor. After meeting and falling in love with Mr. Turro on a night out, she suddenly finds herself thrust into an unexpected new romance with both the joys of love and the complications of mature dating. Rated R. 102 minutes. VFS Films. $5.95**

**DVD 3884433 DREAMCATCHER/DOLORES CLAIBORNE/CAT’S EYE/CREEPSHOW. Presents four terrifying, overlapping stories that are connected upon the one thing—a human specimen. Rated R. English SDH. CC. English DUB. CC. English DUB. Not Rated. Over 6 hours on 2 DVDs. Universal. $7.95**

**DVD 3895213 DEMON HUNTER. After she is captured by police for questioning in the slaying of a man she claimed was a dorn, bayou battle-axe, the female police must trust and unleash the department’s psychotic group. Unrated. 85 minutes. Wild Eye. $4.95**

**DVD 3895385 THE BEST LITTLE WHOREHOUSE IN TEXAS. Widescreen. When a big TV cruiser Melvin P. Thorpe (Don Ellis) arrives to chase the Chicken Coop to public scandal and close it down. Miss Mona (Dolly Parton) doesn’t go down without a fight. With the help of Sheriff Ed Earl Dodd (Dodd无线) the two join together to keep it open and find romance along the way. Rated R. English SDH. 115 minutes. Universal. $5.95**

**DVD 3997084 FARMER’S DAUGHTERS. Fullscreen. An afternoon of spying on their parents turns into trouble for three daughters when escaped convicts pick their farm to hide from the cops! A horrifying afternoon of assault and torture ensues as the convicts take advantage of the entire family. Stars Gloria Leonard, Susan McBain, and Spalding Gray. Not Rated. 58 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95**

**DVD 380352X LILY GRACE: A Witch Story. Widescreen. After the unexpected death of her childhood home in Louisiana to claim his inheritance. Haunted by feelings of anger, remorse, and guilt, and convinced a supernatural entity had something to do with his father’s death, Ron stays at the house to uncover the truth behind the witch named Lily Grace. Rated R. 84 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $3.95**

**DVD 3948889 THE FIRST AMERICAN. Widescreen. George Washington is central to understanding America’s founding. He was the crucial figure in winning the American Revolution, in creating the Constitution, and in establishing the precedents for effective self-government as our first President. This documentary explores his life and legacy. CC. English SDH. $6.95**

**DVD 3972364 CANNIBAL HUNGER IN THE AVALANCHE JUNGLE OF DEATH. Widescreen. To avoid a serious avocado shortage, the U.S. government hires feminist anthropologist professor Margo Hunt (Shannon Tweed) to find the man-eating Piranha Women tribe who inhabit the avocado jungle of Southern California. She’s assisted by chauvinist Jim (Bill Maher) and a dim-witted student named Bunny. Not Rated. 89 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95**

**DVD 3939264 DALLAS BUYERS CLUB. Widescreen. Ron Woodroof (Matthew McConaughey) agrees with HIV-positive and given 30 days to live he takes matters in his own hands by tracking down alternative treatments from all over the world. He establishes a successful ‘buyers club’ and unites a band of outcasts in a struggle for dignity and acceptance. Stars Matthew McConaughey and Jared Leto. Rated R. English SDH. 117 minutes. $5.95**

**DVD 3917164 SILENT AND FORGOTTEN. In this fascinating documentary thirteen silent film stars share their own stories in their own words, including Clara Bow, Louise Brooks, and America’s Sweetheart Mary Pickford. 150 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95**

**DVD 3715698 CLASSIC WAR COLLECTION: A Movie Marathon. Collects four action-packed epic war films: Wake Island; To Hell and Back; Battle Hymn; and Gray Lady Down. Stars include Charlton Heston, Rock Hudson, Audie Murphy, David Carradine and more. In Color and B&W. English SDH. Nearly 7 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $7.95**

**DVD 398973**

**DVD 3981034 STRIPPERS EXPOSED! Fullscreen. See all the Hollywood groping you’ve only read about in the tabloids! Find out what it really takes to get ahead in the adult film business. Follow hot young hopefuls from the casting booth to the wrap party, and witness every wild twist on the way. Unrated. 110 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95**
Movies

DVD 465094 LIGHTNING, THE WHITE STALLION. Fullscreen. Mickey Rooney plays Barney Logram, a down on his luck cowboy who has just discovered his prized white stallion has been stolen. When the horse escapes his captors, a local teen, Stephanie Ward, takes him to a new home. When the thieves recapture Lightning, Stephanie and Barney team up to get him back in time for the World Championships. 92 minutes. Timeless Media Group. $4.95

DVD 466096 PAGAN WARRIOR. Fullscreen. After a savage gang of warriors invade a castle, mitrandirinding all in sight, one surviving man calls upon Krampus, the Yule devil to come to exact revenge for his family. Stars Peter Cosgrove. Not Rated. English SDH. 83 minutes. In Distribution. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

★ DVD 393768 SADISTIC EROTICISM. Fullscreen. A sick, steamy, raunchy gore-fest in the tradition of 1980s straight-to-video horror. A three hundred year old Hungarian succubus disguised as a high school teacher seduces her most popular students. Not Rated. 118 minutes. Adults only. Wild Eye. Pub. at $18.95

DVD 495107 FIGHTING POSITION. Fullscreen. Every year, thousands of aspiring dancers enter one of the world’s most prestigious ballet competitions, the Youth America Grand Prix. This documentary follows six extraordinary days of cutthroat competition for the chance to enter the world of professional ballet, while at the same time navigating the drama of adolescence. English SDH. 94 minutes. MRI. Pub. at $19.98 $9.95

★ DVD 4654625 DAUGHTERS OF DARKNESS. Widescreen. Elizabeth Bathory (Delphine Seyrig), an ageless Countess with a beautiful young “companion” (Andrea Rau) has a legendary legacy of perversion. But when the two women survive a troubled newfound couple, they unleash a frenzy of sudden violence and depraved desire. Not Rated. 100 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

★ DVD 4656721 GRACIE’S CHOICE. Gracie Thompson (Kristen Bell) and her brothers and sisters have everything they think bringing up as dragged through life by their manipulative, drug-addled mother. Gracie makes a choice to get a job, succeed in school, find stability. And a choice isn’t just for herself. At the age of 17 she decides to be the mother her siblings never had. Pub. at $9.98 $7.95

★ DVD 4656910 SLAVEGIRLS FROM BEYOND INFINITY. Widescreen. In the distant future, two beautiful young slaves are serving life on a prison galley. With no hopes and no future, two beautiful young slaves are serving life on a prison galley. With no hopes and no future, two beautiful young slaves are serving life on a prison galley. With no hopes and no future, two beautiful young slaves are serving life on a prison galley. When she catches the eye of a sadistic religious leader, her life is violently turned upside down. She embarks on a bloody course of vengeance with a renegade sheriff (Ed Harris). Rated R. 75 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

DVD 395623 SWEETWATER. Widescreen. In the late 1940s, a beautiful former prostitute (January Jones) is trying to build an honest life with her husband in the rugged plains of New Mexico. When she catches the eye of a sadistic religious leader, her life is violently turned upside down. She embarks on a bloody course of vengeance with a renegade sheriff (Ed Harris). Rated R. 75 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

★ DVD 3831655 PANTHER SQUAD. Widescreen. With a4amazing astronaut is held captive by a group of murderous environmental extremists, world leaders turn to the Panther Squad, a group of vicious (and viciously sexy) female mercenaries to search, rescue and destroy. Will they succeed? Naturally, and they’ll look sexy doing so! Stars Sybil Danning. Rated R. 74 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

DVD 4651138 THE SHEIK. Widescreen. Chronicles the electrifying career of one of wrestling’s most hated and celebrated villains, Khosrow Ali Vaziri, aka “The Iron Sheik.” Featuring candid interviews with Vaziri’s family, historians, and over 25 wrestling superstars and wrestling culture, this interview captures every critical moment in the story of this Iranian bodyguard turned WWE legend. Dark Sky. $4.95

DVD 460293 BATMAN AND HARLEY QUINN. Widescreen. When a break-in at a S.I. Labs laboratory turns violent, stolen by the gruesome duo of Poison Ivy and Floronic Man, it’s a green light for crime and Mayhem. The Dark Knight and Nightwing are on the case in this non-padded animated movie. English SDH. 74 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

DVD 299848 OPERATION DUNKIRK. Widescreen. A band of soldiers tasked with staying behind during the Battle of Dunkirk to rescue a scientist with information that could turn the tide of the war, must battle their way through dangerous Nazi territory to complete their mission. Stars Michael Winters and Darren Hill. 90 minutes. Asylum. $4.95

DVD 3846223 COMA. Widescreen. Dr. Susan Wheeler (Lauren Ambrose) grows accustomed when she notices a pattern of seemingly healthy patients falling into comas while she undergoes routine surgeries. Tracking victims to a futuristic recovery facility nearby, Dr. Wheeler uncovers high-tech medical experiments and unspeakable horrors. Also stars Genevieve O’Reilly. Not Rated. English SDH. Widescreen. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

160 minutes. Sony Pictures. Widescreen. Dr. Susan Wheeler (Lauren Ambrose) grows accustomed when she notices a pattern of seemingly healthy patients falling into comas while she undergoes routine surgeries. Tracking victims to a futuristic recovery facility nearby, Dr. Wheeler uncovers high-tech medical experiments and unspeakable horrors. Also stars Genevieve O’Reilly. Not Rated. English SDH. Widescreen. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

DVD 3954293 SULLIVAN’S TRAVELS. Fullscreen. John J. Sullivan (Joel McCrea) is an idealist filmmaker who decides to make a serious, socially responsible movie instead of his typical gag comedy. He decides to hit the road disguised as a hobo to experience tragedy for his film. Along the way he meets a beautiful wanderer (Miou-Miou) who accompanies him on his journey of love. Not Rated. English SDH. 96 minutes. Dark Sky. $9.95

DVD 3961567 CURSE OF THE MAYANS. Widescreen. Dr. Alan Green an American archaeologist leads Danielle Noble and her team of cave divers on an expedition searching the Mayan ancient records. Instead of finding glory they will find hell hidden in the underwater caves of Khojibal and the Honduras. Rated PG-13. 88 minutes. Cinedigm. $5.95

DVD 3961656 HELLACIOUS ACRES. Widescreen. A man suffering from annasia wakes up in a desolate barn from a cryogenic freezer to be informed that the planet is going downhill and finds himself in a future Earth. Not Rated. English SDH. Widescreen. 124 minutes on two DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

DVD 3813013 SCARFACE. Widescreen. One of the most influential gangster epics of all time, this is the rags to riches story of Cuban immigrant Tony “Scarface” Montana (Al Pacino), who finds wealth, power and passion be yond his wildest dreams–at a price he never imagined. Rated R. English SDH. 170 minutes. Universal. $5.95

DVD 2942283 BLOODY MOVIE. Featuring plenty of grisly hikjinks and wacky murders, this absurd horror opus takes viewers behind the doors of an abandoned mansion of deceased matinee idol Lace Hayward (John Ireland) for a night of B-movie star murder and mayhem. Stars John Ireland, Aldo Ray, Alan Hale, Dan Haggerty, and Cameron Mitchell. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Adults only. $3.95

★ DVD 3813797 ON THE FIDDLE. Widescreen. Sean Connery is a young Gypsy man who joins forces with his conniving pal and enters the British Army during World War II. The two small-time crooks pull off a series of scams in the military and become unlikely heroes. Also stars Alfred Lynch. In B&W. 97 minutes. Warner Video. $7.95

DVD 3864558 HUMORESQUE. Based on the souvenir card meal with Helen Wright (Joan Crawford) uses what she wants–clothes, alcohol, men–and tosses them aside. Then she meets brilliant young violinist Paul Boway (John Garfield). But this is one toy she can’t break. Instead, her love for Paul brings Helen to a breaking point. Not Rated. In B&W. 125 minutes. Warner Video. $7.95

DVD 3919366 THE MISDEransition OF CAMERON POST. In 1993, a teenage girl is forced into a gay conversion therapy center by her conservative guardians. At the facility, Cameron is subjected to dubious “de-gaying” methods and thrown together with a group of teens. And they bond together as they fight to survive. Stars Chloe Grace Moretz. Not Rated. 91 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

DVD 3832266 BEN-HUR. Judah Ben-Hur (Jack Huston) is enslaved by the Romans and finds himself betrayed by his brother Messala (Toby Kebbell). Separated from his family and the woman he loves, Ben-Hur is rescued from near death by his captor (Rory Kinnear) and returns to his homeland seeking revenge against his brother, CC. $5.95

DVD 4661125 THE SPACE BETWEEN US. Widescreen. Gardner (Asa Butterfield) is the first person who doesn’t call Earth home.” Born and raised on Mars, he strikes up a relationship online with an Earthling (Brit Robertson). As Gardner navigates his mysterious past, he will cross the universe to uncover his true identity while attempting to find love in another world. 120 minutes. WVS Films. $9.95

DVD 3872750 ALIEN DOMINIC. Widescreen. Five government contractors wake up to find themselves-contained under the infamous Aliens. A group of paranoids are forced to confront a sinister government experiment and a horrifying alien host. Stars Elly Brown. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

DVD 3800792 CRYSTAL SKULLS. Widescreen. In the year 2020, a rapidly dying planet plunges the Earth into darkness. Archaeologists discover a solution to Earth’s tragic fate hidden beneath ancient Mayan ruins: 12 ancient skulls that can stop the destruction. Not Rated. CC. 97 minutes. E One. $3.95

DVD 6895689 THE GREEN INFERN. Widescreen. Determined to protect the Amazon rainforest, a group of student activists fly to Peru only to crash-land deep in the jungle. Captured by a pack of bloodthirsty cannibals, the survivors suffer unspeakable acts of butchery at the hands of the very tribe they were trying to save. Not Rated. English SDH. 101 minutes. Universal. $5.95

DVD 3940209 THE LONE RANGER DOUBLE FEATURE. Fullscreen. Based on the popular TV series, Clayton Moore and Jay Silverheels reprise their famous roles in The Lone Ranger and The Lone Ranger and the Lost City of Gold. With his faithful companion, Tonto, the daring and resourceful masked rider leads the fight for law and order in the old West. 174 minutes. Universal. $7.95
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English SDH. 94 minutes. Cinedigm.

**THREE WAYS TO DIE.** Widescreen. A young artist, surrounded by the most famous photographers in the world, uncovers a web of deceit and corruption that quite possibly threatens his life. Stars Lena Horne, Leslie Howard. In B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. $11.95

**THE WIZ.** Widescreen. Director Robert Altman's regal re-creation of the L. Frank Baum classic. Features Diana Ross and Michael Jackson and re-creates all of the magic of this beloved musical when Dorothy is whisked away to the enchanting wonderland of Oz. There she encounters the Scarecrow, the Tinman and the Lion. Also stars Nipsey Russell, Ted Ross, Lena Horn, and Richard Pryor. English SDH. 96 minutes. MCA (Universal). $19.98

**LAST CALL.** Widescreen. Every year, the lawless underworld of Chicago celebrates a New Year's Eve tradition. But this year, someone plans to break tradition and make a run for it. Stars Louis Gossett Jr., Fred Willard, Helen Hunt. In B&W. Over 4 hours. $11.95

**THE MUMMY: The Complete Legacy Collection.** Includes The Mummy; The Mummy's Tomb; The Mummy's Curse; The Mummy's Ghost; The Mummy's Tomb; The Mummy; The Mummy Lives Again; The Mummy's Hand. Widescreen. In a small fishing village, a family life in ruins. His bizarre behavior at a series of murders. He manages to escape and gains the crew's trust and becomes the first mate. When another flyer makes a 90th bomb run before being shot down, Lamont Cranston assumes his secret identity, "The Shadow," to break up an attempted robbery at an attorney's office. When the police scene the crime, Lamont Cranston must assume the identity of the attorney, who happens to be himself, in a new mystery. The 1937 film stars Rod La Rocque and Agnes Anderson. In B&W. $7.95

**A RUN FOR YOUR LIFE.** Widescreen. A cynical, bigoted newspaper correspondent who is given the undesirable assignment of babysitting two Welsh coal miners who have won a trip to London to see a rugby match and a musical. When they inadvertently elude his guide and set off on a series of adventures with a con artist and a harp player. In B&W. 83 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**THE SHADOW STRIKES.** Lamont Cranston assumes his secret identity, "The Shadow," to break up an attempted robbery at an attorney's office. When the police scene the crime, Lamont Cranston must assume the identity of the attorney, who happens to be himself, in a new mystery. The 1937 film stars Rod La Rocque and Agnes Anderson. In B&W. $7.95

**THE TRIALS OF CATIE MCCALL.** Widescreen. Hogfish lawyer Kate McCall (Kate Beckinsale) reluctantly takes on the appeal of a woman who claims she was wrongfully convicted of murder. Indifference soon gives way to determination as she uncovers a web of deceit and corruption that extends to the most powerful echelons of the police department. Also stars Nick Nolte. Not Rated. 104 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

**THE WIZ.** Widescreen. A decade into their mission to reach the edge of the universe, Dr. Abe Anderson and pilot Harold Reynolds (Casper van Dien) begin to unravel as mysterious occurrences unfold. When Harold flies in a trick accident, Abe realizes this isn't the first time. As the past and future collide, Abe must figure out what is real before they reach the end of the universe. Includes two films: The World War II collection includes Saving Private Ryan and Price for Peace/Shooting War. Three powerful films depict a monumental life of war. History Northwest film critic Jeff Skiles (jeff@kencom.com) profiles the compelling story of the courageous WWII combat photographers. This box set also includes a collectible photo booklet, CC. Over 5 hours on four DVDs. DreamWorks. $9.95

**THE SILENCE OF THE LAMBS.** Widescreen. A captivating psychological thriller. A young FBI agent goes on the run with a serial killer. Also stars Jodie Foster, Anthony Hopkins. In B&W. Over 4 hours. $11.95

**THE SHADOW STRIKES.** Lamont Cranston assumes his secret identity, "The Shadow," to break up an attempted robbery at an attorney's office. When the police scene the crime, Lamont Cranston must assume the identity of the attorney, who happens to be himself, in a new mystery. The 1937 film stars Rod La Rocque and Agnes Anderson. In B&W. $7.95

**THE WIZ.** Widescreen. Easy on down the yellow-brick road with Diana Ross and Michael Jackson and re-creates all of the magic of this beloved musical when Dorothy is whisked away to the enchanting wonderland of Oz. There she encounters the Scarecrow, the Tinman and the Lion. Also stars Nipsey Russell, Ted Ross, Lena Horn, and Richard Pryor. English SDH. 96 minutes. Cinedigm.
**Movies**

**DVD 3712567 QUATERMASS AND THE PIT.** This 1958, six-part BBC serial stars Andra Warholszky, Anthony Bushell, and Christine Finn. Beginning with the discovery of a five million year old human skull, it ends with the long dormant Martian monarchy taking over in B&W. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. DVD Video. $9.95

**DVD 393183 X SAM KINISON: Why Did We Laugh?** Containing rare, early footage of Sam preaching and performing stand-up, this 1986 documentary tells the story of a comedic genius who touched a deeper chord than most entertainers. Includes an audio CD of Sam preaching his sermon. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. 90 minutes. $9.95

**DVD 390024X MOUNTAIN OF THE CANNIBAL GOD.** Widescreen. When her anthropologist husband disappears in New Guinea, Susan (Gena Rowlands) contacts her colleague, Dr. Edward Foster (Stacy Keach), to lead her into the dark heart of the deadly jungle. While exploring the forbidden mountain of Ra-Rami, the expedition is captured by a tribe of primitive natives. 1976. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Add. Blue Underground. Entertainment. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**DVD 3716147 THE NATURAL.** Widescreen. Nothing was going to stop Roy Hobbs (Robert Redford) from fulfilling his boyhood dream of becoming a baseball superstar. But when that dream is shattered it takes years before he gets his chance again. Overcoming physical pain, Hobbs, with his powerful boyhood bat, gets his chance to lead the Knights to the pennant and to finally fulfill his dream. Also stars Glenn Close. CC. 138 minutes. Columbia. $11.95

**DVD 3803198 GIALLO.** Widescreen. In this thriller by horror master Dario Argento, a serial killer known only as "Yellow" is killing victims in a dark heart of the deadly jungle. While exploring the forbidden mountain of Ra-Rami, the expedition is captured by a tribe of primitive natives. 1976. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Add. Blue Underground. Entertainment. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**DVD 3800116 1 NATION UNDER TRUMP.** Widescreen. Delves into the zeitgeist of the unstoppable Donald Trump revolution from the ground up to the pinnacle of the 2016 American political landscape. An unforgettable look at what could be the most important political upheaval of the 21st century shines a spotlight on both the high and low points of the tycoon's improbable rise. 62 minutes. MVD Video. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**DVD 3006729 WOMAN IN THE DARK.** After serving time in prison for killing a man in a fight, John Bradley returns to his hometown. Violence follows when John attempts to defend two women against a couple of drunkards. The law begins pursuing John after one of the men is wounded, and he flees to the city in this melodramatic film noir from 1934. Stars Fay Wray and Ralph Bellamy. In B&W. 68 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

**DVD 3940195 THE LITTLE STRANGER.** Widescreen. In the summer of 1948, Dr. Faraday travels to attend to a patient at a rural Victorian estate in Devonshire. When he joins the household staff, he is drawn into the grounds of a shocking family secret that spins a tale of class, love and tragedy. Stars Jude Law, Colin Firth and Emily Watson. Rated R. 104 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

**DVD 394882X DON QUICOTE.** Widescreen. Based on Miguel de Cervantes' epic novel, this is a story of justice and romance. Driven by the age-old code of chivalry, Don Quixote, an eccentric elderly farmer, decides to go on a quest with his squire, Sancho Panza, set out to the countryside to right the wrongs of the world. CC. 84 minutes. Cinemagic. $4.95

**DVD 3712583 THE SHELL NOT SHALL HAVE THEM.** A dangerous attempt is made to rescue the survivors of a WWII British Hudson bomber, crashed at sea. On board is an Air Commodore who has secret plans that could stop enemy air raids on London. This 1945 film stars Michael Redgrave, Dirk Bogarde, and Nigel Patrick. In B&W. 91 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

**DVD 4648811 THE JADE PENDANT.** Widescreen. A young Chinese woman, Wan, is forced to leave her home and begin a new life after escaping the clutches of a bad arranged marriage. But when she arrives in California, nothing is what she's expected–she's been sold to a local murder-profession couple to join in their reign of terror. After a failed escape, she roams the streets. The Old West becomes a battleground for power and revenge. Not Rated. CC. 107 minutes. Cinemagic. $9.95

**DVD 4653130 SCI-FI 4-PACK.** The Galaxian Collection. This collection includes four super sci-fi cult classics: "Time Warp" starring Adam West and Joe Penny; "Lifepod" starring Joe Penny and Jordana Brewster; "Star Odyssey" starring Panti Somer, and "Killing at Posta Zeta" starring Gordon De Vol and Jackson Bostwick. Not Rated. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**DVD 4557306 DEVIL'S DUNIAR.** After becoming the victim of vicious cyber bullies, Lisa makes a deal with the devil to escape revenge on her tormentors. Stars Madi Vodane, Linda Bella and Michael Madsen. Unrated. 93 minutes. MVD Video. $4.95

**DVD 4660706 JIM BROWN: All-American.** As a football player, he broke through color barriers to become a black action hero. As an activist, he broke down closed doors to social change. In this Spike Lee film, Jim Brown's story unfolds in the words of Brown himself, joined by friends and associates. 132 minutes. HBO. $9.95

**DVD 3891453 ROY ROGERS: The Ultimate Collection.** A legendary in the film industry roles, now you can join Roy, Dale, Gabby, and Trigger with this fully uncirculated and digitally restored set, which features 24 classic movies. In Color and B&W. Over 24 hours on 6 DVDs. Bridgestone. $9.95

**DVD 3926966 THE SNOW QUEEN.** The Snow Queen is a Hans Christian Andersen fairy tale about a heartless queen of the frozen north who steals away young Kay and takes him to her ice palace. Kay’s friend Gerda sets out to find him and along the way helps the snow queen find her own heart. A magical animated classic for all ages. 74 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**DVD 3942880 PRIVATE PEACEFUL.** Based on the true story of a young soldier from Devonshire who would have been idealic for the Peaceful brothers if they hadn’t both been in love with the same girl. Heartbreak at home turns to heroism when the brothers join British troops fighting in Belgium in 1916. Based on the best-selling British novel "War Horse." Stars Jack O’Connell. $9.95

**DVD 3903236 GREEN RIVER KILLER.** John Wayne Gacy was arrested in 2001 for the murder of 48 women he killed between 1981 and 2001. In exchange for his life, Ridgway gave the District Attorney a detailed description of his deadly rampage. Discover his chilling story here, and enter the mind of a madman. Stars George Kiselef and Christian Slater. Rated R. 97 minutes. Reel Vault. $11.95

**DVD 3948518 ZOMBIES FROM THE WOOD.** When a performance test flight for an experimental Air Force jet, Major William Allison unknowingly passes through a time barrier. When he returns to his own time, he finds buildings in ruins. He encounters humans with changed abilities and seeks to piece together the past. Stars Robert Clarke. In Widescreen. $7.95
Movies

**DVD 3948595** THE MONK. The Monk follows the rise and fall of Ambrosio (Vincent Cassel), a Capuchin Monk in 17th century Madrid. Abandoned as a baby on the steps of a monastery and raised in Capuchin fashion, Ambrosio becomes convinced of his virtue, but eventually falls prey to the depravity and English subtitles. Rated R. 101 minutes. Vivendi. $14.95

**DVD 3966682** HANGOVER 10, widescreen. Three metal detector enthusiasts capture incredible UFO footage in Rendlesham Forest. Curious to uncover the truth behind the area’s infamous extraterrestrial history, the group decides to investigate further. They’ll find what they’re looking for, but it doesn’t quite being found. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. IFC. Pub. at $24.98 $5.95

**DVD 4660412** CROC/SEA BEAST/ShARK SWARM. Maneater Series. Widescreen. Blood stains the water in three aquatic creature features. In Croc, a killer crocodile wreaks havoc on a beach resort. In Sea Beast, a mythical beast from the ocean depths is unleashed on land. Finally, in Shark Swarm, a fisherman discovers a swarm of sharks. Not Rated. Sony. $5.95

**DVD 2874490** THE ROLLING STONES. Your Guitar Gods. Fullscreen. This boxed set tells the story of the Stones from their inception, through each era of their existence. Each of the films here marks a different era by its associated guitarist, constant factor, the contributions of Keith Richards, who requires no separate story, and no introduction, controlling the musical trajectory of the world’s best Rock ’N’ Roll band. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. Their Collector’s Forum. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**DVD 3803422** JOHNNY HANDSOME. Fullscreen. Johnny (Mickey Rourke) was born severely deformed and makes his living as a petty criminal. During a robbery, his best friend is killed and Johnny takes the rap and goes to prison. There, thanks to a government program, Johnny gets plastic surgery. When released, he seeks revenge on the partners who double-crossed him. Rated R. CC. 96 minutes. Artisan. $3.95

**DVD 3948498** THE GOOD WITCH’S CHARM. Widescreen. Good witch Cassie Nightingale ( virgin and,Jessica Alexander) returns to her bewitching ways, but this time she’s also juggling a new born daughter and her job as town mayor. To make matters worse, Cassie’s estranged foster mother ag, (Samantha Bee) has returned to town and Cassie’s stepdaughter is suddenly accused of robbery. CC. 87 minutes. Cinedigm. $9.50

**DVD 396146X** ALYCE KILLS. Widescreen. Life takes a downward spiral for Alyce after a night on the prowl, when she suffers a terrifying accident and Cassie’s stepdaughter is suddenly accused of robbery. CC. 87 minutes. Cinedigm. $9.50

**DVD 3778958** MICHAEL SHAYNE: THE COMPLETE PRC MYSTERY COLLECTION. Fullscreen. Whether you’re a fan of retro Halliday B-mysteries or Hugh Beaumont, this 1940s movie collection delivers the goods with plenty of crime-solving excitement until the very end. Films include Murder is My Business, Larceny in Her Heart, Blonde for a Day; Three on a Ticket; and Too Many Winners. In B&W. Over five hours. ClassicFlix. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**DVD 3759334** AN IDEAL HUSBAND. Sir Robert Chiltern is a fine and upstanding British gentleman who has distinguished himself in the political arena and is selflessly devoted to his wife. However it turns out that he wasn’t always a paragon of virtue, in the 1947 production of a classic by Oscar Wilde. Stars Pauline Goddard, Michael Wilding and Glynnis Johns. 96 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $7.95

**DVD 3900169** GODFREY UNCLE TONG. CC. 120 minutes. This epic telling of the slave trade in America was both condemned as depraved exploitation and acclaimed as an unprecedented cry of black anguish and rage when originally released in 1973. It is called it, “‘the most specific and rabid incitement of the race war.” Not Rated. 123 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**DVD 4657208** BRUCE LE: TRACKING THE DRAGON. Bruce Lee expert John Little tracks down the actual locations of some of Bruce Lee’s most iconic action movies. Little presents a comprehensive view of Lee’s life and career that will change the way you see Lee’s films. The revelations are nothing short of astounding for fans of Bruce Lee and martial arts. Not Rated. 100 minutes. MVD. Visual. $4.95

**DVD 377164X** KILL IT. Widescreen. When an ancient demon is accidentally unleashed in the sparsely populated Mississippi town of Chicory Creek, the town’s only hope of survival lies in the hands of the gifted old demon hunter Jebediah Woodley and his reluctant partner, FBI Agent Evelyn O’Neill, an al chemist for ces the battle through an over grown field. They set into motion. Not Rated. In Korean with English subtitles. Rated R. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**DVD 3751681** OBAMALAND. Widescreen. In 2017, in the wake of the newly elected President Trump’s myopic geostrategic framing, it is believed that President of Trump Tower, Barack Obama declares himself “President For Life”. Now in 2040, in a guinne, goddess America renamed ‘O’Bama’, he is a president living in a world where his ‘Trumpublinians’ plot to take over their country once and for all. Stars Ian McShane and Christina Hendrix. CC. 90 minutes. Breaking Glass. Pub. at $24.98 $19.95

**DVD 3952563** FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE. Fullscreen. A screen Legend is born on the life of Florence Nightingale, an aristic woman who defied Victorian society to reform hospital sanitation and to define the nursing profession as it is known today. TV movie stars Jaclyn Smith, Claire Bloom, Timothy Dalton, and Jeremy Brett. CC. 140 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

**DVD 3961452** SUNSET SOCIETY. Widescreen. In this television adaptation of Emily Bronte’s novel, realism political jabs and witty one-liners that remain fresh even today. This is one of the most beloved icons of Hollywood. Collected in one box set. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. Kineart. $19.95

**DVD 4567454** SUNSET SOCIETY. Fullscreen. In this television adaptation of Emily Bronte’s novel, realism political jabs and witty one-liners that remain fresh even today. This is one of the most beloved icons of Hollywood. Collected in one box set. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. Kineart. $19.95

**DVD 4568564** MEMORIES OF THE SWORD. DVD. Widescreen. As an out of control excess of a corrupt Monarchy threatens to destroy the once glorious Goryeo Dynasty, three legendary warriors lead a revolt to overturn the corrupt government. But when deceit and betrayal costs the life of a master swordsman, a plot for revenge is set into motion. Not Rated. In Korean with English subtitles. 121 minutes. Well Go USA. $5.95

**DVD 3712621** WHEN WOMEN HAD TALENT. In 1923, the only vegetation on the island where a small tribe of seven women live, they trap a strange creature and discover that they have trapped an attractive woman who introduces them to new feelings and a new kind of fun in the world of their own. Not Rated. 105 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

**DVD 3946564** PRIVATE PLACES. Fullscreen. Neighbors get rough at this apartment complex that’s packed with peeping Tom. Jeanie (Ma Zoltan) is an amateur bionographer who pretends to capture her subjects in their raw and natural state, but will her curiosity get the better of her and land her hot new friend in the hot seat? Unrated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**DVD 3960779** SCREAMERS: THE ULTIMATE VERSION. Widescreen. In 2041, since the robotic killing machines known as Scramblers destroyed the human population of Sirius 6B. But now a distress signal from Earth’s sister planet to the supposedly abandoned planet. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**DVD 3948554** A FIELD IN ENGLAND. Widescreen. England: 1648 AD. A small group of shepherds flee from a raging battle through an overgrown field. They are captured by two men: O’Neill and Cutler. O’Neill, an alchemist forces the group on a search to find a hidden treasure that he believes is buried in the field. Not Rated. English SDH. In Cinedigm. $5.95

**DVD 3964581** THE HUNTMAN: WICKEDNESS UNLEASHED. Widescreen. England: 1870. Theron stars as evil Queen Ravenna, who betrays her good sister Freya (Emily Blunt) with an unforgivable act, freezing Freya’s sister into a living statue in a field of active lava. The power she never knew she possessed. Also stars Chris Hemsworth, English SDH. 114 minutes. Universal. $6.95

**DVD 4649851** TRUTH OR DARE. Widescreen. Eight college friends head to a haunted retreat for Halloween weekend. There, they play the game rumored to have caused the deaths of seven teenagers’ decades earlier, truth or dare. What starts out as vodka-fueled fun quickly turns serious when the dares become sickeningly dangerous and the truth threatens to tear the group apart. CC. 88 minutes. Cinedigm. $5.95

**DVD 4657136** THE CANON FROM CATANIA. Widescreen. In this late entry into the canon of Italian giallo, a beautiful woman returns to her hometown to escape her fears and regain her sanity. But just when her nerves are bared, new signs of evil surface in her life. She turns to her friend, but a sinister surprise awaits her. Stars Vanessa Grimaldi. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 97 minutes. Mya. Pub. at $19.98 $7.95

**DVD 3714504** WUTHERING HEIGHTS. Fullscreen. In this adaptation of Emily Bronte’s novel, realism and gothic symbolism combine to form a romance story that’s full of social relevance. Follow the self-destructive journey of Heathcliff as he seeks revenge for losing his soul mate. Catherine to Edward Linton. Stars Richard Burton and Patty Duke. In B&W. 90 minutes. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95
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**★ DVD 394560X JURASSIC SHARK.** When an oil company unwisely unleashes a prehistoric shark from its icy prison, the Jurassic killer manos a gang of art thieves and a group of beautiful young college students on an abandoned piece of land. The two groups must come to blows to fight and survive or become shark food! Not Rated. 75 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95. [More](https://www.cinemaedu.com/149.95)

**★ DVD 20859416 GAME ON...CLOTHES OFF!** Fullscreen. You haven’t played an RPG until you’ve played with the gamer girls. Whether online or on a table with their friends, these ladies play those tabletop games for real. They are the very modern day Heros. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Viva Films. Pub. at $14.95.

**★ DVD 3947347 HORNLEIGH, HOLIDAY.** In this mystery, the last entry in the Inspector Hornleigh series, the Inspector and his assistant take a two week vacation to the English seaside. There, a guest physician drives over a cliff and burns to death. The local cops rule it an accident but the Inspector has his own suspicions. In B&W. Gordon Harker. 86 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**★ DVD 3961524 BLOODY RUNS.** When Winsana returns to her hometown for a much-needed break from her stressful life, the relaxing vacation quickly turns into a frantic fight for survival. Winsana and some of her friends find themselves face to face with death. A killer is lurking and will not stop until there are no survivors. Not Rated. 78 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $4.95

**★ DVD 4657284 CASANOVA VARIATIONS.** Fullscreen. At the end of his life, Casanova (John Malkovich) begins to write his memoirs. This is where he received Elsa von der Recke’s visit, who is very interested in his manuscripts. For the families. But the arrival of Elsa is both stimulating and threatening, as he questions her motivations and whether she can be trusted. Not Rated. 119 minutes. MVD Visual. $14.95

**★ DVD 4657322 EUROCRIME!** A movie documentary concentrating the violent Italian “poliziottoeschi” cinematic movement of the 1970s which, at first glance, seems like a bunch of sleazy rip-off movie. Can be very informative. Under close inspection, these films were really addressing distinctly Italian issue like the Sicilian Mafia and red terrorism. Not Rated. 1 hour and 50 minutes. Cinema Egoic. $16.95

**★ DVD 466387X SWEATING BULLETS: 10 Action Movies.** Fullscreen. A high-octane collection of ten maximum velocity movies: Across the Line; Fatal Combat; Inner Action; Fugitive Rage; Maximum Revenge; Me and the Mob; The Night Never Sleeps; Rapid Assault; Shades; and Yesterday’s Target. Most Rated. R. English SDH. Over 14 hours on two DVDs. $74.95

**★ DVD 5610079 THE SCHOOL TEACHER COLLECTION.** Fullscreen. A triple feature starring Edwige Fenech. In The School Teacher, Franco (Alfred Pea) tries to seduce Fenech by taking his own suicide. In The School Teacher in College, Fenech is the new teacher and sends a new and old school, In The School Teacher in House, Fenech is a music teacher who rents an apartment in a house populated by perverts. Not Rated. Over 4 hours. Adults only. WhitmUSA. Pub. at $14.95

**★ DVD 606155X MR. WONG, DETECTIVE: The Complete Collection.** Fullscreen. Master of horror Boris Karloff takes a different direction in this mystery series in the role of Charlie Chan and Mr. Moto in Kung Fu and some others. In The School Teacher in House, Fenech is a music teacher who rents an apartment in a house populated by perverts. Not Rated. Over 4 hours. Adults only. WhitmUSA. Pub. at $14.95

**★ DVD 3953106 I DO...UNTIL I DON’T.** Widescreen. An ensemble comedy following three couples stuck in the web of a jaded filmmaker looking to prove that marriage should be a seven-year contract with an option to renew. Stars Lake Bell, Ed Helms, Maya Rudolph. Includes the future of our planet. Wyatt Cenac and Dolly Wells. Rated R. English SDH. 107 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**★ DVD 3961559 CRAWL.** Widescreen. Set in an unknown rural town, a seedy bar owner hires a mysterious man to bear the gun-toting killer crosses paths with an innocent waitress sparking a cat and mouse struggle of survival. As tension builds, everyone is desperate to lead into a blood-curdling climax. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $4.95

**★ DVD 3903012 SALON KITTY.** Widescreen, Berlin, 1939: At power mad SS Officer Wallenberg (Helmut Berger) is ordered to find and destroy Germany’s most beautiful prisoner. When an innocent prostitute (Teresa Ann Savoy) uncovers the conspiracy, her revenge ignites a holocaust of pain, pleasure, and sexual perversion. Not Rated. 133 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.95.

**★ DVD 4657144 SEX ADVICE.** Fullscreen. Captures some of the most problems that were faced by Catholic women in mid-seventies Italy. With love and wanton desires. Filmed with real couples. Filmed with real results from priests and psychologists, this film tells the story of the path Italians had to walk to achieve sexual freedom. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 87 minutes. Mya. $7.95

**★ DVD 4657292 CREATELSAM, Corey (Chris Marquette), a mild-mannered deli clerk, finally gets a second chance to pursue his high school sweetheart—who’s now the notorious, professional female wrestler Smasher (Kamden Crew). When she returns for their ten year high school reunion. Not Rated. 102 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

**★ DVD 4657308 IN THE BEGINNING/NOAHS ARK.** Fullscreen. Martin Landau stars as Abraham in this historical drama of a man, his people and their faith. In the Beginning is a powerful film, retelling some of the most interesting stories from the Old Testament. Then, in one of the most powerful and awe-inspiring epics of all time, Noah’s Ark is brilliantly brought to life by Jim Hutton and Mark Steelburner. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Mill and Evergreen. $11.95

**★ DVD 3712303 THE BIKINI CARWASH COMPANY.** A young Midwest man comes to L.A. to take over his uncle’s carwash and gets help from a shapely business manager. Together they can drive those sexy waitresses to wear skimpy bathing suits—nothng at all—to clean up in more ways than one. Rated R. 84 minutes. DVD. $7.95

**★ DVD 3736474 LOST CITY OF THE JUNGLE.** Fullscreen. This thirteen chapter 1946 feature takes place at the end of WWII, where war-monger Sir Eric Hazarias sets the wheel in motion for WWIII. His revolutionary priest changed the face of the Western world was never the same again.

**★ DVD 3914399 THE COMET THAT DESTROYED THE WORLD.** Widescreen. Extraterrestrial threats are said to exist for the past 12,000 years. Before that, it was an unknown and untouchable climate. But on December 21, 2012, after 12,900 years ago. This extraordinary history is rarely examined and changes our perspective on the past and future of our planet. Not Rated. 95 minutes. NTSC. Pub. at $19.95. [More](https://www.cinemaedu.com/19.95)

**★ DVD 3902082 QUIET DAYS IN CICLHY.** Widescreen. Based on the novel by Henry Miller. Joey is a struggling writer with no money. His roomate Carl is a charming chug with a taste for young girls. In a science fiction fiction will laugh, love, and screw their way through a decapitated Paris paved with wanton women, wild orgies, and outrageous erotic adventures. Not Rated. In B&W. 91 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95.

**★ DVD 3879534 MURDER ON APPROVAL.** Private Detective Tom Martin is hired to investigate the authenticity of a rare stamp purchased by an affluent client. He soon becomes aware of the world of counterfeiting. When clues begin lining up, a mystery unfolds as Tom Martin feels a duty to investigate and see the case to its end.

**★ DVD 3954307 BORDELLO OF BLOOD.** Widescreen. Widescrapping private eye Guttman (Dennis Miller) investigates some strange happenings at a titillating bordello on the edge of town. It seems owner Madam Lulu has some very important business—she’s got more money than money—they want blood. Rated R. 87 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**★ DVD 4656598 SOMEWHERE.** Widescreen. Actor Johnny Marco (Stephen Dorff) is leading the fast-paced lifestyle of a tabloid celebrity. He’s comfortably numb with his life of women and pills when his 11 year old daughter, Cleo, unexpectedly arrives at his room at Hollywood’s legendary Chateau Marmont hotel. Their time together encourages Johnny to re- question his life in ways he never expected. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Leavengard. $8.95

**★ DVD 4657381 LIFE AFTER FLASH.** This documentary looks at the roller coaster life of Sam J. Jones since his role as Flash Gordon, his struggles and successes, and the many films he went up against for one of the most powerful producers in Hollywood. Not Rated. 94 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95.

**★ DVD 395709X REFORMATION.** Widescreen. Five hundred years ago, a revolutionary priest changed the face of Christianity and the path of European civilization. Risking his life, his academic reputation and facing damnation for his beliefs, one man took a stand against the all-powerful Catholic Church and the Western world was never the same again.

**★ DVD 3757730 THE OUIJA COLLECTION.** Widescreen. In Ouija Experiment a few friends decide to do a Ouija board experiment, a choice they regret when the spirits turn deadly. In Ouija Resurrection some friends play with a Ouija board, inadvertently summoning a malevolent spirit. In Ouija Summoning Sara is tormented by an evil spirit that will stop at nothing until it destroys her. Not Rated. Over four hours. Viva Films. $5.95

**★ DVD 664385X STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND.** St. Louis Cardinals player Robert “Dutch” Holland (James Stewart) finds his inactive duty status with the U.S. Air Force suddenly active. Originally tasked with a staff job, Holland is promoted to commanding a busy Air Force base, with a problem of his own family life never before. 114 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95.

**★ DVD 2930390 THE LANGOLIERS/THE STAND/GOLDEN YEARS.** Fullscreen. A group of workers on a red-eye flight awaken to discover that they’ve slipped through a hole in the atmosphere and are on the edge of town. It seems owner Madam Lulu has some very important business—she’s got more money than money—they want blood. Rated R. 87 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**★ DVD 3864871 HALO: The Complete Video Collection.** Widescreen. Inspired by the world famous video game series, this compendium of action-packed stories will bring you stories and adventures you never could imagine. Includes Halo Legends; Halo 4: Forward Unto Dawn; Halo: Nightfall; and Halo: The Fall of Reach. CC. Over 6 hours on six DVDs. Shout Factory. $14.96

---
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his research, only this time, he plans to create life. Both Rated R. Embroiled in some ghoulish experiments in RE-ANIMATOR. Over three hours. Wham! USA. Pub. at $14.95.

Nasty creatures. Rated R. 72 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.

Laboratory where they explore, have sex and eventually run afoul of the environment and poisonous rain. They end up in an abandoned Army deserters who wander the post-apocalyptic, post-industrial era. Told through recently uncovered archival footage and photographs, the film unfolds in an authentic, poetic narrative. CC. In Color and widescreen. On the morning after the premier of his new film, Darrel wakes to find himself in bed with his crew member Syndey. As they begin to discuss the previous evening and tepid reviews of the film, emotions give rise to a passionate and thoughtful relationship that once could have been if either had taken the chance. Stars Bob Steele, Guinn “Big Boy” Williams and Lucile Browne. Widescreeen. Rated R. 90 minutes. Breaking Glass. Pub. at $24.99.

This twenty-one episode 1933 serial from Mascot Pictures, a power dam under construction is attacked by a squadron of Zeppelins. Police Academy 6: City Under Siege; Police Squad: The Movie; World War II; Air Bud: Seventh Inning Stretch; Air Bud; Air Bud: Golden Retriever; Air Bud: Golden Rescue; Air Bud: Golden Danger. In Color and widescreen. Collects six movies starring the sports-playing golden retriever! Air and Amber Stonebraker. Not Rated. 98 minutes. MVD Visual. $7.95.

Squadron. In this twelve episode 1933 serial from Mascot Pictures, a power dam under construction is attacked by a squadron of Zeppelins. Police Academy 6: City Under Siege; Police Squad: The Movie; World War II; Air Bud: Seventh Inning Stretch; Air Bud: Spike Strikes Back; Air Bud; Air Bud: Golden Retriever; Air Bud: Golden Rescue; Air Bud: Golden Danger. In Color and widescreen. Collects six movies starring the sports-playing golden retriever! Air and Amber Stonebraker. Not Rated. 98 minutes. MVD Visual. $7.95.

Squadron. In this twelve episode 1933 serial from Mascot Pictures, a power dam under construction is attacked by a squadron of Zeppelins. Police Academy 6: City Under Siege; Police Squad: The Movie; World War II; Air Bud: Seventh Inning Stretch; Air Bud: Spike Strikes Back; Air Bud; Air Bud: Golden Retriever; Air Bud: Golden Rescue; Air Bud: Golden Danger. In Color and widescreen. Collects six movies starring the sports-playing golden retriever! Air and Amber Stonebraker. Not Rated. 98 minutes. MVD Visual. $7.95.

In Color and widescreen. Collects four groundbreaking, action-packed classics from the ‘60s and ‘70s, featuring all the fast-kicking, politically aware stories and audiences cheering. The half-Native American, half-white ex-Green Beret Billy Jack (Tom Laughlin) leads The Born Losers; Billy Jack Goes to Washington. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95.


Bragging rights: he will discover that the theater is actually a front for a satanic cult intent on raising Dracula from the grave! Stars Michael York, Jim Hutton, and Sarah Niles. Not Rated. 81 minutes. MVD Visual. $7.95.

But he barely gets his family through a series of bizarre and horrific attacks when an invading force takes over the small mid-western town of Madison. They must band together with a group of locals, a journalist and mercenaries to evade capture and uncover the truth about this mysterious military coup and the plans for the town and incarcerated townspeople. 96 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub at $19.95. $4.95.


Two close friends become increasingly jealous of the two. In Love All Summer stars Don Matheson, Harriet Macartney, and Frank Cady. (1975, 80 minutes). Not Rated. Over 6 hours on two DVDs.

Women for the comparatively cushy existence of a ranger. But he barely gets his family through a series of bizarre and horrific attacks when an invading force takes over the small mid-western town of Madison. They must band together with a group of locals, a journalist and mercenaries to evade capture and uncover the truth about this mysterious military coup and the plans for the town and incarcerated townspeople. 96 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub at $19.95. $4.95.

Epics of the Old Testament. Widescreen. Collects four epic motion pictures, featuring some of the greatest stories from the Bible, Joseph and His Brethren; Saul and David; Jacob and Esau; and Great Leaders of the Bible. Not Rated. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. VGI Entertainment. $7.95.

Flag. Two estranged brothers are reconnected when an invading force takes over the small mid-western town of Madison. They must band together with a group of locals, a journalist and mercenaries to evade capture and uncover the truth about this mysterious military coup and the plans for the town and incarcerated townspeople. 96 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub at $19.95. $4.95.


Tome, but don’t blame that cute ex-girlfriend (Shannon Tweed) sets her sights on Harkin with a few “pointers” of her own in this uncut film containing additional nudity, sex and restored scenes. Not Rated. 82 minutes. Adults only. Breaking Glass. $9.95.

The Velvet Underground: Night Games. Fullscreen. This documentary film explores and dissects the roots, formation, recordings, concerts and numerous other activities of The Velvet Underground, across their controversial, now-and-then underground band. 85 minutes. Smokin’. Pub at $14.95. $11.95.

Of rare material. 85 minutes. Smokin’. Pub at $14.95. $11.95.


Sorority Babes in the Stilettos Bowl-O-Rama. Widescreen. There are no freshmen in the college of love, and they’re about to graduate to madcap mayhem when a sorority prank goes crazy. The Sorority Babes won’t live through the night, but they’ll blame that cute little killer. He’s evil by nature—and funny as hell. Rated R. 80 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95.

Skin: The Movie. Widescreen. You’ll never look at porn the same way again! When a socially awkward Midwestern woman installs a porn studio, she plans to take the money and run—until her dead father and a band of misfits force her to face her fears, and learn that misfits are people too. Not Rated. 58 minutes. Adults only. Filmfest. Pub. at $15.95. $12.95.

Babes for Adults Only. Widescreen. Four from groundbreaking, action-packed classics from the ‘60s and ‘70s, featuring all the fast-kicking, politically aware stories and audiences cheering. The half-Native American, half-white ex-Green Beret Billy Jack (Tom Laughlin) leads The Born Losers; Billy Jack Goes to Washington. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95.

Madonna in a punk studio, she plans to take the money and run—until her dead father and a band of misfits force her to face her fears, and learn that misfits are people too. Not Rated. 58 minutes. Adults only. Filmfest. Pub. at $15.95. $12.95.

Great Leaders of the Bible. Not Rated. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. VGI Entertainment. $7.95.

Epics of the Old Testament. Widescreen. Collects four epic motion pictures, featuring some of the greatest stories from the Bible, Joseph and His Brethren; Saul and David; Jacob and Esau; and Great Leaders of the Bible. Not Rated. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. VGI Entertainment. $7.95.

Fall. Two close friends become increasingly jealous of the two. In Love All Summer stars Don Matheson, Harriet Macartney, and Frank Cady. (1975, 80 minutes). Not Rated. Over 6 hours on two DVDs.

Sorority Babes in the Stilettos Bowl-O-Rama. Widescreen. There are no freshmen in the college of love, and they’re about to graduate to madcap mayhem when a sorority prank goes crazy. The Sorority Babes won’t live through the night, but they’ll blame that cute little killer. He’s evil by nature—and funny as hell. Rated R. 80 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95.

Skin: The Movie. Widescreen. You’ll never look at porn the same way again! When a socially awkward Midwestern woman installs a porn studio, she plans to take the money and run—until her dead father and a band of misfits force her to face her fears, and learn that misfits are people too. Not Rated. 58 minutes. Adults only. Filmfest. Pub. at $15.95. $12.95.

Babes for Adults Only. Widescreen. Four from groundbreaking, action-packed classics from the ‘60s and ‘70s, featuring all the fast-kicking, politically aware stories and audiences cheering. The half-Native American, half-white ex-Green Beret Billy Jack (Tom Laughlin) leads The Born Losers; Billy Jack Goes to Washington. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95.

Madonna in a punk studio, she plans to take the money and run—until her dead father and a band of misfits force her to face her fears, and learn that misfits are people too. Not Rated. 58 minutes. Adults only. Filmfest. Pub. at $15.95. $12.95.
DVD 3886107 THE SERGIO LEONE ANTHOLOGY. Wide-screen. Saddle up for four star-studded, bullet-ridden master filmmaker Sergio Leone. Along with the iconic Dollars Trilogy (A Fistful of Dollars; For a Few Dollars More; and The Good, the Bad and the Ugly), which catapulted Clint Eastwood to superstardom, included here is the galvanic Duck, You Sucker starring James Coburn. Most Rated R. CC. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. MGM. $24.95

DVD 4660641 THE HITCHIKER. Fullscreen. A collection of ten tales of terror from HBO. Page Fletcher is The Hitchhiker, walking a lonely road where terror awaits around every curve. Ten stand-alone tales, with such guest stars as Kirstie Alley, Gary Burghoff and others. Over five hours on two DVDs. HBO. Pub. at $24.98 $9.95

DVD 379640X CLASSIC CARTOON COLLECTION: Premium Edition. From Bugs Bunny to Porky Pig, from Chuck Jones to the Looney Tunes gang and from Mighty Mouse to Superman, here are the iconic names that populate the greatest era in animation history. Relive your childhood with 163 original shorts on two DVDs. Includes Saturday morning entertainment. DVDs are set in the pages of a lavishly illustrated book, photographs and trivia. Over 20 hours on six DVDs. $9.95

DVD 3854574 MALLOCK: Seasons 1-4. Fullscreen. Andy Griffith stars as whip-smart lawyer Ben Mallock, one of television’s most unique defense attorneys. With Southern charm and a streetwise instinct, he defends everyone from a killer mob boss to a renowned blues singer. This set collects all 90 episodes from Seasons One through Four. Nearly 74 hours on twenty-four DVDs. Paramount. $19.95

DVD 479996X FIGHTING PEOPLE: THE BEST OF THE OLD WEST. Widescreen. Join host Stephen Hawking for these six expeditions into the outer realm of scientific imagination, starring such award-winning actors as Sam Waterston, Judy Davis, Anne Heche, Malcolm McDowell, Elisabeth Rohm, John Hurt, Sean Astin, Brian Dennehy, and others. CC. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Anchor Bay. Pub. at $19.98 $9.95

DVD 3854515 THE BEVERLY HILLS SAGA. Fullscreen. The most hilarious culture clash is yours to take home in this collection of the hit series—Seasons One through Four—that’s—11 episodes. You can join Greg, Julianne, and Jethro as they try and navigate their way in the land of swimming pools and movie stars. Stars Buddy Epsen. In B&W and color. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

DVD 3795709 2 BROKE GIRLS: The Complete Fourth Season. Widescreen. Cupcake stores are crumbling all over Brooklyn, so-low-rent entrepreneurs and Especially some of the funniest comics to ever appear on on Tonight Show, including Jerry Seinfeld, Rodney Dangerfield, Garry Shandling, Drew Carey, and more. 123 minutes on two DVDs. Warner Home Video. $7.95

DVD 3797600 11.22.63. James Franco stars as Jake Epping, a high school teacher searching for meaning in his life. Encouraged by a theme on his favorite TV show, Jake embarks on a terrifying hunt for money and loot? Perhaps a chance to change the past, a chance to change the future. And find out how it changed Scotland forever. Then explore genetic evidence and today’s common British customs that reveal the lasting heritage of the Vikings. English and Scandinavian. English. Over seven on two DVDs. Warner Home Video. $5.95

DVD 3795806 CHIPS: The Sixth and Final Season. Fullscreen. It’s a 160-mile adventure with TV’s all-time favorite cops, as Ponch (Erik Estrada) and new partner Officer Bobby “Hot Dog” Nelson (Tom Reilly) take on the California highways, byways and skyscrapers. You’ll fuel your need for speed with with the diner gang is there to lend a hand or crack a joke. Includes all 22 Season Four episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Warner Home Video. $5.95

DVD 3948426 VIKINGS: The Collection. Widescreen. Were the men in longboats simply blood-drenched pillagers on a terrifying hunt for money and loot? Or honest entrepreneurs and Especially some of the funniest comics to ever appear on on Tonight Show, including Jerry Seinfeld, Rodney Dangerfield, Garry Shandling, Drew Carey, and more. 123 minutes on two DVDs. Warner Home Video. $7.95

DVD 378651X ROBIN WILLIAMS: Comic Genius. Robin Williams started performing stand-up comedy in the mid-’70s and his audiences with his frenetic energy and unrelenting quick wit. This collector’s set includes all five of Robin’s HBO specials; rare archival footage; raw footage from HBO’s promo shoots; and exclusive interviews. English SDH. DVD. LIFE TIME. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95

DVD 3886794 HARRY LANGDON: At Hal Roach—The Talkies, 1929-30. Fullscreen. After falling from Hollywood stardom at the end of the silent film era, Harry Langdon made not only his first talking films, but his first screen comeback with a series of eight two-reel comedies include: Hotter Than Hot; Sky Boy; Shirt Skirt; The Head Guy; The Fighting Person; The Big Kick; The Shrimp; and The King. In B&W. Three hours. MVD Visual. At $39.95 $29.95

Television & Radio

DVD 6741053 WOODY WOODPECKER FAVORITES. Fullscreen. Everyone’s favorite wacky red-headed bird presents his madcap antics in a collection of Woody’s most familiar and most beloved shorts. Combined, Panicky Panic, Ski for Two; The Loose Nut; Who’s Cookin’ Who? and more, plus five bonus cartoons starring Woody’s friends and two full-length Woody Woodpecker Show episodes! English SDH. 135 minutes. Universal. $3.95

DVD 3943035 LOONEY TUNES: Center Stage, Volume 2. Fan favorites Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, Porky Pig, Foghorn Leghorn and the Tasmanian Devil are but a few the spotlight in this comedy collection packed with lots of Looney laughs. Over 3 hours on four animated shorts. CC. 102 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

DVD 3722848 LOONEY TUNES SPOTLIGHT COLLECTION: The Premiere Edition. Ten classic Looney Tunes animated shorts starring the very wackiest Warner Bros. cartoon characters have been rounded up for this collection. In an unparallel universe, the cartoon-lovers eager to relive the hilarious, golden age of Warner Bros. animation. Over 3 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

DVD 3854515 THE BEVERLY HILLS SAGA. Fullscreen. The most hilarious culture clash is yours to take home in this collection of the hit series—Seasons One through Four—that’s—11 episodes. You can join Greg, Julianne, and Jethro as they try and navigate their way in the land of swimming pools and movie stars. Stars Buddy Epsen. In B&W and color. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

DVD 4660641 THE HITCHIKER. Fullscreen. A collection of ten tales of terror from HBO. Page Fletcher is The Hitchhiker, walking a lonely road where terror awaits around every curve. Ten stand-alone tales, with such guest stars as Kirstie Alley, Gary Burghoff and others. Over five hours on two DVDs. HBO. Pub. at $24.98 $9.95

DVD 4660404 CSI: The Complete First Season. It’s all here. All the cases, all the evidence and all the solutions. Collects all 23 episodes of the Golden Globe nominated First Season. Stars William Peterson, Marg Helgenberger, Jon Wellner, Gary Dourdan, Jorja Fox and Paul Guilfoyle. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $7.95

DVD 4661001 PINKY AND THE BRAIN, VOLUME 3. The two genetically warped Acme Labs mice, the methodical Brain and no-brainer sidekick Pinky, go out in grand style, seeking worlds conquest in one hilarious chase after another in these twenty-two episodes from the animated show’s 1993-1998 run. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $44.98 $9.96
Television & Radio

**DVD 4654471 PICKET FENCES: Season One.** Fullscreen. In Rome, Wisconsin, the thin line between the Wicker Man and the Wicker Man of Oz. A student brings a severely handicapped student to school for show and tell, and a woman runs over her husband with a steam roller. Behind the picket fences of the Wicker Man, Sheriff Jimmy Brock has seen it all. Collects all 22 Season One episodes. Stars Tom Skerritt and Kathy Baker. CC. Over five hours on six DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $6.95

**DVD 4645654 LEAGUE OF SUPER-EVIL: Three Season Set.** Led by the deli-lectromagnetized mastermind Voltar, L.O.S.E. (League of Super-Evil) includes muscle-bound nice guy Red Menace, Mad Scientist Doktor Froog and interdimensional hell-bound Dogomageddon. L.O.S.E. spends all their time fighting over the world—and falls hystically at it. Includes all 52 episodes of Seasons 1-3. CC. Nineteen hours on 8 DVDs. Cinedigm. $5.95

**DVD 5650808 LAWBREAKER: The Complete Television Series.** One of the first TV crime dramas to feature semi-documentary re-creations of real-life cases, this series pioneered a format that remains popular today. Each episode was selected by a different police force, and included many of the actual witnesses, informers, undercover cops, and criminals and victims involved. Hosted by Constance coast-to-coast by a different police force, and included many of the actual witnesses, informers, undercover cops, and criminals and victims involved. Hosted by Bob Newhart. Includes all episodes. Seven hours on five DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

**DVD 3763927 SHARPE: Complete Season Two.** Widescreen. Sean Bean stars as the dashing officer and marksman, Richard Sharpe, during the Napoleonic Wars, breaching fortresses, rescuing fighters and fighting new a kind of guerrilla war. Includes three feature length episodes in this complete Season Two, English SDH. Over five hours on two DVDs. MGM. Pub. at $24.95 $12.95

**DVD 4661079 SHARPE’S CHALLENGE.** Widescreen. Two years after the Duke of Wellington crushes Napoleon at Waterloo, there is news from India of a local Maharaja, who is challenging British interests there. Wellington sends Sharpe (Sean Bean) to investigate. It will end up being his most dangerous mission to date. Also stars Padma Lakshmi. English SDH. 136 minutes. BBC. Pub. at $24.99 $14.99


**DVD 3800793 COLUMBO: The Complete Fifth Season.** Widescreen. The award-winning Peter Falk as he asks all the right questions in some of the most deceptive and deadly cases. Guest stars include Janet Leigh, Sai Mineo, Robert Vaughn, Ricardo Montalban, Robert Loggia, Patrick McGoohan and more. Includes all 6 Season Five episodes. English SDH. Over nine hours on 3 DVDs. Universal. $39.95

**DVD 3808785 COLUMBO MYSTERY MOVIE COLLECTION 1994-2003.** Widescreen. Four-time Primetime Emmy award winner Peter Falk returns as Lieutenant Columbo in seven more mystery-packed movies featuring an all-star roster including Rue McClanahan, George Wendt, William Shatner, Tyne Daly and more. English SDH. Over ten hours on 3 DVDs. Universal. $39.98

**DVD 3950212 TITANIC: Miniseries.** Widescreen. Brought to life by a stellar cast, this extraordinary re-telling of the doomed voyage reveals a world built upon class distinction, headed towards destruction. This four-part miniseries is written by Julian Fellowes. Downton Abbey, Gosford Park English SDH. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. E One. $14.95

**DVD 3925569 VIKINGS: Seasons 1 & 2.** Widescreen. Journey to a thrilling ancient world in this epic series about history’s bravest and most brutally fearsome warriors. With shocking betrayals, action-packed fights and temptations beyond the imagination, it will keep you on the edge of your seat! Collects all 19 episodes from Seasons One and Two. Stars Travis Fimmel and Katheryn Winnick. English SDH. Nearly 14 hours on six DVDs. MGM. $14.95

**DVD 3720996 VIKING WARS: Last Battle of the Viking Kings.** Outdoor film. The 800 Norwegian Vikings stormed into Scotland in 1263, 500 Scottish Knights were tasked with ending the calamitous events. Professor Jon Henderson sheds new light on the incredible story of the final battle of the Vikings and reveals the lasting legacy of the brutal men who crossed the North Sea to ravage Scotland. English SDH. 57 minutes. BBC. $3.95

**DVD 384155X THE OUTER LIMITS: SEASON ONE.** Fullscreen. Features all Seventeen Episodes of Season Two of this 1964-65 exciting series. Guest stars include William Shatner, Adam West, Leon Nimoy, Robert Culp, Eddi Albert, Patrick O’Neal, Dabney Coleman, Robert Webber, Lloyd Nolan, and many more. In B&W. Over fourteen hours on 5 DVDs. Pub. at $94.95 $39.95

**DVD 3824612 THE OUTER LIMITS: Season One.** Fullscreen. This vessel has sought you out for one specific purpose—to expand your mind to The Outer Limits! This eight DVD set covers over 27 hours from Season One. Includesl all 13 episodes and the menagerie of guest stars include Ed Asner, Robert Duval, Martin Landau, Carroll O’Connor, Martin Sheen, Robert Culp, Dabney Coleman, and many others. Includes a 40-page book! In B&W. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $79.95 $59.95

**DVD 3845627 THE OUTER LIMITS, VOLUME ONE.** There is nothing wrong with your television set. Do not attempt to adjust the picture. We are controlling transmission. Includes 16 episodes from Season One. In B&W. Over 13 hours on two double-sided DVDs. MGM. Pub. at $29.98 $19.95

**DVD 3914224 THE OLD CURiosity SHOP.** Widescreen. Little Nell (Sophie Vavasseur) lives with her do ting grandfather (Derek Jacobi) in his London shop filled with dusty, old treasures. When their small shop is robbed, Grandfather is secretly gambling and is deeply in debt to the evil Quilp (Toby Jones). This poignant production brings to life some of Dickens’s monmous and humorous characters. English SDH. 93 minutes. BBC. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**DVD 465434X DEXTER: THE Final Season.** Widescreen. It’s the beginning of the end for charming Miami forensics expert Dexter Morgan (Michael C. Hall). He’s spent his days solving crimes and his nights committing them, but never before has Dexter had to deal with a more abhorrent and deranged enemy than he does now. himself. Includes all 7 Episodes. English SDH. Not Rated. Not Rated. Over ten hours on 4 DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

**DVD 386300X TV WESTERN CLASSICS.** Fullscreen. Starting with The Deputy, each disc has multiple episodes of your favorite shows and western stars (Helen Hayes, Virginia Mayo, Michael Anderson Jr., Steve Forrest, among many others). Over 18 hours on seven DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $39.98 $14.95

**DVD 3722929 COLLECTION.** Collects 40 restored and remastered shorts (along with fabulous commercials) and includes nine Academy Award nominees and seven winners. CC. Over five hours on 3 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95

**DVD 3854531 FATHER DOWLING MYSTERIES: The Second Season.** Fullscreen. Catholic priest Frank Dowling (Tom Bosley) continually stumbles over murders, abductions and other high crimes in his hometown of Chicago. The second season of the street-smart Sister Stephanie “Steve” Bakowski (Tracy Nelson). Includes all 13 Season Two episodes. Over 10 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $7.95

**DVD 3929779 CSI–MIAMI: The Complete First Season.** This CSI team, headed by forensic scientist Horatio Caine (David Caruso), tackles the fascinating, compelling approach to crime known as forensic science. Behind the sun, surf and palm trees lurks a captivating crime solving premiere of spellbinding mysteries and baffling clues. Over 18 hours on seven DVDs. All 13 episodes. $39.95

**DVD 3851355 JOAN RIVERS: That’s My Mama.** Widescreen. This half-hour show was one of the first syndicated daytime talk shows on TV. Each show included a monologue by Joan before featuring a celebrity and an “expert” guest tackling some result. Guest stars included Johnny Carson, Rita Moreno, Lily Tomlin and more. Collects 29 episodes from Season One. Approximately 11 hours on four DVDs. Topics Inc. Pub. at $19.98 $4.95

**DVD 3764664 THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN: Seasons 1-5.** Fullscreen. After a devastating crash, Colonel Steve Austin’s shattered body is combined withnoon a miraculous modern science known as “bionics.” Equipped with atomic-powered limbs that make him “better, stronger, faster” than the average man, Steve Austin (Lyle Waggoner) now takes on perilous, highly classified missions in service of his government. Collects all five seasons and the original TV movies. Over 88 hours on thirty-two DVDs. Universal. $39.95

**DVD 3910199 THE SANDHARM MURDERS, VOLUME 1.** Widescreen. Based on one of the best-selling mystery novels by Victor Sten, murder investigation has never looked so good. Sparkling sea, sunny beaches, ferryboat commuting—it’s edgy folkloric crime on the waters! Highlights Volume One includes Seasons 1-4, all twelve episodes. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over 8 hours. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

**DVD 3942910 THE RED TENT.** Widescreen. This mini-series is a sweeping tale that takes place during the time of the Old Testament, told through the eyes of Dinah, the daughter of Leah and Jacob. The multi-star cast includes Rebecca Ferguson, Ginnifer Goodwin, Iain Glen, Debra Winger and Will Tudor. English SDH. 176 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 4560471 DIRK GENTLY’S HOLISTIC DETECTIVE AGENCY: Season One.** Widescreen. Dirk Gently (Samuel Barnett), the fast talking, eccentric detective who believes in the interconnectedness of all things. When one of his cases leads him to solve a murder, Dirk stumbles upon the scene of a murdered millionaire. Dirk wholly believe they’re destined to work together. Includes all Season One Episodes. English SDH. Six hours on 2 DVDs. BBC. $19.95

**DVD 3970805 POINT PLEASANT: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. When a violent storm slams into the beach town of Point Pleasant, it brings with it the unconscious body of Christina Nickson. Her whole life—and in the shadow of this dark mystery, and she’s brought to this town—with grave supernatural dangers. Collects all 13 episodes. Over 9 hours on two DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $9.95
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**Dvd 2968629: A Touch of Frost:** Season 3. Presents four episodes from the third season of the UK's number one rated detective show. David Jason stars as Detective Inspector Frost, a policeman with a knack for attracting trouble. Includes the episodes: Apparitions, A Nude Male and No Refuge. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. MPI. Pub. at $49.98 $7.95

**Dvd 3947429: Rise of the Clans:** Widescreen. Their deeds of heroism and villainy shaped the destinies of Scotland's most iconic characters—from Robert the Bruce, to Mary Queen of Scots. Reenactments bring to life this epic tale, revealing how feuding clans used both muscle and strategy to plot, maneuver and undermine their way to modern day. English SDH. 177 minutes. BBC. $5.95

**Dvd 3851451: The Night Manager:** Widescreen. The thrilling miniseries based on John le Carre's best-selling spy novel follows hotel manager, Jonathan Pine (Tom Hiddleston) in his quest to bring down international arms dealer Richard Roper (Hugh Laurie). Jonathan is recruited by a British intelligence officer to infiltrate Roper’s inner circle. Includes all six unedited episodes.

**Dvd 3940225: The Lone Ranger Season 2:** Fullscreen. Return with us now to those thrilling days of yesteryear. From out of the past come the thundering hooves of the Lone Ranger and Tonto. The Lone Ranger rides again! Collects all 26 episodes from Season Two. Nearly 10 hours on four DVDs. Universal. $14.95

**Dvd 3940217: The Lone Ranger Season 1:** Fullscreen. A fiery horse with the speed of light, a black ten-gallon hat, he rides into adventure with all 52 classic episodes. In B&W. Over 12 hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory. $9.95

**Dvd 4651499: The Lizzie Borden Chronicles: Eight-episode Miniseries:** Widescreen. This four-episode miniseries delivers an intense, fictionalized account of actual events surrounding Lizzie’s life after her controversial acquittal of the horrific double murder of her father and stepmother in 1892. The controversy didn’t end there, as Pinkerton detective Charlie Siringo was determined to prove her guilt. Stars Christina Ricci. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Sony Pictures. $9.95

**Dvd 4650479X: Ois & Clark: The Complete First Season:** Daily Planet reporters Clark Kent (Dean Cain) and Lois Lane (Teri Hatcher) clash, cooperate, and flirt while chasing the hottest stories in Metropolis. Collects all Season One episodes, including the original pilot. CC. Nearly 18 hours on six DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $39.98 $7.95

**Dvd 3916529: NCIS: Seasons 1-4:** Widescreen. Join the complex cast of characters who make up the team on NCIS. Led by Leroy Jethro Gibbs (Mark Harmon), this crew of agents work in the field, in the lab and at home to protect the controllable characters who possess as much quickness as they do skill. Collects all episodes from Seasons One through Four. Over 68 hours on twenty-four DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

**Dvd 3942998: The Langoliers:** Fullscreen. On a red-eye flight across the country, a small group of passengers awake mid-journey to face a shocking reality—they are somehow in the same world. They discover they have slipped through a rip in the fabric of the universe and unimaginable evil awaits them if they don’t find a way back. Stars Patrick Wettig and Donal Donnelly. English SDH. Three hours. Paramount. $5.95

**Dvd 2932911: The Fugitive, Volume One:** Season One. Fullscreen. This hit TV series stars David Janssen as Dr. Richard Kimble, a physician unjustly accused of murdering his wife. Pursued by police tanks, helicopters, and swarms of fed-up townspeople, fleeing from town to town, in search of the one-armed man he saw leaving the scene of the crime. Also stars Barry Morse. Includes the first 15 episodes of Season One. In B&W. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $39.98 $7.95

**Dvd 3725251: The Following: The Third and Final Season:** Widescreen. After a harrowing 12 consecutive episodes that led to the capture of serial killer Joe Carroll (James Purefoy) in Season Two, Ryan Hardy (Kevin Bacon) has finally solved the case. But nothing is ever truly shattered when his team must unravel a twisted matrix of murder before it destroys them all. Includes all 15 Season Three episodes. English SDH. Nearly 11 hours on four DVDs. Enter. $7.95

**Dvd 3865097: The Barbara McNair Show:** In 1969 Barbara McNair made history as the first African-American woman to host her own variety show, featuring an all-star guest list of some of the best singers and performers of the time, including B.B. King, Johnny Mathis, the Righteous Brothers, Delia Reese, and many more. Includes 14 hours of four color episodes. Pub. at $19.98 $7.95

**Dvd 388564X: The Adventures of Aquaman: The Complete Collection:** Fullscreen. When henchfōes and marine mercenaries threaten the peaceful underwater world of the lost city of Atlantis, Aquaman dives to the rescue. He’s aided by teen hero Aqualad and their aquatic friends Tuskny, Stormy and Imp. Plunge into all 36 action-packed episodes of the series. Over 12 hours on six DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $26.98 $5.95

**Dvd 3854523: Father Dowling Mysteries: The First Season:** Fullscreen. Catholic priest Father Frank Dowling (from Best of the West) continues to rumble over murders, abductions and other high crimes in his hometown of Chicago. The snooping priest is assisted by the street tough, Stephanie. “Steve” Owsoksi (Tracy Nelson). Includes all eight Season One episodes, including the Pilot movie. English SDH. Nearly 8 hours on two DVDs. Paramount. $7.95

**Dvd 3761118: I Dream of Jeannie:** Season 1. Widescreen. Complete with all 30 episodes from the premiere season, this collection introduces Larry Hagman as Major Anthony Nelson, an astronaut who finds himself “Master” to a beautiful and crafty genie (Barbara Eden) whom he unknowingly releases from the bottle. Together he and Jeannie are a magical match. In B&W. Over 10 hours on six DVDs. Shout Factory. $7.95

**Dvd 2858231: Hapologon Cassidy: The Complete Television Series:** Fullscreen. Together with his faithful horse, Topper, and his sidekick, Red Connors (Edgar Buchanan), Hapologon Cassidy (William Boyd) rights wrongs and punished the bad guys in one of the greatest of all early western series. Donning his signature black ten-gallon hat, he rides into adventure with all 52 classic episodes. In B&W. Over 21 hours on six DVDs. Shout Factory. $7.95

**Dvd 3943092: Wonder Woman: The Complete Second Season:** Flash forward 35 years from Wonder Woman’s stirring Season One adventures defending America in WWII. Without missing a beat, she leaps from the big band era to the disco decade, still miraculously young and still using wits, wit, skill and courage to defeat evil. Stars Lynda Carter. Includes all 22 Season Two episodes plus go behind the scenes and see what really makes the show tick. Have your questions answered by the writers, researchers, producers and more! CC. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $17.95

**Dvd 4654124: Jonny Quest:** Complete First Season. Unlike the outrageous fantasy plots of cartoons that preceded it, Jonny Quest drew on science and detective-style logic to solve mysterious cases. Featuring the enterprising ways to survive. English SDH. Over 18 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

**Dvd 3913767: Winter Wonders: Birth of a Comic Genius:** Widescreen. This hit reality series stars the crew of Steve Allen’s star-studded show. As the greatest woman, who hides her identity behind the outrageous fantasy plots of cartoons that preceded it, Jonny Quest drew on science and detective-style logic to solve mysterious cases. Featuring the enterprising ways to survive. English SDH. Over 18 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

**Dvd 3729926: Wild West:** Widescreen. This series explores this fascinating area of North America—the Canyons, the high country and the shores, it reveals how these three radically different worlds were formed and shaped them today and how life has found brave and enterprising ways to survive. English SDH. 180 minutes. BBC. $3.95

**Dvd 3762737: Curb Your Enthusiasm:** The Complete Series: Collector’s Edition. In this six-dvd set contains all 22 shows as they aired, features the 10th and 11th anniversary shows, Johnny’s birthday episodes, a week of shows from March 1976 and more! Appearing as guests are: Muhammad Ali, Jack Benny, Sean Connery, Bing Crosby, Paul McCartney, Bob Hope and many others. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. $49.95

**Dvd 39659X: Mork & Mindy:** The Second Season. Fullscreen. Mork (Robin Williams), a misfit on Orc because of his sense of humor, was sent to study Earthlings, whose “crazy” customs the “Orkans” had never understood. Mork lands near Boulder, Colorado, and is befriended by Mindy McConnell (Pam Dawber), who tries to help him adjust to Earth’s “strange” ways. In B&W. Over 12 hours on five DVDs. $14.95

**Dvd 3881512: IP Man: Season 1:** Widescreen. After fleeing to Hong Kong, IP Man deliberately keeps a low profile, but inevitably faces a life and death struggle, which brings out the righteous and fearless martial artist hidden inside of him. Collects all three seasons. Not Rated. In Mandarin with English Subtitles. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Cinedigm. $9.95

**Dvd 4660852: Invasion:** The Complete Series. Widescreen. Follow earth’s first encounter with an alien invasion with this suspenseful series from the mind of Shaun Cassidy as two blended Homestead, Florida families, the Varons and the Underways. Unveil the truth about themselves and their town. Stars Willard Fichtner and Kari Matchett. CC. Over 15 hours on eight DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $14.95

**Dvd 3725413: Wonder Woman:** The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Angela Lansbury stars as Diana, the 12 consecutive Primetime Emmy Award nominations as everyone’s favorite super-sleuth, Jessica Fletcher, a famous mystery writer who has a keen mind and can solve any case. Includes all 22 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 18 hours on six DVDs. $7.95
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**DVD 4661303**
**WILFRED: The Complete Original Series.** Adam is overjoyed when he’s invited home by Sarah, a gorgeous young woman he met at a rock concert. Then, Adam meets Wilfred. To everyone else, Wilfred is just Sarah’s dog, but Wilfred sees a man in a dog suit, determined to sabotage Adam’s chances. Collects the complete original Australian comedy that inspired the FX hit series. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.99. **$9.95**

**DVD 3985673**
**THE ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD.** Relive the adventures of Robin Hood, Little John, Maid Marian and the Merry Men as they battle against evil Prince John and Sheriff of Nottingham. Watch 26 episodes of the hit series in this special six-DVD set—more than 10 hours of entertainment for the whole family! Stars Richard Greene. In B&W. **$9.95**

**DVD 3400392**
**TO THE MANOR BORN: Silver Anniversary Special.** In over 25 years, Audrey Forbes-Hamilton (Peggy March), Penelope Keith (Lucy Cousin), Peter Bowles (Charles Tilney) and Richard Krinsley (Des Piggott) return in a special one-off episode of one of Britain’s best-loved comedies. As they prepare to celebrate their anniversary at Stanleigh Hall, Richard Krinsley’s time to reveal a long-kept secret. English SDH. 50 minutes. BCC. Pub. at $14.98. **$3.95**

**DVD 3943054**
**WAGON TRAIN: The Complete Season Seven.** Fullscreen. One of the longest running TV westerns of all time focused on personal stories of courage and perseverance, following west-bound emigrants as they made the perilous journey from Mississippi to California. Collected here are all 32 episodes from Season Seven. Stars John McIntire, Robert Horton, Frank McGrath and Terry Wilson. Forty hours on 8 DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $26.97. **$7.95**

**DVD 3924567**
**THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW: Season 1-5. Fullscreen.** One of the most successful series in television history, The Andy Griffith Show is a top ten show in the nation during its entire run. This set collects all 154 episodes of Season One through Five. Stars Andy Griffith, Don Knotts, Jim Nabors, Ron Howard, and Frances Bavier. In B&W. Nearly 69 hours on twenty-four DVDs. Paramount. **$24.95**

**DVD 3954507**
**THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW: The Complete Season Seven.** Fullscreen. With a blend of western comedy and high drama, Laredo follows three Texas Rangers under the stern command of Captain Edward Parmalee (Phillip Carey), Reese (Deville Brand), Joe (William Smith) and Chad (Peter Brown). R eese (Neville Brand), Joe Don Knotts, Jim Nabors, Ron Howard, and the late, great Don Knotts. Also stars Robert Horton, Frank McGrath and Terry Wilson. Nearly 80 hours on 20 DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93. **$9.75**

**DVD 3924567**
**THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW: The Complete Season Seven Full Edition: Season One.** Fullscreen. With a blend of western comedy and high drama, Laredo follows three Texas Rangers under the stern command of Captain Edward Parmalee (Phillip Carey), Reese (Deville Brand), Joe (William Smith) and Chad (Peter Brown). R eese (Neville Brand), Joe Don Knotts, Jim Nabors, Ron Howard, and the late, great Don Knotts. Also stars Robert Horton, Frank McGrath and Terry Wilson. Nearly 80 hours on 20 DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93. **$9.75**

**DVD 3924567**
**THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW: The Complete Season Seven Full Edition: Season Two.** Fullscreen. With a blend of western comedy and high drama, Laredo follows three Texas Rangers under the stern command of Captain Edward Parmalee (Phillip Carey), Reese (Deville Brand), Joe (William Smith) and Chad (Peter Brown). R eese (Neville Brand), Joe Don Knotts, Jim Nabors, Ron Howard, and the late, great Don Knotts. Also stars Robert Horton, Frank McGrath and Terry Wilson. Nearly 80 hours on 20 DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93. **$9.75**

**DVD 3924567**
**THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW: The Complete Season Seven Full Edition: Season Three.** Fullscreen. With a blend of western comedy and high drama, Laredo follows three Texas Rangers under the stern command of Captain Edward Parmalee (Phillip Carey), Reese (Deville Brand), Joe (William Smith) and Chad (Peter Brown). R eese (Neville Brand), Joe Don Knotts, Jim Nabors, Ron Howard, and the late, great Don Knotts. Also stars Robert Horton, Frank McGrath and Terry Wilson. Nearly 80 hours on 20 DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93. **$9.75**

**DVD 3924567**
**THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW: The Complete Season Seven Full Edition: Season Four.** Fullscreen. With a blend of western comedy and high drama, Laredo follows three Texas Rangers under the stern command of Captain Edward Parmalee (Phillip Carey), Reese (Deville Brand), Joe (William Smith) and Chad (Peter Brown). R eese (Neville Brand), Joe Don Knotts, Jim Nabors, Ron Howard, and the late, great Don Knotts. Also stars Robert Horton, Frank McGrath and Terry Wilson. Nearly 80 hours on 20 DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93. **$9.75**

**DVD 3924567**
**THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW: The Complete Season Seven Full Edition: Season Five.** Fullscreen. With a blend of western comedy and high drama, Laredo follows three Texas Rangers under the stern command of Captain Edward Parmalee (Phillip Carey), Reese (Deville Brand), Joe (William Smith) and Chad (Peter Brown). R eese (Neville Brand), Joe Don Knotts, Jim Nabors, Ron Howard, and the late, great Don Knotts. Also stars Robert Horton, Frank McGrath and Terry Wilson. Nearly 80 hours on 20 DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93. **$9.75**

**DVD 3924567**
**THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW: The Complete Season Seven Full Edition: Season Six.** Fullscreen. With a blend of western comedy and high drama, Laredo follows three Texas Rangers under the stern command of Captain Edward Parmalee (Phillip Carey), Reese (Deville Brand), Joe (William Smith) and Chad (Peter Brown). R eese (Neville Brand), Joe Don Knotts, Jim Nabors, Ron Howard, and the late, great Don Knotts. Also stars Robert Horton, Frank McGrath and Terry Wilson. Nearly 80 hours on 20 DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93. **$9.75**

**DVD 3924567**
**THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW: The Complete Season Seven Full Edition: Season Seven.** Fullscreen. With a blend of western comedy and high drama, Laredo follows three Texas Rangers under the stern command of Captain Edward Parmalee (Phillip Carey), Reese (Deville Brand), Joe (William Smith) and Chad (Peter Brown). R eese (Neville Brand), Joe Don Knotts, Jim Nabors, Ron Howard, and the late, great Don Knotts. Also stars Robert Horton, Frank McGrath and Terry Wilson. Nearly 80 hours on 20 DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93. **$9.75**

**DVD 3924567**
**THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW: The Complete Season Seven Full Edition: Season Eight.** Fullscreen. With a blend of western comedy and high drama, Laredo follows three Texas Rangers under the stern command of Captain Edward Parmalee (Phillip Carey), Reese (Deville Brand), Joe (William Smith) and Chad (Peter Brown). R eese (Neville Brand), Joe Don Knotts, Jim Nabors, Ron Howard, and the late, great Don Knotts. Also stars Robert Horton, Frank McGrath and Terry Wilson. Nearly 80 hours on 20 DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93. **$9.75**

**DVD 3924567**
**THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW: The Complete Season Seven Full Edition: Season Nine.** Fullscreen. With a blend of western comedy and high drama, Laredo follows three Texas Rangers under the stern command of Captain Edward Parmalee (Phillip Carey), Reese (Deville Brand), Joe (William Smith) and Chad (Peter Brown). R eese (Neville Brand), Joe Don Knotts, Jim Nabors, Ron Howard, and the late, great Don Knotts. Also stars Robert Horton, Frank McGrath and Terry Wilson. Nearly 80 hours on 20 DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93. **$9.75**
**Television & Radio**

**DVD 3940314 XENA—WARRIOR PRINCESS: Season Two.** Full screen. Lucy Lawless returns to her role in all 22 Season Two episodes as the female fighter with the brawn, bravery and brashness to rid the world of the most heinous evil doers ever seen. Over 16 hours on five DVDs. Universal. $11.95

**DVD 3839277 WORLD WITHOUT END: The Epic Eight-Part Miniseries.** Wide screen. Epic eight-part miniseries follows Caris, a vibrant woman struggling to survive the Dark Ages. With her love, she builds a community in Kingsbridge that stands up to the Church and the Crown. Together, they usher in a dangerous secret and must fight to save their town from ruin. Stars Cynthia Nixon, Ben Chaplin, and Peter Firth. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $69.95. $49.95

**DVD 3858595 THE LADY VANISHES.** Widescreen. In the interest of the nobleman’s daughter, Bob and her pet monkey Chim square off against venal big game hunters and angry natives in Kenya. This syndicated TV show runs from 1962-1965. Includes all 26 episodes on two DVDs. Over a half-hour. $4.95

**DVD 3843313 LOONEY TUNES: Spotlight Collection 2.** Collects thirty cartoons with Tweny/Sylvester antics. Daffy Duck’s detective Duck Twosy, Porky Pig, Bugs Bunny, the Tasmanian Devil, Road Runner, Wile E. Coyote, Michigan J. Frog, and more. English SDH. Nearly 12 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. $11.95

**DVD 3941449 GARFIELD’S HALLOWEEN ADVENTURE.** Widescreen. It’s time to trick or treat with Garfield! Garfield and Odie put on their pirate costumes to get as much Halloween candy as possible in this hilarious cartoon adventure. 50 minutes. Public Media. $7.95

**DVD 3929949 GENTLE BEN: Season One.** Full screen. He’s a lovable 650-pound American black bear—and a member of the Weddle family. He’s Gentle Ben, and together with his human friends he thwarts the everyday dangers of man and nature that thrive in the beautiful but un forgiving wilderness of the Florida Everglades. Includes all 26 episodes. English SDH. Nearly 12 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. $49.95

**DVD 3851906 THE LIONSTONES: The Complete First Season.** The lovable temperament of Fred Flintstone, the deli cious clothes of Betty, the jabs of neighbor Barney Rubble. They’re all present and (pre)hysterically accounted for in these 28 episodes of the entire (pre)history. Fred, Barney, and more fans shout, “Yabba dabba doo!” In Color and B&W. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. Cartoon Network. $9.95

**DVD 3814890 ALL IN THE FAMILY: Seasons 1-5.** Full screen. One of the most acclaimed series of all time. The highly opinionated Archie Bunker (Carroll O’Connor) who views the world on his terms and his terms only. When not arguing with his liberal son i n law, Archie takes refuge in his work together in order to safeguard the large space station in a strategic location for interstellar trade and exploration. Led by Captain James T. Kirk (William Shatner), the crew’s missions are undertaken in order to uphold peace and diplomacy among various alien species. The show ran from 1966-1969. Includes all 124 episodes. Over 23 DVDs. Paramount. $69.95

**DVD 3846582 RAWHIDE: Season 3-13.** Widescreen. Watch Hollywood legend Clint Eastwood in his breakout role as impetuous cowboy Rowdy Yates. The show follows the adventures of Yates and trail boss Gil Favor (Eric Fleming) as they travel along the Santa Fe Trail. Includes all 84 episodes from Seasons One through Three. In B&W. Seven-hour thirty-three on 23 DVDs. Paramount. $19.95

**DVD 4657396 PRIVEY EYE VARES: Episodes 1-3.** Widescreen. Private Investigator, ladies’ man, hard-drinking pub regular, Jussi Vares’s nonchalance belies rock-hard determination to solve the case. Set on Finland’s southwestern coast, Vares is soon pursuing a Finnish crime in author Reijo Mäki. Includes three episodes: The Kiss of Evil; The Girls of April; and Garter Snake. In Finnish with English subtitles. Over 8 hours on 3 DVDs. Mitz. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95

**DVD 3612564 TOMBSTONE TERROR: The Complete First Season.** Sheriff Clay Hollister (Pat Conway) has his hands full trying to keep peace in Tombstone as gunslingers, bank robbers, and criminals of all kind ride through town. Newspaper editor Harry Coblentz (Richard Dix) acts as the show’s narrator, adding an extra layer of realism. Includes all 39 Season One episodes. In B&W. Over 16 hours on four DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.95. $9.95

**DVD 4651214 TOM AND JERRY: Once Upon a Tomcat.** Straight from the pages of history come 10 timeless animated shorts featuring your favorite cat and mouse team, Tom and Jerry. The entire family will laugh happily ever after with this whimsical cartoon compilation. English SDH. 73 minutes. Warner Home Video. $9.95


**DVD 3908815 COLUMBO: The Complete Second Season.** Fullscreen. Join everyone’s favorite cigar-chomping, trenchcoat-wearing police detective (Peter Falk) as he solves L.A.’s most puzzling crimes with his trademark wit and style. A dazzling lineup of guest stars includes Robert Duv, Valerie Harper, Dean Stockwell, Leon Banks, and more. Includes all 8 Season Two episodes. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. Universal. $9.95

**DVD 3943100 ATLANTIS: Season One.** Widescreen. Washed up on the shores of Atlantis, a mystery wrapped up by a deadly mob boss, and a world of (pre)historical fact and fiction. The Burton Gillespie (pre)historic First Season that will make you think. Includes all 16 episodes of the hit series. Over 9 hours on ten DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $26.99. $19.95

**DVD 3904098 POPEYE THE SAILOR: 24 CLASSICS CARTOONS.** For over 80 years, and with almost 600 cartoons under his belt, Popeye has entertained audiences everywhere around the world. Featuring some of the most widely recognized and best-loved cartoon characters in history, this DVD collects 24 classics you’re sure to enjoy. In B&W and Color. Over three hours. Eagle Edge. $9.95

**DVD 3919329 STARGATE: DEEP SPACE NINE: Seasons 1-3.** Widescreen. A new Starfleet crew is assigned to manage Deep Space 9—a space station in a strategic location for interstellar trade and exploration. Led by Captain Benjamin Sisko (Avery Brooks), the crew must learn to work together in order to safeguard the large vessel from rival species. Includes all 72 episodes from Seasons One through Three. CC. Over 54 hours on twenty DVDs. Paramount. $24.95
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**DVD 465454** TRANSPORTER: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. Partnering with ex-DSS agent Caterina Boldieu (Violante Placido), Frank Martin (Chris Vance) undertakes his most perilous, high-stakes assignments so far. From the Salt Lake City police to the intelligence division of the FBI, Frank must make split-second decisions delivering highly sensitive cargo, all while sinister criminals set out to stop him. All 12 Season Two episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

**DVD 3998551** BROADCHURCH: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. When the body of an 11-year-old is found on the beach in Broadchurch, Detective Sergeant Ellie Miller (Olivia Colman) and Detective Inspector Alec Hardy (David Tennant) are called in to investigate. As the mystery deepens, a national spotlight threatens to pull the town, its residents, and its secrets apart. Includes all 8 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. $39.98

**DVD 3856569** BOSTON BLACKIE, VOLUME 1. T. Blackie, (Kent Taylor) a reformed jewel thief who now works for justice, often solves cases with the help of his roommates Burt Wight and Donald Martin, and his dog So Was Goliat. With a voice like Helen Kane, it wasn't long before the cartoon was a hit. The show aired in all 12 Seasons One episodes. 5 hours on five double-sided DVD. Echo Bridge. $5.95

**DVD 3928909** MACGYVER: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Angus MacGyver (Richard Dean Anderson) is a secret agent whose wits are his deadliest weapon. He's part Boy Scout, part genius. All he's armed with is a Swiss army knife and television. See some of her first and most famous cartoons, including Musical Mountaineers; Poor Cinderella; and You're Not Built That Way–42 cartoons in all! In B&W. 56 episodes. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $4.95

**DVD 6290001** M*A*S*H: Seasons 1-11. Fullscreen & Widescreen. This spectacular set features the movie that started it all, M*A*S*H, starring Sally Kellerman and Elliott Gould. Rated R. 116 minutes. And along with it is all eleven Seasons, 251 episodes, of the long-running T.V. hit starring Alan Alda, Wayne Rogers, Loretta Swit, McLean Stevenson, Gary Burghoff, Harry Morgan, and more. Over 109 hours on 33 DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $69.95

**DVD 4657845** THE BANKROBBER’S WIFE. Widescreen. Lulu owns her own beauty salon. Leon is a habits bank robber and his welfare check. And a knock for pulling off almost flawless heists. Their life together comes to a screeching halt when Leon is arrested and sent to jail, leaving Lulu to become locked in her criminal enterprises and her life turns completely upside down. In Danish with English subtitles. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. Mtv. $9.95

**DVD 3858789** THE KILLING: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. On the day before he is to get married, Seattle detective Sarah Linden (Mireille Enos) is instead paired with renegade cop Stephen Holder (Joel Kinnaman) to investigate the bizarre ritualistic murders of a local teen. The lives of the police, the victim’s family and the suspects are intricately intertwined in this Emmy-nominated season. Collects all 13 episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**DVD 4654455** MY NAME IS EARL: Season One. Widescreen. Earl (Jason Lee) is learning the hard way that when you do something bad, it has a way of coming back and biting you in the butt! Hoping to turn his life around, Earl’s got a lengthening list of tasks that need to be taken care of, and a long list of close friends and family that need to be turned around. Includes all 24 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. TBS. Pub. at $19.98

**DVD 4660090** MY BROTHER, JONATHAN. Fullscreen. Day-Lewis’ biggest role stars him as Jonathan, the eldest son of the Dakers family from England’s industrial Black Country. Jonathan is unapologetically neglected by his family while his brother Harrold (Spike Milligan) is宠。Despite the favoritism shown to Harold, the boys build a lasting friendship—one that will end in tragedy. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. BBC. Pub. at $24.98

**DVD 2834529** STAR TREK—THE ORIGINAL SERIES: The Complete Third Season. Fullscreen. Complete your collection of the adventures of Captain Kirk and the original starship Enterprise with this third and final season of the original Star Trek series. All episodes are included, from the show’s pilot episode, The Cage! C/E, In Color and B&W. Over 22 hours on seven DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

**DVD 3943275** KINGDOM: Seasons One and Two. Frank Grillo stars in this gritty drama as former pro fighter Avey Kulina, who, along with his girlfriend, Lisa (Kiele Sanchez), runs a mixed martial arts gym in Venice, California. With a blistering action and great storyline, this show is rock-solid entertainment! Includes all 30 episodes from Seasons One and Two. Over 21 hours on nine DVDs. Shout! Factory. $9.95

**DVD 3935671** KING OF LATE NIGHT: The Best of the Tonight Show. Sit back and enjoy a laugh-filled trip down memory lane with this hilarious collection from the legendary Johnny Carson. You get two episodes, including the unforgettable final show, along with 30 years of the funniest highlights with stars and those unpredictable moments when Johnny meets the animal kingdom. 130 minutes on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. $9.95

**DVD 3956148** ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN: The Complete First Season. The first superhero created for comic books, Superman leaped from radio to television when this show debuted in 1952. Each First Season episode screens like a classic movie, where danger and death lurk in the shadows. Stars George Reeves as the Man of Steel. C/E. In Wide screen. B&W. Eleven episodes. Over 5 hours on 5 DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $39.98

**DVD 6050096** ABRAHAM AND MARY LINCOLN: A House Divided. Widescreen. He was a dirt farmer’s son determined to make something of himself. She was the daughter of wealthy South Carolinians who had high political ambitions. He was the Great Emancipator. She was the daughter of slave-owners. Together they ascended to the pinnacle of power in American history. Narrated by David McCullough. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $49.99

**DVD 3722856** LUCIFER: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Bored and unhappy as the Lord of Hell, Lucifer Morningstar has relocated to the City of Angels, where he indulges in a heck of a good time. There’s no rest for the wicked, as you’ll be tempted to bring along all nine episodes. Incl. three different irreverent episodes of this high-spirited, hell-raising series. Stars Tom Ellis and Lauren German. English SDH. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $24.98

**DVD 3813746** LOST IN SPACE: The Unaired Pilot. The unaired pilot of this classic sci-fi show includes a few differences from the series–no Dr. Smith and no robot. After landing on a strange, unknown planet the Robinson family begins where they encounter giants and a lost civilization. Stars Guy Williams and June 40 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

**DVD 3854604** STAR TREK—VOYAGER: Season One. While searching for a renegade starship, the U.S.S. Voyager is pulled 70,000 light years into the far reaches of space. Now, Captain Kathryn Janeway (Kate Mulgrew) must lead a crew on the long journey back to Earth. Collects all 67 episodes from Seasons One through Three. CC. Over 51 hours on nineteen DVDs. Paramount. $24.95

**DVD 4660595** GET SMART: Season 2. Widescreen. Maxwell Smart, Agent 99, the Chief and the rest of the fearless 20th Century Fox gang pursue their elusive adversaries around the world in the legendary, Emmy Award-winning spy-spoof series. This hilarious DVD set includes the 30 episodes from Season Two. Stars Don Adams and Barbara Feldon. Over 12 hours. HBO. $9.95

**DVD 2905639** GEORGE CARLIN: Playin’ with Your Head. Presents one of the legendary comedian’s most hysterical stand-up performances performed at the Beverly Theater in Los Angeles. Routines include “Losing Things,” “Charities,” “Sports,” “Hello and Goodbye,” “Battered Plants,” and more. Also features a short film co-starring Vic Tayback. 56 minutes. $7.95

**DVD 2834537** STRIPPERella: Season One Uncensored! Widescreen. Stripper by night and secret agent by day, that night, Spike TV’s scantily-clad crime-fighting heroine takes on her first adventures in all 13 uncensored episodes. Created by Stan Lee. Featuring the voice talent of Pamela Anderson. Not Rated. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Adults only. Pub. at $26.99


**DVD 3910148** A FRENCH VILLAGE: Season 1. Widescreen. This blockbuste French TV show about the impact of World War II on a small village in central France. The series follows the lives of the villagers during the war as their lives become irrevocably changed by the German occupation and its aftermath. 13 episodes–no Dr. Smith and no robot. Aft er the pilot fr om this classic sci-fi show was released, an encore DVD set was released, an encore DVD set released, an encore DVD set.

**DVD 3935655** 4 DECADIES OF THE TONIGHT SHOW, VOLUME 2. This two-disc set finds comedy Greats like Richard Pryor, Burt Reynolds, and many more! Includes 28 complete episodes.

**DVD 3935647** 4 DECADIES OF THE TONIGHT SHOW, VOLUME 1. This seven DVD set includes 28 complete episodes ranging from 1965 to 1981. Appearing as Johnny Carson’s guests are: Peter Falk, Bette Midler, Carol Burnett, Frank Sinatra, Steve Martin, Whoopi Goldberg, Lena Horne, Richard Pryor, Burt Reynolds, and many more! Over 14 hours. Carson Entertainment. $19.95

**DVD 3961443** THE ADVENTURES OF RAGGEDY ANN & ANDY: The Complete Collection. When the rights go out in a new marachi’s bed room and in a bit of land, the raiser and their delightful band of friends set off for the magical world of Raggedyland. Each exciting adventure brings them face to face with fabulous creatures like Pteropants, Pirates and Mabbets. Over five hours on three DVDs. Cinedigm. $5.96


**Television & Radio**

**DV 3929760** THE BRADY BUNCH: The First Season. Fullscreen. Here’s the story of America’s grooviest TV family. When Mike and Carol decide to marry, the combination of two parents, six kids, one dog, and a feisty housekeeper leads to love, laughter and a whole lot of chaos. Stars Robert Reed and Florence Henderson. Collects all 25 Season One episodes. Nearly 11 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $22.98. $4.95

**DV 3784150** SUPERGIRL: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Meet Kara Danvers, an alien who occupied the doomed planet Krypton at age 12 and was raised by her foster family, the Danvers, on Earth. She learned to conceal her superhuman identity as a secret as she struggles to balance her extraordinary skills with her human emotions. Includes all 20 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over eight hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. $14.95

**DV 3852105** WARRIORS: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Richard Armitage plays a troubled saddle tramp who takes on a Job. Set in the Old West. In the film, a Cost a Long Shadow, he plays a troubled saddle tramp who takes on a perilous cattle drive to Santa Fe to save his debt-laden ranch. Also includes a bonus documentary on his story as a WWII hero. In B&W. Nearly 13 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. $7.95

**DV 3956253** WHISPERING SMITH: The Complete Series. English SDH. In all 26 episodes of Whispering Smith, Audie Murphy plays a Denver-based railroad detective in the Old West. In the film, Cast a Long Shadow, he plays a troubled saddle tramp who takes on a perilous cattle drive to Santa Fe to save his debt-laden ranch. Also includes a bonus documentary on his story as a WWII hero. In B&W. Nearly 13 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. $7.95

**DV 3935701** THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL: Comedy. In the ‘70s, this show was synonymous with great live music, but it was also a showcase for the era’s funniest comedians. This DVD features the comedy routines of Billy Crystal, George Carlin, Freddie Prinze, Flip Wilson, Richard Pryor, Andy Kaufman, Jimmie Walker and more. In B&W. Nearly 31 minutes. $9.95

**DV 3940160** EMERALD CITY: Season One. Widescreen. The Sweep up to the eye of a tornado, 20-year-old Dorothy Gale (Adria Arjona) is transported to another-world–a mystical land where an all-powerful ruler (Vincent D’Onofrio) governs over one kingdom, has outlawed magic, and faces the wrath of a growing cult of witches but a looming disaster. Includes all 10 episodes. Over five hours on three DVDs. Universal. $11.95

**DV 3908987** COLUMBO: The Complete Fourth Season. Fullscreen. From a spoilt kidnaping plot to murder at a historic military academy, join Columbo as he asks all the right questions in some of the most deceptive and deadly cases. A brillian cast-including Dick Van Dyke, Larry Storch, George Hamilton, Robert Conrad and more. Includes all 6 Season Four episodes. English SDH. Seven hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98. $4.95

**DV 3999211** SECRETS AND LIES: Season One. Widescreen. Ben Gamer (Ryan Phillippe) goes from good Samaritan to murder suspect when he discovers the body of his neighbor’s daughter. Includes Andrea Cornell (Juliette Lewis) digs for the truth, town secrets and lies come to the surface, revealing that no one is above suspicion. Includes all 10 Season One episodes. English SDH. SDH. Seven hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98. $4.95

**DV 3940268** SABRINA THE TEENAGE WITCH: The Complete Animated Series. Follows the enchanting adventures of an ordinary teenage girl with an extraordinary secret. Follow all of Sabrina’s magical adventures as she learns the ropes while in high school with the help of her witch aunts Hilda and Zelda, and her cat Salem. Collects all 315 episodes. Over 11 hours on three DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $19.98. $4.95

**DV 2721120** ONE STEP BEYOND: 70 Episodes. Fullscreen. Produced a year before Twilight Zone, this ABC series sparked the growing interest in paranormal suspense in the late 1950s. Instead of fictional tales, it regales viewers with true and truly supernatural events, presented in gripping re-enactments. Collects 70 episodes. In B&W. Nearly 29 hours. Film Chest. Pub. at $19.98. $14.95

**DV 2795353** WHO KILLED LINCOLN? 1951: Collection Box Set. This historical collection of the classic comic duo’s TV show includes twenty episodes featuring George Burns, Gracie Allen, and Jack Benny. Titles include The Team; Free Trip to Hawaii; Gracie’s Cheeky Account; Harry Morton’s Male Secretary; The Income Tax Man; and more. In B&W. Five hours on two DVDs. Imdillum. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**DV 3854495** FARSACE: The Complete One Season. Flung through a cosmic wormhole, American astronaut John Crichton (Ben Browder) finds himself fighting for his life in the middle of an alien prison, inside a Leviathan–a living space ship–on the far side of the galaxy. The second Season One episodes. Also stars Claudia Black. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Cinedigm. $9.95

**DV 4657597** FANTOMAS. Fullscreen. No Parisian is safe from Fantomas (Helmut Dantine), a master criminal who kills ruthlessly whenever it suits his purpose. Always a few steps behind is the frustrated Inspector Juve (Jacques Dufilho), the relentless lawman attempting to unmask Fantomas. Includes four episodes. In French with English subtitles. Ten hours on two DVDs. Universal. $9.95

**DV 3865816** FROM SHILOH: The Virginian–The Final Season. Fullscreen. Set in the semi-mythical town of Medicine Bow, Wyoming in the 1890s, The Virginian chronicled the lives and relationships of the people who came west and settled the wild land. The final season took a new direction and title. The Men from Shiloh, set ten years later. Starring Doug McClure, and Stewart Granger, here are all 24 of those closing adventures. Over 28 hours on eight DVDs. Universal. $6.95

**DV 3865817** MARY HARRIS CLARK COLLECTION. Widescreen. Now, the acclaimed Queen of Suspense is revisiting her TV series of gripping crime mysteries, with thrilling plots, gorgeous scenery and nerve-shattering suspense. Includes Daddy’s Little Girl; Two Gun Blues; and Where Are You Now? French with English subtitles. Over four hours on eight DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93. $6.95

**DV 2867338** FIRELY: The Complete Series. Widescreen. The mysteries of deep space combine with Wild West thrills in Firefly. Relive the complete cult-favorite TV series—including three unaired episodes and a full can of Birdeye mysteries, with thrilling plots, gorgeous scenery and nerve-shattering suspense. Includes Daddy’s Little Girl; Two Gun Blues; and Where Are You Now? French with English subtitles. Over four hours on eight DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93. $6.95

**DV 2858215** DEATH VALLEY DAYS: The Complete Second Season. Few programs have run longer or been more loved than Death Valley Days, the longest-running Westerns in broadcast history, the captivating anthology series is revived for a thrilling Season Two collection, bringing together 22 of those closing adventures. Angelo Cipriano is “The Old Ranger,” introducing adventures full of valiant heroes, hard-bitten outlaws, trusty steeds and expansive vistas. In B&W. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.99. $7.95

**DV 3916510** NCIS–LOS ANGELES: Seasons 1-4. Widescreen. Special Agent G (Chris D’Onofrio) and former Navy SEAL Sam Hanna (LL Cool J) lead the Cushmore Special Projects Office to a few of the most daring missions, going after and neutralize–global criminals. Collects all episodes from Seasons One Through Four. English SDH. Nearly 68 hours on twenty-four DVDs. Paramount. $27.95
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**DVD 2928450 NASH BRIDGES: The Complete Collection.** Fullscreen. Join the life and times offulfilling the role of private detective, as Nelle’s son and partner actor in this New York Times bestseller, the series is filled with humorous and heartwarming moments. Over 36 hours on six DVDs. CBS. $49.95

**DVD 4654366 THE FLASH: The Complete Second Season.** With his newfound time-speeding abilities, help from his loyal team, and his rivalry with the S.T.A.R. Labs team, DC’s biggest hit returns. Over 22 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. $39.95

**DVD 3854558 JAG: Seasons 1-4.** Fullscreen. Television’s beloved Lieutenant Commander “Harm” Rabb (David James Elliott) and his loyal team fly into action as they investigate nuclear crimes all over the world. Collects all 84 episodes from Seasons One through Four. Also stars Catherine Bell. Over 66 hours on twenty-two DVDs. Paramount. $99.95

**DVD 3953076 CONTINUUM: Season One.** Fullscreen. In the year 2077, the leaders of the terrorist group Liber8 escape execution and start a new life as they investigate military crimes all over the United States. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. M2H. Pub. at $39.95

**DVD 3928992 VEGAS: The First Season, Volume 1.** Fullscreen. From land disputes and business failures to call-girl murders and celebrity protection, this 22-episode series exposes the underside of the shimmering desert oasis in Nevada. Robert Urich stars as private eye Dan Tanna, cleaning up the streets of Sin City in his classic red 57 Thunderbird. Set includes the first 11 episodes of the series. Also stars Judy Landers and Phyllis Davis. Fifty-seven hours on 18 DVDs. Paramount. $24.95

**DVD 3781194 VEGAS: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Welcome to the underside of Nevada’s shimmering desert oasis. With land disputes, business failures, and celebrity protection, private eye Dan Tanna (Robert Urich) has his work cut out for him. So buckle up and be ready for a wild ride. Includes all 22 episodes of the series. Also stars Judy Landers and Phyllis Davis. Fifty-seven hours on 18 DVDs. Paramount. $24.95

**DVD 2928493 THE PROTECTORS: The Complete Collection.** Fullscreen. Harry Rule (Robert Vaughn) and Contessa (Neyrine Dawn Porter) are the Protectors. Together with other super agents from the world’s best detective agencies, our heroes juggle sleuth, adventure and romance in fast-paced and unmissable adventures shot throughout the most exciting cities in the world. Collects all 22 episodes. Over 47 hours on eight DVDs. ITV Studios. $14.95

**DVD 2925623 THRILLER: The Complete Collection.** Widescreen. This British series is based on three novels by Brian Clemens and aired in the United Kingdom from 1973 to 1976. Each episode has a self-contained story and its own cast. As the title suggests, each story is a thriller of a different variety, from tales of the supernatural to down to earth mysteries. Collects all 43 episodes. Over 47 hours on eight DVDs. ITV Studios. $14.95

**DVD 2925643 WELCOME TO HINCHDALE: The Complete Collection.** Widescreen. In this satirical black comedy-drama, the troubled mayor of a small German town faces pressure from all sides as he navigates political and personal pitfalls. Despite his laziness and unexpectedly moving, this series provides an entertaining look at the dark underbelly of modern society. In German with English subtitles. Over four hours on three DVDs. M2H. $9.95

**DVD 4657810 THE EAGLE-A CRIME ODYSSEY: Season 1.** Widescreen. Nicknamed “The Eagle” for his unerring intuition, detective Hallgrim Hallgrimsson exudes competence and self-assurance. Together with his team of experts they take on the most intriguing and complex cases, and fight their way to the state institutions, banks and social strata of Europe and Scandinavia. Includes all 8 Season One episodes. In Danish with English subtitles. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. M2H. Pub. at $39.95

**DVD 3723864 NIKITA: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. Six years ago Nikita (Maggie Q) was taken out of prison and forced by a covert unit of the government to be an assassin. Three years ago her mentor was killed, and ever since. Join Nikita in 22 exciting episodes as she plans to bring down the black-ops agency even if it means endangering some of her old colleagues. English SDH. Over 15 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $34.96

**DVD 3910172 NICOLAS LE FLOC: Volume Two.** Widescreen. Follow Commissioner Nicolas Le Floc through the palace and the streets of 18th century Paris. In these adaptations of the bestselling novels by Jean-Francois Parot. Episodes 7-10 include: The Rogue’s Banquet; The Rue Des Francs-Assises; Murder in the Palace. Over six hours on 2 DVDs. M2H. Pub. at $29.95

**DVD 2928465 NERO WOLFE: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. William Conrad stars as brilliant Nero Wolfe, and Lee Horsley as his dutiful, charming associate, Archie. Nero and Archie set out to solve murders, mysteries, whodunits and other puzzlers. Includes all 14 episodes of the mystery series. Also includes the TV movie, The Doorbell Rang starring Thayer David as Wolfe and Tom Mason as Archie. Nearly 15 hours on 3 DVDs. M2H. $34.95

**DVD 3910156 INSPECTOR MANARA: Season Two.** Widescreen. The dazzling Guido Caprino stars as Inspector Luca Manara, a dreamy man and a superwoman’s worst nightmare.7.5/10. The TV series includes the TV movie, The Doorbell Rang starring Thayer David as Wolfe and Tom Mason as Archie. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

**DVD 6951104 INSPECTOR LEWIS: The Pilot and Complete 1st Series.** Widescreen. Inspector Robert Lewis (Kevin Whately) steps out of the shadow of his mentor—the influential Inspector Morse (John Thaw)—in this series of four mysteries, including the series pilot. Together with his loyal partner, Detective Sergeant James Hathaway (Laurence Fox), Lewis is bent on proving himself to his dubious new boss. Over five hours on 4 DVDs. WGBH. Pub. at $39.95

**DVD 3799857 REVOLUTION: The Complete Second and Final Season.** Widescreen. This award-winning post-apocalyptic adventure continues! Three months after Season One’s mysterious Surge, young rebel Charlie, her mother Rachel and their group in Willoughby, Texas, along with Rachel’s dad Dr. Gene Porter. Includes all 22 Season Two episodes. Stars Billy Burke, Lewis. English SDH. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. $39.95

**DVD 4658664 SGT. BILKO–THE PHIL SILVERS SHOW: The Third Season.** Fullscreen. The crafty and lovable Sgt. Bilko works seemingly never-ending string of get rich quick schemes out of the Fort價格 Bumper. He continues his day-to-day / Love Lucy of his beLeafing superagent, Colonel Hall. Thirty seven episodes. Stars Phil Silvers and Paul Ford. In B&W. Over 16 hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. $9.95

**DVD 2922460 SGT. BILKO–THE PHIL SILVERS SHOW: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Airin from 1955-1959, this series was one of early television’s biggest smash hits and still commands attention today. It was both a hilarious sitcom and a star-making showcase for legendary character actor Bill Williams. This wonderful series set will keep you in stitches with all 142 episodes of the acclaimed series. In B&W. Over 120 hours on 24 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $129.99

**DVD 4654528 ST. ELSEWHERE: Season One.** Widescreen. Following a group of medical drama, offset humor and imaginative storytelling, this Emmy-winning series paved the way for a bevy of medically inspired TV classics. Presented here are all 22 season one episodes that started it all, introducing the world to future superstars Mark Harmon, Howie Mandel, and Desi Arnez. CC. Eighteen hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. $49.95


**DVD 4667853 MAFIOSA: Season 1.** Widescreen. As Sandra Pauli’s murdered uncle lies dying in her arms, the young lawyer feels something for the first time: the craving to kill an uncle as successor. He agrees to head up the Coriscan Mafia, transforming from a conventional mob lawyer into a fearless mafioso ready to wipe out his enemies in French with English subtitles.

**DVD 3929787 CRIMINAL MINDS: Season 5.** Widescreen. Now is the time to get inside the minds of the FBI’s most brilliant agents with these 23 amazing Season Five episodes. The team members—Hotch, Rossi, Garcia, Prentiss, Reid, Morgan and Jareau—are handling their most challenging cases to date. Stars Thomas Gibson, Joe Mantegna and Paget Brewster. Over 16 hours on seven DVDs. CBS. $29.95

**DVD 3695506 CRIME STORY: The Complete Series.** From acclaimed filmmaker and author Michael Moore comes one of the most influential crime series of our time. Presented here are all 22 Season One episodes of the acclaimed series. In B&W. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Docurama. $3.95

**DVD 2967243 THE AWFUL TRUTH: Seasons 1 & 2.** From acclaimed filmmaker and author Michael Moore comes one of the most influential crime series of our time. Presented here are all 22 Season One episodes of the acclaimed series. In B&W. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Docurama. $3.95

**DVD 3958558 I LOVE LUCY: The Complete Collection.** Available in color and B&W. Over 48 hours on 24 DVDs. Paramount. **$29.95**
**DVD 69220X THE PAUL LYNE HalloweeN SPECIAL.** Wherever Paul Lynde appeared, the audience knew they would witness comedic brilliance and rapid fire wit. This Halloween special featured a who’s who of 20th century pop culture. Guest includes Wild Bill, Billy Barty, Billie Hayes, Florence Henderson and the first prime-time television appearance by Kiss. 50 minutes. S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

**DVD 69555X MCCLOUD: Season One.** Fullscreen. Dennis Weaver as Deputy Marshal Sam McCloud, the toughest bounty hunter ever to take on the mean streets of New York. Despite the demands of his strict supervisor, he finds himself in an endless showdown with some of the most infamous criminals of the Mississippi. Includes all 4 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $7.95

**DVD 292843 MATT HOUSTON: The Complete Collection.** Fullscreen. Lee Horsley stars as Matt Houston, a wealthy Texas oilman who moves to Los Angeles to oversee his family’s business, but spends most of his free time pursuing his hobby, detective work. Armed with fancy cars, his own helicopter and beautiful women, Houston sets out to solve a variety of mysteries. This box set includes 72 episodes. S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $34.95. $17.95

**DVD 298845 DOWNTOWN ABBEY: Seasons 1–5.** Widescreen. This series follows the Crawley family and their staff from pre-war England through the storms of WWII, and into the changing lives and the perils of the West. Includes all 28 Season One episodes. Widescreen. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. CBS. $24.95

**DVD 3954161 MONK: Season One.** Widescreen. He’s ingenious, he’s phobic, he’s obsessive-compulsive. Monk’s (Tony Shalhoub) hilarious, offbeat antics have made him unfi t for duty. But he’s back as a police consultant to help out on their most baffling cases. Includes all 12 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 11 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $34.95

**DVD 466087 MISTRESSES, VOLUME ONE.** Widescreen. A British drama for the Sex and the City crowd, this series presents a bold new take on modern love. Set in a world where their unique personalities and distinct styles of romance, investigating murders, whodunits, kidnappings and more. Includes all five episodes of the hit series. Nearly 66 minutes on nineteen DVDs. CBS. $44.95

**DVD 392922 BONANZA: The Official First Season, Volume 1.** Widescreen. Welcome to the Ponderosa! The story of rancher Ben Cartwright (Lorne Greene), his sons Adam and Hoss (Michael Landon and Dan Blocker), and their sprawling thousand-square mile spread. This set includes the first 16 episodes from Season One. Over 13 hours on five DVDs. Paramount. $19.95

**DVD 3765563 BLUE THUNDER: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Based on the action-packed blockbuster film of the same name, this series stars James Garner (Brettфорд Roberts), Dick Butkus and Bubba Smith, dishing out their own brand of justice. The ultimate weapon in the war on crime, Blue Thunder can see through walls, record a whisper and level a city in seconds. Includes all eleven episodes. Over eight hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures. $14.95

**DVD 292845X LONGSTREET: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Following a bomb blast that leaves him blind and a widower, a soft-spoken western detective Mike Longstreet (James Francis) refuses to quit the business. Together with the help of his dog Pac, as well as ex-Marshal Hague and Duke, Longstreet continues to investigate thefts, kidnappings and murders. Includes all 23 episodes and a TV movie. Over 20 hours on four DVDs. CBS. $24.95

**DVD 29281X THE MAGICIAN: The Complete Collection.** Fullscreen. Bill Bixby is wowed by his magic until he is the partner, partners with seasoned operators to track down and knock down—criminal elements of the city. Also stars Arsenio Hall and Kelsey Grammer. Includes all 44 episodes. Nearly 54 hours on ten DVDs. CBS. $27.95

**DVD 5919110 TALES OF THE GOLD MONKEY: The Complete Series.** In a backwater corner of the South Pacific, a young American adventurer and his ragtag group of friends become involved in death-defying hi-jinx, transporting people on the run in a well-worn Grumman Goose seaplane. This series captures the ambiance and character of a mysterious romantic era. Stars Stephen Collins, Jeff Mackay, Caitlin O’Heaney, and Roddy McDowell. Over 16 hours on six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $49.97. $39.96

**DVD 398321 THE VIRGINIAN: Season 1.** Fullscreen. Set in the semi-mythical town of Medicine Bow, Wyoming in the 1890s, this cherished western classic chronicles the lives and relationships of the people who came west and settled the wild land. James Drury stars as the tall, sinewy, handsome cowboy. Presented here is every Season One episode of this TV’s best. Nearly 40 hours on ten DVDs. Timeless Media Group, Pub. at $23.99. $14.95

**DVD 292451 THE UNTOUCHABLES: The Complete Collection.** Fullscreen. Based on the real-life federal law team dedicated to ending the infamous Al Capone’s Prohibition-era reign, this series stars Tom Arnoldes as the relentless Eliot Ness and Vongs as the legendary mobster. Includes all 42 episodes. Also stars David James Elliott. Over 30 hours on seven DVDs. CBS. $24.95

**DVD 292847 THE PERSUASERS! The Complete Collection.** This glamour-soaked escapades of Lord Brett Sinclair (Roger Moore) and Danny Wilde (Torti Cyrus) proved universally popular. Their wisecracking banter accounted for much of the show’s charisma and the pacy plots ensure viewers never have long to wait for the next punch, pun, or romantic clinch. Includes all 24 episodes on three DVDs. Over 20 hours. ITV Studios. $17.95

**DVD 395555X THE ROYAL PALACE SECRETS.** Widescreen. Lucy Worsley, Chief Curator of Historic Royal Palaces, takes us behind closed doors to explore the Tower of London, Hampton Court and Kensington Palace. Every year millions flock to visit these extraordinary royal palaces, but in 2020 the global pandemic locked away their treasure. Luckily Lucy’s job means she’s got the keys. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 292839 JAKE AND THE FATMAN: The Complete Collection.** Fullscreen. Williamsburg district attorney L.J. McCabe (the Fatman) and Joe Penny is his special investigator, Jake Styles—each with their unique personalities and distinct styles of romance, investigating murders, whodunits, kidnappings and more. Includes all five episodes of the hit series. Nearly 66 minutes on nineteen DVDs. CBS. $44.95

**DVD 292861 THE IMMORTAL: The Complete Collection.** Fullscreen. Christopher George is Ben Richards, a man whose blood cures disease and bestows eternal youth. When an aging billionaire learns Ben’s blood can give other men a second life, he sends his henchman (Don Knight) in pursuit of the immortal man, who finds himself forever on the run. Includes the television movie pilot and all 15 episodes. Forty-six hours on ten DVDs. CBS. $24.95

**DVD 392846 MARTIAL LAW: The Complete Collection.** Hong Kong icon and martial arts sensation Sammo Hung stars as Sammo Law, a crack Shangai cop who is transplanted to Los Angeles, where he partners with seasoned operators to track down and knock down—criminal elements of the city. Also stars Arsenio Hall and Kelsey Grammer. Includes all 44 episodes. Nearly 54 hours on ten DVDs. CBS. $27.95

**DVD 5919110 TALES OF THE GOLD MONKEY: The Complete Series.** In a backwater corner of the South Pacific, a young American adventurer and his ragtag group of friends become involved in death-defying hi-jinx, transporting people on the run in a well-worn Grumman Goose seaplane. This series captures the ambiance and character of a mysterious romantic era. Stars Stephen Collins, Jeff Mackay, Caitlin O’Heaney, and Roddy McDowell. Over 16 hours on six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $49.97. $39.96
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**DVD 398348X** FROM DUSK TILL DAWN: Season One. Widescreen. Based on the 1996 cult classic film created by Robert Rodriguez and Quentin Tarantino, this ten-episode original series is a supernatural crime saga that centers on bank robbers Seth and Richie Gecko, who, while driving cross-country, make a detour to a strip club populated with vampires. Includes all 10 Season One episodes. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

**DVD 3942444** ANNIVERSARY GIFT SET: THE COMPLETE SHAKESPEARE 400TH ANNIVERSARY. This boxed collection presents a delightful assortment of interpretations, reinterpretations, and works inspired by Shakespeare starring a diverse cast including some of the greatest Shakespearean actors of our time. Includes: Hamlet, An Age of Kings, Shakespeare Retold, and Bill. In Color and B&W. Over 110 hours. Image Entertainment. $29.95

**DVD 3961253** FRACKED FRICTIONERS: The Complete Collection. Fullscreen. Created by the geniuses behind Rocky & Bullwinkle, this inventive series consists of classic cartoons that have been reworked footage and zany plot lines to create a conglomeration of comedy and mayhem. All 26 episodes. Appearances by Douglas Fairbanks, Stan Laurel, Harry Langdon, and others. In B&W. Over 26 hours on nine DVDs. Paramount. $29.95

**DVD 3972992** UNDERDOG: Complete Collector’s Edition. When the city is in trouble, humble and lovable Sunshine Boy turns into his alter ego Underdog to stop a series of villains, including the evil Simon Bar Sinister and Riff Raff. Enjoy the entire series with this collection that includes all episodes of Seasons One through Three. Over 21 hours on nine DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $49.97 $39.95

**DVD 6711173** FRACTURED FLEETWOODS: The Complete Collection. Fullscreen. Created by the geniuses behind Rocky & Bullwinkle, this inventive series consists of classic cartoons that have been reworked footage and zany plot lines to create a conglomeration of comedy and mayhem. All 26 episodes. Appearances by Douglas Fairbanks, Stan Laurel, Harry Langdon, and others. In B&W. Over 26 hours on nine DVDs. Paramount. $29.95

**DVD 3928310** DAN AUGUST: The Complete Collection. Fullscreen. Burt Reynolds earned a Golden Globe nomination for his role as Lt. Detective Dan August. Investigating homicide after homicide in his hometown of Santa Luisa, California, August works with (and against) people with whom he grew up. Also stars Norman Fell and Richard Anderson. Includes all 26 episodes and a TV movie. Nearly 24 hours on four DVDs. CBS. $34.95

**DVD 3928884** THE UNTOUCHABLES: Seasons 1-3. Fullscreen. When it came to fighting crime, there were two groups: the good guys and the bad guys. But there were unouchable! Robert Stack stars in his Emmy Award-winning role as the leader of a team of fearless lawmen in the first three seasons of this hard-hitting classic. Includes 89 episodes. In B&W. Over 75 hours on twenty-three DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

**DVD 3933063** THE TWILIGHT ZONE: The 5th Dimension. Fullscreen. Rod Serling’sground-breaking original series from the classic 1950s series are together for the first time in this incredible 41 DVD set, collecting all eight seasons and 225 episodes, packaged in a stand-up storage box with lanternic black and white photos adorning all four sides. Includes a perfect-bound episode guide and a reproduction of a 1960s comic book. In Color and B&W. Over 110 hours. Image Entertainment. $119.95

**DVD 3910091** AGATHA CHRISTIE’S FAMILY MURDER PARTY. Widescreen. Agatha Christie’s psychological, Dr. Christmas is delightfully adapted in the Four-Part French mini-series Agatha Christie’s Family Murder Party. The fun comes from the comedic dialogue, as Inspector Brunel and a host of highlights. Nearly 50 hours. StarVista. $29.95

**DVD 3955859** JOHNNY CARSON 25 DVD Set: The Best of Johnny Carson. This collection has a unique status of Johnny Carson—and none have become more beloved by American audiences. This set includes: several classic episodes, including his best holiday shows, the top ten top stories of legends Jerry Seinfeld and George Carlin, guest appearances by the likes of Frank Sinatra, David Letterman and Richard Pryor, and a reproduction of a 1960s comic book. In Color and B&W. Over 13 hours on 2 DVDs. Mrrh. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**DVD 3935661** SECRETS OF BRITAIN’S GREAT CATHEDRALS. Widescreen. This stunning film explores 20 cathedrals and abbeys throughout England and Wales, featuring breathtaking footage and incredibly intimate drone footage, capturing their legendary facades and soaring interior spaces. Get incredible insight into the most influential cathedrals, abbeys, and bishops’ palaces in the country’s English SDH. $31.95

**DVD 3729419** COUNTRY MUSIC: A Film by Ken Burns. This eight-part documentary from Ken Burns that explores the history of country music in America’s premier waterway. Collects all seasons of this hard-hitting classic. Includes the complete series. English SDH. Eighteen hours on 6 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $99.99 $79.95

**DVD 3847769** JAMESTOWN: The Complete Collection. In this story of the first English colony in the New World, the settlers are faced with incredible difficulties in a place where the wilderness is in constant flux. In B&W. Over 24 hours on 10 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $99.99 $79.95

**DVD 3900482** BEST OF TV DETECTIVES COLLECTION, Vol. 1. This thrilling collection features twenty episodes of the best crime shows on television in the 1950s. Includes episodes of Adam 12, Claude Sloan, Jack Webb, four episodes of Racket Squad starring Reed Hadley, six episodes of The Fugitive starring David Janssen, and four episodes of Dragnet starring Jack Webb. These episodes are out of print. $47.95

**DVD 3910105** BECK: Episodes 1-3. Widescreen. He’s got no style, no flash and he’s middle-aged. But Swedish detective Martin Beck is good at one thing—methodically catching criminals so they can be put away for a long time. His partner, Gunvald, is the opposite: he cuts a dashing figure, is no political correct, and he’s never without his sword. We are continuing trans from Sweden with English subtitles. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Mrrh. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

**DVD 3842649** THE OUTER LIMITS: The Complete Second Volume. Widescreen. There is nothing wrong with your television set. These are the controlling transmission. Here is all 16 episodes of Volume Two. In B&W. Over 13 hours on two double-sided DVDs. MGM. $9.95

**DVD 5822904** INSPECTOR LEWIS: The Complete Series. Widescreen. Investigating the final hours out of the shadow of his mentor, Inspector Morse, in this acclaimed series of intricate mysteries. Together with his brooding, aristocratic partner, the lovely Miranda D’Hathaway (Laurence Fox), he takes on the elite criminal underworld of Oxford, England. Collects all 33 episodes, from pilot to finale. English SDH. Four hours on 18 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $99.99 $77.95

**DVD 3928485** POLTERGEIST—THE LEGACY: The Complete Series. Widescreen. A handsome, mild-mannered Dr. Derek Rayne (Derek de Lint) leads the San Francisco sect of the Legacy, a secret group on the front lines of the war against humankind’s older enemies. Along with a Navy SEAL, a priest, a college grad and a psychiatrist, he must solve the mysteries of the unknown. This boxed set includes all four seasons. Over 65 hours on 11 DVDs. MGM. $44.95

**DVD 390103X** FJALLBACKA MURDERS: Set 2. Widescreen. With surgical skill Camilla Lackberg unleavens the motives behind hidden and not so hidden crimes, all taking place in the author’s stunningly beautiful north of Fjallbacka on Sweden’s Atlantic coast. Three-tall episodes include: The Sea Giver, The Sea Takes; The Coast Rider; and The Shroud of Amsterdam. Subtitles. Over four hours on six DVDs. StarVista. $29.95

**DVD 3929973** MANNIX: The First Season. Widescreen. Cool, no-nonsense private detective Joe Mannix (Mike Connors) is a tough-talking loner within the large detective agency Interact. He has street smarts and class, but he constantly fights with his boss who leans on the company’s computers, while he manages to keep every case out of the office! Collects all 24 Season One episodes. Over 20 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $59.95

**DVD 394333X** MAJOR CRIMES: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. This crime series kicks up where The Closer left off. The new leader is an old nemesis, Captain Sharon Raydor (Mary McDonnell), bringing her to Major Crimes a new approach and plenty of lingering reputations to clear from earlier investigations into the team’s operations. Collects all ten Season One episodes. English SDH. Seven hours on three DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $29.98 $29.95


**DVD 3919142** RIVERBOAT: The Complete Series. Darren McGavin and Burt Reynolds head a superb cast in this thrilling adventure series set aboard a stern-wheeler plying the Mississippi River in the 1860s. This series is delightfully adapted to a new series of highly stylized French TV movies set in the 1950s including: Hickory Dickory Dock; Murder at the Library; Dead; Murder Party; The Strange Kidnapping of Little Bruno; The Pale Horse; and The Protheroe Affair. In French with French subtitles. Over ten hours on 4 DVDs. Mgm. Pub. at $29.95

**DVD 3910093** AGATHA CHRISTIE’S CRIMINAL GAMES: Season 2. Widescreen. Agatha Christie’s world-famous mysteries are delightfully adapted in a new series of highly stylized French TV movies set in the 1950s including: Hickory Dickory Dock; Murder at the Library; Dead; Murder Party; The Strange Kidnapping of Little Bruno; The Pale Horse; and The Protheroe Affair. In French with French subtitles. Over ten hours on 4 DVDs. Mgm. Pub. at $29.95

**DVD 3831489** AGATHA CHRISTIE’S CRIMINAL GAMES: Complete Series. Widescreen. Agatha Christie’s world-famous mysteries are delightfully adapted in a new series of highly stylized French TV movies set in the 1950s including: Hickory Dickory Dock; Murder at the Library; Dead; Murder Party; The Strange Kidnapping of Little Bruno; The Pale Horse; and The Protheroe Affair. In French with French subtitles. Over ten hours on 4 DVDs. Mgm. Pub. at $29.95
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**DVD 3928876 THE TUDORS: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. This delicious and daring drama reveals the early years of the man who forever changed the course of history. Passionate, vibrant and scandalous—this is definitely not the Henry you've read about in history books. Includes all 10 Season One episodes. 10 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. $49.95

**DVD 3976319 THE TRANSFORMERS: The Complete Original Series.** Four million years after crash-landing an unfamiliar planet, sentient robots with the ability to disguise themselves as common vehicles awaken on present-day Earth. Engaged in a small race to find a decent home, they must defend the innocent people of Earth against their arch nemesis. Includes all 62 episodes. 33 hours on ten DVDs. Universal. $99.95

**DVD 3961541 CONNOR: Season One.** Widescreen. Joe Turner (Max Irons) has always been conflicted about his work for the CIA. But when something’s discovered gets his entire office killed, leaving Joe as the only survivor and forcing him to go on the run, the theoretical reservations he’s always harbored turn into all too real moral dilemmas. Includes all 10 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over eight hours on 3 DVDs. Cinedigm. $39.95

**DVD 3953882 COLUMBO: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Legendary Peter Falk in a four-time Primetime Emmy Award-winner for his iconic role as the beloved, trenchcoat-wearing Police Lieutenant Columbo. The entire Columbo series is included in this boxed set along with 24 TV movies, and three bonus episodes of the TV spin-off Mrs. Columbo. English SDH. Nearly 100 hours on thirty-four DVDs. Universal. $99.95

**DVD 3728439 MAGNUM PI: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Explore beautiful and exotic Hawaii with television’s most beloved and charismatic private investigator, Thomas Magnum (Tom Selleck) as he tackles baffling mysteries and tracks down the bad guys with the help of T.C. (Roger Moseley), Rick (Larry Manetti), and Higgins (John Hillerman). Includes all 162 episodes. English SDH. Over 129 hours on forty-two DVDs. Universal. $99.95

**DVD 6535693 ROUTE 66: The Complete Series.** Starring Martin Milner, George Maharis and later Glenn Corbett, this 1960s series presented the exciting adventures shared by a pair of good-natured friends as they drove their convertible across the country. Guest stars included such names as Lon Chaney Jr., Buster Keaton, Robert Duvall, James Caan, and many others. Set contains all 95 episodes. In B&W. 100 hours on twenty-four DVDs. Shout! Factory. $129.99

**DVD 3967573 ENDEAVOUR: The Complete Seventh Season.** Widescreen. Endeavour and his colleagues are entering a new decade. As London is recovering from the bombing on New Year’s Eve 1959, normal order has been resumed and the team reunited at Castle Gate CID, with Chief Superintendent Bright back in charge. Endeavour and his detectives of the past year have left their mark. Includes all Season 7 episodes. English SDH. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99

**DVD 3724367 EMERGENCY! The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Hit the streets in this high-octane drama of the20 most celebrated years of the popular TV series, starring Kevin Tighe and John J. York, and featuring a dynamic medical team, including nurse Dixie McCall (Julie London) and doctors Kelly Brackett (Robert Fuller) and Joe Early (Bobby Troup). Over 110 hours on thirty-two DVDs. Universal. $119.95

**Blu-ray 3913033 POLARK: The Complete Collection.** Widescreen. Enjoy all five seasons of a thrilling family saga that has taken audiences by storm. Set against the spectacular landscapes of the Cornish coast, this series is full of unforgettable characters, breathtaking storytelling, and fiery romance. Collects all 45 episodes of the series. Stars Aidan Turner, Heida Reed, and Eleanor Tomlinson. English SDH. Fourty three hours on 15 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $199.99 $159.95

**Blu-ray 3916131 ACRYNE VENTURA PET DETECTIVE/ACRYNE VENTURA WHEN NATURE CALLS.** Widescreen. He’s the best there is. In fact, he’s the only one there is! He’s A Cryne Ventura Pet Detective. Jim Cryne is the only reason the Miami Dolphins’ missing mascot and quarterback Dan Marino. If you’re ready to laugh like a pack of hyenas, you’re ready for A Cryne Ventura When Nature Calls. A Cryne returns to rescue an animal he loathes—a big! English SDH. Three hours on 2 Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

**Blu-ray 3909118 SCREAM QUEEN DOUBLE FEATURE: The Fog/The Howling.** Widescreen. In the isolated village of Antonio Bay is about to learn the true meaning of the word “vengence” in The Fog starring Jamie Lee Curtis. Severely shaken from a brutal encounter with a serial killer, TV newscaster Karen White takes some much needed time off in a secluded community where she discovers a terrifying secret in The Howling. Both rated R. Over three hours. Scary Film. $7.95

**Blu-ray 3948659 MOON INDIGO.** Widescreen. A fast-paced romance film, Indigo plays wealthy bachelor Colin, whose hobbies include developing his pianokat (a cocktail making piano) and devouring otherworldly delicious desserts. Featuring the beautiful R. English SDH. Then he meets Chloe, and before they know it, they’re plunging headfirst into a rapturous romance. Not Rated. English SDH. In French with English subtitles. 131 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

**Blu-ray 6812104 THE ROLLING STONES—SOME GIRLS: Live in Texas ’78.** Widescreen. The Rolling Stones 1978 tour of the USA in support of their Some Girls tour is considered by fans to be one of the very best. Presented on Blu-ray and CD, this Fort Worth, Texas set features live performances of 17 classics including Honky Tonk Woman; of Burden and Jumpin’ Jack Flash. 128 minutes on Blu-ray (in 2160p resolution), English SDH. Includes a Blu-ray bonus special features. 165 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

**Blu-ray 399094X ALICE IN WONDERLAND 3D.** Widescreen. Tumble down the rabbit hole for a fantastical adventure with Alice (Mia Wasikowska), now 19 years old, returns to the whimsical world she first entered as a child to discover her true destiny. Also stars Johnny Depp, Anne Hathaway, and Mia Wasikowska. English SDH. 3D VERSION ONLY—Required equipment not included. 109 minutes. Disney. $4.95

**Blu-ray 2964924 DOCTOR ZHIVAGO.** Widescreen. A peerless filmmaker of substance and scale, David Lean directed this screen adaptation of Pasternak’s tumultuous tale of Russia divided by war and hearts torn by love. Omar Sharif plays the title role; Julie Christie is his haunting, long-love; Lara, and both are caught up in the tidal wave of history. Winner of five Academy Awards. Also stars Alec Guinness. English SDH. Over three hours. Turner Entertainment Co. $19.95

**Blu-ray 3950174 WOODSTOCK: The Director’s Cut.** Widescreen. For three days in the rural town of Bethel, New York, half a million people experienced the defining moment of their generation—a Woodstock in script and influence, a coming together of people with a single common goal: peace and music. This set includes movie, music and extras and some new, never before seen Blu-ray versions. Over three hours on 3 Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

**Blu-ray 3950772 THE CURIOUS CASE OF BENJAMIN BUTTON.** Widescreen. This Academy Award-winning film stars Brad Pitt as a man who is born in his old age and who, as he grows younger, becomes, for a brief time, the fastest dancer in Paris. In a surreal Paris, Romain Duris takes some much needed time off in a secluded community where she discovers a terrifying secret in The Howling. Both rated R. Over three hours. Scary Film. $7.95

**Blu-ray 3916133 MINDHURST.** Widescreen. When Dane and his brother Lucas drift from the city to the suburbs, they’re in for a big surprise. Along with their nearby Julie, they unlock a trap to a mysterious hole in their basement. But the secrets are unearthed and the three must confront their darkest fears. Stars Chris Messina, Stacey Dash, and Matthew Massoglia, Haley Bennett, and Bruce Den. Includes Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. 96 minutes. Bold Films. $9.95

**Blu-ray 4859295 PRAY FOR DEATH.** Widescreen. In this explosive slice of 1980s soulful action art, Akira (Sho Kosugi) and his family find their dream of a better life in America quickly transforming into a nightmare when they fall foul of a group of predatory thieves. But unfortunately for the bad guys, Akira is secretly a black ninja, and nothing will stop him from getting vengeance. Not Rated. English SDH. Over 90 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $19.99

**Blu-ray 395014X A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Seven screening that placed him on the same show list as the original Elm Street. Ten terms include: A Nightmare on Elm Street; A Nightmare on Elm Street 2: Freddy’s Revenge; A Nightmare on Elm Street 3: Dream Warriors; A Nightmare on Elm Street 4: The Dream Master; A Nightmare on Elm Street 5: The Dream Child; Freddy’s Dead: The Final Nightmare; and Wes Craven’s New Nightmare. Includes a Freddy keychain. Most Rated R. English SDH. Nearly eleven hours on 4 Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter. $24.95
**Blu-ray 3945577**
**NATHALIE: Escape from Hélía.** When a Russian doctor (Patrícia Gor) falls foul of Fort Stilberg, a luxury brothel for German top brass where women are overseen by sadistic SS officers, she is saved from becoming a “hostess” when a Nazi lieutenant recognizes her medical skills and transfers her to the infirmary. Not Rated. Dubbed. In English. 104 minutes. Blu-rays. $11.95.

**Blu-ray 2950593**
**THE YOUNG POPE.** Widescreen. Created and directed by Academy Award winner Paolo Sorrentino and starring Jude Law and Diane Keaton, this series tells the story of pontiff Pius XIII. Like the first American Pope in history, includes all ten episodes. Also stars Silvio Orlando and James Cromwell. Over nine hours on three Blu-rays. $99.95.

**Blu-ray 3735354**

**Blu-ray 3805051**

**Blu-ray 3916162**
**BAD SANTA 2.** Widescreen. Fueled by cheap whiskey and greed, Willie Soke (Billy Bob Thornton) teams up once again with his aging, mentally maimed buddy. But this time they’re in Chicago. But the arrival of Willie’s horror story of a mother, Sunny (Kathy Bates) and the “kid”–Thurman Merman–may upset their plan. Includes HD versions. Unrated. English SDH. 95 minutes. Broad Green Pictures. $11.95.

**Blu-ray 3916161**
**BAD SANTA.** Widescreen. A blocked, tormented and娘娘腔 man, who does messy business for the underworld in Detroit. He’s also a kind of Everyman for the Eighties. But in the end he has just begun. Not Rated. English SDH. 95 minutes. Warner Bros. $39.95.

**Blu-ray 394624X**
**CURSE OF THE GOLDEN FLOWER.** Widescreen. Set in the lavish and breathtakingly colorful world hidden from the eyes of mere mortals behind the walls of the Forbidden City, a tale of a royal family divided against itself builds to a mythical climax as lines are crossed, trust is betrayed, and family blood is spilled in the quest for redemption and revenge. Stars Chow Yun Fat. In Chinese with English subtitles. 114 minutes. Blu-ray and DVD versions. Sony Pictures. $5.95.

**Blu-ray 3803325**
**HORROR TRIPLE FEATURE, VOLUME 2.** Widescreen. This collection of horror includes Scar, Joan escapes a local undertaker who mutilates his wife, then leaves for New York, but he follows her to her apartment. Midnight Movie, a horror movie turns chaotic when the killer from the movie emerges out of the film. 84 minutes. All Not Rated. Phase 4 Films. $3.95.

**Blu-ray 3943216**
**HEREAFTER.** Widescreen. George (Matt Damon) is a blue-collar American with a special connection to the afterlife dating from his childhood. A French journalist has a near-death experience that shock her reality. A Londoner’s life is altered when he loses someone very close to him. Each seeking the truth, their lives will intersect. English SDH. 129 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95.

**Blu-ray 3735214**

**Blu-ray 3893754**
**LAUREL & HARDY: THE DEFINITIVE RESTORATIONS.** Full-length collection of the 1930s classic comedies from one of the most beloved teams in show business includes twenty films plus commentaries by John Culhane and Richard W. Bann, along with alternate sound tracks and music tracks. In B&W. Over eight hours. Blu-rays. $47.95.

**Blu-ray 3900142**
**MEAN.** Widescreen. When an American cowboy stumbles upon a gypsy family in a wind swept desert town, they offer him a job to escort a princess back to her home in Spain. But he finds himself in over his head when he gets caught in the middle of an epic battle involving Vikings, bandit cowboys, and werewolves. Stars Matt Damon, zoo animals. Blu-ray and DVD versions. 90 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95. Blu-ray and DVD versions. $14.95.

**Blu-ray 3950131**
**LETHAL WEAPON COLLECTION.** Widescreen. The smash hits that started Buddy Cop movies now for the first time together on Blu-ray! Includes: Lethal Weapon, Lethal Weapon 2, Lethal Weapon 3, and Lethal Weapon 4. Stars include Mel Gibson, Danny Glover, Joe Pesci, Rene Russo and more. All Rated R. English SDH. Over seven hours on 4 Blu-rays. Warner Bros. $19.95.

**Blu-ray 3964100**
**HOTTEST MOMENTS EVER: Girls Gone Wild.** You asked for the hottest moments, and now you’re gonna get just that. From the sexiest girls to the hottest scenes, this show is loaded with only the best. It’s real, it’s raw, and it’s the wildest, sexiest moments on Earth. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $99.95.

**Blu-ray 3718117**
**STAR TREK–THE NEXT GENERATION MOVIE PICTURE COLLECTION.** The quintessential sci-fi box set starring the U.S.S. Enterprise’s Next Generation crew. Join Captain Jean Luc Picard, William T. Riker, Data, Geordi LaFoe, Wor, Dr. Crusher and Deanna Troi as they travel across the universe in a series of five feature films: First Contact; Generations; Insurrection; Nemesis. Includes a bonus disc of extra features. Stars Patrick Stewart and Jonathan Frakes, English SDH. Over 7 hours on four Blu-rays. Paramount. $17.95.

**Blu-ray 3913855**

**Blu-ray 3965872**
**THE HOUSE BY THE CEMETERY.** Widescreen. A young family moves to a ramshackle New York City apartment to a spurious new home in New England. But this is no ordinary house in the country. the previous owner was a deranged maniac whose monstrous human experiments have left a legacy of bloody mayhem. In Italian with English subtitles. Not Rated. 4K Ultra HD version. 86 minutes on two Blu-rays. Blue Underground. Pub. at $49.95. Blu-ray and DVD versions. $29.95.
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**CD 295763** CREEDEEN CLEARWATER REVIVAL Transmission Impossible. This 3 CD collection features live and studio recordings broadcast across FM radio during their short but dynamic tenure. Songs include "Messin' Around," "Lovelady," and many more. Thirty seven tracks. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**DVD 3957980** LITTLE RICHARD & FRIENDS: Music Legands. Enjoy live performances from a live Rock 'n' Roll roll, featuring Little Richard, Jerry Lee Lewis, Bill Haley, and Chuck Berry playing their all-time greatest hits. Includes live renditions of "Blue Sock Hop," "Don't Be Cruel," "Miss Molly," "Rock Around the Clock," and more. 41 minutes. One Media. $4.95

**CD 3855833** BRENDA LEE: Music Legends. Get an in-depth look at an icon of country music with a collection of fantastic live performances. Spanning her storied career, it includes live renditions of "Coming on Strong," "Johnny One Time," "You Are the One I Want," "Fly Away," and much more. 47 minutes. One Media. $4.95

**CD 4657691** TELIONION MONK WITH JOHN COLTRANE: The Complete Riverside Recordings. For a brief, magical period in the late '50s, John Coltrane and his musical demi-gods Thelonious Monk and John Coltrane worked together every night as part of a quartet at the now-fabled Five Spot Cafe. Between the ages of 15 and 20, they made this stunning music presented here, the complete output in the recording studio. Two CDs. Concord Music Group. $7.95


**CD 2905363** THE GREAT TRAGEDY: Winter Dance Party 1959. Surely the best remembered of all 1950s rock 'n' roll tours; for all the wrong reasons. Rock 'n' roll would never be the same after the fatal plane crash that took the lives of Buddy Holly, Ritchie Valens and The Big Bopper. This 40 track collection includes: "Chantilly Lace;" "La Bamba;" "Fake Out;" "When Sin Stops;" "Teen Angel;" "That'll Be the Day;" and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**DVD 6938663** CROSBY, STILLS, NASH & YOUNG: The Rare Video Broadcast Collection. Fullscreen. With performances of this occasional quartet given in the 1960s, '70s, '80s and '90s, this collection presents 10 hours of twenty-two rare TV broadcast appearances across their career. 95 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**CD 658599X** THUNDER DRUMS. The music of Native American, African, Hispanic, Aboriginal, and South American cultures influence this CD of nine percussive tracks, set against a mesmerizing backdrop of a rolling thunderstorm. The result is nothing short of stunning. Global Journey. Pub. at $7.95


**CD 3990962** AMERICAN SONGBOOK: 100 Hits. Collects 100 timeless tracks from the legends, including Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, Billie Holiday, Nat King Cole, Judy Garland, Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra, Louis Armstrong, and many more. Five CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

**DVD 4659352** GEORGE STRAIGHT: Icon. Collections albums from the country icon, including Amarillo by Morning; Ocean Front Property; All My Ex's Live in Texas; Living and Loving Well; River of Love; and more. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 3899989** HANNAH: The Complete Solo Albums 1964-66. Sixty-four tracks offer a comprehensive overview of the initial era of the Ventures' career, comprising their A and B sides during the period, as well as the complete album versions of their first four albums: Walk Don't Run; The Ventures; Another Smash; and The Colorful Ventures. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**CD 3821862** EMMYLOU HARRIS & LINDA RONSTADT: Girl's Night Out. Spanning her years as a member of the classic rock band Nitty Gritty Dirt Band, Emmylou Harris gives voice to her solo career with this live broadcast on the Warfield Theatre, San Francisco, CA on September 10, 1999. Tracks include Loving the Highwaysman; For Doubt or Certain; Hello Stranger; Sweet Molly; Rock Around the Clock; and 13 more. 41 minutes. One Media. $4.95


**CD 7615191** HANK SNOW: The Complete US Country Hits, 1949-62. This 48-track set covers the most influential hit-making period of Hank Snow's storied career, and comprises every A and B side which made the country charts from his chart debut in 1949 through to 1962, including his hits during his career. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3986998** HIT PARADE 1961. A valuable treasure chest of the year's best, collecting 25 original artist tracks in a range of genres. Relive top-notch hits like the Beatles' "Ticket to Ride," The Tokens' "You Can-November 1;" by Ricky Nelson; "Runnin' Scared" by Roy Orbison; "Stand By Me" by Ben E. King; and more. Dynamic. $6.95

**CD 4659352** GEORGE STRAIGHT: Icon. Collections albums from the country icon, including Amarillo by Morning; Ocean Front Property; All My Ex's Live in Texas; Living and Loving Well; River of Love; and more. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 2819910** THE DUANE ALLMAN ARCHIVES. Collects three CDs. The Allman Brothers Band & A & R Studios New York 26th & 27th Studios 1971. Duane & Bonnie with The Allman Brothers & King Curtis; and Duane Allman's Jukebox; comprising 50 tracks including Turn On Your Love; "Lay It On Me;" "Next Time I Fall;" "Good News;" Slow; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 4552911** JOHNNY CASH: The Complete Sun Releases and Columbia Singles, 1955-62. One of the greatest figures of American music, Johnny Cash was a singing tribute in this 72-track collection. An overview of his early career, it assembles all his tracks with the Sun label, plus the A and B sides of his singles for Columbia during the same period. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

**CD 3935027** HALL & OATES: The Singles. Presents 18 tracks from this great American rock duo. Includes " Maneater;" " I Can't Go for That;" "out Of Touch;" "Private Eyes;" "Sara Smile;" "You've Lost That Loving Feeling;" "Kiss On My List;" "You Make My Dreams;" "One On One;" "Say It Isn't So;" "Add Education;" and more. Sony. $7.95

**CD 4552911** JOHNNY CASH: The Complete Sun Releases and Columbia Singles, 1955-62. One of the greatest figures of American music, Johnny Cash was a singing tribute in this 72-track collection. An overview of his early career, it assembles all his tracks with the Sun label, plus the A and B sides of his singles for Columbia during the same period. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

**CD 3935027** HALL & OATES: The Singles. Presents 18 tracks from this great American rock duo. Includes " Maneater;" " I Can't Go for That;" "out Of Touch;" "Private Eyes;" "Sara Smile;" "You've Lost That Loving Feeling;" "Kiss On My List;" "You Make My Dreams;" "One On One;" "Say It Isn't So;" "Add Education;" and more. Sony. $7.95

**CD 2019999** ALFI E. HITCHCOCK: The Classic Soundtrack Collection. With a total of over 50 full length feature films to his name, Alfred Hitchcock remains one of the most influential movie directors and a central figure in cinema history. This four CD set includes 140 tracks, bringing together five original full soundtrack albums for Hitchcock films, along with numerous themes for others of his classic creations. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
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**CD 3865983 DESTINATION LUST: The World of Love, Sex and Violence.** It’s no surprise that sex, violence, and unbridled lust are at the heart of countless classic rock songs, and in this 32 track CD is a cornucopia of sexy melodies and lusty lyrics rendered by a phalanx of busty actresses, hip blues and R&B stalwarts, and gridding bands, including That Makes It; Charge It; I Want a Lip; Reach Me; and more. Adultly Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

**CD 6940781 THE ANIMALS: Animality.** The third studio album from the gritty, gutsiest British Rhythm and Blues band released in 1966. Along with the original titles, this CD includes bonus tracks and bonus stereo mixes. Twenty-five tracks include Maudie; Time; Blue Flames; Chinese Love; You; Secret Records. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 4665074 VAN HALEN: 1987.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Osaka Furtusi Takirukan, Osaka, Japan, in September 1979. Nineteen tracks include: Light Up the Sky; Somebody Get Me a Doctor; Dance the Night Away; Feel Your Love Tonight; You Really Got Me; Bottoms Up; Ain’t Waiting; Little Giverse; Jump; Have a Nice Life; and more. Twenty-seven tracks. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 4652673 DEREK & THE DOMINOES: Brokendown Paradise.** Formed in the spring of 1970 this blues-rock band included Eric Clapton, Bobby Whitlock, Carl Radle and Jim Gordon. This rare release many previously unreleased tracks, Songs include Layla; Key to the Highway; One More Chance; It’s Too Late; and more. Twenty-two tracks. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 4653976 GRAND FUNK RAILROAD: Icon.** Includes 12 songs from the rock band’s CD, ‘It’s a Long Way There’; ‘Some Kind of Wonderful’; ‘The Loco-Motion’; ‘Bad Time’; ‘Shinin’ On’; ‘Walk Like a Men’; ‘Footloose’; ‘Miss Mistreater (Live); Inside Looking Out’; ‘Rock & Roll Soul’; and Closer to Home (I’m Your Captain). Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 4654906 LITTLE RIVER BAND: Icon.** Compiles 12 songs from the American rock band. It’s a Long Way There; Man On Your Mind; Lonesome Lorraine; Cool Change; Happy Anniversary; Down on the Border; The Night Owls; Remembering; The Other Guy; Take It Easy on Me; and Help Is on Its Way. Universal Music. $4.95

**CD 290001 TANGERINE DREAM: Sommambulistic Imagery.** Recorded for FM broadcast at the Irvine Meadows Amphitheatre, in Laguna Hills, California on June 6, 1986, this two CD set collects all the 'Hymn to The Senses’ of beautiful piano melodies. Provides thirty tracks on 3 CDs in a metal presentation case. NorthQuest. $19.99

**CD 3957071 ELVIRA’S HEAVY METAL HALLOWEEN.** The Mistress of the Dark presents ten bone-crunching heavy metal renditions of Halloween’s most iconic horror movies. Includes; The Exorcist (Main Theme); Frankensteins; The Bride of Frankenstein; The Count’s Final Night; The House of Usher; and Opera: Halloween (Main Theme); and more. Compass Music. $4.95

**CD 3882986 THE 75 BEST JAZZ TRACKS OF THE EARLY 1960’S.** Rediscover a treasure trove of jazz favorites with one jazz track collection. Includes Giant Steps by John Coltrane; The Pan Piper by Miles Davis with Gil Evans; Driva’ Man by Max Roach; I Remember When by Stan Getz; Watermelon Man by Herbie Hancock; Black Eye Peas by Ramsey Lewis; and more. Six CDs. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3957101 HEALING WATERS: Body, Mind, Spirit.** Experience the healing sound of a spring rain shower blended with the beautiful melodies of harp, strings, guitar and flute. Thirty tracks on 3 CDs in a metal presentation case. NorthQuest. $19.99

**CD 3778975 STANLEY TURRENTINE: The Classic Blue Note Collection.** This four-CD box set collates Turrentine’s albums as a leader–across the earliest part of his lengthy musical career. Six classic albums are presented here Look Out!: Blue Hour; Comin’ Your Way; Up at Minton’s, Volume 1 & 2; Dearly Beloved; Z T’s Blues, and That’s Where It’s At. Forty-five tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

**CD 3957187 SCOTLAND THE BRAVE: Pipe & Drum Classics.** A stirring collection on 15 tracks of Scottish pipe & drum medleys includes March O’F, Pipe Dreams; Scotty and the Medley, Missy Mom; Solo Pipes; The Morning Light; Marching for Scotland; Bay of Biscay; Ottawa Valley Set; Bonnie Black Isle; Song for Suzanne; and more. Somerfield Entertainment. $4.95

**CD 3898341 CROSBY, STILLS, NASH & YOUNG: A Bridge of Spies.** Collects fifteen tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Oakland-Alameda County Coliseum, Oakland, California, December 4th, 1968. Songs include Reservation Road; Lonesome Old World; Southern Man; Teach Your Children; Believe; Wang Dang Doodle; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 4664272 BONNIE RAITT: The Last Broadcast–Philadelphia 1972.** Recorded in the Rainbow Room, Sigma Sound Studios, Philadelphia in January 1972. Mighty Tight Woman; Rollin’ & Jumpin’; Any Day Woman; Woman Be Wise; Big Road; Walkin’ Blues; and more. Leftfield Media. $11.95

**CD 3891572 EAGLES: Target Practise.** On February 22, 1995 the group performed at the Target Center in Minneapolis, MN. This two-CD set features this superb collection in its entirety. Songs include Hotel California; One of These Nights; Tequila Sunrise; The Boys of Summer; Life in the Fast Lane; Take it Easy; Victim of Love; and more. Twenty-seven tracks. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 3852705 BIG COUNTRY: Christmas by the Fire.** Celebrate the holidays with Bing Crosby and this collection of the legenday crooner’s most iconic Christmas songs on 15 tracks. Includes: White Christmas; Mistletoe; Silver Bells; I Heard the Bells on Christmas Day; I’ll Be Home for Christmas; and more. Includes a 30 minute fireplace DVD with cracking sounds plus a ten song Bing Crosby soundtrack. UMG Recordings. $4.95

**DVD 3719731 MOTOWN 25: Yesterday, Today, Forever.** Features an extended version of Motown 25, with 25 almost 30 minutes of footage never broadcast. Virtually every major Motown artist is spotlighted, including Smokey Robinson, Marvin Gaye, Stevie Wonder, Lionel Richie; Wells, Martha Reeves, Jr. Walker and the Commodores. CC. 173 minutes. StarVisa. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**CD 3957245 THE EVERYLY BROTHERS: Live.** This dynamic duo comes together on 16 tracks to bring you oldie hits such as Crying in the Rain; Love Is Strange; Concerning Hour; Stone Cold; Lucille; All I Have To Do Is Dream; Walk Right Back; When Will I Be Loved; Wake Up Little Susie; I Kissed You; and more. Pegasus Entertainment. $4.95

**CD 3957144 PIANO Moods: Instrumental Moods.** Enjoy your own quiet relaxation with this soothing collection of beautiful piano melodies. Provides thirty tracks on 3 CDs in a metal presentation case. Includes Peaceful; Love; Forever; From the Planet; Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata; Salie’s Gymnopedie; Saint-Saens’ The Swan; from The Carnival of Animals; and more. NorthQuest. $4.95

**CD 3882260 BADFINGER: Kansas City 1972.** Thirteen tracks are cut from a live FM broadcast recorded at Cowtown Ballroom, Kansas City, Missouri, in April of 1972. Tracks include Better Days; Midnight Sun; and more. Tuesday Morning Records. $19.95 $14.99

**CD 395708X ENCORE! The Music of Andrew Lloyd Webber.** Ignite your senses with the power and passion of contemporary stage favorites from such acclaimed musicals as The Phantom of the Opera; Evita; Cats; and The Sound of Music. Performs performed at the stars of London’s West End. Compiles 30 tracks on 3 CDs. Moody Entertainment. $4.95

**CD 3821722 100 HITS: The Best Soft Rock Album.** This five CD set collects 100 songs from your favorite soft rock artists including: Bellamy Brothers; Carlise; Cyndi Lauper; Red Speedwagon, Survivor, Avril Lavigne; Kenny Loggins; Cheap Trick; Michael Bolton; and many more. MVD Audio. $19.99 $14.95

**CD 4650925 NEIL YOUNG: Touch the Sky.** Twenty tracks compiled on this CD are from various radio broadcasts, 1967-1974. Songs include, Flying on the Ground Is Wrong; Mr. Soul; Bad Fog of Loneliness; Country Home; Hi Hat; Waiting for You; The Losing End; and more. Golden Rain. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6961673 TOMMY ROE: Greatest Hits.** Features ten hits from this 1960s singer/songwriter including: Lucille; Dizzy; Crimson and Clover; Sugar Sugar; Heather Honey; Sweet Pea; Everybody; Baby I Love You; and Hoory for Hazel. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
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**CD 3957136 PEACEFUL RETREAT: Body, Mind, Spirit.** Create your own peaceful retreat as you listen to soothing melodies performed on guitar, piano, and strings blended with the healing sounds of ocean waves. Thirty tracks on 3 CDs in a metal presentation case. NorthQuest. Pub. at $14.95.

**CD 3957235 ZEN MUSIC FOR RELAXATION.** On these two CDs and eighteen tracks, you will discover Zen-like peace as modern and traditional instruments combine for a really relaxing experience. Somerset. $7.95.

**DVD 397561 CHUCK BERRY: Hall Rock ‘n Roll.** Widescreen. In 1966, Keith Richards, John Lennon, and a host of other musicians come together to honor this rock ‘n roll legend. This recording is a must for any rock ‘n roll fan. Sony Music. Pub. at $14.95.

**CD 3965101 CHAKRA YOGA.** The Buddha Collection. With the sounds of the Himalayas and Tibetan bowls, these twelve tracks will bring you peace and relaxation. Tides of Change. $21.95.

**CD 396274X CHUCK BERRY: The Lost Tapes.** These two CDs collect 26 tracks from this Canadian folk and country music duo including Keep on the Sunny Side; Darcy Farrow; Will the Circle Be Unbroken; Sweet Dreams; Come on in My Kitchen; Silver Threads and Golden Needles; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Stony Plain Records. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 396573X MOZART: Cosi Fan Tutte.** Three CDs set of the Italian opera which translates to “She loves everyone.” Lella Cuberli, soprano, as Fiordiligi; Martin Cooper, tenor, as Guglielmo; and Kurt Streit, Lella Cuberli, soprano, as Fiordiligi; Martin Cooper, tenor, as Guglielmo; and Kurt Streit, baritone, as Guglielmo; and Kurt Streit, baritone, as Guglielmo. Polish Radio Symphony Orchestra. $24.99.

**CD 3957093 RELAXING RAIN.** The soothing sound of falling rain reinforces the stresses of your day and restores your sense of calm on this 5 track collection. Somerset. $4.95.

**CD 3964280 BROTHER JACK MCDUFF: The Classic Albums 1960-1963.** Collects eight classic albums. The Honeydripper; Goodnight, It’s Time to Go; Got A Thing for You; Somethin’ Slick; Brother Jack McDuff Live; Brother Jack at the Jazz Workshop Live; Prelude, and Crash! Fifty tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightening. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 3959501 EXPERIENCE HENDRIX: The Best of Jimi Hendrix.** This iconic collection presents 20 tracks from this amazing musician Jimi Hendrix. Includes Purple Haze; Fire; The Wind Cries Mary; Hey Joe; All Along the Watchtower; Stone Free; Crosstown Traffic;而; and more. Sony Music. $11.95.

**CD 3957681 MILITARY CLASSICS.** You’ll strike up the band in this 15 track collection of the greatest military marches. Reach for your baton and listen to classics such as 633 Squadron; Ceremonial Occasion; Soldier’s Chorus; Star Spangled Banner; Gaetelique; Cwm Rhondda; Bring Him Home; Stout Hearted Men; Battle Hymn of the Republic; and more. Somona Entertainment. $5.95.

**CD 3956834 CLASSICS FOR RELAXATION.** Sit back, close your eyes, relax, and indulge in the incredibly diverse selections on this two CD collection such as Pachelbel’s Canon in D major; Chopin’s Piano Concerto No. 1 in E major, Op.11 (Romance); Mozart’s Piano Concerto No.21 in C major, and more. “Fast to en,” from Scenes from Childhood, Op.15; and much more. Somona Entertainment. $5.95.

**CD 3941066 THE TELSTAR HOT分泌 100 DECEMBER 22nd, 1962.** This collection of 98 tracks on our CDs comprises just about all the reports in the Billboard Hot 100 of that week and provides a fascinating snapshot of the pop music scene at the end of an important year. Includes songs like Limbo Rock by Chubby Checker; Ruby Ann by Marty Robbins; All Alone Am by Brenda Lee, and many more. It includes a page booklet. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99.

**CD 4653084 PHILLY JOE JONES: Riverside & Atlantic.** This set compiles eight classic albums; Weelkate Bounce; The Music of John Gras; Blues for Dracula; Drums Around the World; Showcase; Philly Joe’s Beat; Together; and more. $17.95.

**CD 3920101 THE 100 BEST JAZZ TUNES OF THE 1950’s.** Experience the sounds that defined ’50s jazz, spread out across eight smooth CDs. There’s so much music here that any fan’s hunger will be sated, with classics from all the greatest names: Ella Fitzgerald, Dizzy Gillespie, Miles Davis, Bill Evans, John Coltrane, and Count Basie, among others. Includes a 62-page booklet profiling many of these featured legends. Channel Recordings. $5.95.

**CD 4656572 STEVEN HALPERN: Ocean of Bliss.** Features 13 tracks, over an hour of Halperrn’s award-winning music with Mother Earth’s Organic Brainwave Entrainment soundtrack, the hypnotic rhythm of the surf. This beautiful music supports your immune system and innate rhythm of the surf. This beautiful music supports your immune system and innate rhythm of the surf. This beautiful music supports your immune system and innate rhythm of the surf. This beautiful music supports your immune system and innate rhythm of the surf. This beautiful music supports your immune system and innate rhythm of the surf. This beautiful music supports your immune system and innate rhythm of the surf. $19.95.


**CD 3957063 DEEP RELAXATION: Body, Mind, Spirit.** Experience deep relaxation as you listen to the calming sounds of the ocean waves blended with beautiful melodies performed on piano, strings and guitar. Thirty tracks on 3 CDs in a metal presentation case. NorthQuest. $4.95.


**CD 6098918 SHAPES OF THINGS: The Best of the Yarbirds.** A definitive collection of the very best recordings from the highly influential British R&B legends. This two CD set collects 40 tracks, including Shapes of Things, Sixty Minutes, Wheels of Life, and more. Pegasus Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 3927659 VAUGHN MONROE’S GREATEST HITS.** Forty-eight tracks including Lincoln, King of the Road, Ribs in the Sky, and more. Somona Entertainment. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 3866980 MARK KNOPFLER & EMMYLOU HARRIS: Balcony of Love.** Recorded from a live performance at Arena DI Verona, Verona, Italy on June 3, 2006. Nineteen songs, including Right Now; Red Staggering; Belle Star; This Is Us; The Road Running; So Far Away; Why; and more. Shout! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95.

**CD 3947459 TOWNE’S NUEL ZAYN (UN PLUGGED).** Recorded at the Old Quarter, Houston, Texas. Collects 27 tracks on two CDs from the country/folk singer that include: Announcement; Pancho & Lefty; Two Girls; To Live Is To Fly; Rex’s Blues; Kathleen; Tower Song; and more. Fat Possum Records. Pub. at $12.99.

**CD 466468X LED ZEPPELIN: The Lost Sessions.** Eighteen tracks include: You Shook Me; Communication Breakdown; Whole Lotta Love; Baby; The Girl I Love; What Is And What Should Never Be; Travelling Riverside Blues; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 2956529 THE BEST NINETIES ALBUMS.** This five CD set compiles 100 songs from the decade’s biggest hits, including Whitney Houston, Backstreet Boys, New Kids on the Block, Cyndi Lauper, Soul Asylum, Jennifer Lopez, Britney Spears, and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $29.99.


**CD 465280X PETER GREEN’S FLEETWOOD MAC: The 1968 Sessions.** This CD focuses on the band’s 1968 radio recordings, many presented here for the first time. Among the highlights are: including Sweet Little Angel; If You Be My Baby; Wine, Whiskey, Women; Peggy Sue Got Married; Where You Belong; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99.
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**CD 388918** THE HELEN FORREST HITS COLLECTION 1938-46. This 48 track, two-CD set comprises her chart hits as vocalist with the Orchestras of Artie Shaw, Benny Goodman, and in Duets with Dick Haymes as well as her solo numbers. Songs include Time Waits for No One; Mister Five by Five; I Had the Craziest Dream; I’ve Heard That Song Before; and more. See Salad Days, 1938-46. *Fifteen tracks, in including live FM broadcast at the London Palladium, London, England,* New England. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 465312** BY CODDOR & NICK LOWE: Tokyo Warning. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Orchard Hall, Tokyo, Japan on November 11, 2009. Seventeen tracks, including Fool Who Knows What Love Is; Lovers On the Borderline; Little Sister; Crazy ‘Bout and Sutra. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 466239** BLACK SABBATH: Montreux 1970. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Montreux Casino, Montreux, Switzerland in August of 1970. Paranoid, N.I.B., Behind the Wall of Sleep; Iron Man; War Pigs; and more. Features over 30 chart entries, with early covers of T. Rex, Thin Lizzy, and Cream. Pub. at $12.95

**CD 399755** ZOOT SIMS: The Rare Albums Collection. Collects sixty-one tracks from 8 of Sims’ rare albums on four CDs. Songs include Bachelor in the Tangerine, Zoot’s Tenor Conclave, Just You, Just Me; Halley’s Comet; Everything I’ve Got; Lucky Man; Crazy; Karrin Eagle; Tiger in the Spotlight; Nut Rocker; and more. Two CDs. Smokin’. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 389752** ROY BUCHANAN: Live at Rockpalast–Hamburg 1985. This performance shows Buchanan’s genius on the guitar in a unique way—especially with his covers by Leon Russell, John Lee Hooker, Ben E. King, and Don Gibson. Thirty songs, including Thing in G (Short Fuse); Walk Don’t Run; Peter Gunn; Linda Lou; and more. Includes a DVD (76 minutes) and CD of the performance. MIG Music. Pub. at $23.99

**CD 388662** CRYSTAL GAYLE: Live in Tennessee. This concert, recorded at the Renaissance Center in Tennessee in 2005, stars Gayle at her very best. She performs all her hits, including Taking in Your Sleep, Why Have You Left Me, Take My Brown Shoes, and more. Twenty tracks. Also includes a DVD of the performance (91 minutes). Wiennerbos. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 388703** TOMTAW: The Early Years 1959-62. This 80 track, three-CD set contains Taw’s collection of early hits, including Lost, Tamla, Gory, Miracle and Divinity labels, and features over 30 chart entries, with early pop and R&B hits on those labels by Mary Akai, The Miracles, Many Wells, The Supremes, and others. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 465476** TAMMY WYNETTE: Gold. Sixty tracks on 3 CDs collect Wyette’s top hits including Star by Star; Lonely Street; Golden Ring; Woman to Woman; You and Me; Starting Over; Run, Woman, Run; The Ceremony; and more. Packaged in a tri-fold cardboard sleeve. Sony Legacy. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 308503** WAYLON JENNINGS: Goin’ Down Rockin’–The First Recordings. Just prior to his death in 2002, Waylon recorded these songs with nothing but his voice and outlet in August of Tumer’s bass. A decade later, Tmeri finally felt ready to flesh out these recordings and release this finished product. Twelve tracks, eleven of which were recorded during the 70s. "Balls of the Wall" and "Harley Was Runnin’!" Do I Believe; Never Say Die; Wasin’ Time; and more. Saguaro Road Records. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 694109** PORKY AND BESS: An Original Sound Track Recording. The original sound track recording of the film Porky and Bess (1933). Featuring a beautiful unique folk opera is complete on 19 tracks. Overture; Summertime; I Got Plenty O’ Nuttin’; Ain’t Necessarily So; and just some of the classic pieces White Rabbit; My Baby’s Daddy; DuBose Heyward and Ira Gershwin. Conducted by Andre Previn. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 395341** CELTIC DREAMS. Lose yourself in the beauty of Ireland with this beautiful unique folk opera is complete on 19 tracks. Overture; Summertime; I Got Plenty O’ Nuttin’; Ain’t Necessarily So; and just some of the classic pieces White Rabbit; My Baby’s Daddy; DuBose Heyward and Ira Gershwin. Conducted by Andre Previn. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 371742** JETHRO TULL: Skating on Thin Ice. This two CD set features a dynamic show from the band’s 1977 concert at the Capital Centre in Landover, Maryland. Songs include ‘Wring Aloud’; Skating Away on Thin Ice; Velvet Green; Hunting Girl; Too Old To Rock ‘n’ Roll; and more. Twenty tracks. Uniform. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 347633** CAROLE KING: Tapestry. The original sound track recording of the film Tapestry (1970). Featuring a beautiful unique folk opera is complete on 19 tracks. Overture; Summertime; I Got Plenty O’ Nuttin’; Ain’t Necessarily So; and just some of the classic pieces White Rabbit; My Baby’s Daddy; DuBose Heyward and Ira Gershwin. Conducted by Andre Previn. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 388778** THE PERRY COMO HITS COLLECTION 1943-1962. This 126 track, five CD set comprises all the hits from Perry Como’s hit-filled career from 1943 to 1962. Contains all 126 hits from the beginning of his hit-filled career. Vol. 1: You’re Sixteen; Vol. 2: Too Young To Kiss; Vol. 3: Lovers; Vol. 4: My Kind of Town; Vol. 5: All the Way. Universal. Pub. at $29.99

**CD 386905** JOHN DENVER: Gold. A must-have collection for any fan of John Denver. This set collects 45 of his songs on three CDs, including Take Me Home, Country Roads; Leaving on a Jet Plane; Rocky Mountain High; Christmas; and many others. New Alb. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 357041** THE WHO: Live 1962. For the 1962 European tour when The Who opened for the Rolling Stones. This collection is a good-natured parody of President John F. Kennedy, both as Commander in Chief and as a member of a large political family. President Kennedy was known to have given Christine Talbot a gold record. This set includes a bonus CD with special features. Nearly two hours on 3 CDs. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $24.99


**CD 466452** JIMMY PAGE: Ohio. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Public Auditorium, Cleveland, OH. In October 1983. Shows what it was like to see new wave bands, such as the Smiths and the Cure, play live. This set includes a bonus CD with special features. Nearly two hours on 3 CDs. Recordings. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 358900** KING OF THE HITS COLLECTION 1943-1962. This 100 track, five CD set comprises all the hits from the 1940s to 1960s. Features over 30 chart entries, with early covers of T. Rex, Thin Lizzy, and Cream. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 393572** JOHN DEVER: This 60 track, five CD set comprises all the hits from the 1940s to 1960s. Features over 30 chart entries, with early covers of T. Rex, Thin Lizzy, and Cream. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 388690** JOHN DENVER: Gold. A must-have collection for any fan of John Denver. This set collects 45 of his songs on three CDs, including Take Me Home, Country Roads; Leaving on a Jet Plane; Rocky Mountain High; Christmas; and many others. New Alb. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 465464** JOHN COLTRANE: Live 1962. For the 1962 European tour when The Who opened for the Rolling Stones. This collection is a good-natured parody of President John F. Kennedy, both as Commander in Chief and as a member of a large political family. President Kennedy was known to have given Christine Talbot a gold record. This set includes a bonus CD with special features. Nearly two hours on 3 CDs. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 388690** JOHN DENVER: Gold. A must-have collection for any fan of John Denver. This set collects 45 of his songs on three CDs, including Take Me Home, Country Roads; Leaving on a Jet Plane; Rocky Mountain High; Christmas; and many others. New Alb. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 357041** THE WHO: Live 1962. For the 1962 European tour when The Who opened for the Rolling Stones. This collection is a good-natured parody of President John F. Kennedy, both as Commander in Chief and as a member of a large political family. President Kennedy was known to have given Christine Talbot a gold record. This set includes a bonus CD with special features. Nearly two hours on 3 CDs. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 388690** JOHN DENVER: Gold. A must-have collection for any fan of John Denver. This set collects 45 of his songs on three CDs, including Take Me Home, Country Roads; Leaving on a Jet Plane; Rocky Mountain High; Christmas; and many others. New Alb. Pub. at $19.99
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Conway Twitty, Dolly Parton, Loretta Lynn, and more. In B&W and Color. 38 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95.


$14.95


$14.95


$14.95

CD 3914453 THE GEORGE GERSHWIN COLLECTION. A wonderful collection of the esteemed composer’s music, compiling 50 tracks on three CDs. Songs include Rhapsody in Blue; Piano and Bass; The Man I Love; Fascinating Rhythm; Oh Lady Be Good; A Fine Romance; etc. and many more. Dynamic. Price $29.99.

$11.95

CD 465607X THE EDDY DUCHIN HITS COLLECTION 1932-42. This 71 track, three-CD set consists entirely of recordings credited with Top 30 chart positions. It includes hit songs like Did You Ever See a Dream Walking?; Let’s Fall in Love; I Won’t Dance; Lovely to Look At; You Are My Lucky Star; I’ll Sing You a Thousand Love Songs; and many more. Acorbat. Pub. at $19.99.

$14.95

CD 465504X UNCHAINED MELODY: Fifty Forever. This essential collection of fifties music includes: Earth Angel by The Penguins; I’ll Give My Heart to You by Doris Day; Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me by Kay Kyser’s Kon-Tiki Korps; Lamplight by Jan Stapp; Sensitive by The Coasters; Aren’t We Brothers; Unchained Melody by Al Hibbler; and much more. Seventy-five tracks on 3 CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99.

$21.95

CD 4655041 THE OUTLAWS: Live at Rockpalast 1981. Collects nine songs from a live performance at Rockpalast in Wuppertal, Germany on August 19, 1981. Tracks include Devil’s Road; Hurry Sundown; Holiday; Waterhole; Ghost Riders in the Sky; and more. Also includes a DVD of the performance. 60 minutes. MIG Music.

$19.95

CD 2953501 THE SUPER RARE Doo Wop Box. This stunning boxed set with a thirty-page informational booklet features 101 tracks on five CDs of sublime Doo Wop music. Includes songs by the Platters, the Coasters, the Cowsills, the Olympics, the Flamingos; the Isley Brothers; the Drifters; the Ink Spots, the Clovers; the Penguins; and many more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $59.99.

$44.95


$39.95


$99.95

CD 383570X GREATEST LOVE SONGS FROM THE 50s. Collects 155 tracks on nine CDs, in cardboard sleeves and slipcased including Cherish by the Association, I Got You Babe by Sonny & Cher; Bewitched by Neil Sedaka; It’s Now or Never by Elvis Presley; Where or When by Dean Martin; and much more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $129.95.

$49.99

CD 387497X 80S COUNTRY. Collects 136 tracks from some of the decade’s biggest stars, including Eddy Arnold, Jim Reeves, Johnny Cash, Dolly Parton, Willie Nelson, Tammy Wynette, Floyd Cramer, Chet Atkins, Ray Price, Marty Robbins, and more. Eight CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $129.95.

$49.99

CD 4665479 BOBBY BARE SONGS. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $249.99.

$174.95

CD 3867070 DORIS DAY. 1938-1946: It’s Magic. This set covers Day’s Columbia recordings including hits like Love Somebody; It’s Magic; Again; Let’s Take an Old Fashioned Walk; and Bewitched. There are movie songs, duets with Buddy Clark, Dinah Shore and Frank Sinatra. Also included is a 99-page full-color, hardcover book. The six-CD set collects 146 tracks. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $199.99.

$149.95

CD 3950379 THE EAGLES: Live at the Summit, Houston, 1976. Collects 18 tracks on two CDs from a live broadcast recorded at The Summit, Houston, in November of 1976: Hotel California, Take It to the Limit, Turn to Stone, My World, Gone Home, and many more. Also performed entirely by Mississippi musicians who include the Nations Brothers, Ray Brothers, Leake County Revelers, and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99.

$21.95

CD 3794598 THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1961. This 113 track collection covers the year 1961, during which time Billboard published a country Top 30 called Hot C&W Sides, and it comprises every record that appeared in the top 22 places in that chart during the year. Original artists. Tracks include On the Wings of a Dove by Ferlin Husky; Am I Losing You by Jim Reeves; Window Up Above by George Jones; and much more. Four CDs. Acorbat. Pub. at $24.95.

$17.95

CD 3840905 MISSISSIPPI HILLBILLIES. In the Golden Age of sound recordings (1920s-1930s) brilliant rural musicians were recorded for all to enjoy for the very first time. These 94 tracks provide a snapshot of their unique contributions to American music. Included are performances by the Nations Brothers, Ray Brothers, Leake County Revelers, and many more. Four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99.

$21.95

CD 465628X THE BALLADS OF JERRY LEE LEWIS. Collects 21 tracks from the rock ‘n’ roll legend, including Crazy Arms; Born to Lose; Cold Cold Heart; I Can’t Say I’m Sorry; Sail Away; Fools Like Me; Goodnight Irene; It Hurts Me So; and more. Bear Family. Pub. at $29.99.

$17.95


CD 3937496 GEORGE JONES: Gold. Collects 48 tracks from one of Country music’s greats: White Lightning; Tender Years; Money to Burn; Out of Control; and Tour; He Stopped Loving Her Today; I’m a Survivor; What My Woman Can’t Do; and more. Three CDs. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. Chimera. Pub. at $29.99.

$17.95

CD 2993814 WHEN THE SAINTS GO MARCHING IN: Greatest Doo Wop. This three CD, 71 track collection includes some of the greatest Doo Wop artists such as Jackie Wilson, Maxine Ramble by Wild Bill Davison & His Strutters Ball by Bunk Johnson; At a Georgia Camp Meeting by Sidney Bechet & His New Orleans Feetwarmers; Riverboat Shuffle by Red Nichols & His Pennies; and many more. Three CDs. Bear Family. Pub. at $29.99.

$17.95

CD 3763102 THE JUDY GARLAND COLLECTION 1953-62. This six CD, 122 track set presents Judy’s fabulous recording career. It includes Without a Memory; The Man That Got Away; and I Wish I Were a Woman. This set also has all the 9 albums she released Miss Show Business; Judy; Alone; Judy in Love; Judy Garland at the Grove; The Letter; That’s Entertainment; The Garland Touch; and Judy at Carnegie Hall. Acorbat. Pub. at $29.99.

$21.95

CD 4665041 THE OUTLAWS: Live at Rockpalast 1981. Collects nine songs from a live performance at Rockpalast in Wuppertal, Germany on August 19, 1981. Tracks include Devil’s Road; Hurry Sundown; Holiday; Waterhole; Ghost Riders in the Sky; and more. Also includes a DVD of the performance. 60 minutes. MIG Music.

$19.95

CD 2953501 THE SUPER RARE Doo Wop Box. This stunning boxed set with a thirty-page informational booklet features 101 tracks on five CDs of sublime Doo Wop music. Includes songs by the Platters, the Coasters, the Cowsills, the Olympics, the Flamingos; the Isley Brothers; the Drifters; the Ink Spots, the Clovers; the Penguins; and many more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $59.99.

$44.95

CD 3809714 ATARI FLASHBACK 8 GOLD DELUXE. This plug and play package includes: Atari Flashback 8 Gold Console; 120-built-in games such as Asteroids, Space Invaders, Pitfall, Pac-Man, Zombies, and many more; two 2.4 GHz Wireless Controllers and one set of paddle controllers; AC power adapter; HDMI Cable; and instruction manual. Batteries for controllers not included. AtGames Digital Media. 14¾x10¾. Pub. at $99.99.

$49.95
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